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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigations Nos. 701-TA-314 through 317 (Final) a~d
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-SS2 through SSS (Final)
Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel Products
from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom
Determinations
On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigations, the
Commission unanimously determines, pursuant to section 70S(b) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (the Act) (19 U.S.C. § 167ld(b)), that an industry in the United
States is materially injured by reason of imports from Brazil, France,
Germany, and the United Kingdom of certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon
steel products, provided for in subheadings 7213.20.00, 7213.31.30,
7213.31.60, 7213.39.00, 7214.30.00, 7214.40.00, 7214.SO.OO, 7214.60.00 and
7228.30.80 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS), 2 that
have been found by the Department of Commerce to be subsidized by the
Governments of those countries.
The Commission also unanimously determines, pursuant to section 73S(b)
of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of imports from Brazil, France, Germany, and the
United Kingdom of certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products,
provided for in subheadings 7213.20.00, 7213.31.30, 7213.31.60, 7213.39.00,
7214.30.00, 7214.40.00, 7214.SO.OO, 7214.60.00 and 7228.30.80 of the HTS, that
have been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States
at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted these investigations effective November 2,
1992, and November 13, 1992, following preliminary determinations by the
Department of Commerce that imports of certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2 For purposes of these investigations, the subject hot-rolled lead and
bismuth carbon steel products are hot-rolled products of nonalloy or other
alloy steel, whether or not descaled, containing by weight 0.03 percent or
more of lead or O.OS percent or more of bismuth, in coils or cut lengths, and
in numerous shapes and sizes. Excluded from the scope of these investigations
are other alloy steels, except steels classified as such by reason of
containing by weight 0.4 percent or more of lead, or 0.1 percent or more of
bismuth, selenium, or tellurium. Also excluded are semifinished steels and
flat-rolled carbon steel products.

4

carbon steel products from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom
were being subsidized within the meaning of section 703(b) of the Act (19
U.S.C. § 167lb(b)) and were being sold at LTFV within the meaning of section
733(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)). Notice of the institution of the
Commission's investigations and of a public hearing to be held in connection
therewith was given by posting copies of the notices in the Office of the
Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publishing the notices in the Federal Register of November 19, 1992 (57 F.R.
54607) and December 9, 1992 (57 F.R. 58220). The hearing was held in
Washington, DC, on February 2, 1993, and all persons who requested the
opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
Based on the information obtained in these final investigations, we
determine that an industry in the United States is materially injured by
reason of less than fair value (LTFV) and subsidized imports of hot-rolled
lead and bismuth bar and rod from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United
Kingdom. 1

I.

LIKE PRODUCT·AND THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
A.

Statutory Criteria

In determining
whether
.an industry in the United States is materially
- ,...
.,
·:...
injured or threatened with material injury by reason.of the subject imports,
we must first define the "like product" and the "industry."
of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the

"Act~)

Section 771(4) (A)

defines the relevant domestic industry

as "the domestic producers as a whole of.a like p~oduct, or those producers
whose collective output af the like product constitutes a major proportion of
the total: domestic production of that

~~oduct

." 2 .

In turn, the statute

define~· "like product". a~· "a product which is like, or in the absence of like,

most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an
I•

investigation .

our

•3

deteJ:mination of the appropriate like product or· products in an

investigation is a factUa.l

determi~tion,

to which we apply the statutory

standard of "like" or "most similar in characteristics and uses" on a case-

l

Material retardation of a domestic indus~ry by reason of the subject
imports is not an issue in these investigations, .and therefore will not be
discussed further.
2

19 U.S.C. § 1677(.) (A).

3

19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(10).

by -case

.
4
basis.

Generally, we disregard minor variations and look for clear

dividing lines between possible like products. 5
B.

Background and Product Description&t

In its notice of initiation, the Department of

Cop!Ql~rce

(Commerce)

defined the class or kind of merchandise subject to investigation as follows:
[H]ot-rolled bars and rods of nonalloy or other alloy steel,
whether or not descaled, containing by weight 0.03 percent or more
of lead or 0.05 percent or more of bismuth, in coils or cut
lengths, and in numerous shapes and sizes. Excluded from the
scope of these investigations are other alloy eteels (as defined
by the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the unit•ra ltW• (J¢.st'.JS),
Chapter 72, note 1 (f}), except steels classifi•d - other alloy
steels by reason of containing by weight 0.4 percent or mare of
lead, or 0.1 percent or more of bismuth, telluri~, 9r selenium.
Also excluded are semi-finished steels and flat-rolled products.
The products covered by these investigations are primarily hot-rolled
carbon steel bar and rod.

The Report contains a detailed de1c:ti.J'tion of the

categories of products involved in these investigations, the steel making
processes, and definitions of the technical terms used herein. 6
below is a brief overview of

th~

Set forth

products involved.

"Carbon steel" means all nonalloy steel that contains by ireight two

4
In defining the like product, we generally consider a number of factors
including: (1) physical characteristics and uses; (2) i~terchangeability of
the products; (3) channels of distribution; (4) custaner and producer
perceptions of the products; (5) the use of common manufacturing facilities
and product.ion employees; and, where appropriate, (6) price. No single factor
is dispositive, and we 111&y consider other factors relevaiit to our like product
determination in a particular investigation. IG, .lt.r..S.a. Al·pciacion Colombiaha.
de Exportaciores de Flores v. United States, 693 F. S1,1.pp. 1165, 1169, n.5 (CIT
1988) .
1

5

s.

Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Seas. 90·91 (1919).

Report to the Commission, February 23, 1993 (•aeport•) I-6 - I-20;
Glossary at C-3 • C-9.
6

6

percent or less of carbon. 7

"Alloy steel" is defined as steels which contain

a number of different elements in specified amounts. 8
A "hot-rolled" carbon steel bar or rod is produced by heating· (usually
to above 2,200 degrees F) and reducing a semi-finished billet 9 to a final
thickness and shape by passing it through a series of rolls.

A "cold-

finished" or "cold-formed" bar or rod is a hot-rolled product which is
descaled (submerged in an acid solution or shot blast) to remove oxide scale
formed during the hot-rolling process, and then undergoes additional
processing at ambient temperatures in the form of polishing, turning,
grinding, and/or straightening.
Hot-rolled "bar" includes hot-rolled products in cut-lengths or

7

The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) classifies steels by a four
digit numerical index system that describes their chemical composition. The
first digit indicates the type of steel (e.g., 11 1 11 indicates a carbon steel,
"2" indicates a nickel steel, and "3" indicates a nickel-chromium steel); the
second digit indicates the percentage of the predominating alloying element
(in alloy steels) ; and the last two digits indicate the average carbon content
in hundredths of a percent. Leaded steels have an L inserted between the
second and third digit, while bismuth steels have a Bi inserted in the same
place. Within the carbon steel series, lOxx grades are non-resulphurized with
a manganese content not exceeding 1.00 percent; llxx grades are resulphurized;
12xx steels are resulfurized and rephosphorized; and 15xx steels have a
manganese content·exceeding 1.00 percent. For example, a 12Ll4 steel is a
carbon steel which is resulfurized and rephosphorized, contains lead and
approximately 0.14 percent carbon. A 1018 steel is a carbon steel which has a
carbon level of approximately 0.18 percent. Alloy steel grades include the
1300, 4000, 4100, 4300, 4400, 4600, 4800, 5000, 5100, 5200, 6100, 8100, 8600,
9200, and 9300 series. For a further discussion of steel series, see the
Report at C-5.
8

HTSUS Chapter 72, Note l(f), at 72-2.

A "billet" is a square or round cross-section of steel usually from 4
inches to 6 inches in diameter, and of various lengths. See Report I-18. A
billet. can be continuously cast directly from a strand caster, or it can be
produced by rolling a heated larger sized "bloom" and pulling it through a
series of rolls to reduce it in size. A hot-rolled bar or rod is produced by
rolling a billet down in the same fashion to a much smaller width.
9

7

irregularly wound coils. 10

Bar may be round, rectangular, and hexagonal, and

consists of various diameters from 0.75 to 12 inches. 11

Hot-rolled "rod"

include.a coiled, hot-rolled product of a solid, approximately round cross
section, not under 0.20 inches nor over 0.74 inches in diameter.
Special quality bar and rod ("SBQ bar and rod" or "SBQ steels") is a
broad category of carbon and alloy hot-rolled steels which encompasses a wide
variety of metallurgy, characteristics and uses.

SBQ bar and rod is used

where the steel is required to be hot-forged, heat-treated, cold-drawn,
machined, or used in particular structural applications or in high product
liability applications. 12

SBQ bar and rod is produced to be as free from

visible surface defects and excessive chemical segregation as is possible. 13
SBQ bar and rod generally is also subjected to rigorous chemical uniformity
analysis during processing. 14
"Free-machining" or
and rod.
by

11

free-cutting 1115 steels are a subcategory of SBQ bar

Free-machining steels are primarily carbon steel products·containing

weight one or more of the following elements:

0.03 percent or more of

lead, 0.05 percent or more of bismuth, 0.08 percent or more of sulfur, more
than 0.04 percent phosphorus, 0.05 percent or more of selenium, and 0.01
10

Report at C-3.

11

Id. C-4.

American Iron and Steel Institute, Steel Products Manual - Alloy.
Carbon and High Strength Low Alloy Steels: Semifinished for Forging; Hot
Rolled Bars. Cold-finished Bars. Hot Rolled Deformed and Plain Concrete
Reinforcing Bars, March 1986 (AISI Manual), at 87-89.
12

13
14

Id.

The term "free-machining" is typically used in the United States.
the HTSUS and in other countries the term "free-cutting" is also used.
15
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In

percent or more of tellurium. 16

These metallurgical additions and the

resulting properties allow end users, after cold-finishing, to machine, cut,
drill, and in some circumstances forge these steels more easily thcµi other
types of carbon steel.

The term "machining" has been defined as "cutting a

part from a steel bar using operations that include forming, shaving,
drilling, treading, and burnishing. 1117
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth steels are a subcategory of free-machining
steels.

These steels contain small additions of lead and bismuth (usually

0.15 to 0.35 percent by weight) to carbon and a limited number of alloy steels
to improve the machinability of the steel.
In our preliminary determinations, we found one like product of all hotrolled special quality bar and rod steels {SBQ) . 18

We noted, however, that in

any final investigations we would examine in detail alternative like products,

16

Report I-7. This definition includes all of the products subject to
investigation, including 1000 series and alloy series steels which contain
more than 0.03 percent lead. The record supports a finding that these steels,
while not sulfurized, are like or most similar to the subject imports than
other SBQ steels. The lead 1000 series steels such as 10Ll8 and 10L45 have
higher machinability ratings than non-lead 1000 series steel with comparable
carbon content. Respondents' Prehearing Brief Vol.II, exhibit D at 8-9. They
are perceived and marketed as "improved machinability" products separately
from other SBQ. Petitioners' Postconference Brief, exhibit 4. Lead 1000
series steels are manufactured by only integrated producers by bloom casting
or ingot casting, as opposed to other SBQ 1000 series steels which are
predominately billet cast. Producer Questionnaire Responses. The prices for
lead 1000 grade steels, like free-machining steels in the 1100 and 1200
grades, sell at a premium over other SBQ steels. Producer questionnaire
responses. We also note that based on the record developed by the Commission
in these investigations such steels account for less than one percent of all
free-machining steels produced in the United States. Preliminary Staff Report
A-90.
17

Hearing Tr. 48 {Bob Squier, Curtis Screw Company); Report I-6 n.13.

18
Commissioner Rohr notes that in his preliminary determinations he found
the like product to consist of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod. See
preliminary views of Commissioner Rohr at 31-44.

9

including a like product of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod (freemachining steels) . 19
In these final investigations, petitioners 20 and Corey Steel. Company21
assert that there should be one like product (a) which is identical with the
products under investigation, i.e., limited to all hot-rolled lead and bismuth
carbon steel bar and rod, or, alternatively (b) consisting of all hot-rolled
free-machining bar and rod.

Respondents 22 assert that there should be two

like products consisting of hot-rolled special quality bar and hot-rolled
special quality rod.
C.

Analysis of the Like Product Issues

The principal like product issue 23 in these final investigations is

Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Products from Brazil, France,
Germany, and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-314 through 317, Inv. Nos.
731-TA-552 through 555, USITC Pub. 2512 (June 1992} at 22.
19

The petitioners appearing in these final investigations include Inland
Steel Industries including Inland Steel Bar Company (Inland), the Bar, Rod &
Wire Division of Bethlehem Steel Corporation (Bethlehem), and USS/Kobe Steel
Co. (USS/Kobe) (collectively referred to herein as "petitioners").
20

Corey Steel Company (Corey), a U.S. cold-finisher and importer of hotrolled bar and rod, appeared at the hearing and filed pre- and post-conference
briefs in support of the petition.
21

These respondents include the following: United Engineering Steel (UES)
of the United Kingdom; Usinor Sacilor, Unimetal, Ascometal of France;
Saarstahl AG, Thyssen Stahl AG and Thyssen Inc. of Germany; and Villares
Corporation of America, Mannesmann SA, and Asesita-CIA Acos Especiais Itabira
of Brazil.
22

In our preliminary determinations, we indicated that there was not a
clear dividing line between lead and bismuth steels and inter alia, other
free-machining steels. There has been no substantial new evidence presented
in these final investigations which would provide a basis f cr such a clear
dividing line between these types of free-machining steels. Indeed,
respondents have presented considerable evidence from purchasers of both lead
and bismuth free-machining steel and non-lead free-machining steels that
demonstrates substantial substitution between such steels. See, ~,
Respondents' Post-Hearing Brief, Vol. II exhibit A, exhibit B, and exhibit D
(Rutkowski statement) .
23

10

whether the product "like or most similar to" the hot-rolled lead and bismuth
bar and rod under investigation is hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod or
the much broader category of hot-rolled special quality bar and rod.

A second

issue is whether bar and rod should be included within one or separate like
products.
1.

Like Product of Free-Machining Bar and Rod

We determine in these final investigations that there is one like
product consisting of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod.

As we noted

earlier, hot-rolled lead and bismuth bar and rod are a sub-category of hotrolled free-machining bar and rod.

There are substantial similarities between

lead and bismuth bar and rod and other free-machining bar and rod in terms of
physical characteristics, metallurgy, end uses, channels of distribution,
manufacturing processes, and prices.
As discussed in more detail below, all types of free-machining steels
contain particular additives that make machining these steels substantially
easier than other SBQ steels.

Lead and bismuth and other free-machining

steels are used to produce many of the same end products, and are distributed
through the same channels of distribution (primarily to cold-finishers) .
Free-machining steels, including lead 1000 series steels and lead alloy
steels, are perceived and marketed as a distinct group of products by U.S.
producers and cold-finishers.

Finally, the prices of lead and bismuth steels

and other free-machining steels generally sell at a premium compared to other
SBQ steels.
By contrast, a like product of all SBQ steels, as urged b}'.' respondents,
would include a diverse range of carbon and alloy bar and rod.

The principal

similarity among all SBQ steels is that all are hot-rolled steel manufactured
11

in similar facilities with the same workers and basic processes.

However,

there are substantial differences between free-machining SBQ steels (which
include the subject imports) and other SBQ steels in terms of physical
characteristics, end uses, channels of distribution, producer and customer
perceptions, certain manufacturing processes, and prices.
a.

Physical characteristics

Free-machining steels have distinctly different physical characteristics
from other SBQ steels.

Free-machining steels are resulfurized (sulfur added),

rephosphorized (phosphorus added), and/or have had lead, bismuth, selenium or
tellurium added. 24

In contrast, for other SBQ steels steelmakers remove

sulphur, usually down to a level of .OS percent or less. 25

Free-machining

24

Report I-9 n.19. Free machining carbon steels are categorized in a
separate HTSOS heading. HTSOS numbers 7213.31.30, 7231.60, 7213,39, 7214.10,
7214.20, 7214.40, 7.214.50, and 7214.60. The HTSOS segregates "free-cutting"
steels from forged bars and rods, concrete reinforcing bars and rods, and
"other" types of carbon bars in different thicknesses and shapes. Freecutting steels are defined in the Subheading Note l(b), as follows:
Nonalloy free-cutting steel
Nonalloy steel containing by weight one or more of the following
elements in the specified proportions:
-

0.08 percent or more of sulfur
0.1 percent or more of lead
more than 0.05 percent of selenium
more than 0.01 percent of tellurium
more than 0.05 percent of bismuth.

25

ASM International, "Classification and Designation of Carbon and LowAlloy Steels," Metals Handbook, 10th Ed. Vol. l (1991) ("Metals Handbook") at
150-153. Respondents' expert, Mr. Graham stated that "the fundamental means
of improvement [of machinability] is to add sulphur . . . [t]ypically to the
level_ of .26 to .35 percent from the base steel level of .02 to .04 percent."
Preliminary Conference Transcript, May 4, 1992 ("Conference Tr.") at 126.
This testimony contrasts with respondents' new assertions in their posthearing brief that the only metallurgical difference between free-machining
and other SBQ steels is only 0.01 percent sulphur, with free machining steels
allegedly having a sulphur level from 0.06 percent to 0.35 percent, and other
(continued ... )
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steels, unlike other SBQ steels, also are produced without deoxidizers (such
as silicon or aluminum) which enhance the distribution of manganese sulfide
inclusions, resulting in higher machinability. 26
The presence of relatively large amounts of sulfur and/or lead
particularly in the 1200 series free-machining grades, causes some reduction
in cold fonnability, weldability, 27 forgeability and lowers the ductility28 and
impact resistance of these steels. 29

However, sulfur, phosphorus, lead,

bismuth, selenium and/or tellurium additives do not create any differences in
hardenability or tensile or yield strength between free-machining and other
SBQ steels of comparable carbon content. 30
The addition of sulfur, phosphorus, lead, bismuth, selenium and/or
tellurium in free-machining steel in the 1100 and 1200 grades of steel
embrittle the steel and make it more prone to cracking than comparable 1000

25 ( ••• continued)
SBQ steels having a sulphur level of 0.02 to 0.05 percent. Respondents'
Posthearing Brief at 4-5, 18. The maximum sulphur level of 1000 series grades
is 0.05 percent, while the minimum sulphur level of 1100 series of free
machining steels is 0.08 percent. The most popular 1200 series steels,
accounting for the bulk of domestic production of free machining steels, have
sulphur levels between 0.26 to 0.35 percent. Metals Handbook at 150-153.
26
Transcript of Hearing, February 2, 1993 ("Hearing Tr.") at 72-73;
Petitioners' Posthearing Brief Exhibit 2(A), at 11. Machinability is usually
measured in the speed by which steel can be removed. The parties have
presented a number of technical manuals and charts reflecting machining speeds
of various types of SBQ steel. See, !iL.9.:,., Respondents' Prehearing Brief Vol.
II, exhibit l(D).

27

Hearing Tr. 71-72.

28

Respondents' Posthearing Brief, Vol. II, at 7.

29
Hearing Tr. 159. Exhibit 6 to UES Post-conference Brief, Statement of
Derry Graham at 4. Report I-8 n.15; Hearing Tr. 72.
30

Hearing Tr. 159-60.
13

series non-free-machining SBQ grades. 31

This embrittlement makes the steel

easier to machine by creating smaller chips.

It also reduces machine tool

wear, tool creep on automatic screw machines, and lowers the amount of energy
necessary to produce the end product. 32

A hot-rolled free-machining steel can

be machined in a faster and more cost effective manner on automatic screw
machines than other SBQ steels with the same carbon level. 33
Respondents argue that there is a continuum of machinability between
free-machining and other SBQ grades of steel.

They note, correctly, that some

grades of high carbon leaded free-machining steels have a lower machinability
than other SBQ low carbon steels. 34

We find, however, that respondents'

machinability continuum does not reflect commercial reality because it
improperly compares low and high carbon steels.

The machinability of carbon

steels is fundamentally determined by the level of carbon: low-carbon steels,
such as 1018, 1117, 1215 and 12L14, have high ductility, low strength, and low
hardenability and thus, machine faster. 35

Medium carbon grades, such as 1045,

10L45, and 1141, machine much slower due to their low ductility, high

31

Report I-7.

32

Id. I-6.

33

Preliminary Conference Transcript, May 2, 1992 ("Preliminary Tr.") at

77.

Respondents' Posthearing Brief Vol. II, exhibit l(D), figure D.
However, a ccmparison of grades in exhibit 1 with the same level of carbon
illustrates that free machining steels are consistently more machinable than
non·f~ee machining steels.
Thus, the grades which represent the greatest
amount of production, free machining grades 12L14/1215, are considerably more
machinable than base grades 1008 and 1018.
34

35
Petitioners' Posthearing Brief exhibit 2(A), Affidavit of Roger A.
Joseph , 8; Metals Handbook at 140, 144 (1991); Corey Posthearing Brief at
10-12.
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strength, and high hardenability. 36

When the machinability ratings of steels

of the same carbon level are measured, free-machining steels are much more
machinable than other SBQ grades. 37
In addition, most of the products in respondents' machinability
continuum are not produced by domestic producers or are produced in relatively
small quantities. 38

In fact, the vast majority of hot-rolled SBQ carbon bar

and rod sold in the United States is split between free-machining grades 1215
and 12Ll4 and other SBQ grades 1008 and 1018 steel, with the free-machining
grades being more machinable. 39
b.

End use and interchanaeability40

Most free-machining steels, unlike other SBQ bar and rod, are used
principally in screw machining operations or where extensive machining is

36

Joseph

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief exhibit 2(A), Affidavit of Roger A.
1 8.

Respondents' Posthearing Brief exhibit l;
figure 6, Statement of Derry Graham.
37

38

UBS Conference exhibit 6,

Corey Posthearing Brief at 10-11.

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief Vol.II at 19-20, exhibit l(H).
Respondents' Posthearing Brief Vol. II at 10.
39

~

° Conunissioner Crawford notes that considerable confusion within the
Commission and the trade bar has resulted from the use of the terms
"interchangeability" and "substitutability". The Canmission has traditionally
considered interchangeability in the context of the like product analysis. In
this context, "interchangeability" refers to the physical, technical
feasibility of switching among different products, that is, whether producers
and/or purchasers .£5Y! switch from one product to another. "Substitutability",
on the other hand, refers to econanic feasibility and to whether purchasers
will swi~ch products as a result of a change in their relative prices. In
determining the degree of substitutability, non-price factors (e.g. quality
differences, lead-times, contract terms, etc.) affect the relative value of
the products and thus affect the purchasing decision. They are therefore
important in evaluating the impact of subject imports on the domestic
industry. In sum, interchangeability describes whether it is possible to
switch among products, while substitutability describes whether it is
economically feasible for purchasers to do so.
4
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required.

Where an end use product requires considerable machining on an

automatic screw machine (removal of more than 20 percent of the bar or rod
stock), free-machining steels, particularly lead and bismuth steels, are the
principal steels specified by end users and used by screw machine operators. 41
There is little camnercial interchangeability between free-machining bar
and rod and other SBQ bar and rod in screw machining operations.

While any

type of SBQ bar (but not rod) is usually machined, 42 from a commercial
standpoint, free-machining steel (particularly lead and bismuth) is the
overwhelming choice of screw machine operators to manufacture parts requiring
the extensive removal of steel.

The substantial majority of purchasers that

responded to the Commission's questionnaire indicated that free-machining and

'
other SBQ steels have limited
interchangeability because of the substantial
loss in productivity and increased manufacturing costs which would result from
the use of other SBQ bar and rod. 43

These purchasers also indicated that the

majority of screw machine operators would continue to use free-machining steel
even if price differentials in relation to other SBQ bar and rod increased. 44
Where only minor machining is required, such as threading the end of a
shaft or drilling holes, free-machining bar and rod typically is not used. 45
41
Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Vol. II, exhibit l(C) at 2. Testimony
from screw machine and cold finishing operators, as well as the responses.to
numerous producer questionnaires demonstrated the overwhelming demand and use
of free-machining steels which are critical to the cost-efficient, rapid,
energy efficient production of highly machined parts. Report I-16 - I-17.
42

Conference Tr. at 125-26, 136, 177-78.

43

Report I-16 - I-i7.

44

Report I-17.

45
Respondents' Posthearing Brief Vol II, exhibit B, at l. This is due to
the generally higher cost of free-machining steels and the lower weldability,
ductility, impact resistance, and/or forgeability of free-machining steels.
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·There also are limited circumstances where other SBQ steels may be heavily
machined in screw machine operations because the required physical or process
requirements (hardness, ductility, impact resistance, forgeability,·
weldability and brazability) prohibit the use of free-machining steels. 46
Respondents presented additional evidence of alleged interchangeability
between free-machining and other SBQ steel in screw machine operations.

We

find, however, that the statements of respondents' witnesses are generally
unpersuasive because they fail to quantify the amount of machining (percentage
of steel removed from the bar or rod stock) in circumstances where such
substitution took place. 47
Respondents also argued that other SBQ steel is used in cold-forming
operations to manufacture identical end use products made on screw machines
from 1100 and 1200 series free-machining steel. 48

In analyzing the

interchangeability of free-machining and other SBQ steel, we have considered

Respondents' Prehearing Brief Vol. II, Tab 2 at l; Respondents'
Posthearing Brief Vol II, exhibit B {use of 4140 and other SBQ steel occurs in
approximately 10 percent of one screw machine shop's operation where extensive
machining is required) .
46

47

For example, one U.S. minimill representative provided examples where
different U.S. manufacturers involved in machining operations used both freemachining and other SBQ steel to produce the same part, with the selection of
other SBQ steel based solely on lower price. Respondents' Prehearing Brief,
Vol II, Tab. 3 at 1-2; Respondents' Posthearing Brief Vol. II, exhibit D at
3. No information was provided regarding the extent of the machining
operations (percentage of bar/rod stock removed) in these substitutable
examples.
48

Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 11. The parties agree that the first
concerns of a purchaser of an end product manufactured with SBQ steel are the
hardness, tensile strength, yield strength, impact resistance and/or fatigue
resistance qualities of the steel. Thus, a high carbon or alloy steel
generally would be used for high strength and hardness requirements, while a
lower carbon steel -- such as the majority of the free-machining steels
involved in these investigations -- would be used for end use products with
less demanding strength and hardness requirements.
17

the following factors to be significant.

First, there is little or no

substitution of free-machining and other SBQ bar and rod between the coldforming and screw machining operations:

free-machining generally is used for

screw machining while other SBQ steel is used for cold-forming. 49

:r

Cold-forming is used where the end products are not intricate in shape,
do not exceed 1 1/4" in diameter, have relatively loose tolerances, and
.
50
surface quality is not important.

There are a number of intricately

machined products made on screw machines with free-machining steel which
cannot be made by cold-forming.

Respondents' witnesses estimate that 75

percent of end use parts made from bar sold in the United States are made on
screw machines, not cold-forming machines. 51

None of respondents' witnesses

indicated that most or even a majority of the parts currently made on screw
machining operations could be made by cold-forming. 52
While specifications from some end users of less intricately formed
parts may allow processors to choose between cold-forming and machining

49
For example, petitioners note that sulphur in concentrations above
0.05 percent reduces the ductility, and thus the ability of the steel to
withstand cold-forming. Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, exhibit 4 at 6. One
of respondents' witnesses states:

[c]old heading requires all the requirements in a steel that are not
found in free-machining steels. Free-machining steels possess and
require all those properties that are actually detrimental to cold
heading. In machining you want a certain level of brittleness so the
steel separates as the tool cuts the parts. In heading you want
softness and elasticity to move and mold the steel into a part.
Respondents' Prehearing Brief, exhibit 5 at 3.
50

Report I-8.

51

Respondents' Posthearing Brief, Vol II, Tab A.

52
See .§..:..9'....:_, Respondents' Posthearing Brief, Vol II, Tab. B (virtually any
cold headed component can be machined, as backup or in case of cold heading
difficulties, but no assertion that all machined products can be cold headed) .
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processes, in practice cold-forming will generally be used if the part must be
produced in large volumes {over 150,000 parts) . 53

Because cold-forming is

less expensive than machining if substantial volumes are involved, petitioners
assert that "any part that £2:!! be made on a cold-header already is made that
way.

1154

As one domestic screw machine operator testified:

[T]here is very little direct competition between screw machine shops
and cold-headers, because there are very few parts for which one process
or the other is not the obvious appropriate choice. Because of this
lack of direct competition, there have been no switches, to my
knowledge, nor are there likely to be any switches, from screw machining
to cold-heading as a result of the recent or any likely increases in the
price of leaded steels. 55
The statements of the five screw machine company representatives included in
respondents' post-hearing submissions confirm that economics principally
dictate that cold-forming will be used where there is a sufficiently high
volume, and that, depending on volume, particular parts are made on either
screw machines out of free-machining steel, or on a cold header out of other
SBQ steel . 56
Substitution between free-machining and other SBQ steels is further
limited by the qualification process of end users.

While there is evidence

that some end users have alternative specifications for either free-machining
or other SBQ steels, specifications provided by original equipment

53

Id. at 2.

Petitioners' Posthearing Br., Vol. II, exhibit {C) (affidavit of Robert
Cold-forming machines achieve typical speeds of 150
to 600 parts per minute while screw machine operations usually vary from a
high of 30 parts per minute down to less than one per minute. Respondents'
Prehearing Brief, Exhibit 5 at 2.
54

c. Squier) ,, 7, 8, at 3.

55
Petitioners' Posthearing Br., Vol. II, exhibit (C)
C. Squier) , 8, at 3.

56

Respondents' Posthearing Brief Vol II, Tab B.
19

(affidavit of Robert

manufacturers are difficult to change, in part because of the long lead time
required to qualify parts. 57

Purchasers responding to the Conunission's

questionnaires indicated that any changes away from free-machining to other
SBQ steels would require customer approval, changes in part specifications,
requalification of parts, and retooling of certain equipment to produce the
parts. 58
Finally, we find that generally there is an absence of
interchangeability in end use products between free-machining and other SBQ
steels where the end use product requires high strength, hardness, or fatigue
resistance in critical applications. 59

Such parts will be produced from other

SBQ carbon or alloy steels and include moving engine parts or load-bearing
parts of an automobile, such as motor shafts, piston pins, struts and shock
absorbers, cam shafts and transmission parts. 60

Non-moving, non-load bearing

parts that require substantial machining will almost always be made from freemachining steels. 61
c.

Channels of Distribution

Free-machining bar and rod moves in relatively distinct channels of
distribution from the majority of other types of SBQ bar and rod.

The

significant majority (70.6 percent) of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod
moves from either U.S. producers or U.S. importers of foreign hot-rolled

57

Preliminary Conference Tr. at 82.

58

Report I-17.

59

Petitioners' Postconference Brief, Vol. II, ,, 7, 9(a).

60
61
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product to cold finishers. 62

The majority of the cold-finished free-machining

product is then sold to screw machine shops that produce machined parts for
end users such as automobile manufacturers. 63
purchase and process other SBQ grades,

While U.S. cold finishers also

a~oximately

82.3 percent of other SBQ

bar and rod is sold to distributors, steel service centers, and end users
other than cold-finishers for construction, fabrication of components, and
appliance parts. 64

Free-machining and other types of SBQ are both sold in

much smaller percentages to forgers. 65
d.

customer and Producer Perceptions

As discussed above, cold-finishers and screw machine purchasers of cold-

finished free-machining steels perceive such steels (particularly lead and
bismuth steels) to be distinct from non-free-machining SBQ bar and rod. 66
U.S. cold-finishers, the primary purchasers of hot-rolled free-machining
carbon steels, typically market free-machining bar and rod as distinct
products from other SBQ products.

For example, the marketing literature from

the Cold-Finished Steel Bar Institute illustrates a variety of lead and
bismuth and non-lead free-machining carbon steels marketed to end users by
cold finishers. 67

In addition, LaSalle Steel, a U.S. cold-finisher, markets

62

Report I-85;

63

ig.

64

Producer Questionnaire Data at 20.

Producer Questionnaire Responses.

65
66

Report I-15 - I-18.

67
Petitioners' Postconference Brief, exhibit 4 (as supplemented with page
three provided to the Canmission by counsel for petitioner) . This brochure
also describes lead 1000 series and alloy steels which "improved
machinability" through the addition of lead.
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and advertises a 1215 grade "Super 1200" non-lead free-machining steel
separate from its other SBQ steel. 68

One of the petitioners, Inland Steel,

also markets free-machining steel separately from other SBQ steel it
produces. 69
In addition, cold-forming operators view free-machining steel as
separate from other SBQ steels, the former not being used in cold-forming
operations. 70

The Industrial Fasteners Institute, whose members manufacture a

wide variety of screws, bolts, nuts and other mechanical fasteners by the
cold-forming process, considers free-machining steel to be distinct to the
extent it is "not used in cold-forming" and is prohibited from being used in
the manufacture of many fasteners. 71

Petitioners' industry experts and

respondents' experts indicated that in the great majority of cases, the
automotive industry and other industries view.free-machining steels as
distinct because they specify the use of such steels. 72
Respondents have cited selected purchaser questionnaire

respon~es

to

argue that other SBQ steels are viewed as interchangeable with free-machining
steels. 73

The referenced statements indicate, however, that these purchasers

use free-machining steels when it is economical to do so, even if the
theoretical possibility of substituting other SBQ steels exists at a much

68

Respondents' Posthearing Brief Vol.II, exhibit D, at 3.

Inland Steel Company markets its "free-machining" steel with a brochure
which identifies trademark lead, bismuth, and lead and tellurium steels.
69

70

Respondents' Prehearing Brief, exhibit 5 at 3.

7l

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Vol II. Tab. D.

72

Conference Tr. at 180;

73

Respondents' Posthearing Brief at 13-14.

Corey Posthearing Brief at 3.
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higher cost in terms of lower tool life, higher energy expenses, and
significantly higher production time. 74

Respondents correctly note that the

American Iron & Steel Institute treats SBQ steels as a distinct category, and
that there is no separate free-machining Committee in the American Society of
Metals Product Committee on Carbon and Alloy Steel. 75

However, as noted

above, U.S. steel producers and cold finishers both market free-machining
steel as a separate product.
e.

Production processes. workers and equipment

The majority of the processes for teeming, pouring, hot-rolling,
inspecting, conditioning, and shipping hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod
is the same for free-machining and other types of SBQ bar and rod.
workers are used to produce both types of bar and rod.

The same

All U.S. producers of

free-machining steel also produce other types of hot-rolled steels.
The primary difference in processes and equipment used to produce freemachining steels, as opposed to other SBQ steels, is the use by most domestic
and foreign producers of large, extremely capital intensive bloom casters 76 in
order to obtain an even distribution of sulfur, phosphorus, lead and/or

74
75

Id. at 14.

76
A "bloom" is a very large width steel of rectangular shape, usually
greater than approximat~ly 8 inches in width, although the exact demarcation
between a bloom and a smaller billet has not been firmly established in the
industry. Report I-14 n.39. A "bloom caster" is a strand caster which
produces a bloom as a result of continuous pouring of molten steel from a
special container (tundish) in a controlled stream which is then rolled into
the bloom shape and cut at regular intervals into the desired length. Id. I12 - I-14.
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bismuth. 77

Most other SBQ steels can be produced on smaller, more cost-

efficient billet casters.

However, no U.S. producer of lead and bismuth steel

or 1200 grade free-machining steel produces and markets such hot-rolled steel
in commercial quantities with smaller billet casters. 78

One U.S. minimill

:}-

producer of SBQ steels indicated that "our caster cross-section is too small
to produce acceptable free-machining steels. 1179
Respondents dispute petitioners' assertion that free-machining steels
require special bloom casters, claiming that all SBQ steels can be produced on
billet casters.

However, respondents UES and Unimetal produce their free-

machining steel on a bloom caster.

UES's expert, Mr. Graham, testified at the

preliminary conference that UES selected a bloom caster for its free-machining
steels "to maximize the manganese sulfide particle size
[b]igger cast

secti~ns

[because]

cool and solidify more slowly which results in

relatively larger sulfides which are desirable in the machining process. 1180
Only respondent Saarstahl asserts that it produces some of its lead and
bismuth steel on billet casters with a dimension of approximately 6" square. 81

77

Inland's General Manager of Sales and Marketing, Joe Alvarado, asserted
that Inland would not have invested in its bloom caster if it were not
required to produce lead and bismuth steel. No assertion was made by Mr.
Alvarado that Inland does not use this bloom caster for other SBQ steels.
78

A number of U.S. minimills produce 1100 grade free machining steel on
billet casters. ~Petitioners' Posthearing Brief.Exhibit S(C) for a
discussion of one U.S. minimill's production of free-machining steels.
Report E-5. One U.S. minimill producer claims to billet cast 1200
series free machining steel. But see Petitioners' Posthearing Br., exhibit
S(D), at 3. In addition, the quality of this minimill producer's 1200 series
billet cast free machining steel is alleged by petitioners to be significantly
less machinable than bloom cast free-machining steel. Id., exhibit S(I).
79

80

Conference Tr., exhibit 6 at 11.

81

Declaration of Viktor Grunenberg, ,, 3-7.
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There are some differences in the processes and equipment used to
produce free-machining steels, particularly lead and bismuth free-machining
steel, and other types of SBQ.

The resulfurization and rephosphorization

process for free-machining steels is an additional process step performed at
the ladle metallurgy station82 distinct from other SBQ steel. 83

Leaded and

bismuth free-machining steels require specialized machinery to feed in the
lead, for fume and dust collection, and for scrap metal segregation. 84

A

number of U.S. producers identified particular casting, melting, refining,
rolling, temperature, and conditioning practices involved only with freemachining steel. 85
Finally, production of lead and bismuth free-machining steels, as
opposed to other SBQ steels, requires environmental controls consisting of
flues, ducts, fans, bag houses, and specialized equipment for workers. 86
Production of leaded steel also requires segregation and separate disposal of
waste lead which is classified as hazardous waste. 87

In addition, U.S.

producers of leaded steel must comply with Occupational Safety and Health

82

The ladle metallur9Y station is the point in the steel making process
where additives are made to molten steel where its chemistry is refined to
provide the steel with properties required for specific applications. Report
I-11.
83

Report I-11.

84

Id. I-12.

85

Id. E-3 - B-6. U.S. producers stated that free-machining steels have
rejection rates, more surface defects and lower yields than other types
steels. Respondents generally stated that processes, equipment, and
with lead steels do not differ in any significant way from other types
steels.

higher
of .SBQ
yields
of SBQ
86

Report I-15.

87

Id.
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Administration standards limiting the exposure of their workers to lead fume
and dust by using specialized safety equipment including respirators or
positive pressure cabins for operating crew, specialized protective gear, and
blood sampling. 88

Respondent UES estimates that a facility that includes

lead products in its product line must also incur a "relatively modest cost
($2 to $5 million out of a $150-400 million total investment) to upgrade the
usual environmental safeguards to cope with the toxicity of the lead fumes
produced in production." 89
f.

Price

Free-machining bar and rod, particularly the lead and bismuth and 1215
grades, commands a premium over other SBQ steels such as 1018 bar and rod. 90
Petitioners assert that the price premiums between low carbon 1200 freemachining grades and low

carb~n

1018 steels are significant because the 1018

steel is the "logical substitute for free-machining steels according to
respondents." 91

Petitioners argue that, in every quarter, U.S. prices for

domestic 1018 steel were always $4-$5 per 100 pounds below the U.S. and
imported prices for free-machining products. 92

Contrary to respondents'

assertions, there is no persuasive evidence of a shift by purchasers from
12Ll4 or 1215 free-machining steels to 1018 because of these price
differentials.
The divergent price trends for free-machining and other SBQ steel
88

Id.

89

UES Post-Conference Br. at 9.

90

Report I-94.

91

Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 40.

92

Id. at 41.
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obtained in these investigations also support our conclusion that there are
more than minor differences between free-machining steels and other types of
SBQ bar and rod.

In particular, these data reflect that there was no shift in

the marketplace from AISI grade 1215 and grade 1018 steels.

Between 1989 and

September 1992, the prices of 1215 rdse·by 11.2 percent while the prices for
1018 fell 3.4 percent during the same period. 93

Similar trends existed for

the three lead products for which the Commission obtained pricing data. 94
Respondents do not dispute petitioners' assertion that the base grade
steel that competes with free-machining steel -- 1018 -- is lower priced than
free-machining steel, acknowledging that "free-machining steels are specially
formulated grades with particular desired characteristics and, as such, they
conunand a certain price premium.• 95

Respondents argue that such price

premiums are a characteristic of a number of SBQ grades, particularly alloy
grades, many of which are allegedly priced higher than free-machining
grades. 96

However, the fact that alloy steels may be priced higher than free-

machining steels is immaterial unless such steels compete for the same end
uses and markets of free-machining steels.

Respondents have provided no

credible evidence of such competition in the considerable majority of nonfree-machining carbon and alloy steels.
In conclusion, we find that, while there are minor differences between
lead and bismuth bar and rod and other types of free-machining steels
(including leaded alloy and carbon non-sulphurized steels), there are major
93

Report I-94.

94

Id.

95

Respondents' Posthearing Brief at 16.

96

Id. at 16.
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differences between free-machining steels and other SBQ steels.

Accordingly,

we determine that the like product consists of all hot-rolled free-machining
steel.
2.

Combining hot-rolled free-machining bar and
hot-rolled free-machining rod in one like product

We also find that the like product of hot-rolled free-machining steels
includes both hot-rolled free-machining bar and hot-rolled free-machining
rod. 97

Free-machining rod, with additions of lead, sulphur and other

additives, has similar metallurgical characteristics to free-machining bar. 98
Free-machining rod, like free-machining bar, is used by screw machine
operations to produce highly machined parts and is not used in cold-f9rming
operations. 99

Free-machining rod, like free-machining bar, is typically

further processed by cold-finishers prior to being sold to end users. 100
While the production processes for bar and rod are different, i.e., rod is
made in separate rod mills, these differences are not significant due to the
further cold-finishing processes performed on free-machining rod. 101

Most

97
Petitioners and the Domestic Producers of Carbon Steel Wire Rod (Rod
Producers), argued for one like product of hot-rolled free-machining bar and
rod. Respondents presented no arguments concerning whether bar and rod should
be combined in a like product of hot-rolled free-machining steels.

unlike other types of rod, the sulphur, phosphorus, and/or lead
additions in free-machining rod prevent it from being drawn into fine wire.
Domestic Producers of Carbon Steel Wire Rod Brief ("Domestic Rod Producers
Br.") at 7.
98

99

The Rod Producers conclude that bar and rod free-machining products
"share the same end-use applications" and free-machining rod is "used almost
exclusively for bar applications." IQ.
100

IQ. at s.

Rod mills produce these products because of the limited capacity of
the two largest market participants to roll bar products below .75 inches in
diameter. IQ. at 6.
101
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free-machining bar undergoes similar cold-finishing.

Finally, free-machining

rod and bar are generally priced the same, in contrast to other SBQ rod which
is priced significantly less per ton. 102
Our finding with respect to similarities of free-machining bar and rod
in these investigations is based on the minor differences described above.

It

is analogous to our decision in Certain Tool Steels from Brazil and The
Federal Republic of Germany. 103

our decision to combine bar and rod in these

investigations is a function of our finding that the like product is freemachining bar and rod.

We do not intend to suggest that bar and rod in a much

larger universe of a like product of SBQ steels should be part of one like
product . 104

102

•
•
Id. at 8. Finally,
we reJect,
the arguments of Moltrup Steel
Corporation that there should be two like products of hot-rolled lead steel
flats and hot-rolled lead steel rounds. Both lead rounds and lead flats have
the same distinctive metallurgy, i.e., additions of lead and sulphur,
resulting in similar physical characteristics and limitations. Both lead
rounds and flats, as well as other SBQ bar and rod (both flats and rounds) are
manufactured using the same production processes, workers, and facilities as
other steels, except for the final rolling process. Finally, both are
distributed in the identical channels of distribution, to cold finishers. We
note that Moltrup provided no information concerning the interchangeability of
lead flats with other free-machining flats, or other non-free-machining flats.
Nor did Moltrup provide any affidavits or other supporting document,ation in
support of its attorney's assertions.
103
Inv. Nos. 701-TA-187 (Final), 731-TA-100 (Final), OSITC Pub. 1403
(July 1983) at 8.
104

See,

~,

Brazil SBQ Investigation at 18-19.
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D.

Domestic Industry

Section 771(4) (A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines domestic industry
as:
. . . the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or
those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of
that product. 105
Based on our decision regarding the like product, we find that the
domestic industry consists of all U.S. producers of hot-rolled free-machining
bar and rod.

In defining the domestic industry in these investigations we

have examined two further issues: (1) whether the Bar, Rod & Wire Division of
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, which produced SBQ and free-machining bar and rod
until its shutdown in August 1992, is a "producer of a like product;" and (2)
whether two domestic producers are related parties and, if so, whether
appropriate circumstances exist to exclude them from the domestic industry.
1.

Inclusion of Bethlehem as a domestic producer

Respondents claim that "Bethlehem cannot be considered as part of the
domestic industries which are subject of the injury inquiry in this case. 11106
They argue that because Bethlehem exited the SBQ bar and rod market in August
1992, allegedly for reasons which had "nothing to do with the subject
imports," they cannot, as a matter of law, be considered part of the domestic
producers of the like product. 107
The Commission obtained producer questionnaire data from Bethlehem which
included production of free-machining and SBQ steels for all of 1989, 1990,

105

19 U.S.C.

§

1677(4)(A).

106

Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 65.

107

Id.
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1991, and the first half of 1992.

In addition, Bethlehem presently retains

approximately 300 employees, and is taking orders in anticipation of
commencing production when, and if, a purchase arrangement with ISPAT is
completed. 108
The Commission has previously included within the domestic industry
those producers that went out of business or shut down their operations during
.
.
.
109
the period of investigation.

Using respondents' logic, no domestic

producer that was forced out of an industry during the period of investigation
could be included within the domestic industry, even if the ·cause of that
departure was unfairly traded imports.

We reject such an analysis and include

the Bethlehem Bar Rod & Wire Division as part of the domestic industry. 110
2.

Related Parties

The related parties provision, 19 U.S.C.

§

1677(4) (B), allows for the

exclusion of certain domestic producers from the domestic industry for the
purposes of an injury determination.

108

Applying the provision involves two

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief Vol. II, exhibit 1 at 6.

109
See ~. Nepheline Syenite from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-525
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2415 (August 1991) at 28; Fresh and Chilled
Atlantic Salmon from Norway, Inv. No. 701-TA-302 (Final), USITC Pub. 2371
(April 1991), at 14, remanded sub nom, Chr. Bjelland Seafoods v. United
States, Slip Op. 92-190 (CIT 1992); Urea from the German Democratic Republic
and the U.S.S.R., 731-TA-338 -340 (Final), USITC Pub. 1992 (July 1987) at A14 - A-15 (closed domestic facilities considered as part of the domestic
industry) .
110
This conclusion is supported by the Court of International Trade in
Sandvik AB v. United States, 721 F.Supp. 1322, 1330 (CIT 1989), which held
that there is "no basis for a firm by firm analysis of the condition of the
domestic industry" and that the "ITC may only exclude data from a member of
the domestic industry if that member is a related party . . . . " Accordingly,
to the extent that Bethlehem's shutdown was caused by factors other than
imports, as suggested by respondents, this assertion has been considered in
the context of determining whether the domestic industry as a whole is being
injured by reason of the subject imports.
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steps. 111

First, we determine whether the domestic producer meets the

definition of a related party.

Second, we determine if "appropriate

circumstances" exist to exclude such relat:.ed parties. 112
In these investigations, two domestic producers are related parties
because they are producers of the like product and imported the subject
merchandise during the period of investigation. 113

Thus, the only issue is

whether "appropriate circumstances" exist for the Commission to exclude them
from the domestic industry.

Based on the low relative shares of each of these

producers vis-a-vis U.S. production of free-machining steels, as well as the
absence of any convincing information that the purchase of imports resulted in
shielding these producers from any injury that might be caused by the imports,
we determine that appropriate circumstances do not exist for excluding either
of these U.S. producers of free-machining steel from the domestic industry as
related parties.
II.

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In determining whether there is material injury to a domestic industry

by reason of the LTFV and subsidized imports, we are directed to consider "all

relevant economic factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry in
These include production, consumption,

the United States

shipments, inventories, capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages,
productivity, financial performance, capital expenditures, and research and
111

See, ~. Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from China
,and Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), US~TC Pub. 2528 at 7 (June
1992) .
112

19 U.S.C.

113

Report I-36.

114

19 U.S.C.

1677(4) (B).

§

§

1677 (7) (C) (iii).
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development. 115

No single factor is determinative, and we consider all

relevant factors "within the context of the business cycle and conditions of
competition that are distinctive to the affected industry.

11116

We stress that the statute directs us to evaluate the condition of "the
domestic producers as a whole" in the United States. 117

Respondents have

urged us to assess the condition of the industry by contrasting larger,
allegedly less efficient, integrated producers with the so-called minimills
that allegedly have a much lower, and more efficient cost structure. 118
decline to do so.

We

In the final analysis, our evaluation and judgment must

relate to the domestic industry as a whole, not its individual components. 119
The domestic industry consists of nine U.S. producers of hot-rolled

115

Id.

116

Id.

19 U.S.C. § 1677(C) (iii); See~. Calabrian Corporation v. United
States, Slip. Op. 92-69 (CIT 1992) at 18.
117

118
Integrated producers traditionally have made special quality steel by
processing iron ore, making coke, and iron prior to refining special quality
steel. Several of these integrated producers "teem" or pour hot liquid
special quality steel into ingots. The so-called minimills use electric arc
furnaces and scrap as the primary raw material, and generally use continuous
casting equipment to cast billets and blooms directly, bypassing the ingot
process. Because some integrated producers now also use electric arc
furnaces, scrap and continuous casting equipment, there increasingly is a
blurring of the lines between the two types of producers. Report I-49 - ISO.

119
As our reviewing court has stated, the antidumping law "makes
manifestly clear that Congress intended the ITC determine whether or not the
domestic industry (as a whole) has experienced material injury due to imports .
. . . [I]f Congress had intended that the ITC analyze injury on a
disaggregated basis, Congress would have made this intention explicit, as it
did for example in regard to regional industries." Copperweld.Corporation v.
United States, 682 F.Supp. 552, 569 (CIT 1988); see also United Engineering &
Forging v. United States, 779 F.Supp. 1375 (CIT 1991) ("The focus of the ITC
. . . is on whether or not the domestic industry as a whole is experiencing
material injury.").
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free-machining steel.

Integrated producers account for approximately 80

percent of the production of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod, with
minimills producing the remainder.

Most of the production of

free~machining

steels is concentrated in bar in the AISI 12Ll4 lead and 1215 non-lead series.
These two series are produced primarily by integrated producers.

There is a

much smaller portion of free-machining bar produced in the AISI 1100 series,
and a very small percentage of 1000 series and alloy grades which have lead
added for enhanced machining.

Minimills have a much greater percentage of

free-machining steels produced in the AISI 1100 series.
One of the conditions of competition distinctive to the hot-rolled freemachining industry is its highly capital intensive nature.

The steel industry

in general, and the free-machining industry in particular, has high fixed
costs.

Hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod in the AISI 1200 series, which

accounts for the considerable majority of free-machining steels consumed in
the United States, is produced by rolling smaller semi-finished billets made
from still larger width blooms made from bloan casters or ingot casting.

The

investment to build a bloom caster is considerable, estimated by one U.S.
producer to cost up to $230 million with related equipment. 120

Thus,

producers of semifinished free-machining bloans cannot quickly enter the
market; building the plant and production lines can require a substantial
commitment of time and capital expenditure.
While there are sane U.S. producers that purchase free-machining billets
fran producers and

re~roll

them to make hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod,

the considerable majority of domestic free-machining bar and rod is produced
by

integrated producers from semi-finished bloom cast free-machining steel.
120

Hearing Tr. 33.
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Consequently, maintaining high levels of production volume, capacity
utilization rates, and sales of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod is
critical in order to recover those costs.
The hot-rolled free-machining steel manufactured by these producers and
the subject imports are used in the screw machine, automobile, appliance, and
numerous other industries that require highly machined parts.

Demand for

these products depends largely on the level of overall economic activity.

In

general, weak demand in the domestic U.S. automobile sector, related auto
parts, appliances, and construction sectors during 1991 contributed to
declines in apparent U.S. consumption of such products.

Demand of these end

use products increased somewhat in the latter portion of 1991 and in 1992,
resulting in increased sales of hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod.
Additional sales of domestic free-machining steel occurred following the
announcement in January 1992 by Bethlehem that it was ceasing production in
its bar, wire, and rod division in August 1992, as well as Inland's
announcement that it would shut down its free-machining bar operation for
equipment servicing in the end of 1992.

These announcements led to additional

purchases by cold-finishers and end users to build up their inventory. 121
These conditions establish a framework within which the U.S. industry
was operating during the period of investigation.

Apparent U.S. consumption

of free-machining products (bar and rod) dropped irregularly from 1,046,537

121

:Moreover, on September 17, 1992, the U.S. Department of Commerce
published its preliminary determinations that the subject imports were made
with certain subsidies, and it required the posting of a bond covering the
subject·imports. Report I-3. Domestic producers and purchasers indicated
that ~ommerce's and the Commission's preliminary investigations directly
resulted in increased orders and prices received by U.S. producers for hotrolled free-machining steels, particularly lead and bismuth free-machining
steels. Hearing Tr. 39-40.
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short tons in 1989 to 901,158 short tons in 1991, or by 13.9 percent.

During

January-September 1992, apparent consumption rose by 176,680 short tons,
which, when compared with the corresponding period in 1991, was an jncrease of
29.1 percent.

In addition to the impact of overall economic activity, the

magnitude of recent increases may be partially explained by certain
stockpiling activity, 122 new long-term contracts for products previously
supplied by foreign sources, 123 and accelerated purchases from Bethlehem
following the announced sale of its Bar, Rod, and Wire Division. 124

The U.S.

producers' market share of total apparent consumption of free-machining bar
and rod dropped steadily from 79.4 percent in 1989 to 74.9 percent in 1991.
During January-September 1992, U.S. producers held a 77.8 percent share of the
market compared with 77.2 percent for January-September 1991. 125
The domestic industry's capacity increased from 1989 to 1990, before
falling slightly in 1991. 126

Capacity utilization dropped irregularly to 47.3

percent in 1991 from 59.5 percent in 1989. 127

Production for January-.

September 1992 was up 32.6 percent compared with January-September 1991,
yielding a 56.3 percent capacity utilization rate ccmpared with a 44.0 percent
for the earlier period. 128

The danestic industry's U.S. shipments declined by

18.8 percent from 1989 to 1991, while January-September 1992 shipments were up
122

Report I-37.

123

.IQ. n.108.

124

Id. I-37.

125

IS- I-42.

126

IQ. I-44.

127

Id. I-43.

128

IQ.
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30.1 percent compared with shipments during January-September 1991. 129

The

average number of production and related workers, hours worked and wages and
total compensation paid fell between 1989 and 1991, but rose for the interim
period of 1992 compared with the interim period of 1991. 130

The average

hourly wage for production and related workers producing free-machining
products rose from $15.54 in 1989 to $15.88 in 1991. 131

Productivity rose

slightly between 1989 to 1990, before falling between 1990 and 1991, and
increasing in interim 1992 over the same period in 1991. 132
The financial perfo:rmance of producers of hot-rolled free-machining bar
and rod indicated that operating losses as a percentage of net sales increased
from 4.1 percent in 1989 to 6.3 percent in 1991, before declining to 4.2
percent in Januax:y-September 1992. 133

Gross and operating incomes decreased

marginally between 1989 and 1990, while net sales increased only slightly over
the same period before declining by 19 percent in 1991. 134

However, despite

the decreased sales, operating results remained about the same.

The virtual

opposite was true when comparing interim 1992 to interim 1991, as increased
sales values by all but one of the companies resulted in a 26 percent increase
in sales for the industry.

However, despite the increase in sales, gross

profits remained very small, and in interim 1992 operating losses as a percent
of net sales (4.2 percent) and net losses as a percent of net sales (7.4
129

Id. I-45.

130

Id. I-SO.

131

,lg. I-52.

132

,lg.

133

Id. I-57.

134

Id. I-56.
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percent) remained at higher levels than at the beginning of the period of
investigation in 1989. 135
A number of U.S. producers indicated that the subject imports had a

negative effect on their revenue and thus, a negative impact on their
development and production efforts. 136

Capital expenditures increased

substantially between 1989 and 1990, before falling in 1991.

Capital

expenditure decreased considerably between interim 1991 and interim 1992. 137
Research and development expenses increased between 1989 and 1991, but
decreased in the interim periods between 1991 and 1992. 138
III.

CUMULATION

We are required to assess cumulatively the volume and effect of imports
from two or more countries of like products subject to investigation if such
imports compete with one another and with the like product of the domestic
industry in the U.S. market. 139

In determining whether imports compete with

each other and with the domestic like product, we generally consider four
factors:
(1) the degree of fungibility between the imports from different
countries and between imports and the domestic like product,
including consideration of specific customer requirements and
other quality related questions;
(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic
markets of imports from different countries and.the domestic like

135
136

Report H-1.

137

IQ. I-71.

Based on the factors noted above, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner
Rohr conclude that the domestic hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod industry
is currently experiencing material injury.
138

139

19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7) (C) (iv).
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product;
(3) the existence of common or similar channels of distribution
for imports from different countries and the domestic like
product; and
(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the
market. 140
While no single factor is determinative, and the list of factors is not
exclusive, these factors are intended to provide us with a framework for
determining whether the imports compete with each other and with the domestic
like product. 141

Only a "reasonable overlap" of competition is required. 142

We are not required to cumulate those imports of merchandise subject to
investigation that it determines are negligible and have no discernible
adverse impact on the domestic industry. 143

In determining whether imports

are negligible, we consider all relevant economic factors including whether:
(I) the volume and market share of the imports are negligible;
(II) sales transactions involving the imports are isolated and
sporadic; and
(III) the domestic market for the like product is price sensitive
by reason of the nature of the product, so that a small quantity
of imports can result in price suppression or depression. 144

See Cast Iron Pine Fittings from Brazil, Korea & Taiwan, Inv. Nos.
73i-TA-278-280 (Final), USITC Pub. 1845 (May 1986), aff'd, Fundicao Tupy. S.A.
v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 (CIT 1988), aff'd, 859 F.2d 915 (Fen. Cir.
1988) .
140

See, §L:..9..:.., Wieland Werke, AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp.
(CIT 1989).
141
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See, §L:..9..:.., Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F. Supp. 17
(CIT 1989).
142

143
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A.

Reasonable Overlap of Competition

In analyzing the competition issue, we find that there is a reasonable
overlap of competition among all of the subject imports from Brazil; France,
Germany, and the United Kingdom, as well as with domestic free-machining bar
and rod.

There was general agreement among a number of purchasers of imported

and domestic lead and bismuth steel that imports from all four countries and
the domestic products are relatively fungible. 145

Subject imports from each

of the four countries were present simultaneously in the U.S. market with
domestic free-machining products, as well as with imports from at least one
other subject country. 146

The record indicates that fungible, commodity grade

lead bar products were sold to U.S. purchasers by each of the countries
subject to investigation at the same time as comparable fungible U.S. freemachining products. 147

Most of the subject imports from each country and the

domestic product were sold through the same channels of distribution, i.e., to
U.S. cold-finishers. 148

Finally, competition between the subject imports and

domestic· free-machining products took place in similar geographic areas, most
notably in the U.S. mid-west region. 149
We reject the French and German respondents' arguments that subject
imports from those countries did not compete with the U.S. like product
because of longer lead times, non-reliable sources of supply, lack of
availability during the winter months in the Great Lakes region, lack of
145

Report I-87.

146

Report I-89

147

Id.

148

Id. I-89.

149

Purchaser Questionnaire Responses.

-

I-95;

Purchaser Questionnaire Responses.
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warehousing facilities, the niche nature of some of the German products, and
lack of competition in the spot market.

Such competitive barriers did not

prevent German and French imports from competing simultaneously with U.S.
producers for many of the same U.S. purchasers involving the same leaded
products. 150

In addition, these factors did not prevent the subject imports

from France and Germany from increasing their share of apparent domestic
consumption throughout the period of investigation.
B.

Negligibility

We also find that none of the subject imports is eligible for
application of the cumulation negligibility exception.

The import shares of

apparent domestic consumption of all of the subject imports were at levels
where the Commission traditionally has not applied the exception, and we
decline to do so in these investigations.

Generally, the sales of the subject

imports were not isolated or sporadic, with sales from France and the United
Kingdom present in all 15 of the quarters in the period of investigation,
German sales in 14 out of 15, and Brazilian subject imports present in 11 out
of 15 quarters . 151
Application of the negligibility exception is also not justified because
the market for free-machining steels is price sensitive.

Hot-rolled free-

machining bar and rod are commodity type products, with specified metallurgy
and machinability criteria.
substitutable.

These products are relatively fungible and

Purchasers indicated in questionnaire responses that a number

of different domestic producers and importers were "price leaders," which .

150

Purchaser Questionnaire Responses.

151

Importer Questionnaire Responses.

n.182.
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Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 91

suggests that information flows freely within the industry.

Moreover, most

purchasers buy free-machining bar from different-producers, supporting
purchasers' statements concerning the substitutability of imported and
domestic product, and indicating that price is a dominating factor in the
decision-making of most purchasers. 152
Based on the foregoing, we cumulatively assess the subject imports from
all four countries in our determination of material injury by reason of the
subject imports.

IV.

MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV AND SUBSIDIZED IMPORTS
In determining whether the domestic industry is materially injured by

reason of the imports under investigation, the statute directs us to consider:
(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject
of the investigation;
(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the
United States for like products; and
(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic
producers of like products, but only in the context of production
operations within the United States. 153
In making this determination, we consider "such other economic factors
nl54

as are relevant to the determination .
causes. 155

However, we do not weigh

156 157 158

152
Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford do not believe that this industry
is so price sensitive that a volume or market share of imports small enough to
be considered negligible would result in price suppression or depression.
This is particularly true given the existing excess capacity in the industry.
They find the arguments presented in the text, particularly those addressing
price leadership, to be unpersuasive.
153
154

19 U.S.C.
19 U.S.C.

§
§

1677 (7) (B)
1677(7)

(B)

(i).

(ii).

•
See, g_,_g_._, Citrosuco
Paul'ista.
1075, 1101 (CIT 1988).
155

s .A. v. Unite
. d States, 704 F. Supp.
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In determining whether there is material injury by reason of the LTFV
and subsidized imports, the statute directs us to consider "whether the volume
of imports of the merchandise, or any increase in that volume, either in
absolute terms or relative to production or consumption in the United States,
is significant. 11159
We find that the subsidized and LTFV subject imports were significant in
terms of both volume and market share throughout the period of investigation.
Imports of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products from the four
156

( ... continued)
Chairman Newquist, Commissioner Rohr, and Commissioner Nuzum have
noted that the Conunission need not determine that imports are "the principal,
a substantial or a significant cause of material injury." S. Rep. No. 249,
96th Cong., 1st Sess. 57 and 74 (1979). Rather, a finding that imports are a
cause of material injury is sufficient. ~. Metallverken Nederland. B.V. v.
United States, 728 F. Supp. 730, 741 (CIT 1989); Citrosuco at 1101.
156

157

Vice-Chairman Watson's views on the proper standard of causation are
set out in Certain Helical Spring Lockwashers from the People's Republic of
China and Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-624 and 625 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2565
at 21, n.99 (October 1992).
158

Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the statute
requires that the Conunission determine whether a domestic industry is
"materially injured by reason of" the allegedly LTFV and subsidized imports.
Many, if not most, domestic industries are subject to injury from more than
one economic factor. Of these factors, there may be more than one that
independently is causing material injury to the domestic industry. It is
assumed in the legislative history that the "ITC will consider information
which indicates that harm is caused by factors other than the less-than-fairvalue imports." S. Rep. No. 249 at 58, 75. However, the legislative history
makes it clear that the Commission is not to weigh or prioritize the factors
that are independently causing material injury. Id. at 57, 74; H.R. Rep. No.
317 at 47. The Commission is not to determine if the allegedly LTFV and
subsidized imports are "the principal, a substantial or a significant cause of
material injury." s. Rep. No. 249 at 57, 74. Rather, it is to determine
whether any injury "by reason of" the allegedly LTFV and subsidized imports is
material. That is, the Commission must determine if the subject imports are
causing material injury to the domestic industry. "When determining the
effect of imports on the domestic industry, the Commission must consider all
relevant factors that can demonstrate if unfairly traded imports are
materially injuring the domestic industry." S. Rep. No. 71, 100th Cong., 1st
Sess. 116 (1987) (emphasis supplied).
159
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countries subject to investigation increased from 180,396 tons valued at $91.3
million to 186,038 tons valued at $87.3 million between 1989 and 1990, and
then fell slightly to 185,029 tons valued at $87.3 million in 1991. 16 q
Imports increased substantially by both value (30.5 percent) and quantity
(28.8 percent) from interim 1991 to the same period in 1992.

The subject

import share of apparent domestic consumption of all free-machining bar and
rod increased by quantity from 17.2 percent in 1989 and 1990, to 20.5 percent
in 1991.

The subject import share of apparent domestic consumption by

quantity stayed essentially the same between interim 1991 (19.1 percent) and
the comparable period in 1992 (19.0 percent), but increased by value from 18.2
to 18. 7 during the same period. 161
Import volumes stayed relatively constant (dropping only 0.5 percent by
quantity, while increasingly slightly by value) during the 1990-91 recession.
At the same time, domestic consumption declined by 16.5 percent, and domestic
production declined by 21.l percent. 162

The respondents argue that the

domestic free-machining steel producers' condition is expected to move
dramatically upward and downward in the business cycle, related primarily to
swings in the production of automobiles. 163

As noted, however, the volume of

dumped and subsidized imports -- which were also used in automobile related
production -- did not decline during this same period.

We find that the

resulting relative increase in the import share of apparent domestic
consumption further weakened the conditi.on of an industry already adversely
160

Report F-5.

161

Id. F-5.

162

Id. F-5 - F-6.

163

Respondents' Prehearing Br. at 31.
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affected by the recession.

We note that our reviewing court has reminded us

that "imports take the domestic industry as they find it. 11164

165

Moreover, the volume of dumped and subsidized subject imports increased
by 28.8 percent by quantity and 30.5 percent by value in interim 1991 compared
with interim 1992. 166

While U.S. producers' shipments also increased by 30.1

percent during this period, the total subject import share of domestic
consumption (19.0 percent) in interim 1991 exceeded the level at the beginning
of the period of investigation in 1989 (17.2 percent) . 167

Even though certain

domestic industry performance indicators increased during the 1992 interim
period, the continued high import share of apparent domestic consumption
19.0 percent -- during this period contributed to fewer workers, lower
capacity utilization, and greater net losses for the domestic industry than
existed at the beginning of the period of investigation in 1989. 168

Iwatsu Electric Co .. Ltd. v. United States, 758 F. Supp. 1506, 1518
(CIT 1991) . Respondents argue that any injury suffered by the domestic
industry coincided with increased production by U.S. minimills and not an
increased volume of the subject imports. Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 3134. As noted, we are required to examine the domestic industry as a whole.
Moreover, the record does not support respondents' assertion, as both
integrated and minimill production fell during the 1990-91 period of the
recession. Compare Report G-5 with G-6.
164

Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford believe that there is material
injury by reason of dumped imports. That finding is independent from any
conclusions about the state of the industry during the period of
investigation. We do not believe that a conclusion that the industry was
"further weakened" is sufficient for an affirmative determination.
165

166

Report F-5.

167

Id. F-5 - F-6.

The period of investigation is an arbitrary period established by the
Commission for its administrative convenience and has no analytical
significance. Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford believe that a comparison
of industry indicators at the beginning and end of a period of investigation
is likewise arbitrary and is therefore not necessarily useful in determining
whether an industry is injured by reason of dumped imports.
168
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With respect to price, the statute directs us "to consider whether . . .
there has been significant price underselling by -the imported merchandise. 11169
The statute also requires us to consider whether "the effect of imports
otherwise depresses prices to a significant degree or prevents price

:r

increases, which otherwise would have occurred to a significant degree.

11170

The record indicates that the subject imports are relatively fungible
products that compete directly with domestic free-machining bar and rod,
particularly with lead and bismuth free-machining bar and rod. 171

Purchasers

generally indicated that imported hot-rolled lead bar arid rod is similar in
quality and machinability to domestically produced products. 172

Some

purchasers indicated that imported European lead products are superior, while
Brazilian products are inferior to domestic products. 173

U.S. producers and

importers generally agreed that the domestic and imported subject products are
used interchangeably . 174
We find that price was a vital factor in the decisions of purchasers of
hot-rolled free-machining bar and rod during the period of investigation.
Virtually all purchasers stated that competitive pricing, quality, and
availability are prime considerations in their choice of suppliers of freemachining bar and rod. 175

Domestic producers indicated that they were

169
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u.s.c.
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1677 (C) (ii) (I) .

170
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u.s.c.
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1677 (C) (ii) (II) .
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Report I-94.
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Id. I-88.

173

Id.

174

Id.

175

Id. I-85.
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continually forced to meet lower imported prices to attempt to maintain
customers. 176
The data collected by the Commission demonstrate that the subject
imports consistently undersold fungible domestic product.

Purchaser price

data revealed underselling by imports in all 104 possible comparisons. 177
Similarly, producer and importer questionnaire responses indicated
underselling by the imported product in 111 of 130 possible price comparisons
of sales by U.S. producers and importers. 178

Margins of underselling ranged

up to 27.9 percent, with a substantial majority of the margins over 10
percent. 179

Given the relative fungibility of the subject imports with

domestic free-machining bar and rod, we find that these margins of
underselling are significant. 180

181

This consistent underselling resulted in lost sales and lost revenue by
the domestic producers.
176

We confirmed a number of the purchasers' allegations

. Hearing Tr. 37, 41, 45, 56.

177

Report I-93.

178

Id. I-90 - I-93.

179

Id. I-90 - I-91, I-94.

180
Many of these margins are also too large to be rationalized on the
basis of costs associated with lack of warehousing or lead times, even if such
costs were appropriately factored into our analysis. However, we note that in
British Steel Corp. v. United States, 593 F.Supp. 405, 412 (CIT 1984), the
Court of International Trade stated that "[p]lainly, the statute does not
contemplate an adjustment to actual selling prices for the cost factors [long
lead times] cited by plaintiffs."

Commissioner Crawford and Commissioner Brunsdale do not give great
weight to the evidence of underselling contained in this record. In this
investigation, domestic prices reported by producers differ from domestic
prices reported by purchasers for the same products, calling into question the
credibility of any price comparisons. In addition, lead-times and inventory
carrying costs are non-price factors that may account for differences in
absolute prices and limit the accuracy of the price comparisons.
181
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of lost sales and lost revenue to the subject imports. 182

Some of these

purchasers acknowledged that the lower prices of the imports were important or
at least considered in the purchasing decisions. 183

This is consistent with

the purchasers' pricing information in which all of the imported products were
priced below the domestic product. 184
We also find significant price depressing or suppressing effects due to
the prices of the subject imports. 185

Domestic prices generally declined or

did not increase for much of the period 1989-91. 186

However, beginning in the

second quarter of 1992, domestic prices for each of the three lead bar and rod
products, as well as free-machining non-lead 1215 grades which compete with
the subject imports, increased by approximately $1.00 to $1.50 per hundred
pounds. 187

These increases raised domestic producers' prices above the 1989

levels for the first time during the period of investigation. 188

Prices for

other SBQ bar and rod generally declined slightly or remained flat throughout
the period of investigation. 189
The connection between the unfairly traded subject imports and the

182

Report I-96 - I-97.

183

.!Q.

184
Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford agree that dumping caused the
domestic industry to lose sales and revenue, relying on economic analysis to
reach that conclusion. They do not find anecdotal evidence of any particular
lost sales, submitted by petitioners, to constitute reliable evidence of such
losses.
185

See generally, Iwatsu, 758 F. Supp. at 1414-18.

186

Report I-90 - I-91.

187

Id.

188

Id.

189

Id. I-90 - I-91, I-94.
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depression or suppression of domestic prices was demonstrated when U.S.
producer representatives testified that between 1989 and 1991 prices declined
as a result of pressure from lower priced imports. 19

°

For example, one U.S.

industry representative stated that "[c]old finishers, our primary customers,
·J..

press us continually to meet import price~. 11191

The domestic price increases

during and after the third and fourth quarters of 1992 192 resulted, at least
in part, because importers of the subject imports reduced their shipments of
product to the United States after the implementation of the preliminary
duties. 193

By late 1992, a number of U.S purchasers who formerly purchased

the dumped and subsidized imports had placed significant orders with domestic
producers at the higher prices. 194
In addition, the price depressing or suppressing effects by the subject
imports were not limited by substantial quantities of fairly traded imports.
Imports of lead and bismuth bar and rod from countries other than Brazil,
Germany, France and the United Kingdom never exceeded 5

p~rcent

apparent domestic consumption of free-machining bar and rod. 195
190

Hearing Tr. 37, 41, 45, and 56.

191

Conference Tr. at 17.

192

Report I-93 - I-94.

193

Hearing Tr. 39-40.

194

See,

~.

of total
196

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Vol. II, exhibit 8.

Report I-83. Chairman Newquist and Commission Nuzum do not jpin in
the observation made in this paragraph.
195

Commissioner Crawford and Commissioner Brunsdale do not join in the
remaining discussion. They make their determinations based on the analysis of
the volume effects, price effects and impact of subject imports on the
domestic industry. The 20.5% market share of subject imports is significant,
especially since fairly traded nonsubject imports are not a significant factor
(continued ... )
196
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We stress that the modest price increases imposed by the domestic
industry beginning in the second quarter of 1992, as well as the increased
domestic production in 1992, have not eliminated the present injurious effects
of the substantial dumped and subsidized subject imports on the domestic
industry. 197

By the end of the period of investigation, these price increases

had not created a profitable situation for U.S. producers, who continued to
experience injury from continued high levels of dumped and subsidized imports,
which increased substantially between January-September 1991 and JanuarySeptember 1992.

A number of U.S. producers indicated that they are not

presently as competitive as they should be because they were not able to
invest in much needed capital equipment during the period of investigation. 198
Even apart from these investment effects, these domestic producers' operating
incomes remained well below 1989 levels, and their net incomes remained
negative. 199

196 ( ••• continued)
in the market. Subject imports and the domestic products are moderate to
close substitutes. As stated above, price plays an important role in
purchaser decisions, and there are few substitute products. The extremely
high margins for imports from Brazil, France and Germany make it unlikely that
any imports from those countries would be sold, if offered at fairly traded
prices. Similarly, the high margins on U.K. imports make it improbable that
many U.K. imports would be sold at fairly traded prices. To the extent that
this is a competitive market, U.S. producers would more likely increase their
volume than their prices. In either case, the domestic industry would have
been materially better off if the subject imports had been fairly traded.

See CHR. Bjellard Seafoods v. United States, Slip. Op. 92-196 (CIT
1992) at 18-22 (appeal docketed) .
197

198

Report H-1.

199
We have not placed any reliance on petitioners' so called "survival
subsidies" analysis. We agree with respondents that the bankruptcy of one
firm does not necessarily "mean that the facilities for producing lead and
bismuth steels would have ceased operation or· would have been less modernized
than is in fact the case today," and that "even if the corporation goes
(continued ... )

so

We find that any limited improvements in the domestic industry's
condition is due not only to the ending of the recession, as suggested by
respondents, but also to the effects of Commerce's and the Commission's
preliminary investigations which contributed to the ability of the domestic
industry to raise its prices. 200

Any improvements in the domestic industry's

production in the last half of 1992 does not significantly affect our finding
that the domestic industry is suffering present material injury by reason of
the subject LTFV and subsidized imports.
Based on the foregoing, and given the relatively high degree of
substitutability among the subject imports and the like product, the

( ••• continued)
bankrupt and is reorganized or even liquidated, those of its productive assets
that have commercial value will survive and continue to operate, whether in
new hands or in a reorganized version of the bankrupt company." Respondents'
Posthearing Brief at 39. This analysis is particularly troubling when applied
to more than one firm. In assessing the respondents' assertion that adoption
by the Commission of petitioners' survival subsidies would be illegal, we note
that the Court of International Trade has cautioned that the Commission is
neither "competent or authorized to speculate about matters such as whether
certain imports have been or are being dumped, or whether dumping is likely to
continue or resume if an order is revoked." American Permac. Inc. v. United
States, 656 F.Supp. 1228, 1233 n.8 (CIT 1986), aff'd, 831 F.2d 269 (Fed. Cir.
1987) . To the extent that applying the survival subsidies approach of
petitioners involves speculation concerning the Commerce's subsidy
determination, it would be improper for the Commission to engage in such
speculation.
199

We reject respondents' assertions that we should examine the condition
of the domestic industry and the issue of causation excluding the data of
Bethlehem from the domestic industry producing the like product. We have not
made any separate determination with respect to causation for Bethlehem, nor
would it be proper for us to do so. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C) (iii). Rather, we
have treated respondents' allegations concerning the reasons for Bethlehem's
exit from the production of free-machining bar and rod in August 1992 to be
simply another piece of evidence regarding whether the domestic industry as a
whole is suffering present material injury by reason of the subject LTFV and
subsidized imports. In any event, we note that petitioners presented evidence
that indicated that Bethlehem's departure from the production of freemachining steel was due, in part, to persistent underselling by the heavily
subsidized and LTFV subject imports. See ~' Hearing Tr. 55; Report H-8.
200
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substantial import volume and import share of apparent domestic consumption
which increased over the period of investigation, the concurrent decline in
domestic market share and the price depressing or suppressing effects of the
subject imports, we determine that the domestic industry producing hot-rolled
'

:!-

free-machining bar and rod is materially injured by reason of the subject
imports.
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I-1

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS

I-3

INTRODUCTION
On September 17, 1992, the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce)
published in the Federal Register its preliminary determinations _that certain
benefits which constitute subsidies within the meaning of section 703 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 167lb) (the Act) are being provided to
manufacturers, producers, or exporters:rin Brazil, France, Germany, and the
United Kingdom of certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products. 1 2 Subsequently, on September 28, 1992, Commerce published in the
Federal Register its preliminary determinations that imports of certain hotrolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products from France, Germany, and the
United Kingdom are being sold in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV). 3 Accordingly, effective November 2, 1992, the Commission instituted
the final countervailing duty and antidumping investigations listed below
under the applicable provisions of the Act to determine whether an industry in
the United States is materially injured, or is threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded by reason of imports of such merchandise into the United States: 4
Country

Countervailing duty
investigation No.

Antidumping
investigation No.

Brazil ......... .
France ......... .
Germany ........ .
United Kingdom ..

701-TA-314
701-TA-315
701-TA-316
701-TA-317

731-TA- 553 ( F)
731-TA-554 (F)
731-TA-555· (F)

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

On November 13, 1992, Commerce advised the Commission of its preliminary
determination that imports of certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products from Bra.zil are being sold in the United States at LTFV. 5
Accordingly, effective November 13, 1992, the Commission instituted
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-552 (Final) under the applicable
provisions of the Act to determine whether an industry in the United States is
materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the
1 For purposes of these investigations, the subject imports of hot-rolled
lead and bismuth carbon steel products are hot-rolled products of nonalloy or
other alloy steel (i.e., other than stainless steel or alloy tool steels),
whether or not descaled, containing by weight 0.03 percent or more of lead or
0.05 percent or more of bismuth, in coils or cut lengths, and in numerous
shapes and sizes. Excluded from the scope of investigation, as defined by
Commerce, are products of other alloy steels, except steels classified as such
solely because the products contain 0.4 percent or more by weight of lead
. and/or 0.1 percent or more by weight of bismuth, tellurium, or selenium. Also
excluded are semifinished steels and flat-rolled products. See tariff
treatment, below, for tariff provisions covering the subject products.
2 57 F.R. 42971.
Copies of the U.S. International Trade Commission's
(Commission) and Commerce's Federal Register notices relevant to these
investigations appear in app. A.
3 57 F .R. 44551.
4 57 F.R. 54607, Nov. 19, 1992.
5 Letter from Joseph A. Spetrini, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Compliance, Import Administration, Department of Commerce, to Don E. Newquist,
Chairman, U.S. International Trade Commission, Nov. ·10, 1992.
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establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded by
reason of imports of such merchandise into -the United States. All of the
aforementioned investigations were conducted on the same schedule at the
Commission.
Notice of the institution of these investigations, and of the public
hearing to be held in connection therewith, was given by posting copies of the
notices in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notices in the Federal Register on
November 19, 1992 (57 F.R. 54607) and December 9, 1992 (57 F.R. 58220). The
hearing in these investigations was held in Washington, DC, on February 2,
1993. 6 The Commission voted in these investigations on March 4, 1993, and
transmitted its determinations to Commerce on March 10, 1993.
Commerce made its final dumping/subsidy determinations in all these
investigations on January 19, 1993. 7
Background
These investigations result from a petition filed by Inland Steel
Industries, Inc., including Inland Steel Bar Co. (Inland), Chicago, IL, and
the Bar, Rod and Wire Division, Bethlehem Steel Corp. (Bethlehem), Johnstown,
PA, on April 13, 1992. The petition alleges that imports of certain hotrolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products from Brazil, France, Germany,
and the United Kingdom are being subsidized and sold in the United States at
LTFV, and that an industry in the United States is materially injured and
threatened with material injury by reason of such imports.
Previous and Related Investigations
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products have been included in
a number of investigations conducted by the Commission since 1921. A listing
of those investigations is presented in table 1. The 1982 countervailing duty
and antidumping investigations resulted in negative preliminary determinations
with respect to hot-rolled carbon steel bars; the petitions with respect to
hot-rolled alloy steel bars were withdrawn anJ the investigations terminated.
In 1984 the Commission unanimously determined in an investigation under
section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 that imports of carbon and alloy steel
bar and wire rod products were not a substantial cause of serious injury, or
threat thereof, to those domestic industries. The 1984 investigations of
carbon steel wire rod resulted in an affirmative determination in the
countervailing duty investigation concerning Spain, and affirmative

6
7

A list of witnesses who appeared at the hearing is presented in app. B.
58 F.R. 6202, Jan. 27, 1993.
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Table 1
Carbon steel bar, rod, and bar-size shapes:
investigations since 1921
Item
Steel billets and bars ... : ........ .
Hot-rolled carbon steel wire rods:
Belgium ......................... .
Luxembourg ...................... .
West Germany .................... .
France .......................... .
Carbon steel bars and shapes:
Canada .......................... .
Steel bars, reinforcing bars, and
shapes: Australia ............... .
Carbon steel wire rods and wire ... .
Carbon steel wire rods and round
wire ............................ .
Carbon steel bars and shapes:
The United Kingdom .............. .
Certain steel products (Hot-rolled
carbon steel bar, and hotrolled alloy steel bar):
Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy,
Luxembourg, United Kingdom,
West Germany .................... .
Carbon and certain alloy steel
products (Hot-rolled carbon
steel bars) ................... .
Carbon steel wire rod:
Brazil, Belgium, France,
Venezuela ....................... .

Previous and related

Investigation
number

Date of
issue

Report
No.

N.A.

1921

C-7

AD-27
AD-28
AD-29
AD-30

1963
1963
1963
1963

TC
TC
TC
TC

AD-39

1964

TC 135

AD-62
TEA-W-100

1970
1971

TC 314
TC 418

TEA-W-181

1973

TC 566

AD-INQ-8, 9

1978

USITC 855

701-TA-86-144 (P)

1982

US ITC 1221

TA-201-51

1984

US ITC 1553

1982

US ITC 1230

1983
1982
1983

US ITC 1338
US ITC 1316
US ITC 1444

1984

US ITC 1476

1984
1984
1984
1984
1985

US ITC
US ITC
US ITC
US ITC
US ITC

701-TA-148-150 (P)
731-TA-88 (P)
Venezuela ....................... . 731-TA-88 (F)
Brazil, Trinidad and Tobago ..... . 731-TA-113-114 (P)
·731-TA-113-114 (F)
Argentina, Mexico, Poland,
Spain ......................... . 701-TA-209 (P)
731-TA-157-160 (P)
Spain ........................... . 701-TA-209 (F)
Poland .......................... . 731-TA-159 (F)
Argentina, Spain ................ . 731-TA-157, 160 (F)
German Democratic Republic ...... . 731-TA-205 (P)
Poland, Portugal, Venezuela ..... . 701-TA-243-244 (P)
731-TA-256-258 (P)
Steel Industry Annual Reports ..... . 332-209 and 332-289
Lead and bismuth carbon steel
products:
Brazil, France, Germany,
United Kingdom ................. 701-TA-314-319 (P)
731-TA-552-555 (P)
Special quality hot-rolled and
semifinished carbon and alloy
steel products:
Brazil. .......................... 731-TA-572 (P)
Source:

Various Commission reports.

93
94
95
99

1544
1574
1598
1607
1701

Various

1992

USITC 2512

1992

USITC 2537
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determinations in the antidumping investigations involving Argentina, Brazil,
Spain, and Trinidad and Tobago. 6

THE PRODUCT
Description9
The hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products (bars, rods, and
bar-size shapes 10 ) covered by these investigations are hot-rolled products of
nonalloy or other alloy steel, 11 containing by weight 0.03 percent or more of
lead or 0.05 percent or more of bismuth, in coils or cut lengths, and in
numerous shapes and sizes. Flat-rolled carbon steel products and reinforcing
bars and rods are not included in. these investigations. The subject hotrolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products are principally provided for in
subheadings 7213.20.00 (bars and rods of free-cutting steel, hot-rolled, in
irregularly wound coils) and 7214.30.00 (other bars and rods of free-cutting
steel) of the HTS.
Additions of lead and bismuth 12 to base grades of carbon and certain
alloy steels improve the machinability 13 of the steel. These additions,
consisting of small amounts (typically, 0.15 to 0.35 percent) of lead or
bismuth by weight, increase the speed of removal of relatively large amounts
of metal in machining operations, improve the surface finish of the part,
reduce machine tool wear 14 and energy expenditure, and reduce tool creep on
automatic screw machines, lathes, and drill presses. The use of leaded and
bismuth steel is dictated by the economics of producing the particular part
(which is driven by the application) and the machining equipment available.
For certain applications, the greater machinability of leaded steels far

8 In addition, Commerce conducted several countervailing duty
investigations of countries that were not signatories to the GATT subsidies
code from 1986 to 1988 that resulted in affirmative countervailing duty
determinations regarding carbon steel wire rod from Malaysia, New Zealand,
Saudi Arabia, and Zimbabwe.
9 See app. C for definitions of selected steel industry terms.
10 Based on responses to the Commission's questionnaires in its preliminary
investigations, lead and/or bismuth bar-size shapes are not produced by either
U.S. producers or foreign manufacturers.
11 Stainless and alloy tool steels are excluded from the scope of the
investigations. Included alloy steels are those described in the Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) as free-cutting steel (those which
do not comply with the definitions of stainless and alloy tool steels); see
note l(f), defining "other alloy steel," chapter 72, HTS. Nonalloy freecutting steel is described in subheading note l(b) to chapter 72.
12 Tellurium and/or selenium also may be included as additions to leaded
steels.
13 Machinability is an interactive property of the work material with
respect to the tool, the machine, and the lubricant; improvements in the
machinability of the work material can be brought about through changes in the
chemistry of the steel, or through changes in steel processing. (Debanshu
Bhattacharya, "Machinability of Steel," Journal of Metals, Mar. 1987, p. 33.)
Also see definitions in app. C for a further discussion of machinability.
14 According to testimony presented by the Curtis Screw Company, 150,000
parts could be made between tool changes using leaded or bismuth steel while
no more than 200 to 500 parts could be made using 1000 series (non-freemachining) steel. Testimony of Mr. Squier, President, Curtis Screw Company,
Hearing TR, p. 53.
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outweighs the cost of the steel, which is typically about one-third of the
cost of finished products. 15
Lead and bismuth are commonly added to steels that have been
resulphurized and/or rephosphorized, e.g., AISI and SAE grades 1108-1151 and
1211-1215, particularly the latter series. 16 Additions of· either lead alone
or in combination with selenium or tellurium, or of bismuth, cause
embrittlement in the steel, making the steel more prone to cracking. Lead and
bismuth are insoluble and form inclusions in the steel, attaching themselves
as tails to manganese sulfides. These inclusions aid chip formation and
improve the lubricity or machinability of the steel. These reductions in
tool-chip friction increase the useful life of cutting tools and improve the
finish of machined surfaces. However, these steels pose problems in terms of
manufacture and rolling, and their production is subject to environmental and
health restrictions.
Free-Machining Steels
Carbon steel grades with additions of lead and/or bismuth are part of a
group of steels, termed "free-cutting" or "free-machining," of the same or
similar base grades, 17 which either have been resulphurized, rephosphorized,
renitrogenized, and/or have had additions of lead, bismuth, selenium, or
tellurium. 18 19 All steel, irrespective of grade or content, is machinable to
some degree, and the machinability of the base steel is largely dictated by
the engineering requirements for· the end product. 20 These requirements, which
are properties of the base grade of the steel, include the steel's strength,
ductility, and fatigue resistance. Free-machining steels possess a
significantly higher level of machinability compared with non-free-machining
grades and are chosen when large amounts of material must be removed.
However, the effect of certain free-machining additives on steel properties
may also preclude the use of these steels in certain applications for which
optimum strength or toughness is a prime consideration.

Testimony of Mr. Squier, Hearing TR, pp. 48-49.
The first two numbers define the series (i.e., llxx or 12xx); the latter
two numbers indicate the carbon content in hundredths of a percent. These two
series are the resulphurized, and resulphurized and·rephosphorized series,
respectively. These two series are termed "free-machining" steels. The
presence of relatively large amounts of sulfur (about 0.10 percent) and
phosphorus causes some reduction in cold formability, weldability, and
forgeability and lowers the ductility, toughness, and fatigue st~ength.
17 See definitions in app. C for further discussion of grades of steel.
18 Staff interview with the personnel at the Cold Finished Steel Bar
Institute on May 1, 1992. Also, Dr. Bhattacharya, Conference TR, p. 77.
19 In the Commission's questionnaires in these investigations, "freemachining carbon and certain alloy steel products" were defined as follows:
Nonalloy (carbon) and certain alloy steel products containing by
weight one or more of the following elements in the specified
proportions:
- 0.03 percent or more of lead
- more than 0.05 percent of bismuth
- 0.08 percent or more of sulfur
- more than 0.05 percent of selenium
- more than 0.01 percent of tellurium.
20 Bhattacharya, "Machinability of Steel," p. 33.
15
16
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Non-free-machining steels may be subjected to less substantial machining
operations to produce a variety of parts when the amount of metal to .be
removed by machining does not justify the extra cost of free-machining steels.
Non-free-machining steels are also used for the production of parts using
cold-heading or cold-forming processes. In contrast to machining, in which
material is removed mechanically from a bar to form an intricate shape, coldheading or cold-forming uses force to change contour. Cold-forming is a
forging process in which force, developed by blows of a mechanical hammer or
heading tool, is used to displace or upset a portion of a blank to form a
section of different contour or configuration. Although this process has the
advantage of being able to process pieces more quickly than machining, 21
increasing work volume and reducing processing costs, it is unable to
duplicate the precision and fine tolerances required in many of the products
currently produced by screw machine operations. 22
Free-machining bars can provide substantial savings by increasing the
production rate in high-speed machining operations. Over a period of many
years, steel producers have conducted intensive research programs to develop
steels having improved machinability. This has been particularly true for the
low-carbon, free-cutting steels which are utilized extensively for the
production of a wide variety of parts in automatic screw machines operating at
high production rates. 23
Special Quality Steels
Free-machining steels, including leaded and bismuth steels, are a subset
of the larger category of special quality steels. Such steels react favorably
to various surface or heat treating operations, such as direct hardening,
carburizing, induction hardening, and/or nitriding, and are used in
applications requiring critical levels of hardness and/or hardenability,
strength, toughness, fatigue resistance, high-temperature creep and fracture
resistance, wear resistance, machinability, and formability. These steels are
commonly referred to as "engineered" or ••special bar quality" (SBQ) steels.

21 According to respondents, once a cold-heading operation is set up, it is
a much cheaper way to make products because they are substantially faster:
cold-heading machines achieve typical speeds of 150 to 600 parts per minute
while screw machine operations usually vary from a high of 30 parts per minute
down to less than one per minute. Respondents consolidated prehearing brief,
exhibit 5, p. 2.
Petitioners contend that because cold-heading is cheaper than machining
if substantial volumes are involved "any part that can be made on a coldheader already is made that way." Robert C. Squier, President, Curtis Screw
Machine, speaking for petitioners, stated that "none o; the parts made on
screw machine by Curtis Screw Co. could be made on cold-headers," and that
Curtis Screw makes parts "only when in is impossible to make them on a coldheader." Petitioners' posthearing brief, Answers to Commission questions,
affadivit of Robert C. Squier, exhibit l(C).
22 According to petitioners, cold-heading is used where the end products
are not intricate in shape, do not exceed 1-1/4 inches in diameter, have
relatively loose tolerances, and surface quality is not important.
Petitioners' posthearing brief, Answers to Commission questions, affidavit of
Robert C. Squier, exhibit l(C); letter of C.G. Scofield, Managing Director,
Industrial Fastenters Institute.
23 USS, "Chapter 51:
Hachinability of Carbon, Alloy, and Stainless Steels,
The Haking. Shaping and Treating of Steel," edited by Harold E. McGannon, 9th
ed., 1971, pp. 1275-1294.
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In contrast to merchant quality, special quality steel is typically
produced to customer order and characterized by tighter surface and chemical
tolerances. It is produced with minimal segregation and porosity, tighter
grain size tolerances, and restrictive limits on incidental chemical element
content. A tight range for chemical composition is prescribed for carbon,
manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur. Standards on surface irregularities,
including seams, are stricter than for merchant quality.
Bars vs. Rods 24
Bars and rods are solid hot-rolled products produced by rolling heated
billets into cut lengths or coils of a smaller predetermined cross-sectional
size. Although most bars and rods are rolled from strand-cast billets, some
bars; including those subject to the investigations, are hot-rolled from
billets which were processed from ingots or strand-cast blooms. In general
practice, bars are rolled on a bar mill, and rods are rolled on a rod mill;
these two types of hot-rolling mills differ somewhat in their engineering
requirements, such as the number of stands and their speed of operation.
Chemistry, size tolerances, and end use typically define most differences
between bars and rods.
Yith respect to chemistry and form differences, most carbon steel rod is
produced in the 1000 and 1500 series carbon steels, and very little, if any,
is produced in the 1100 or 1200 series, which along with the 1000 and 1500
series, are common bar grades. 25 26 Yhile rods are typically produced in coils
of one continuous length, bars may either be produced in coils or cut to
length. Most of the rod products that are produced in the United States are
designated "wire rods," intended for cold-drawing into wire for the production
of wire products; this also means that most rod is of a circular crosssection.27 Bars may be further hot-worked (e.g., forged) or cold-finished
(including cold-drawn), depending upon their end use. Bars are hot-rolled to
a number of shapes, including rounds, squares, round-cornered squares,
hexagons, square-edge and round-edge flats, 28 and angles. 29

24 See also the Memorandum prepared by Charles Yost in investigation No.
731-TA-572 (P), Certain Special Quality Hot-Rolled and Semifinished Carbon and
Alloy Steel Products from Brazil, for an in-depth discussion of the p~~sical
and quality distinctions between bar and rod, based on telephone surveys of
industry personnel.
25 AISI, Steel Products Manual: Wire and Rods, Carbon Steel, Mar. 1984.
See definitions in app. C for a discussion of steel series.
26 In 1991, only 3.9 percent of U.S. rod shipments reported by U.S.
producers responding to Commission questionnaires were in the 1100 and 1200
(free-machining) series.
.
27 According to one estimate made by a steel industry executive,
approximately 95 percent of the U.S. rod production is "wire rod," with
another 3 to 4 percent designated for cold-heading applications and structural
applications requiring large diameter wires welded at the intersection.
28 Moltrup Steel Products Company (Moltrup), an independent steel drawer
located in Beaver Falls, PA, argued at the hearing in these investigations
that the domestic industry producing "flats" is essentially nonexistent and
is, indeed, a separate industry not being injured by imports of foreignproduced "flats." A summary of Moltrup's arguments in this regard and
summaries of petitioner's and respondent's posthearing responses concerning{·
this issue are presented in app. D.
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Bar tolerances are tighter and more exacting than those for rod. The
specifications written for the two products reflect these differences and are
based mainly on the different end uses. Hot-rolled wire rods are generally
produced in nominal fractional diameters, and are not comparable to hotrolled bars in accuracy of cross-section or surface finish because of the
methods of manufacture and intended end use. 30
Industry usage of size distinctions is in transition, creating an
overlap between the definitions of bar and rod. In general, forms that exceed
3/4 inch (19 mm) in diameter are "bar," those under 1/2 inch (12. 7 mm) in
diameter are "rod," and those between 1/2 and 3/4 inches may be "bar" or
"rod," depending upon the mill or the customer and the end use. 31 This
overlap is reflected in the HTS, where both bars and rods may be between 14
(0.55 inch) and 19 mm (0.74 inch) in diameter. 32 Standardized nomenclature is
lacking. The HTS sets the minimum diameter for bars at 14 mm, even though
C.S. steel industry specifications for bar include sizes down to 7.94 mm (5/16
inch). 33 In addition, the HTS provides no definition of maximum size for
bars. However, the American Iron and Steel Institute uses the following
guidelines for bars: rounds may be up to 10 inches in diameter; squares may
be up to 8 inches; hexagons may be up to 4 inches; and flats may be up to 1.5
inches thick and 6 inches wide. 34

( ••• continued)
AISI, Steel Products Hanual: Alloy, Carbon and High Strength Low Alloy
Steels: Semifinished for Forging; Hoc Rolled Bars, Cold Finished Bars, Hoc
Rolled Deformed and Plain Concrete Reinforcing Bars, pp. 91-94.
30 AISI, Steel Products Hanual (Wire and rods), p. 35.
31 Six producers responding to Commission questionnaires in these
investigations were able to provide separate trade data concerning rod
operations on product sized between 0.5 and 0.74 inches. For three, ***· ***
and***, shipments in this size range accounted for*** 1991 shipments of
special quality rod product, while for the other three, ***, ***, and***,
shipments in this size range accounted for less than *** percent of 1991
shipments of special quality rod product.
32 Under the predecessor Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), bars
and wire rod were separate products covered by different provisions. Steel
bar was defined as having cross-sections in the shape of circles, ovals,
triangles, rectangles, hexagons, or octagons; and imports were reported under
separate categories based on configuration and whether or not they were coldformed. Wire rod was defined as a coiled hot-rolled product, approximately
round in cross-section, and not under 0.20 inch nor over 0.74 inch in
diameter; imports were reported under separate categories based on carbon
content and further processing.
As of the adoption of the HTS, hot-rolled bars and rods are classified
together with a distinction between "hot-rolled bars and rods in irregularly
wound coils" and "other bars and rods" (which would include hot-rolled bars
and rods cut to length). A size dimension continues to be maintained,
however, with a separate statistical reporting number, for coiled product less
than 14 mm (0.74 inch) in diameter.
33 AISI, Steel Products Hanual (Bars), p. 91..
This grey area was discussed
by Mr. de Ravel D'Esclapon, representing respondent Usinor Sacilor (and its
subsidiaries, Ascometal, Unimetal, and Saarstahl). Conference TR, p. 149.
34 AISI,
~teel Products Hanual (Hot-rolled bar), pp. 91-94.
29
29
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Cut-lengths vs. coils
After hot-rolled steel is rolled, it can be cut to convenient shipping
lengths or can be coiled. Special quality coiled products up to approximately
2 inches in diameter are produced on a bar or rod mill equipped with reels to
coil the final product. Special quality cut-length products are produced on a
mill equipped with facilities to produce the cut lengths, such as shears, hot
saws, or abrasive saws, as well as notch turnover hot beds to ensure product
straightness off the hot-mill. There is virtually no metallurgical difference
between cut-length and coiled products, although the maximum diameter of
coiled products is limited. The choice between these two products is based on
the purchaser's manufacturing equipment. Coiled products are generally not
used for hot forging or direct machining operations. Both cut-lengths and
coiled products are used by cold finishers.
Manufacturing Process
The manufacturing process leading to the production of hot-rolled lead
and bismuth carbon steel products is analyzed below and consists of three
different stages: (1) melting, (2) casting, and (3) hot-rolling.
Melting Stage
Steel is produced by either an integrated or a nonintegrated process
(see figure 1). The nonintegrated process produces ~olten steel by melting
scrap in an electric arc furnace (EAF). In contrast, the integrated process
typically smelts iron ore and coke in a blast furnace to produce molten iron,
which is subsequently poured into a steelmaking furnace, generally a basic
oxygen furnace (BOF), together with scrap metal. The hot metal is processed
into steel when oxygen is blown into the metal bath. Lime is added to serve
as a fluxing agent; it combines with impurities to form a floating layer of
slag, which is later removed. Alloy steels are produced by additions of
alloying agents (including chromium, nickel, and molybdenum) to liquid steel
to impart specific properties to finished steel products. Molten steel is
poured or tapped from the furnace into a ladle, an open-topped, refractorylined vessel, typically with an off-center bottom opening equipped with a
nozzle. Meanwhile, the primary steelmaking vessel (EAF or BOF) may be charged
with new materials to begin another refining cycle.
Whether the integrated or nonintegrated process is used, it is
increasingly common for molten steel to pass through a ladle metallurgy
station, where its chemistry is refined to embody the steel with properties
required for specific applications. 35 At the ladle metallurgy or secondary
steelmaking station, the chemical content and temperature are adjusted for
optimum casting. The temperature for optimum casting of lead and bismuth
steels is around 2,900° F, or about ***higher than that for the same base
grades. 36 ·

35 Ladle metallurgy stations differ in their sophistication and ability to
refine the steel. Steels used to produce most merchant quality products and
concrete reinforcing bar usually are not processed in a ladle metallurgy
station.
36 Staff interviews with engineering personnel at *** and ***
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Figure 1
Simplified steelmaking flowchart
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Source: U.S. International Trade Commission, Steel Industry Annual Report,
USITC 2436, Sept. 1991, p. 2-2.
Lead and bismuth additions are typically made after the base grade steel
has been melted but prior to casting into solid form. It is apparently the
operating practice of two respondent companies, *** and ***·, to add lead or
bismuth at the ladle metallurgy station, 37 whereas the petitioners add lead or
bismuth at the casting stage, described below.
Casting Stage
Once.molten steel with the correct properties has been produced, it is
cast into a form that can enter the rolling process (see figure 2 for a
presentation of steel products and processes). In the ingot-based process,
the ladle is moved by an overhead crane to a pouring platform where the steel
is poured or "teemed" into ingot molds, either through the top of each mold
or, in the preferred method for lead and bismuth production, through a pipe
system that fills each mold from the bottom (bottom casting). 38 As the steel
begins to solidify, the mold is stripped from the ingot and the ingot is
transferred to a soaking pit, a specialized heating furnace that equalizes the
temperature within the ingot.
Lead and bismuth additions may be made into the stream of molten steel
as it is teemed into the ingot molds; such additions are made in the form of
leaded wire or shot feeds. This requires some specialized machinery to feed
in the lead, for fume and dust collection, and for scrap metal segregation.
Following removal from the soaking pit, the ingots are hot-rolled on a
breakdown mill to bloom sizes and then transferred to a billet mill for hotrolling to bar or rod configurations.

37 Steptoe and Johnson, Postconference brief, p. 8 (reference to Mr.
Graham's testimony).
38 Bottom casting increases the quality of the solidified ingot by
improving the separation of inclusions and reducing porosity.
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Figure 2
Steel products and processes
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In the strand (or "continuous") casting method, the ladle is transferred
from the ladle metallurgy station to the caster: The molten steel is poured
at a controlled rate into a tundish, which in turn controls the rate of flow
into the strand caster. The tundish may have a special design or
electromagnetic stirring for the purpose of ensuring homogeneity of the steel.
Lead and bismuth may be added to the tundish in the form of shot, requiring
some specialized machinery and operating practices. The strand caster is
designed to produce blooms or billets in desired cross-sectional dimensions. 39
With regard to lead and bismuth steels, Inland, UES, and Saarstahl cast
blooms, whereas Bethlehem, Republic, and Copperweld cast ingots. 40
According
to certain industry participants, lead and bismuth steel cannot be billet
cast, due to their small cross section. 41 A bloom's larger cross section
allows a more homogeneous distribution of lead and bismuth within the steel;
also, the bloom's greater cooling time allows manganese-sulfides to grow
larger than is possible in a billet, leading to higher quality.
Hot-Rolling Stage
After being cast, ingots or blooms are transferred to a hot-rolling mill
where they are reduced in cross-sectional dimension. There are additional
losses in weight at each processing stage of the ingot or bloom associated
with the production of lead and bismuth steels. For example, *** reported
that because of cropping and hot scarfing of ingots and blooms, the additional
yield loss is *** percent above that associated with base-grade steels, a
figure also reported by ***. 42 One firm also reported highe~ surface losses,
estimated at between*** and*** percent. 43 According to*** and***, lead
and bismu'th steels must also be rolled at a faster speed. 44

Although blooms are larger than billets, there is disagreement on the
cross-sectionai dimension demarcation between the two shapes.
40 Staff interviews with officials at Republic on Apr.
24, 1992, and
Copperweld on May 13, 1992 and testimony of Jim Fritsch of Bethlehem Steel
(conference TR, p. 34), commenting that Bethlehem could not afford the cost of
installing a new bloom caster. See also, Wiley, Rein and Fielding,
postconference brief, app. 1, which contradicts Saarstahl's description of
billet casting these steels. See also, LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae,
postconference brief, app. 1, indicating that a bloom caster is used by
Unimetal. Officials at Inland have indicated that their desire to continue as
a producer of leaded steels necessitated their investment in a "jumbo" bloom
caster that became operational in 1988; their bille.t caster is not used to
produce leaded steels. *** indicated that they cannot cast leaded steels on
their billet caster at***, but were constrained by the capital cost of
installing a bloom caster.
41 Staff interviews with*** and*** on Dec. 3 and Dec. 4, 1992,
respectively. Testimony of Mr. Luerssen, Former Chairman and GEO of Inland
Steel Industries, hearing TR, pp. 30-31. Respondents allege that lead and
bismuth steels are billet cast by certain European steel firms. Petitioners,
on the other hand, allege that the casters in question use molds in dimensions
that qualify as blooms.
42 Staff interviews with company officials on Apr. 24 and Apr. 29, 1992,
respectively.
43 Staff interview of engineering personnel at *** on Apr. 24, 1992.
44 Staff interviews with company officials on Dec.
3 and Dec. 4, 1992,
respectively.
39
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Blooms and billets are usually channeled through a reheat furnace prior
to rolling. This procedure increases the malleability of the steel, reducing
energy consumption and wear on the rolling mill. The semifinished steel is
successively reduced in size as it passes through several stands. Most ·modern
rolling mills are in-line, although cross-country mills 45 are still in use.
At the final stage, the bar may be channeled to a coiler, or it may be cooled
in a water or oil bath and cut. Rod is rolled in a similar manner, although
there are usually one or more additional stands in the rolling mill (or one or
more additional passes made through a cross-country mill) to reduce the rod's
finished diameter. Most rod mills roll multiple strands; rod is almost always
coiled.
Environmental controls and worker safety and health regulations are more
stringent for lead and bismuth steels than for steel-base grades. For
example, additional venting of exhaust fumes is undertaken, and bag house dust
must be processed separately. Steel scrap, refractory brick (used to line the
tundish), and waste lead and bismuth metal are classified as hazardous waste,
necessitating their segregation and separate treatment from other scrap. 46
Specialized safety equipment and more rigorous operating procedures are used,
in compliance with Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
standards (including respirators or positive pressure cabins for operating
crew, specialized protective gear, and blood sampling). 47 A current waiver of
OSHA regulations allows lead producers to control a significant portion of
worker exposure to airborne lead through respirators. Petitioners expect this
waiver to be revoked shortly, requiring costly investments in additional
environmental control equipment by most U.S. leaded steel producers. 48
Characteristics and Uses
Free-Machining (Including Lead and Bismuth) Bar and Rod
The primary purchasers of all free-machining (including lead and
bismuth) hot-rolled bar and rod are cold-finished bar companies, which account
for 95 percent of shipments of these products. 49 In contrast, non-freemachining special quality bars and rods have much wider distribution channels,
with a much smaller percentage going to cold finishers. 50

45 A cross-country mill is a multistand rolling mill in which mill stands
are not placed continuously in line. The steel product being rolled generally
changes direction for each roll pass and relies on a transfer mechanism to be
aligned with successive mill stands. As additional reductions are imparted,
the steel travels in a direction perpendicular to the primary rolling vectors.
Unlike a continuous rolling mill, the piece being worked may pass more than
once through each mill stand.
.
46 Relevant Environmental Protection Agency regulations result from the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Safe
Drinking Water Act.
47 OSHA regulations include a general industry lead standard (CFR
1910.1025) and a hazard communication standard (CFR 1910.1200).
48 Staff interviews with company officials at*** and*** on Dec. 3 and
Dec. 4, 1992, respectively.
49 Testimony of Mr. Alvarado, Inland Steel, discussion of Exhibit 1
(Distribution Flow Chart, Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Steel), conference TR,
p. 15.
50 Testimony of Mr. Alvarado, hearing TR, pp. 35-36.
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Cold-finishing companies, which include some steelmakers,s 1 perform
valued-added work on hot-rolled bar and rod; cold;finishing work includes
cold-drawing (improving mechanical properties, such as increasing tensile
strength, yield strength, torsional strength, hardness, and wear resistance),
straightening, or other surface treatments, such as turning, grinding, and
polishing. These companies in turn supply companies that manufacture parts
using screw machines, lathes, and drill presses (collectively called screw
machine companies).
The companies that purchase highly machined parts 52 first identify the
necessary mechanical properties (e.g., ductility, strength, and hardness) for
a part and then select a group of steels that meet these criteria.sJ Among
other considerations for the purchaser of parts are defect rates and close
adherence to or improvement over stated tolerances. These include surface
quality and dimensional adherence. 'Where a long production run of small
highly machined parts with extensive metal removal is required, screw machine
shops are likely to choose lead and bismuth steels to meet the criteria
established by their customers.s 4
As indicated earlier, substitution between free-machining steels may
occur where the economics of production or subsequent working of the part
allow it. Although not completely interchangeabie with a leaded steel grade
(for example, a 12Ll4), a subsequent welding operation or case-hardening
requirement may call for a steel from the 1000 or 1100 series; in this
example, the subsequent processing (and property of the steel) is more
important to making the part than is the enhanced machinability. 55 For
certain uses, a clear distinction is drawn between lead and bismuth and other
free -machining steels; for others, a steel will be chosen from the ·range of
machinability, due to engineering requirements.
With respect to interchangeability of free-machining steels and other
special quality steels (non-free-machining steels), respondents to Commission
purchaser questionnaires generally indicated that there is interchangeability
from the standpoint that all special quality steels have some degree of
machinability. One, ***, 56 called this "almost total interchangeability,"
while many others viewed it as "technical" interchangeability. However,
regardless of·their view, nearly all offered the caveat that a switch to nonfree-machining steels would be achieved at a loss in productivity and
increased manufacturing expenses, and would require customer approval of the
switch and some reengineering of parts and processes. On the latter point ***
commented:
"Everything is interchangeable if enough engineering
and work is put into the change. Problem exists
(because) most parts are now being made in the most
si For instance, Republic and Nucor have cold-finishing operations.
Such parts include valves and hydraulic fittings, couplings and pressure
fittings, and brake assemblies for automobiles, heavy equipment, and aircraft.
sJ Testimony of Mr. Christopher, Conference TR, p. 27. The postconference
brief of Mr. Darling, Corey Steel, p. 3, indicates that "approximately 90
percent of Corey's customer base purchases ... pursuant to end-user
specifications that prescribe the grade ... In those instances where the part
to be manufactured requires extensive machining, most, if not all, of the
specifications require the use of ... lead or bismuth."
s• See testimony of Mr. Christopher, Conference TR, p. 81.
ss Statement of Mr. Graham, United Engineering Steels, p. 6.
56 During the period of investigation, the majority of ***
52
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efficient manner. Restricting the efficient raw
material drives up the part price by inefficient
production and high engineering costs."
In general, purchasers indicated the increased costs would likely more
than offset price increases in free-machining steels of 5 to 10 percent. As
*** 57 noted, this is due to the tradeoff between material and manufacturing
costs:
"If a non-free-machining steel is used on a machined
part, the steel cost may be lower but the
manufacturing cost may more than offset the steel
savings."
Among those viewing interchangeability as possible only from a
"technical standpoint," *** 58 indicated:
"From a practical standpoint they are not
(interchangeable) when one considers productivity,
cost and quality."
Substitution between free-machining and non-free-machining steels is
further complicated by the qualification process of end users; as
representatives of the domestic steel industry indicated during the staff
conference in the preliminary investigations, specifications provided by
original equipment manufacturers are difficult to change, in part because of
the long lead time required to qualify parts. 59 On this note, respondents to
the Conunission's purchaser questionnaires indicated that any changes away from
free-machining to other special quality steels would require customer
approval, changes in part specifications, requalification of parts, and
retooling of certain equipment to. produce the parts, all of which would add
costs in terms of time and efficiencies related to parts production. 60
Screw machine and cold-finishing companies presented evidence to the
Conunission during the investigations that indicates the use of lead and
bismuth carbon steels is increasing. One reason for this is that efforts to
suppl.ement or supplant such steels have not been successful, and the companies
that tried to do so have for the most part returned to using lead or bismuth
carbon steels. Another factor is that several of the Japanese automotive
transplants utilize a higher proportion of machined parts using low-lead
steels on their cars than do U.S. producers.
Lead and bismuth steelmaking is subject to more stringent environmental
regulations than production of other free-machining steels. There is
reportedly a reluctance by other steelmakers to enter the market, due, in
part, to environmental and worker health liabilities they would incur.
Several steelmakers have experimented with producing lead and bismuth steels,
but have not done so on a commercial basis. Other mills (particularly
minimills) roll lead bars and rods from purchased billets. 61

57

During the period of investigation, the majority of ***
During the period of investigation, the majority of ***
59
Mr. Alvarado (Inland Steel), Conference TR, p. 82.
60
Purchasers indicated that machinists did not make changes in steel used
independent of customer approval.
61 ***· ***, and*** fall into this category.
58
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Based on information supplied by the parties to these investigations, it
appears most customers consider domestic and imported lead and bismuth bar and
rod to be comparable in quality. 62 According to Mr. Paul Darling, of the
Corey Steel Company, a purchaser of domestically produced and imported lead
and bismuth hot-rolled carbon steel bar and rod, there is no difference in
quality or machinability between the domestic product and its imported
counterpart. 63 Other witnesses at the preliminary conference and the hearing
also indicated that they believed the domestic and imported products are
fungible on the basis of quality. However, according to domestic purchasers,
there are several differences between the domestic and imported products in
the area of customer service. There are significantly longer lead times
associated with purchasing from a foreign source; inventories are larger
because of larger purchase orders; shipping delays are more frequent; and the
domestic industry provides a greater amount of customer and technical
service. 64
Some respondents to the Commission's purchaser questionnaire suggested
that, for certain applications, they had found the quality of the imported
product to be superior to that of the domestic product. In particular, ***. 65
According to domestic industry officials, imports of lead and bismuth
steels are concentrated in the AISI/SAE grade 12Ll4, a resulphurized,
rephosphorized low-carbon steel containing 0.15 to 0.35 percent lead, by
weight. According to those same officials, U.S. shipments of lead and bismuth
steels made by U.S. producers are concentrated in the same grade.
Special Quality Bar and Rod
Through its questionnaires, the Commission sought data regarding the
configuration and ultimate end-use customers 66 of hot-rolled special quality
carbon and certain alloy products, whether U.S.-produced or imported from the
subject countries. Nine U.S. producers (accounting for the majority of U.S.
production in 1991) and 18 importers (accounting for the majority of total
imports of hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy products from
the subject countries in 1991) provided information on total U.S. shipments or
imports of hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products
by end-use customer and configuration. The data for all special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel products (bars and rods) are presented in the
tabulations on the following page (in percent):

Consolidated posthearing brief on behalf of respondents, vol. II, p. 8.
Testimony of Mr. Darling, conference TR, p. 38.
64 Mr. Darling, conference TR, pp. 102-103.
Customer service includes the
settlement of quality claims.
65 The grade of steel for this particular application was ***·
66 Because hot-rolled carbon and alloy steel products are intermediate
products, U.S. producers and importers were generally unable to identify
ultimate end-use markets.
.s 2
63
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End-use markets

United
States Brazil

Automotive .......... 30.9
Construction, includ7.4
ing maintenance ...
Machinery, industrial
equip. & tools .... 14.4
Mining, lumbering,
0.3
& quarrying .......
Other 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ...J:J....JJ.
Total ........... 100.0
1

France

Germany

United
Kingdom

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
. ***
100.0

***
***
100.0

***
***
100.0

***
100.0

Consists principally of shipments of product to cold finishers where the
end-use market could not be identified.

ultim~te

Configuration

United
States Brazil

Rounds .............. 84.6
Squares & round6.3
cornered squares ..
2.0
Hexes & octagons ....
4.6
Flats ...............
Other ............... ~
Total ........... 100.0

France

Germany

United
Kingdom

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
100.0

***
***
***
***
100.0

***
***
***
***
100.0

'***
***
***
100.0

The unique characteristics of all special quality steel products,
including temperature creep and fracture resistance, wear resistance,
machinability, and formability, make them especially suited for forging into
critical components. According to peti tio.ner in the investigation concerning
special quality products from Brazil, no other products compete in these
markets. 67 Information from firms responding to the Commission's
questionnaires indicates that although there are generally no economically
practical substitutes for the subject special quality steel products,
occasionally aluminum, graphite composites, or powdered metal may be used for
certain applications. 68
Like Product Considerations
Throughout these investigations, by way of written submissions and oral
presentations at the hearing, petitioners argued that, on the basis cf the
factors the Commission considers in analyzing like-product issues (physical
characteristics and uses, interchangeability among products, channels of
distribution, producer and customer perceptions of the articles, production·
facilities and employees, and, where appropriate, price), there is a single
like product and a single industry producing hot-rolled lead and bismuth
carbon, or at most free-machining, steel products. Counsel for respondents,
67 Conference TR in Inv. No. 731-TA-572 (Preliminary), Special Quality HotRolled and Semifinished Carbon and Alloy Steel Products from Brazil, testimony
of Mr. Guilfoyle, p. 42.
68 See questionnaire responses of***, ***
and*** in Inv. No. 731-TA-572
(Preliminary), Special Quality Hot-Rolled and Semifinished Carbon and Alloy
Steel Products from Brazil.
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relying on those same like-product factors, argued that there are no clear and
bright-line distinctions between certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon
steel products and other hot-rolled carbon steel bar and rod products.
In the preliminary investigations, the Conunission found that there "is
not a clear dividing line between hot-rolled leaded and bismuth carbon steel
bar and rod and special quality carbon steel bar and rod." 69 Consequently,
the Conunission found a like product to be hot-rolled special quality carbon
steel bar and rod.
In the subsequent investigation concerning special quality steel
products from Brazil, 70 the Conunission found two separate like products of
special quality carbon and alloy semifinished products and hot-rolled bar
(including cut-length rod). The Commission indicated that the special quality
like products included lead and bismuth steels, stating:
"We are also not persuaded that any substantial new
evidence has been presented by petitioners or
Bethlehem and Inland regarding whether lead and
bismuth steels should be considered separately from
all other types of special quality steels." 71
As a result of the preliminary determinations, the questionnaires in
these final investigations were designed to capture information concerning
like-product issues (see appendix E for producers' comments) as well as data
on hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rod.
Within these product groupings, questionnaire respondents were asked to breakout information on the basis of "free-machining" and "other special" carbon
and certain alloy steel to allow the Commission to examine those like product
issues. Summary tables providing trade, employment, financial, and import
information on all special quality bars and rods and free-machining bars and
rods are presented in appendix F.
In addition .to the aforementioned data, the Commission also requested
summary data on lead and bismuth carbon steel products to allow it to review
information on operations producing those products. Those data are also
presented in appendix F.
To recapitulate, the broadest category of data collection and
presentation in this report is hot-rolled special quality and certain alloy
steel products. That broad category is the sum of two subcategories--"freemachining" and "other special." "Free-machining" consists of lead and bismuth
plus non-lead and bismuth free-machining steel products. The term "other
special" refers to special quality products which are not free-machining.
Throughout the report, the discussion is presented to highlight the competing
like-product scenarios.

Certain Hot-rolled Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel Products from Brazil.
France. Germany. and the United Kin&dom, USITC Publication 2512, p. 16.
'° Certain Special Quality Hot-Rolled and Semifinished Carbon and Alloy
Steel Products from Brazil, USITC Publication 2537.
71 Id. at 21.
69
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U.S. Tariff Treatment
Most imports of the lead and bismuth carbon steel products subject to
these investigations are provided for in subheadings 7213.20.00 and 7214.30.00
of the HTS, and are described as being of "free-cutting steel." Imports
subject to the investigations may also enter under the following HTS
subheadings:
HTS subheading

Comment

7213. 31. 30
7213. 31. 60
7213.39.30
7213.39.60
7213.39.90
7214.40.10
7214.40.30
7214 .40. 50
7214.50.10
7214.50.30
7214.50.50
7214.60.10
7214.60.30
7214.60.50

Lead level of 0.03 to 0.10 percent and/or
bismuth content of 0.05 percent.

7228.30.80

Lead content equal to or exceeding 0.40
percent and/or bismuth content equal to or
exceeding 0.1 percent.

7207 .11. 00. 00
7207.12.00.10
7207.19.00.30
7207.20.00.25
7207.20.00.75
7207.20.00.90
7224.90.00.45
7224.90.00.75

Imports of large bars entered
as semifinished steel.

The column 1-general (most-favored-nation) rates of duty for these
products, applicable to imports from the four subject countries, range from
1.9 to 6 percent ad valorem. The general duty rate for carbon free-cutting
steels is 1.9 percent, and that for certain alloy grades of carbon freecutting steels is 4.7 percent.
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Voluntary Restraint Agreements
Between October 1, 1984, and March 31, 1992, imports of bar, rod, and
bar-size shapes from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom,
including the products subject to these investigations, were subject to
quantitative limitations under the Voluntary ~straint Agreements (VRAs)
negotiated with 19 foreign governments and the' European Community. 72 The VRA
program was, in part, an outgrowth of earlier trade measures during the period
1969-84, although these arrangements principally covered flat-rolled products,
pipe and tube, and wire rod. The immediate cause of the VRA program was a
determination by the President, on September 18, 1984, that taking "escape
clause" action was not in the national economic interest; this decision
followed an investigation conducted by the Conunission in which imports of
certain steel products, not including bars, were found to be a substantial
cause of serious injury, or threat thereof, to certain domestic industries
(inv. No. TA-201-51). 73 The President directed the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) to negotiate VRAs to cover a five-year period, October
1, 1984 through September 30, 1989, with countries whose exports to the United
States had increased significantly in previous years. Although the structure
of the arrangements varied from one country to another, each involved an
agreement by the foreign government to limit exports of the pertinent steel
products to the United States. In order to bring the agreements into effect,
U.S. producers withdrew pending unfair trade petitions and the U.S. Government
suspended antidumping and countervailing duties that were in effect on steel
products covered by the VRAs. The trade measures were expected to return the
share of imports in the U.S. market to a level of approximately 18.5 percent,
excluding semifinished steel (subsequent Administration statements indicated
such imports were limited to about 1.7 million tons per year). In this
manner, export restraints were to allow the U.S. steel industry to restructure
in response to the structural crisis, improve capacity utilization rates, and
become competitive with foreign producers.
On July 25, 1989, the President announced a Steel Trade Liberalization
Program, under which the VRAs were extended for 2-1/2 years, terminating on
March 31, 1992. The President directed the USTR to negotiate VRAs at an
overall restraint level of 18.4 percent (the 1988 VRA import penetration
ceiling). The President authorized up to an additional one percent import
penetration annually that would be available to countries that entered into
bilateral consensus agreements, to provide incentives for countries to
eliminate trade-distorting practices and to respond to concerns of steel
consumers for adequate supplies of raw materials. 74
On December 12, 1989, the USTR announced that negotiations had been
completed with the European Community (EC) and 16 other countries, including
Brazil, that previously had VRAs. As a result of the negotiations, overall
restraint levels were raised. Product coverage under the VRAs remained
essentially unchanged, although the agreements were modified to include those
72 The restraint limits discussed in this section are more accurately
defined as export limits because the countries under agreement controlled
their shipments of exports in lieu of U.S. import quotas.
73 Affirmative decisions were rendered in the case of semifinished steel,
plates, sheets and strip, wire and wire products, and structural shapes and
units. Negative determinations were rendered in the case of wire rod, railway
type products, bars, and pipe and tube.
74 Negotiations for bilateral agreements were conducted in order to
restrict trade-distorting practices, particularly subsidies to the steel
industry. See USTR Press Release of Dec. 12, 1989.
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specialty steel products (e.g., stainless and alloy tool steels) that were
previously subject to relief under section 203 of the Trade Act of 1974.
The categories for hot-rolled bar, rod, bar-size shapes, and
semifinished products subject to the VRAs are broader than for those products
subject to these investigations. Moreover, the VRA categories, where product
coverage is specified, are broader than the products described earlier in the
HTS or do not cover products subject to the investigations. Overall, the
category limits had not been binding for several years. Nonetheless,
restraint limits and exports of hot-rolled bars from Brazil and the EC for the
relevant periods are shown in the following tabulation, based on export
certificate data and final consultations conducted by the Department of
Commerce's Office of Agreements Compliance (in metric tons). Data are not
available for individual European countries.
VRA period 1
1988
<12 months)
Exports
Adjusted
ceiling
to U.S.

Source

Brazil ...... 31,517
European
Community. 133,520
1

Jan. -Sept. 1989
(9 months)
Exports
Adjusted
to U.S.
ceiling

Oct. 1989-Dec. 1990
<15 months)
Exports
Adjusted
to U.S.
ceiling

33,932

21,045

23,044

94,158

149,218

160,763

94,243

123,547

160,263

228,907

Final period data (Jan. 1991-Mar. 1992) not yet available.

Based on the data in the previous tabulation, the extent to which Brazil
and the EC filled their VRA subcategory limits on hot-finished bars is shown
in the following tabulation (in percent):
VRA period 1
1988
<12 months)

Source
Brazil ......
European
Community.
1

Jan. -Sept. 1989
(9 months)

Oct. 1989-Dec. 1990
(15 months)

92.88

91.33

63.10

83.05

76.28

70.01

Final period data (Jan. 1991-Mar. 1992) not yet available.

Bilateral Consensus

Agreements/Multila~eral

Consensus Agreement

When the VRAs were extended in 1989, the United States sought to address
the causes of unfair trade and to eliminate subsidization and overcapacity in
the steel industry. The bilateral agreements attempted to include commitments
by countries to prohibit export and production subsidies specifically for
steel products, to reduce tariffs and non-tariff barriers to steel trade, and
to incorporate a binding arbitration mechanism; the bilateral consensus
agreements were to be multilateralized within the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) through incorporation in the Uruguay Round of multilateral
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GATT negotiations. 75 As envisioned, negotiation~ on the new Multilateral
Steel Agreement (MSA) were to be completed by December 1990. On March 31,
1992, negotiations on an MSA were suspended without agreement, although
considerable progress had been made.
Multilateral discussions resumed
December 9, 1992; however, no detailed time schedule for formal negotiations
has been set.
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF SUBSIDIES AND
SALES AT LESS THAN FAIR VALUE
Subsidies 76
Brazil 77
Based on its investigation, Commerce determined that manufacturers,
producers, or exporters of certain lead and bismuth carbon steel products in
Brazil receive benefits that constitute subsidies within the meaning of the
countervailing duty law under the following domestic programs:
o
o
o
o
o

Government Debt Forgiveness to ACESITA
Government Equity Infusions into ACESITA
Incentive Related to Industrialized Products Tax (!PI)
- !PI Rebate Program Under Law 7554/86
Exemption of !PI and Duties on Imports Under Decree-Law 2324
Exemptions of !PI and Duties on Imports Under Law 2894

As a result of these findings, Commerce's final determination placed
into effect the estimated net subsidy/duty deposit rates listed below:
AJnOUnt

Producer/exporter

(percent ad valorem)

ACESITA .......................... .
Mannesmann ....................... .
All others ....................... .

19.19
0.82
0.82

France 78
Commerce determined that manufacturers, producers, or exporters ~f
certain lead and bismuth carbon steel products in France receive benefits that
75 Press Release of USTR, Dec. 12, 1989, and accompanying STEEL TRADE
LIBERALIZATION PROGRAM (Fact Sheet).
76 Commerce's period of investigation for which it measured subsidies was
calendar year 1991.
77 The respondents at Commerce were the Government of Brazil, Companhia
Acos Especiais Itabira (ACESITA), and Mannesmann, S.A. (Mannesmann). During
Commerce's period of investigation, ACESITA was a state-owned company. In
accordance with the Government of Brazil's national privatization plan,
ACESITA's stock was auctioned to the public on Oct. 22, 1992. Because that
auction occurred after Commerce's preliminary determination, it did not
consider the auction, or its possible effect on any of the programs examined,
in this investigation.
78 The respondents at Commerce were the Government of France, Usinor
Sacilor, and the European Community. Usinor and Sacilor were separate
companies owned by the Government of France, which were merged to become one
holding company called Usinor Sacilor in late 1986.
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constitute subsidies within the meaning of the countervailing duty law under
the programs listed below and imposed a final duty deposit rate of 23.14
percent ad valorem.
Amount
(percent ad valorem)

Program
-~

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
Article 54 Loans .......................... .
ECSC Redeployment Aid (Article 56(2)(b)) .... .
Repaid Loans with Special
Characteristics (PACs) .................... .
Long-term Loans From Fond de Development
Economique et Social (FOES) ............... .
Loans from Credit National and Caisse
Francaise de Development Industriel (CFDI).
Equity Infusions and Grants:
PACs, Fonds d'Intervention Siderurgugue
(FIS), Shareholders• Advances ......... .
Equity Infusion in 1978 ................. .

0.03
0.28
0.01
0.02
0.48
22.28
0.04

Germany 79
With respect to German manufacturers, producers, or exporters of certain
lead and bismuth carbon steel products, Commerce determined that they are
receiving benefits that constitute subsidies within the meaning of the
countervailing duty law under the programs listed below and imposed a final
duty deposit rate of 17.28 percent ad valorem.
AJnOUnt

Program

(percent ad valorem)

Goverrunent Forgiveness of Saarstahl's
Debt in 1989 .............................. .
Debt Forgiveness by Private Banks ........... .
Worker Assistance Program ................... .

16.02
0.88
0.38

This final rate is applied to all imports from Germany save those of
Thyssen, whose estimated net subsidy under the Worker Assistance Program was
found to be de minimis (0.16 percent) by Commerce.
The United Kingdom80
Based on its investigation, Commerce determined that manufacturers,
producers, or exporters of certain lead and bismuth carbon steel products in
the United Kingdom receive benefits that constitute subsidies within the
meaning of the countervailing duty law.
In its subsidy investigation, Commerce focused on UES, which was created
as a joint venture between Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds (GKN) and the British
Steel Corporation (BSC). That action was taken as part of a wider program of
the UK Goverrunent which sought to rationalize and restructure the overlapping
The respondents at Commerce were Saarstahl AG and Thyssen AG.
The respondents at Commerce were United Engineering Steels Limited
(UES), Allied Steel and Wire Limited (ASW), and Glynwed International plc
(Glynwed).
79

80
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interests of the small, independent, and essentially profitable private sector
steel industry and the peripheral steelmaking activities of the then-stateowned BSC. Commerce determined that UES did receive certain countervailable
"pass-through" benefits from BSC at the time of its formation in 1986 .·81 With
respect to benefits received subsequent to formation of the joint venture,
Commerce found UES to b.e a "separate corporate entity" not controlled by BSC,
and, therefore, determined BSC's benefits received after formation did not
"pass-through" to UES. Commerce calculated the pass-through benefit received
by UES to be 12.69 percent ad valorem.
Commerce determined that Glynwed International plc had a de minimis net
subsidy. ASW, which is a joint venture company formed in 1981 between BSC and
GKN, withdrew from participation at Commerce prior to verification. Since ASW
refused verification of its questionnaire response, Commerce used best
information available (BIA). As BIA, Commerce assumed ASW received the same
benefits as BSC in 1981 (the year ASW was formed). Therefore, Commerce
assigned ASW a rate of 20.33 percent ad valorem. 82
Sales at LTFV
For each of the countries covered by these investigations, Commerce
calculated LTFV margins by comparing the United States price (USP) with the
foreign market value (FMV). The following tabulation provides the dumping
margins for each of the countries subject to the investigations (in percent ad
valorem):
Country
Brazil: 1
Mannesmann ............................ .
All others ............................ .
France: 2
Usinor Sacilor ........................ .
All others ............................ .
Germany: 3
Saarstahl AG .......................... .
All others ............................ .
United Kingdom:
UES ................................... .
All others ............................ .

Amount
(Percent ad valorem)
148.12
148.12
75.08
75.08
85.05
85.05
25.82
25.82

1 Commerce based its LTFV margins on the best information available (BIA)
as supplied in the petition, assigning the petitioners' highest adjusted
marfin due to Mannesmann's failure to cooperate.
Commerce based its LTFV margins on BIA as supplied in the petition,
assigning the petitioners' highest adjusted margin due to Usinor Sacilor's
failure to cooperate.
3 Commerce based its LTFV margins on BIA as supplied in the petition,
assigning an average of the margins in the petition due to Saarstahl's
cooperation in the investigation.

These countervailable benefits consisted of "Equity Infusions," "Loan
Cancellation," and "Regional Development Grants."
.
82 This was the rate calculated for BSC in Commerce's Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determinations: Carbon Steel Structural Shapes. HotRolled Carbon Steel Plate. and Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Bar from the United
Kingdom: and Final Negative Countervailing Duty Determination: Cold-Formed
Carbon Steel Bar from the United Kingdom, (47 F.R. 39384, Sept. 7, 1982).
81
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THE U.S. MARKET
This report is structured to provide data and information on three
industries encompassing the following products:
I.

Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products.-Hot-rolled carbon and alloy steel products manufactured of a
type of steel that is dependent upon chemical composition,
quality, and customer's specification. Special quality
products are used when the application, method of
fabrication, or subsequent processing treatment requires
quality characteristics not available in merchant quality
products.

II.

Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel products.-Nonalloy (carbon) and certain alloy steel products
containing by weight one or more of the following elements
in the specified proportions:
-

III.

0.03
more
0.08
more
more

percent or more of lead
than 0.05 percent of bismuth
percent or more of sulfur
than 0.05 percent of selenium
than 0.01 percent of tellurium.

Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products.--These products are special quality steel products
other than the free-machining steel products described
above.
U.S. Producers

For these final investigations, the Commission sent questionnaires to
each of the producers of special quality carbon and certain alloy steel.
Useable responses were received from 15 producers.
Of the 15 producers providing useable information for this report, 6
produce lead and bismuth carbon steel as part of their overall special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel operations. Those six, ***, ***, ***, ***,
***, and***, accounted for more than*** percent of 1991 production of hotrolled lead and bismuth products. 83
The firms that produce hot-rolled special quality carbon (including lead
and bismuth) and certain alloy steel products in the United States are
described below. The first 15 firms discussed are those that provided the
data used in this report, with the first 9 producers mentioned being those
that provided the data used for free-machining bar and rod.

83

***
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American Steel & Wire
American Steel & Wire, which *** the petition, purchases billets
(including lead billets) and then produces hot-rolled special quality· carbon
and certain alloy steel products at its facilities in Cuyahoga Heights, OH.
American accounted for *** percent of U.S. production of such steel products
in 1991. American's operations producing:rhot-rolled special quality carbon
and certain alloy steel products accounted for *** percent of its
establishment's total net sales in 1991. American's free-machining products
held a ***-percent share of reported U.S. production of such products in 1991.
*** of American's free-machining production is in the ***, with the billets
being purchased from*** and ***. 84
Bethlehem Steel, Bar, Rod & Wire Division
Bethlehem, a peti~ioner in these investigations, produced special
quality semifinished carbon (including semifinished lead and bismuth) and
certain alloy steel products at its facility in Johnstown, PA; special quality
hot-rolled carbon (including lead and bismuth) and certain alloy steel bar
products at its facility in Lackawanna, NY; and special quality (including
lead and bismuth) rod products at its facility in Sparrows Point, MD.
Bethlehem's Bar, Rod & Wire Division accounted for*** percent of U.S.
production of hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products in 1991. Bethlehem's operations producing semifinished and special
quality carbon and alloy steel products accounted for *** percent of
Bethlehem's establishment total net sales in 1991, with free-machining
products accounting for ***percent of the total. 85 Bethlehem was the ***
U.S. producer of free-machining products in 1991 holding a*** share of
reported free-machining production.
On January 29, 1992, Bethlehem announced its decision to exit the bar,
rod, and wire industry, offering its Bar, Rod & Wire Division for sale.
Unable to complete a transaction for the entire division, Bethlehem announced,
on May 15, 1992, that it was initiating "an orderly phasing down" of the
division, exiting the business "as quickly as possible." 86 That phasing down
was completed in September 1992. On November 23, 1992, Bethlehem and ISPAT
Mexicana S.A. de CV, a member of the Ispat Group, with international
headquarters in Indonesia, announced the signing of a letter of intent for the
sale of substantially all of Bethlehem's Bar, Rod & Wire Division to ISPAT. 87
To date, a binding purchase agreement has not been signed. 88 89

Lead and bismuth products accounted for slightly more than *** percent
of American's free-machining sales in 1991 and *** percent of its special
quality products sales. American accounted for *** percent of lead and
bismuth production in 1991.
85 Lead and bismuth products accounted for *** percent of Bethlehem's freemachining product sales in 1991 and *** percent of its special quality
products sales. Bethlehem was the *** producer of lead and bismuth products
in 1991.
86 May 15, 1992, Press Release, Bethlehem Steel Corp.
87 Nov. 23, 1992, ~Release, Bethlehem Steel Corp.
The ISPAT Group
owns and operates steel facilities in Trinidad and Tobago, Mexico, India, and
Indonesia. Hearing TR, p. 104.
88 Testimony of James E. Fritsch, General Manager-Commercial Bar, Rod &
Wire Division of Bethlehem Steel Corp. Hearing TR, p. 57.
84
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Inland Steel, including Inland Steel Bar Co.
Inland, a petitioner in these investigations, produces special ·quality
carbon and alloy semifinished and hot-rolled steel products at its facility in
East Chicago, IN, and accounted for *** percent of U.S. production of special
quality carbon and certain alloy products in 1991. Inland's operations
producing special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products accounted
for*** percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the
remainder accounted for almost entirely by flat-rolled products, with a very
small portion going to structurals. Free-machining products accounted for ***
percent of Inland's special quality operations. 90 Inland was the ***producer
of free-machining products in 1991, accounting for ***percent of reported
U.S. production.
North Star Steel
North Star Steel, which *** the petition, produces special quality
carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars, rods, and semifinished products at its
facilities in St. Paul, MN; Monroe, MI; Wilton, IA; and Beaumont, TX; and is
the ***U.S. producer of such products. It accounted for*** percent of U.S.
production of such products in 1991. North Star's operations producing
special quality steel products accounted for *** percent of its
establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder accounted for by
merchant bar, structurals, wire rod, and rebar. Free-machining products, ***,
held a ***-percent share of North Star's special quality operations in 1991.
North Star accounted for ***percent of reported U.S. production of freemachining products in 1991. North Star is a ***
Nucor
Nucor, which opposes the petition, produces special quality carbon and
alloy hot-rolled steel bars (including free-machining), rods, and semifinished
products at its facilities in Darlington, SC; Norfolk, NE; and Plymouth, UT;
and accounted for approximately*** percent of U.S. production of such
products in 1991. A good deal of Nucor's production goes to Nucor Cold Finish
Division which has facilities located at or near its production facilities.
Free-machining products, ***, represented*** percent of Nucor's special
quality operations in 1991. Nucor accounted for *** percent of reported freemachining production in 1991. Most of Nucor's free-machining product is

( ••• continued)
In response to Commissioner Crawford's hearing question, "If your
clients were to stop producing lead and bismuth steel, is there any particular
equipment in your facility that you would have to close down," (Hearing TR, p.
81) counsel for petitioners responded (in part, as it pertains to Bethlehem):
"With respect to Bethlehem, ***·" Petitioner's
posthearing brief, Exhibit 1, p. 2.
90 Lead and bismuth products accounted for *** percent of lnland's freemachining product sales in 1991 and *** percent of its special quality
products. Inland was the*** of lead and bismuth products in 1991.
89
89
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rolled from feedstock purchased ***. 91 ***
Nucor•s operations producing
special quality products accounted for approximately *** percent of its
establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder accounted for by
structurals and hot- and cold-rolled sheet and coil.
Raritan River Steel Co.
Raritan River, which*** the petition, produces special quality
semifinished and hot-rolled carbon (including lead) and alloy steel bars and
rods at its facility in Perth Amboy, NJ, and accounted for*** percent of U.S
production of special quality carbon and alloy steel products in 1991.
Raritan River's operations producing special quality carbon and certain alloy
steel products accounted for ***percent of the firm's total net sales in
1991, with the remainder accounted for by merchant quality carbon steel
products. Free-machining products accounted for a ***-percent share of
special quality operations in 1991. 92 Raritan River accounted for ***percent
of reported free-machining production in 1991. With respect to the lead and

Nucor testified that it had "recently rolled some leaded billets that
were purchased from other producers," at Darlington, SC, and Plymouth,· UT.
Testimony of John Rutkowski, General Manager, Nucor Steel. Hearing TR, p.
169.
John Correnti, President and Chief Operating Officer of Nucor, in
testifying in opposition to the imposition of duties on imports of lead and
bismuth bar and rod, stated that Nucor was a "buyer of hot rolled lead and
bismuth imports which we then cold finish in our plants." Hearing TR, p. 178.
***
Counsel for petitioners claims that Nucor•s testimony should be fully
discounted because as a domestic cold finisher, it is a major
importer/purchaser of dumped and subsidized leaded steels. Counsel further
states:
91

" ... Nucor does not make lead and bismuth steel. Nucor•s claim
that it produces the 1200 series steels is a gross exaggeration;
its production is not yet commercial. Nucor is not qualified to
comment on the injury caused by imported leaded steel since it is
a customer, not a producer.
'While Nucor does not melt lead and bismuth and is ***
producer of other free-machining, it is one of the largest
purchasers of dumped and subsidized imports." Posthearing brief
of petitioners, pp. 13-14.
Counsel for the petitioners additionally stated that Nucor is ***, and
Posthearing brief of petitioners, Exhibits B and C.
In its *** Nucor states that Nucor Cold Finish ***
Nucor went on to

***
say:

***
Nucor ***
Lead and bismuth product sales accounted for *** percent of freemachining product sales for Raritan River in 1991 and *** percent of its
special quality products.
92
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bismuth portion of its operations, Raritan River purchases ***
is ***-percent owned by ***

Raritan River

Republic Engineered Steels, Inc.
·l-

Republic, which *** the petition, produces special quality semifinished
and hot-rolled carbon and certain alloy steel products at its facility in
Canton, OH, and accounted for *** of U.S. production of such steel products in
1991. Republic's operations producing special quality products accounted for
*** percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder
accounted for by cold-finished products, stainless steel, and tool steel
products. Free-machining products held a ***-percent share of special quality
sales in 1991. 93 Republic ·accounted for*** percent of reported freemachining production in 1991. Republic is a petitioner in investigation No.
731-TA-572 (Final), Certain Special Hot-Rolled and Semifinished Carbon and
Alloy Steel Prodncts from Brazil.
Timken Co.
The Timken Co., which*** the petition, produces special quality carbon
and certain alloy hot-rolled steel bars, rods, and semifinished products at
its facility in Canton, OH, and accounted for *** percent of U.S. production
of such products in 1991. Timken's operations producing special quality
products accounted for *** percent of its establishment's total net sales in
1991, with the remainder accounted for by stainless bar, pipe and tube, and
tool steel. Free-machining products, ***, held only a ***-percent share of
Timken's special quality operations in 1991 and a ***-percent share of
reported U.S. free-machining production. · *** of its free-machining production
was of lead and bismuth products. Timken is a petitioner in investigation No.
731-TA-572 (Final), Certain Special Hot-Rolled and Semifinished Carbon and
Alloy Steel Products from Brazil.
USS/Kobe Steel Co.
USS/Kobe, which *** the petition, produces special quality semifinished
and hot-rolled carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods at its facility in
Lorain, OH, and accounted for *** percent of U.S. production of such special
quality steel products in 1991. USS/Kobe's operations producing hot-rolled
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products accounted for ***
percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder
accounted for by tubular products. Free-machining products held a ***percent share of USS/Kobe's special quality operations in 1991. 94 USS/Kobe
accounted for ***percent of reported free-machining production in 1991.
USS/Kobe's ownership is ***

93 Republic was the ***.
.Its sales of such products represented a ***percent share of free-machining product sales in 1991 and *** percent of its
special quality products.
·
94 Lead and bismuth products accounted for *** percent of USS/Kobe's freemachining sales in 1991 and*** percent of its special quality products.
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Atlantic Steel
Atlantic, which *** the petition, produces hot-rolled special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rod products at its facility in
Atlanta, GA, and accounted for approximately *** percent of U.S. production of
such products in 1991. Atlantic's operations producing special quality steel
products accounted for ***percent of its establishment's total net sales in
1991, with the balance being accounted for by merchant bars and rods, rebar,
and wire. *** of Atlantic's special quality sales fell into the *** category.
Atlantic is ***
Calumet Steel
Calumet Steel, which *** the petition, produces special quality carbon
and certain alloy hot-rolled steel bars and semifinished products at its
facility in Chicago Heights, IL, and accounted for less than *** percent of
U.S. production of such products in 1991. Calumet's operations producing
special quality steel products accounted for *** percent of its
establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder accounted for by
rebar, merchant bar, and structurals. *** of Calumet's special quality sales
were of*** products.
Chaparral Steel
Chaparral Steel, which *** the petition, produces special quality carbon
and alloy hot-rolled steel bars and semifinished products at its facility in
Midlothian, TX, and accounted for *** percent of U.S. production of such
products in 1991. Ch4parral produces special quality steel products in its
establishment producing rebar, merchant bar, and structurals. Special quality
products, ***• accounted for *** percent of Chaparral's total net sales in
1991. Chaparral is ***
Laclede Steel
Laclede Steel produces special quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel
bars and semifinished products at its facility in Alton, IL, and accounted for
approximately *** percent of U.S. production of such products in 1991.
Laclede produces special quality products, ***, in its establishment producing
wire rod, hot-rolled strip and plate, chain, and pipe and tube. ***. 95
MacSte~l

MacSteel, which *** the petition, produces special quality carbon and
alloy hot-rolled steel bars and semifinished products at its facilities in
Jackson, MI, and Ft. Smith, AR, and accounted for nearly *** percent of U.S.
production of such products in 1991. MacSteel's operations producing special
quality steel products accounted for*** percent of its establishment's total
net sales in 1991. MacSteel does produce some free-machining ste'el, but ***
MacSteel is owned by the Quanex Corporation of Houston, TX.

95

***
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Sheffield Steel
Sheffield, which *** the petition, produces hot-rolled special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel bar products at its facility in Joliet, IL, and
accounted for less than*** percent of U.S. production of such products in
1991. Sheffield's special quality sales accounted for only *** percent of its
establishment's total net sales in 1991. *** of Sheffield's special quality
sales were of ***
Other Producers of Special Quality and Certain Alloy Steel
Other U.S. producers of special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products who have not provided questionnaire responses in these final
investigations, but did submit limited responses in the preliminary
investigations covering total establishment operations, are described below.
Auburn Steel

Auburn Steel produces hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain
alloy steel bars and semifinished products at its facility in Auburn, NY, and
accounted for less than*** percent of U.S. production of such products in
1991. Auburn produces special quality products in its establishment producing
rebar, merchant bar, and structurals.
Copperweld Steel Co

Copperweld, which *** the petition, produces special quality
semifinished and hot-rolled carbon (including lead) and alloy steel products
at its facility in Warren, OH, and accounted for*** percent of U.S.
production of special quality steel products in 1991. Copperweld's operations
producing special quality products accounted for *** percent of its
establishment's total net sales in 1991. Copperweld ***
Green River Steel

Green River Steel produces special quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled
steel bars and semifinished products at its facility in Owensboro, KY, and
accounted for less than*** percent of U.S. production of such products in
1991. Green River's operations producing special quality products accounted
for*** percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1991.
Kentucky Electric Steel

Kentucky Electric Steel Corp. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NS Group,
Inc., and produces spe~i~l quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars and
semifinished products at its facility in Ashland, KY, and accounted for less
than*** percent of U.S. production of such products in 1991. Kentucky
Electric's operations producing special quality products accounted for about
*** of its establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder
accounted for by merchant quality products.
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Koppel Sceel
Koppel Steel Corp. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NS Group, Inc., and
was started as a company on October 5, 1990, when it purchased certain assets
of Babcock & Wilcox Tubular Products Group. Koppel produces special quality
carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars, rods, and semifinished products (as
cast blooms and billets) at its facility in Beaver Falls, PA, and accounted
for approximately *** percent of U.S. production of such products in 1991.
Koppel's operations producing special quality products accounted for nearly
*** percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1991, with the remainder
accounted for by seamless tubular products. 96
Minimills
The traditional definition of a minimill distinguishes it from an
integrated mill by focusing on the minimill's method of steelmaking, its
product mix and geographical sales base, management philosophy, and its
different cost structure. Originally, minimills were described as scrapbased, EAF steelmakers with up to 100,000 tons of raw-steelmaking capacity.
Their products were usually restricted to concrete reinforcing bars, merchant
bars, and in some instances light structural shapes (e.g., small angles and
channels), and they served a market located within a 200- to 300-mile radius
from the mill. 97 98
However, minimill parameters have changed considerably
since the 1960s, just as the integrated mill concept has also undergone some
changes. The distinction between the two types of mills currently rests
primarily on differences in the steelmaking process: one definition terms
minimills as those mills that usually bypass the first three steps of
steelmaking (iron ore processing, cokemaking, and ironmaking) and use scrap as
the primary raw material in electric arc furnaces. In other words, the
definition no longer distinguishes the minimill from an integrated mill
according to its·product line, its capacity, or its market. This evolution
has come about because of increases in the average production capacity and
geographic marketing area of minimills, their ownership of more than one
production facility, and their entrance into more technologically demanding
products such as structurals and flat-rolled products, special quality steels,
and wire rod. 99 This blurring of the distinction between integrated mills and
minimills has come about because of major changes in steelmaking technology,
particularly trends toward decreasing the minimum efficient scale of

96

***

William T. Hogan, S.J., Minimills and Integrated Mills (D.C. Heath and
Co.: Lexington Books, Lexington, MA), 1987, p. 9.
98 The economic consultant for the Brazilian respondents defined minimills
as (a) producing from a scrap-based process using electric arc furnaces, (b)
having production capacities of a million tons or lower, (c) servicing
regional rather than national markets, and (d) being non-unionized (Conference
TR, pp. 171-172).
99 There are several minimill companies with more than 1 million tons
production capacity, and one with a capacity of over 4 million tons. Each of
several integrated mills have production capacities of less than 1 million
tons, although integrated mills are larger on average. In general, the
average size of integrated mills has decreased.
97
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production and the convergence of integrated
processes. 100

~nd

nonintegrated production

In its majority opinion in the preliminary investigations concerning
hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products, the Conunission expressed
interest in reviewing information regarding the operation of U.S. minimills. 101
Four minimills accounted for 22.3 percent of the 1991 free-machining bar and
rod production; 10 minimills accounted for 56.0 percent of 1991 production of
all special quality bar and rod production presented in this report.
Appendix G presents sununary data for traditional 102 and minimill 1° 3 producers
separately. Information on minimill criteria is presented in the following
tabulation:
Production
Production
process 1 method
American2
Atlantic 2
Bethlehem3
Calwnet 2
Chaparral 2
Inland3

EAF
EAF
EAF
EAF
EAF
BOF

Laclede 2
MacSteel 2

EAF
EAF

Cast billet
Cast billet
Ingot
Cast billet
Cast billet
Bloom, cast
billet
Cast billet
Cast billet

North Star2
Nucor 2 •
Raritan
River 2
Republic 3

EAF
EAF
EAF
EAF

Sheffield2
Timken3
USS/Kobe 3

EAF
EAF
BOF

1

2
3

4

Markets served:
Production Union re% shipments-capacity
presentation < 500 mi. > 500 mi.

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
·***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Cast billet
Cast billet

***4

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Cast billet
Ingot, cast
billet
Cast billet
Ingot
Ingot

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

EAF=Electric-arc furnace and BOF=Basic-oxygen furnace.
Minimill producer.
Traditional producer.
Only includes data for 4 divisions that produce special quality steel products.

10 ° For further discussion see, USITC, Steel Industry Annual Report On
Competitive Conditions in the Steel Industry and Industry Efforts to Adjust
and Modernize, USITC Publication 2436, September 1991, pp. 3-38 and 3-39.
101 Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel Products from Brazil.
France. Germany. and the United Kingdom, USITC Publication 2512, p. 26.
102 ***
*** *** , *** and *** .
103 ***
***, ***, ***, *** ***, *** ***, ***, and ***
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U.S. Importers
Information identifying importers of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon
steel products was provided by counsel for the petitioner and was verified
against files provided by the U.S. Customs Service. The Commission sent
questionnaires to approximately *** importers, which include all the known
major importers of the subject hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products. The importers are believed to account for approximately *** percent
of total imports of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products from the
countries subject to these investigations.
As the Commission reported during its 1982 countervailing duty
investigations of hot-rolled carbon steel bar, 104 imports from the subject
countries generally entered the United States through one or two exclusive
importers, and these firms were owned by or affiliated with major steel
producers in the subject countries. Major importers of hot-rolled lead and
bismuth carbon steel products from the subject countries include the
following:
Country

Importing firm 1

Brazil..................

***
***
***
***
***
***

France..................
Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
United Kingdom ..........

These firms are owned by or affiliated with foreign steel
producers.
1

U.S. Producers' Imports
Three U.S. producers, Nucor, ***, and*** reported imports or purchases
of semifinished and/or hot-rolled lead carbon steel products, reportedly to
economically supplement their product (hot-rolled and cold-finished) lines.
As noted earlier, Nucor has previously purchased imported leaded bar from***
and***, and*** purchasing imported*** product from those countries. ***
does not produce semifinished carbon steel products, and*** for production of
hot-rolled products from*** and***· *** imported*** from***, accounting
for *** percent of its lead and bismuth carbon steel billet consumption in
1991, and imported hot-rolled lead carbon bar an~ rod products from *** and
***, equal to ***percent of its hot-rolled lead and bismuth bar and rod
production in 1991. 105

104 Certain Steel Products from Belgium. Brazil. France. Italy. Luxembourg.
the United Kingdom. and West Germany, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-125 through 129, and
146 and 147 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1221 (Feb. 1982), pp. VII-4 and 5.
105 ***
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Apparent U.S. Consumption
The demand for hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products, as intermediate products, depends largely on the level of overall
economic activity. In general, weak demand in the automotive and construction
sectors during 1991 contributed to declines in apparent U.S. consumption of
such products. Data on apparent U.S. consumption of all hot-rolled special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel products are presented in table 2, are
derived from responses to the Commission's questionnaires, and are composed of
the sum of U.S. shipments (domestic shipments and company transfers) of
U.S.-produced hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products, imports of subject lead and bismuth hot-rolled carbon steel products
(L/B in the table), imports of non lead and bismuth free-machining products
from Brazil, and imports of other special quality products. 106
Trends in Apparent Consumption

Free-machining
Apparent consumption of free-machining products (bars and rods) dropped
irregularly from 1,046,537 short tons in 1989 to 901,158 short tons in 1991,
or by 13.9 percent. During January-September 1992, apparent consumption rose
by 176,680 short tons when compared with the corresponding period in 1991, an
increase of 29.1 percent. In addition to the impact of overall economic
activity, the magnitude of recent increases may be partially explained by
certain stockpiling activity, 107 new long-term contracts for products
previously supplied by foreign sources, 108 and accelerated purchases from
Bethlehem following the announced sale of its Bar, Rod & Wire Division. 109
Trends in total apparent consumption were driven by activity in the bar
category, as it represented 82.9 percent of total apparent consumption (based
on quantity) in 1991.

All special qualiry
Trends in apparent consumption for all special quality products (bars
and rods) were similar, though not as pronounced, as those exhibited by freemachining products. Apparent consumption fell irregularly from 7,459,697
short tons in 1989 to 7,141,476 short tons in 1991, or by 4.3 percent.
January-September 1992 consumption rose to 5,586,835 short tons, or by 5.8
percent, in comparison with the corresponding period in 1991. The factors
affecting consumption discussed above relative to free-machining products were
similarly at work in this broader product category.

Such imports from Brazil, in the latter two categories, are the subject
of ongoing investigation No. 731-TA-572 (Final), Certain Special Quality HotRolled Carbon and Alloy Steel Bars and Rods and Semifinished Products from
Brazil.
106

107
108
109

***
***

See section of the report entitled "U.S. producers", at I-28.
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Table 2
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. shipments
of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by products,
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Free-machining bars:
727,858
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
***
France (L/B) ............ .
***
Germany (L/B) ........... .
***
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
***
118,355
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
***
Subtotal .............. .
***
Other sources ........... .
***
140 271
Total ................. .
Apparent conswn868,129
ption ............. .
Free-machining rods:
103,383
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
***
France (L/B) ............ .
***
Germany (L/B) ........... .
***
U.K. "(L/B) .............. .
***
62,041
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
***
Subtotal .............. .
***
Other sources ........... .
***
75.025
Total ................. .
Apparent conswn178,408
ption ............. .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
831,241
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
***
France (L/B) ............ .
***
Germany (L/B) ........... .
***
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
***
180,396
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
***
Subtotal .............. .
***
Other sources ........... .
***
215.296
Total ................. .
Apparent conswnption .............. 1,046,537
I

Table continued on next page.

761,524

588,126

404,086

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

523,453

***
***

130. 426

140,637

86,038

11_2. 322

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

153.372

166,222

100.336

127.556

914,896

754,348

504,422

651,009

93,173

86,682

64,963

86' 775

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

55,612

44,392

29,920

37,038

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

**~~

***

***

70.875

60.128

38.403

46.684

164,048

146,810

103,366

133,459

854,697

674,808

469,049

610,228

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

186,038

185,029

115,958

149,360

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

224.247

226,350

138.739

174,240

1,078,944

901,158

607,788

784,468
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Table 2--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. shipments
of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by products,
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Item

1989

i990

Jan. - Sept. - 1992
1991

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Other special quality bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil...................
Other sources. . . . . . . . . . . .
Total..................
Apparent consumption ..............
Other special quality rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil...................
Other sources............
Total..................
Apparent consumption ..............
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil...................
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Apparent consumption ..............
All special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B)... .. ... .. . ..
France (L/B).. .. ....... ..
Germany (L/B)............
U.K. (L/B).... .. .. .. .. . . .
Subtotal...............
Brazil (non-L/B).........
Subtotal...............
Other sources............
Total..................
Apparent consumption ..............
Table continued on next page.

3,494,976

3,743,434

3,407,761

2,597,592

2,783,550

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
**'"'

140.134

138.274

169.724

120.325

63.126

3,635,110

3,881,708

3,577,485

2,717,917

2,846,676

2,172,054

2,082,839

2,102,494

1,576,767

1,605,905

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

605.996

557.981

560.339

380.302

349.786

2,778,050

2,640,820

2,662,833

1,957,069

1,955,691

5,667,030

5,826,273

5,510,255

4,174,359

4,389,455

***
***

746, 130

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

696.255

730.063

500.627

412.912

6,413,160

6,522,528

6,240,318

4,674,986

4,802,367

6,498,271

6,680,970

6,185,063

4,643,408

4,999,683

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
>'<**
***

180,396

186,038

185,029

115,958

149,360

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

961.426

920.502

956.413

639.366

587.152

7.459,697

7.601.472

7.141.476

5.282.774

5.586.835

**"~
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Table 2--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. shipments
of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by products,
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Se12t. -1991
1992

1991

Value (1,000 dollars)
Free-machining bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil (L/B) .............
France (L/B) .............
Germany (L/B) ............
U.K. (L/B) ...............
Subtotal ...............
Brazil (non-L/B) .........
Subtotal ...............
Other sources ............
Total ..................
Apparent consumption ..............
Free-machining rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil (L/B) .............
France (L/B) .............
Germany (L/B) ............
U.K. (L/B) ...............
Subtotal ...............
Brazil (non-L/B) .........
Subtotal ...............
Other sources ............
Total ..................
Apparent consumption ..............
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil (L/B) .............
France (L/B) .............
Germany (L/B) ............
U.K. (L/B) ...............
Subtotal ...............
Brazil (non-L/B) .........
Subtotal ...............
Other sources ............
Total ..................
Apparent consumption ..............
Table continued on next page.

372,400

383,759

295,681

202,673

256,693

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

**~~

***

60,642

60,969

66' 392

41,185

54,233

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

72,067

73,079

78,822

48,688

61,386

444,467

456,838

374,503

251,361

318 '079

56,418

49,556

46,523

34,801

44,567

***

***
***
***
***

***
'***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

30,675

26,300

***
***
***

***
***
***

20,909

14,091

17,879

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

37,333

33,588

28,000

18,109

22, 211

93,751

83,144

74,523

52,910

66' 778

428,818

433,315

342,204

237,474

301,260

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

91,317

***
***
***

87,269

87,301

55,276

72' 112

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

109,400

106,667

106,822

66,797

83,597

538,218

539,982

449,026

304,271

384,857
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Table 2--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. shipments
of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by products,
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

Value (1,000 dollars)
Other special quality bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil .................•.
Other sources ............
Total ..................
Apparent cons umption ..............
Other special quality rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil ...................
Other sources ............
Total ..................
Apparent cons umption ..............
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil ...................
Other sources ............
Total ..................
Apparent consumption ..............
All special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from- Brazil (L/B) .............
France (L/B) .............
Germany (L/B) ............
U.K. (L/B) ...............
Subtotal ...............
Brazil (non-L/B) .........
Subtotal ...............
Other sources ............
Total ......... ·.........
Apparent cons umption ..............

1,799,026

1,809,643

1,651,617

1,262,498

1,305,502

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

68,815

64,606

76,144

53,844

28,517

1,867,841

1,874,249

1,727,761

1,316,342

1,334,019

804,493

801,ll2

738,340

554,389

558' 138

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

254,497

228,629

224,044

154,729

131, 830

1,058,990

1,029,741

962,384

709,ll8

689,968

2,603,519

2,610,755

2,389,957

1,816,887

1,863,640

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

323,312

293,235

300,188

208,573

160,347

2,926,831

2,903,990

2,690,145

2,025,460

2,023,987

3,032,337

3,044,070

2,732,161

2,054,361

2,164,900

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

91,317

***
***
87,269

***
***

***

***

432, 712

3,465,049

***

***

399,902.
3,443,972

***
***

***
***

*..,"*

***

87,301

55,276

72, 112

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

407,010

275,370

243,944

3,139,171

2,329,731

2,408,844

Note.--The term 'L/B' is an abbreviation for 'lead and bismuth.'
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Producers' Share of Apparent Consumption
Free-machining

The U.S. producers' share of total apparent consumption of freemachining products (bars and rods), on a quantity basis, dropped steadily from
79.4 percent of the market in 1989 to 74.9 percent in 1991. During JanuarySeptember 1992, U.S. producers held a 77.8-percent share of the market
compared with 77.2 percent for January-September 1991. A decline in the share
of the bar market accounted for most of the decline in overall market share.
All special

quali~y

U.S. producers' share of total apparent consumption of all special
quality products (bars and rods) declined irregularly from 87.l percent of the
market in 1989 to 86.6 percent in 1991. January-September 1992 market share
for U.S. producers was 89.5 percent compared with 87.9 percent for JanuarySeptember 1991.
Channels of Distribution
As was found in the 1982 countervailing duty investigations of hotrolled carbon steel products, 110 and confirmed during the current
investigations, the major channel of distribution for hot-rolled special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel products for both U.S. producers and
importers continues to be end users. For purposes of the Commission's
questionnaires, cold finishers are considered end users of the intermediate
hot-rolled product. Following cold-finishing, the products are then
frequently sold to screw machine shops for further processing before being
sold to end users in the automotive and appliance industries, among others.
The following tabulation provides the shares of shipments of hot-rolled lead
and bismuth carbon steel products by channels of distribution for both U.S.
producers and U.S. importers (in percent) in 1991.
Distributors/
Service centers
U.S. producers .....
U.S. imports of
hot-rolled lead
and bismuth
products from:
Brazil ........... .
France ........... .
Germany .......... .
United Kingdom ... .
Average ...... .

End users

5.5

94. 5 1

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

2.1

97.8

Shipments to related end users account for approximately 13.6 percent of
this channel of trade.
1

See Certain Steel Products from Belgium. Brazil. France, Italy.
Luxembourg. the United Kingdom. and West Germany, USITC Pub. 1221, Feb. 1982.
110
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CONSIDERATION OF MATERIAL INJURY TO AN
INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
The information in this section of the report was compiled from
responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. The
15 producers that provided useable trade data in their questionnaire responses
are believed to have accounted for nearly 90 percent of U.S. shipments of
total hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products in
1991.
The trade data in this report differ from the data in the prehearing
report due primarily to ***
U.S. Production, Capacity, and Capacity Utilization
Data on reported U.S. production, average-of-period capacity, 111 and
capacity utilization in connection with operations on hot-rolled special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel products are presented in table 3.
Free-Machining 112
Production of all free-machining steel products (bars and rods) dropped
irregularly, by 17.2 percent, from 1989 to 1991, leaving free-machining
products with a 47.3-percent capacity utilization rate in 1991 compared with
59.5 percent in 1989. Production for January-September 1992 was up 32.6
percent compared with January-September 1991, yielding a 56.3-percent capacity
utilization rate compared with 44.0 percent for the earlier period.
All Special Quality
For all special quality products, production dipped irregularly from
1989 to 1991, by 2.2 percent, dropping the average capacity utilization rate
from 70.0 percent to 65.8 percent. Production for January-September 1992 was
up 10.0.percent in comparison with the same period of 1991, with producers
operating at an average capacity utilization rate of 70.0 percent compared
with 65.8 percent for January-September 1991.

111 During these investigations, some of the responding firms have indicated
that because their bar and rod mills are capable of producing all hot-rolled
carbon and alloy steel products, they have encountered difficulties in
allocating capacity to free-machining and other special products.
112 Data with respect to lead and bismuth operations are presented in app.

F.
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Table 3
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. capacity,
production, and capacity utilization, by products, 1989-91, January-September 1991,
and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Average-of-period capacity (short tons}
Free-machining:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Subtotal .................
Other special-quality:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Subtotal .................
All special-quality bars
and rods ...................

1,183,125
170,592
1,353,717

1,236,854
170,510
1,407,364

1,220,520
165,744
1,386,264

906,578
123,952
1,030,530

939,983
124,175
1,064,158

4,835,106
2,814,874
7,649,980

4,985,447
2,808,353
7,793,800

5,032,115
2,896,590
7,928,705

3,745,114
2,140,793
5,885,907

3,816,149
2,158,806
5,974,955

9,003,697

9 201.164

9.314.969

6,916.437

7,039,ll3

I

Production (short tons)
Free-machining:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Subtotal .................
Other special-quality:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Sub.total .................
All special-quality bars
and rods ...................

711, 992
106,889
818,881

768,084
92,177
860,261

593,263
85,054
678,317

406,685
63' 778
470,463

538,521
85,134
623,655

3,441,414
2,151,993
5,593,407

3,783,804
2' 130' 864
5,914,668

3,396,790
2,198,083
5,594,873

2,573,297
1,587,341
4,160,638

2,858,964
1,609,926
4,468,890

6,412,288

6.774,929

6,273,190

4,631.101

5 '092' 545

Capacity utilization (percent}
Free-machining:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Average ..................
Other special-quality:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Average ..................
All special-quality bars
and rods ...................

59.1
62.7
59.5

60.9
54.l
60.l

46.7
51.3
47.3

43.0
51. 5
44.0

54.7
68.6
56.3

69.1
76.5
71. 8

73.7
75.9
74.5

65.2
75.9
69.l

66.4
74.1
69.2

72.1
74.6
73.0

70.0

72.3

65.8

65.5

70.5

Note.--Capacity utilization is calculated using data of firms pr.oviding both
capacity and production information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Producers' Shipments
Data on U.S. producers' total shipments of hot-rolled special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel products, by type of product, are presented in
table 4.
Free-Machining
Producers' U.S. shipments of free-machining products (bars and rods)
declined irregularly, by 18.8 percent, from 1989 to 1991, 113 while JanuarySeptember 1992 shipments were up 30.l percent compared with shipments during
January-September 1991. 114 Free-machining bar was the dominant product
shipped, on both a quantity and value basis. Export shipments accounted for
only a small portion of overall shipments (generally less than 2 percent) with
*** exported. U.S. producers, principally ***, exported to ***
All Special Quality
Shipments of all special quality products (bars and rods) followed
trends similar, though not as pronounced, to those of free-machining products.
Shipments dropped irregularly from 1989 to 1991, by 3.4 percent, while
January-September 1992 shipments were up 8.1 percent in comparison with
January-September 1991. Bars accounted for the majority of product shipped,
but were not as dominant as they were in the free-machining category. Exports
of all special quality products accounted for 1.6 percent of total shipments
in 1991, with rods, ***, accounting for the majority of product shipped.
U.S. Producers' Inventories
U.S. producers' inventories of special quality carbon and certain alloy
steel products are presented in table 5.
Free-Machining
Inventories (bars and rods), as a share of total shipments, increased
from 7.0 percent in 1989 to 8.6 percent in 1991. January-September 1992
inventories were 8.6 percent of annualized total shipments comparad with 9.1
percent for January-September 1991. Increased bar inventories drove the
trends.
All Special Quality
Inventories of all special quality products (bars and rods) followed the
trend of free-machining products from 1989 to 1991, increasing from 6.4
percent to 7.9 percent of total shipments. Inventories during JanuarySeptember 1992 were at 7.4 percent of annualized total shipments, compared
with 7.5 percent for the same period of 1991.

113
114

***

***
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Table 4
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: Shipments by
U.S. producers, by products and by types, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Free-machining bars:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Free-machining rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal. ............... .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Other special quality bars:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Other special quality rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Table continued on next page.

108,147
619,711
727' 858
1 599
729,457

101,162
660,362
761,524
7 987
769' 511

96' 516
491, 610
588,126
6 140
594,266

66,875
337, 211
404,086
4 614
408,700

76,653
446,800
523,453
923
524,376

0

261
92 912
93,173

404
86 278
86,682

385
64 578
64,963

254
86 521
86, 77 5

103 383
103,383
0

0

0

0

0

103,383

93,173

86,682

64,963

86, 775

108,147
723 094
831,241
1 599
832,840

101,423
753,274
854,697
7 987
862,684

96,920
577, 888
674,808
6 140
680,948

67,260
401, 789
469,049
4 614
473,663

76,907
533,321
610,228
923
611,151

601,526
2,893.450
3,494,976
8 937
3,503,913

602,712
3,140,722
3,743,434
24 468
3,767,902

584,095
2.823.666
3,407,761
22 641
3,430,402

443,506
2.154.086
2,597,592
19 952
2,617,544

470,749
2,312,801
2,783,550
42 991
2,826,541

196,934
1.975.120
2,172,054
312
2,172,366

230,037
1,852,802
2,082,839
34 997
2,117,836

223,869
1,878,625
2,102,494
76 740
2,179,234

169,453
1.407,314
1,576,767
19 617
1,596,384

173,500
1,432 ,405
1,605,905
22 776
1,628,681

798,460
4,868,570
5,667,030
9 249
5,676,279

832,749
4,993,524
5,826,273
59 465
5,885,738

807,964
4,702.291
5,510,255
99 381
5,609,636

612,959
3.561:400
4,174,359
39 569
4,213,928

644,249
3.745.206
4,389,455
65 767
4,455,222

906,607
5, 591, 664
6,498,271
10 848
6,509,119

934,172
5,746,798
6,680,970
67 452
6,748,422

904,884
5.280,179
6,185,063
105 521
6.290,584

680,219
3,963,189
4,643,408
44 183
4,687,591

721,156
4.278,527
4,999,683
66 690
5,066,373

I
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Table 4--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: Shipments by
U.S. producers, by products and by types, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
Item

1989

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

1990

Value (l,000 dollars)
Free-machining bars:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ........ ·........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Free-machining rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Other special quality bars:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ....... ·............ .
Other special quality rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Company transfers ......... .
Domestic shipments ........ .
Subtotal ................ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Table continued on next page.

49,533
322,867
372, 400
787
373,187

48,847
334,912
383,759
3 765
387,524

45, 118
250,563
295,681
2 898
298,579

30,816
171,857
202,673
2 172
204,845

34, 372
222,321
256,693
409
257,102

0

123
49 433
49,556

236
46 287
46,523

234
34 567
34,801

143
44 424
44,567

56 418
56,418
0

0

0

0

0

56,418

49,556

46,523

34,801

44,567

49,533
379,285
428,818
787
429,605

48,970
384,345
433,315
3 765
437,080

45,354
296,850
342,204
2 898
345,102

31,050
206,424
237,474
2 172
239,646

34,515
266.745
301,260
409
301,669

311,643
l,487.383
1,799,026
4 840
1,803,866

295,216
1. 514, 427
1,809,643
12 483
1,822,126

303,059
1. 348, 558
1,651,617
11 800
1,663,417

221,444
l,041,054
1,262,498
10 416
1, 272 '914

231,422
1. 074, 080
1,305,502
17 394
1,322,896

67,509
736,984
804,493
233
804, 726

78,173
722, 939
801, 112
10 066
811,178

76,040
662,300
738,340
19 289
757,629

57,122
497,267
554,389
5 188
559,577

55,883
502,255
558,138
6 068
564,206

379,152
2,224,367
2,603,519
5 073
2,608,592

373,389
2.237.366
2,610,755
22 549
2,633,304

379,099
2,010,858
2,389,957
31 089
2,421,046

278,566
1. 538, 321
1,816,887
15 604
1,832,491

287,305
1. 576, 335
1,863,640
23 462
1,887,102

428,685
2,603,652
3,032,337
5,860
3,038,197

422,359
2, 621, 711
3,044,070
26,314
3.070.384

424,453
2,307,708
2,732,161
33,987
2,766,148

309,616
1. 744, 745
2,054,361
17, 776
2, 072, 137

321,820
1. 843. 080
2,164,900
23,871
2.188,771
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Table 4--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: Shipments by
U.S. producers, by products and by types, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
1989

Item

1990

1991

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

Unit value (per short ton)
Free-machining bars:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ...................
Average .................
Free-machining rods:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ....................
Average .................
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ...................
Average .................
Other special quality bars:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ...................
Average .................
Other special quality rods:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ...................
Average .................
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ...................
Average .................
All special quality bars
and rods:
Company transfers .........
Domestic shipments ........
Average .................
Exports ...................
Average .................

.
.
.
.
.

$458.02
521.00
511. 64
492.18
511. 60

$482.86
507.16
503.94
471.39
503.60

$467 .47
509.68
502.75
471. 99
502.43

$460.80
509.64
501. 56
470.74
501. 21

$448.41
497.59
490.38
443.12
490.30

.
.
.
.
.

545.72
545.72

l/

471. 26
532.04
531.87

607.79
535.28
535.70

562.99
513.45
513. 59

545.72

1/

531.87

584.16
536.49
536. 71
1/
536. 71

535.70

1/
513. 59

.
.
.
.
.

458.02
524.53
515.88
492.18
515.83

482.83
510.23
506.98
471. 39
506.65

467.95
513.68
. 507 .11
471. 99
506.80

461.64
513. 76
506.29
470.74
505.94

448.79
500.16
493.68
443.12
493.61

.
.
.
.
.

518.09
514.05
514.75
541. 57
514.81

489.81
482.19
483.42
510.18
483.59

518.85
484.66
521.18
484.90

499.30
483.29
486.03
522.05
486.30

491.60
464.41
469.01
404. 60
468.03

.
.
.
.
.

342.80
373 .13
370.38
746.79
370.44

339.83
390.19
384.63
287.62
383.02

339.66
352.55
351.17
251. 36
347.66

337.10
353.34
351. 60
264.46
350.53

322.09
350.64
347.55
266.42
346.42

.
.
.
.
.

474.85
456.88
459.42
548.49
459.56

448.38
448.05
448.10
379.20
447.40

469.20
427.63
433.73
312.83
431. 59

454.46
431. 94
435.25
394.35
434.87

445.95
420.89
424.57
356.74
423.57

.
.
.
.
.

472. 85
465.63
466.64
540.19
466.76

452.12
456.20
455.63
390.11
454.98

469.07
437.05
441. 74
322.09
439.73

455.17
440.24
442.43
402.33
442.05

446.26
430. 77
433.01
357.94
432.02

1/

1/

477. 59

lf Not applicable.
Note.--Unit values are calculated using data of firms supplying both quantity and
value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 5
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products:
End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by products, 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons}
Free-machining:
Bars ....................... 50,567
Rods .......................
7,500
Subtotal ................. 58,067
Other special-quality:
Bars ........................ 268,460
Rods ....................... 69,092
Subtotal ................. 337,552
AH special-quality bars
and rods ................... 395,619

53,642
6,504
60,146

53,358
4,876
58,234

52,163
5,319
57,482

67,098
3,235
70,333

315,204
92,120
407,324

296' 559
110,989
407,548

292,474
88,787
381,261

315,666
84,965
400,631

467,470

465,782

438,743

470,964

Ratio to total shipments (percent}
Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Average .................
Other special-quality:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Average .................
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................

.
.
.

6.9
7.3
7.0

7.0
7.0
7.0

9.0
5.6
8.6

9.6
6.1
9.1

9.6
2.8
8.6

.
.
.

8.4
3.2
6.3

9.3
4.3
7 .4

9.7
5.1
7.8

9.4
4.2
7.3

9.3
3.9
7.2

.

6.4

7 .4

7.9

7.5

7.4

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and
denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in respor.se to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Producers' Employment and Wages
Data on U.S. producers' employment and wages for their operations
producing hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products,
by types of products, are presented in table 6. 115 116
Free-Machining
The average number of production and related workers producing freemachining products (bars and rods) dropped steadily from 1,737 in 1989 to
1,509 in 1991. January-September 1992 employment stood at 1,517 workers
compared with 1,371 during January-September 1991. For hours worked and wages
and total compensation paid, trends exhibited irregular declines from 1989 to
1991 and showed gains in all three categories for the interim period of 1992
compared with the interim period of 1991. The average hourly wage for
production and related workers producing free-machining products increased
steadily from $15.54 in 1989 to $15.88 in 1991. Worker productivity
fluctuated between 0.23 and 0.26 short tons per hour during the period of
investigation, while unit labor costs rose from $98.86 per short ton in 1989
to $108.23 per short ton in 1991.
All Special Quality
For all special quality products (bars and rods), the number of
production and related workers dropped irregularly from 10,042 in 1989 to
9,665 in 1991. January-September 1992 employment, at 9,753 workers, was up
from the 9,241 workers employed during the same period of 1991. The same
full-year and interim period trends were present for hours worked and wages
and total compensation paid. The average hourly wage for production and
related workers producing all special quality products increased steadily from
$15.85 in 1989 to $16.41 in 1991. Worker productivity fluctuated between 0.27
and 0.28 short tons per hour during the period of investigation. Unit labor
costs increased irregularly, rising from $88.07 per short ton in 1989 to
$90.93 per short ton in 1991.

115 As noted earlier, in January 1992, Bethlehem announced its decision to
exit the bar, rod, and wire industry, offering its Bar, Rod & Wire Division
for sale. Unable to complete a transaction for the entire division, Bethlehem
announced, in May 1992, that it was initiating "an orderly phasing down" of
the division, exiting the business "as quickly as possible." However, that
phasing down was not completed in September 1992. Hence, the impact of that
shutdown on employment-related data is not reflected in interim 1992 data.
116

***
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Table 6
Average number of total employees and production and related workers in U.S.
establishments wherein hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products are produced, hours worked, 1/ wages and total compensation paid to such
employees, and hourly wages, productivity, and unit production costs, '2J by
products, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 J/

Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal ................
Other sp~cial-quality:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal. ...............
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................

Jan.-Sept.-1990
1991
1991
1992
Number of production and related
workers (PRWs)

1989

Item

.
.
.

1,627
110
1,737

1,531
105
1,636

1,375
134
1,509

1,245
126
1,371

1,386
131
1,517

.
.
.

7,061
1 244
8 305

7,151
1 315
8 466

6,751
1 405

8 156

6,563
1 307
7 870

6' 877
1 359
8 236

.

10 042

10.102

9.665

9.241

9.753

!

Hours worked by PRWs (l.000 hours)
Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal ................
Other special-quality:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal ................
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................

.
.
.

3,013
232
3,245

3,028
229
3,257

2,476
273
2,749

1,757
183
1,940

2,100
188
2,288

.
.
.

14,643
2 727
17.370

15' 302 .
2 884
18.186

13, 938
3 013
16.951

10,313
1 977
12.290

11,031
2 068
13.099

.

20.615

21.443

19.700

14.230

15.387

Wages paid to PRWs (1.000 dollars)
Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal .................
Other special-quality:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal ................
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................
Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal ................
Other special-quality:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Subtotal. ...............
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................

.
.
.

47,089
3.354
50,443

48,145
3.482
51,627

39,448
4.215
43,663

27,857
2.781
30,638

34,989
3.528
38,517

.
.
.

230,107
46.169
276.276-

249,554
49.500
299.054

226,769
52.785
279.554

144,811
35.974
• 180 785

163,275
37.922
201.197

.

326. 719

350.681
323.217
211.423
Total compensation paid to PRWs
(1.000 dollars)

239.714

.
.
.

72,400
5 413
77' 813

62, 787.
6 676
69,463

43,897
4 282
48,179

54,105
5 430
59,535

.
.
.

330,626
65,566
396,192

341,912
69.691
411. 603

324,497
75.625
400.122

2,37,773
50.527
288.300

262,823
55,675
318.498

.

474.005

488.667

469.585

336.479

378.033

See footnotes at end of table.

71, 849
5 215.
77' 064

I
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Table 6--Continued
Average number of total employees and production and related workers in U.S.
establishments wherein hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products are produced, hours worked, 11 wages and total compensation paid to such
employees, and hourly wages, productivity, and unit production costs, i; by
products, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 lJ
1989

Item
Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Average .................
Other special-quality:
Bars .......................
Rods ......................
Average .................
All special-quality_bars
and rods ..................

1990

Jan.-SeQt.-1991
1992

1991

Hourly wages Qaid to PRWs
.
.
.

$15.63
14.46
15.54

$15.90
15.21
15.85

$15.93
15.44
15.88

$15.85
15.20
15.79

$16.66
18. 77
16.83

.
.
.

15.71
16.93
15.91

16.31
17.16
16.44

16.27
17.52
16.49

16 .02
18.20
16.41

16.76
18.34
17.03

.

15.85

16.35

16.41

16.32

17.00

Hourly total comQensation Qaid to PRWs
Free-machining:
Bars .... , .................
Rods ......................
Average .................
Other special-quality:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Average ..................
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................

.
.
.

$24.03
23.33
23.98

$23.73
22. 77
23.66

$25.36
24.45
25.27

$24.98
23.40
24.83

$25.76
28.88
26.02

.
.
.

22.58
24.04
22.81

22.34
24.16
22.63

23.28
25.10
23.60

23.06
25.56
23.46

23.83
26.92
24.31

.

22.99

. 22. 79

23.84

23.65

24.57

Productivity (short tons Qer hour)
Free-machining:
Bars ......................
Rods ......................
Average .................
Other special-quality:
Bars: .....................
Rods ......................
Average .................
All special-quality bars
and rods ..................

.
.
.

0.23
.38.
.24

.
.
.

.21
.54
.26

.

.26

0.25
.33
.25

0.23
.27
.23

0.22
.30
.23

0.24
.41
.26

.so

.22
.27

.22
.49
.27

.22
.53
.27

.23
.51
.28

.27

.26

.27

.27

Unit labor costs (Qer short ton)
Free-machining:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Average ..................
Other special-quality:
Bars .......................
Rods .......................
Average ..................
All special-quality bars
and rods ...................

$103.74
60.65
98.86

$95.46
68.91
93.03

$110. 28
92.16
108.23

$112. 79
78.51
108.57

$105.37
70.48
100.82

105.66
44. 73
86.22

99.52
48.42
84.43

106.19
51.58
88.48

102.68
48.40
85.82

102.18
52.97
87.90

88.07

85.68

90.93

88.47

89. 71

11 Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.

Z/ On the basis of total compensation paid.
11 Firms providing employment data accounted for 80 percent of reported total
U.S. shipments (based on quantity) in 1991.
Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and
denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Most firms reported that production and related workers producing hotrolled special quality carbon and certain alloy s·teel products were
represented by the United Steelworkers of America, and those workers accounted
for 95 percent of total reported subject product production and related
workers. 117 The following firms reported some form of labor reductions:
Date(s) of
reductions

*

*

No. of
workers

*

Duration of
reductions

*

*

Reason for
reductions

*

*

1 Ongoing reduction through temporary layoffs; then attrition to permanent
reduction with no-hire policy.
2 Attributed to the increase in imports plus customer base shifting to outof-country production.
3 See fn. 115, p. I-50.

117

union.

Production and related workers at

***

and

***

are not represented by a
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Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
Nine producers of hot-rolled free-machining special quality carbon and
certain alloy steel bar and rod products 118 and 14 producers of all hot-rolled
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rod products 119 supplied
financial data on their operations. ·These producers represented approximately
90 percent of 1991 U.S. production in both categories.
Besides presenting data on (1) hot-rolled free-machining special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, and (2) hot-rolled other special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, this section also
presents data on (3) the sum of these two products (which is all hot-rolled
special quality carbon arid certain alloy steel bars and rods) and their
individual components, which are (4) hot-rolled free-machining special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel bars, (5) hot-rolled free-machining special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel rods, (6) hot-rolled other special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars, and (7) hot-rolled other special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel rods.
The financial data in this report differ from the data in the prehearing
report for three main reasons--the ***, we determined that, in this particular
case, their transfers had a much smaller effect on the financial data than we
originally anticipated.
The staff verified the data of ***
***
*** 120 *** would result in
decreased operating incomes in every period, often substantially so.
Overall Establishment Operations
Income-and-loss data on the overall establishment operations of the
producers are shown in table 7. The data for most of the companies show the
same overall trend--decreasing sales and profitability from 1989 to 1991 with
moderate improvement in interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. However,
the data are dominated by*** and*** results.
For instance, ***· The companies had an even more profound effect on
the interim period data, as they accounted for virtually all of the net
increases in net sales, gross profits, and operating incomes.
Restructuring charges played a large part in sharply reducing profit
levels in 1991. ***
Bethlehem also ***· The company decided to get out of
that segment of the steel business because "these businesses have been

The producers are ***, ***, ***, ***, ***, ***, *** ***, and***·
The producers .are ***, ***, ***, ***, ***, *** ***, ***, ***, ***, ***,
***, ***, and***·
120 The production procedure is an uninterrupted series of processes, all in
the same facility.
118

119
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Table 7
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of their
establishments wherein hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel
products are produced, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992 1
1990

1989

Item

Value
Net sales ....................
Cost of goods sold ...........
Gross profit .................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ....
Operating income or (loss) ...
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense .............
Other expense, net ...........
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ...............
Depreciation and amortization .......................
Cash flow2 .................

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

8 '072 '646
7,162,406
910,240

7,974,376
7,238,385
735,991

368,171
542,069

374,938
361,053

***

***
***

***
***
***

382,526

194,218

374,561
757,087

355,621
549,839

(1,

000 dollars)

7,220,968
7,015,167
205,801
381, ll3
(175,312)

5,412,184
5,ll4,908
297,276

5,538,826
5,196,126
342,700

268,439
28,837

266,942
75,758

***
***
***

*'"'k*

***
***
***
(528,481)
375,149
10. 668( 3 )

***

***

(ll0,735)

(44,589)

280,058
169,323

299,894
255,305

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ...........
Gross profit .................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ....
Operating income or (loss) ...
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ...............

88.7
11. 3

90.8
9.2

97.1
2.9

94.5
5.5

93.8
6.2

4.6
6.7

4.7
4. 5

5.3
(2.4)

5.0
0.5

4.8
1.4

4. 7

2.4

(7.3)

(2.0)

(0.8)

Number of firms reporting;
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ........................ .

1
3
14

2
5

7
7

5
7

6
8

14

14

14

14

1 Companies which did not have fiscal years ending Dec.
31, together with their
respective fiscal year-ends, are as follows: *** *** *** *** ***, and***·
2 Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and amortization.
3 1991 cash flow is adjusted by adding back ***

Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.

International Trade Commission.

•
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unprofitable and there is no reasonable prospect for their return to
profitability. " 121
The percentage of overall establishment operation revenues relating to
hot-rolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel (free-machining) bar
and rod products was only about 4 to 5 percent. Only *** free-machining bar
and rod product revenues were an appreciable percentage *** of its overall
establishment. On the other hand, about 28 to 29 percent of overall
establishment operations revenues related to hot-rolled other special quality
carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rod products. These revenues accounted
for *** revenues in 9 of the 13 companies. If*** and*** data are
disregarded, the percentage of overall establishment operations revenues
relating to free-machining bar and rod products *** at about *** to ***
percent while the percentage relating to other bar and rod products rises to
about ***
Operations on Free-Machining Bar and Rod Products
Financial data relating to free-machining bar and rod product
operations are shown in table 8. The lackluster 1989 results carried over to
1990 as net sales increased marginally while gross and operating incomes
decreased marginally. In 1991, six of the nine companies reported a decrease
in net sales, and the aggregate total decreased about 19 percent. This
decrease in sales was due to a decrease in sales quantities, as the unit sales
value remained unchanged from 1990. However, despite the decreased sales,
operating results remained about the same.
The virtual opposite was true when comparing interim 1992 to interim
1991, as increased sales values by all but one of the companies resulted in a
26-per,cent increase for the industry. Despite the increase in sales, gross
profits remained slim, and the operating and net losses remained operating and
net losses.
As shown in table 9, the nine companies i~volved in the production of
free-machining bar and rod can almost be evenly divided into two groups-those operating profitably, and those not. ***, ***, and*** were
consistently profitable while ***, ***, ***, and*** were consistently not
profitable. None of the three profitable companies ranked higher than the
middle of the pack with respect to net sales. There seems to be *** (see
table 10). This suggests that controlling production costs is key to
profitability.

121

Bethlehem's 1991 annual report.
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Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, fiscal
years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
1989

Item

1990

Jan. -Sept. - 1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Net sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -"-71=9.........,.6._.7-=8'---"-74~5::;...'"-'l;.;::0_,0'--_..;;..60~8~.9;..::l::...:;9_--=-4=27.:. . . .-9::...4"-'
. 7-.......:.5.=...52=.. . . .2::..::5"-'4'Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ................... .
Cost of goods sold .......... .
Gross profit ................ .
SG&A expenses ............... .
Operating (loss) ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Net other income or (expense)
Net (loss) before income
taxes ..................... .
Depreciation and
amortization ............... .
Cash flow .................. .

376,682
369.730
6,952
22.363
(15,411)

***
***

***

379,810
374.531
5,279
24.858
(19,579)

***
***
***

308,616
305.622
2,994
22.458
(19,464)

217,400
215.312
2,088
15.922
(13,834)

***
***
***

***
***
***

274,596
269.765
4,831
16.363
(11,532)

***
***
***

(17,167)

(23,230)

(26,959)

(19,076)

(20,218)

12.555
(4,612)

10.745
(12.485)

10.374
(16, 585)

7.545
(11.531)

12.154
(8,064)

Value (per short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
SG&A expenses ...............
Operating (loss) ............

.
.
.
.
.

$523.40
513.74
9.66
31.07
(21.41)

$509.74
502.66
7.08
33.36
(26.28)

$506.83
501. 91
4. 92
36.88
(31.96)

$508.01
503.13
4.88
37.21
(32.33)

$497.23
488.48
8.75
29.63
(20.88)

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
SG&A expenses ...............
Operating· (loss) ............
Net (loss) before income
taxes .....................

.
.
.
.

98.2
1. 8
5.9
(4.1)

98.6
1.4
6.5
(5.2)

99.0
1. 0
7.3
(6.3)

99.0
1.0
7.3
(6.4)

98.2
1. 8
6.0
(4.2)

.

(4.6)

(6.1)

(8.7)

(8.8)

(7 .4)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ................... ·..... .

4
4
9

4
5
9

5
6
9

4
5
9

5
5
9

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 9
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, by firms,
fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Table 10
Selected financial data in dollars per short ton of U.S. producers on their
operations producing hot-rolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel
bars and rods, by firms, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Operations on All Special Quality Bar and Rod Products
Financial data relating to all special quality hot-rolled bar and rod
product operations are shown in table 11. Results for 1990 were virtually the
same as those posted in 1989, as net sales and gross profits remained
basically unchanged. Operating profits were off a bit due to increased SG&A
costs, and net profits were off a bit more because of increased interest
expense.
In 1991, all indicators were down. Sales volume and unit sales value
both decreased about 5 to 6 percent, resulting in an 11-percent decrease in
net sales value. This more than offset a slight decrease in unit cost of
goods sold. As a result, both gross and operating profits were down sharply,
and 1990 net income became a 1991 net loss. The downward trend was pretty
well across the board, as 11 of the 14 companies had decreased net sales and
12 of the 14 had decreases in both operating and net income (see table 12).
In contrast, interim 1992 results were much better than interim 1991
results, since virtually all indicators were up. A sizeable increase in sales
quantities more than countered a modest decrease in unit sales values.
Coupled with an approximate 5-percent decrease in unit cost of goods sold,
this resulted in much improved gross and operating profits, and succeeded in
turning the net loss into a net profit. This upward trend was as across the
board as was the downward trend in 1991.
A review of the company-by-company financial results (table 12) reveals
three tiers. The operations of***, ***, ***, ***, ***, and*** generated
large profits, while ***, ***, and*** generated large losses. The five other
companies are somewhere in between, sometimes operating profitably, sometimes
not. Although a high unit sales value (table 13) apparently had little to do
with profitability, a low unit cost of goods sold did. Companies which
operated profitably did not have especially high unit sales values, but had
low unit cost of goods sold values.
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Table 11
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing all hotrolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, fiscal years
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 1

1989

Item

1990

Jan. -Se:Qt. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Net sales ................... .

5.705,345

5.875.506

5. 541. 921

4.042.474

4.417.597

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales ................... .
Cost of goods sold ..•........
Gross profit ................ .
SG&A expenses ............... .
Operating income ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other income or (expense),
net ....................... .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes .............. .
Depreciation and
amortization .............. .
Cash flow .................. .

2,639,982
2,372,060
267,922
135'110
132' 812

2,664,648
2' 396' 785
267,863
159,946
107,917

2,382,930
2,225,407
157,523
144,149
13,374

1,778,592
1,667,645
110,947
103,406
7,541

1,885,293
1,733,912
151,381
101,070
50,311

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

91,992

43,762

(60,733)

(44,552)

3,898

93,399
185,391

93,494
137' 256

101,127
40,394

73,801
29,249

83,289
87,187

Value <11er short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
SG&A expenses ...............
Operating income or (loss) ..

.
.
.
.
.

$462. 72
415.76
46.96
23.68
23.28

$453.11
407.54
45.57
27.20
18.37

$429.61
401.16
28.44
25.98
2.46

$439.82
412.39
27.43
25.57
L86

$426.31
392.00
34.31
22.85
11.46

Ratio to net sales {percent)
Cost of goods sold ...........
Gross profit .................
SG&A expenses ................
Operating income .............
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ...............

89.9
10.1
5.1
5.0

89.9
10.1
6.0
4.0

93.4
6.6
6.0
0.6

93.8
6.2
5.8
0.4

92.0
8.0
5.4
2.7

3.5

1. 6

(2.52

(2.52

0.2

Number of firms re11orting
Operating· losses ............._
Net losses ...................
Data .........................
1

3
3
13

3
6
14

6
7
14

4
7
14

5
6
14

All 14 companies supplying financial data produced this product.

Note.--Unit values calculated using data of firms providing both quantity and value
of shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 12
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing all
hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, by
firms, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 13
Selected financial data in dollars per short ton of U.S. producers on their
operations producing all hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy
steel bars and rods, by firms, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991,
and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
A detailed cost breakout (corresponding to table 11) is set forth below
in dollars per short ton:

Item

1989

1990

1991

Jan. -Se:gt. -1991
1992

Net sales ....................
Raw materials ..............
Direct labor ...............
Factory overhead ...........
Cost of goods sold ...........
Gross profit .................
SG&A expenses ................
Operating income or (loss) ...

$462.72
165.81
65.74
184.21
415.76
46.96
23.68
23.28

$453.11
162.23
65.09
180.2i
. 407 .54
45.57
27.20
18.37

$429.61
151. 71
63.05
186.40
401.16
28.44
25.98
2.46

$439.82
156.46
62.42
193.51
412.39
27.43
25.57
1. 86

$426.31
148.32
62.54
181.14
392.00
34.31
22.85
11.46

Note. - -Numbers may not add due to rounding.
A review of the submitted data indicates that the average fixed and
variable costs per short ton are approximately $119 and $324, respectively.
Operations on Other Special Quality Bar and Rod Products
Financial data relating to other special quality bar and rod products
(other bars and rods) are shown in table 14, and selected company-by-company
financial data for such operations are shown in tables 15 and 16. The trends
were quite similar to those for all bars and rods.
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Table 14
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods, fiscal
years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

1991

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

Net sales ................... .

4.985,667

5 .130.406

4.933.002

3.614.527

Value
Net sales ................... .
Cost of goods sold .......... .
Gross profit ................ .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ... .
Operating income ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other income or (expense),
net ....................... .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes .............. .
Depreciation and amortization ...................... .
Cash flow .................. .

(l, 000

3.865.343

dollars)

2,263,300
2,002,330
260,970

2,284,838
2,022,254
.262,584

2,074,314
1,919,785
154,529

1,561,192
1,452,333
108,859

1,610,697
1,464,147
146,550

112,747
148,223

135 088
127,496

121, 691
32,838

87,484
21,375

84, 707
61,843

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

109,159

66,992

(33' 774)

(25,476)

24,116

80,844
190,003

82,749
149.741

90,753
56,979

66,256
40,780

71,135
95,251

I

Value (per short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ... ~ ......
Gross profit ................
Selling, general, and
administrative expertses ...
Operating income ............

.
.
.

$453.96
401. 62
52.34

$444.89
393.73
51.16

$420.08
388.73
31.35

$431. 75
401.65
30.10

$416.18
378.22
37.96

.
.

22.61
29.73

26.31
24.85

24.64
6. 71

24.19
5.91

21. 88
16.08

Ratio to net sales (percent) ·
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Net income or (loss) before·
income taxes ..............

.
.

88.5
11. 5

88.5
11.5

92.6
7.4

93.0
7.0

90.9
9.1

.
.

5.0
6.5

5.9
5.6

5.9
1. 6

5.6
1.4

5.3
3.8

.

4.8

2.9

(1. 6)

(1. 6)

1. 5

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses ......' ............ .
Data ........................ .

2
3
13

3

6
14

6
7
14

5
7
14

5
6
14

Note.--Unit values calculated using data of firms providing both quantity and value
of shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 15
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
hot-rolled other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods,
by firms, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trad~ Commission.
Table 16
Selected financial data in dollars per short ton of U.S. producers on their
operations producing hot~rolled other special quality carbon and certain alloy
steel bars and rods, by firms, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991,
and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Operations on Bar and Rod Products Separately
Financial data on the separate special quality bar products and special
quality rod products, whether free-machining or other special, are presented
as follows:
Product
Free-machining bars ............... .
Other special bars ............. '." ..
Free-machining rods ............... .
Other special rods ................ .

17
18
19
20
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Table 17
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bars, fiscal years
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 1
1989

Item
Net sales ....................

1990

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

-=6=19"-'-',8~2=0'-----=6~51=-.......:,5~5~6'----=-5~10~,4~3~9~--=-3~63~,3~6~9~-=r.4~65:....w,7~2~4~

Value (l,000 dollars)
Net sales ................... .
Cost of goods sold .......... .
Gross profit or (loss) ...... .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ... .
Operating (loss) ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other income or (expense),
net ....................... .
Net (loss) before income
taxes ..................... .
Depreciation and amortization ...................... .
Cash flow ................... .

321,982
322,066
(84)

330,038
329,749
289

255,757
257.627
(1,870)

182,863
182,652
211

230,166
228,870
1,296

20.085
(20,169)

22, 770
(22,481)

20,264
(22,134)

14,355
(14,144)

14,596
(13,300)

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

(20,996)

(24,581)

(27,893)

(18,172)

(19,514)

11 496
(9,500)

9 695
(14,886)

9 141
(18,752)

6 746
(11,426)

10 918
(8.596)

Value (per short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit or (loss) ......
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............

.
.
.

$519.48
519.61
(0.14)

.
.

32.40
(32.54)

$506.54
506.09
0.44
34.95
(34.50)

$501. 05
504.72
(3.66)
39.70
(43.36)

$503.24
502.66
0.58
39.51
(38.92)

$494.21
491.43
2.78
31.34
(28.56)

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit or (loss) ......
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............
Net (loss) before income
taxes .....................

.
.

100.0
0.0

99.9
0.1

100.7
(0.7)

6.9

99.9
0.1

99.4
0.6

.
.

6.2
(6.3)

(6.8)

7.9
(8.7)

7.9
(7.7)

6.3
(5.8)

.

(6.5)

(7

.4)

(10.9)

(9.9)

(8.5)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ........................ .
1

The producers are***,

4
4
8

4
5

8

***, *** *** *** *** ***,

5

6
8

4
5
8

4
4
8

and***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 18
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars, fiscal years
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 1
Item

1989

1990

1991

Jan.-SeJ;!t.-1991
1992

Net sales ................... .

2.925.400

3.038.377

2.808.713

2.080.445

2.271.922

Value ( 1. 000 dollars)
Net sales ................... .
Cost of. goods sold .......... .
Gross profit ................ .
SG&A expenses ............... .
Operating income ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other income or (expense),
net ....................... .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes .............. .
Depreciation and amortization ...................... .
Cash flow ................... .

1,499,456
1,318,255
181,201
65. 372
115' 829
***

***

1,477,984
1,301,085
176,899
78,448
98,451
***
***

1,341,805
1,234,401
107,404
80, 172
27,232
***
***

1,009,664
930,415
79,249
59,206
20,043
***
***

1,058,964
950,524
108,440
57,903
50,537
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

94,692

59,022

(19,877)

(11,806)

26,371

59,253
153,945

59,622
118' 644

67,426
47,549

49,027
37,221

51,828
78,199

Value <12er short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
SG&A expenses ...............
Operating income ............

.
.
.
.
.

$512.56
450.62
61.94
22.35
39.59

$485.65
427.47
58.18
25.78
32.40

$476.99
438.71
38.28
28.49
9.79

$485.01
446.94
38.06
28.44
9.62

$465.22
417.41
47.81
25.43
22.38

Ratio to net sales <12ercent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
SG&A expenses ...............
Operating income ............
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ..............

.
.
.
.

87.9
12.1
4.4
7.7

88.0
12.0
5.3
6.7

.

6.3

4.0

92.0
8.0
6.0
2.0
(1.

5)

92.2
7.8
5.9
2.0
(1.

2)

89.8
10.2
5.5
4. 8
2.5

Number of firms re12orting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ........................ .
1 The producers are ***, ***, ***
and***·

2
2
12

2
3
13

5
5
13

*** ' *** ' *** ' *** ' *** , ***

3
6
13

4
5
13

***, ***, ***,

Note.--Unit values calculated using data of firms providing both quantity and value
of shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 19
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel rods, fiscal years
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 1
1990

1989

Item

Jan. -Sept. - 1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Net sales ................... .

99.858

93.544

98.480

64.578

86.530

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ................... .
Cost
goods sold .......... .
Gross profit ................ .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ... .
Operating income ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other income or (expense),
net ....................... .
Net incoMe or (loss) before
income taxes .............. .
Depreciation and amortization •......................
Cash flow .................. .

of

54,700
47,664
7,036

49' 772
44.782
4,990

52,859
47.995
4,864

34,537
32.660
1, 877

44,430
40,895
3,535

2 278
4,758

2 088
2,902

2 194
2,670

1 567
310

1 767
1,768

***
***

***
***

*-:**

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

3,829

1,351

934

(904)

(704)

1.059
4.888

1.050
2.401

1. 233
2.167

799
(105)

1.236
532

Value (per short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............

.
.
.

$547.78
477. 32
70.46

$532.07
478.73
53.34

$536.75
487.36
49.39

$534.81
505.74
29.07

$513.46
472. 61
40.85

.
.

22.81
47.65

22.32
31.02

22.28
27 .11

24.27
4.80

20.42
20.43

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ..............

.
.

87.l
12.9

90.0
10.0

90.8
9.2

94.6
5.4

92.0

.
.

4.2
8.7

4.2
5.8

4.2
5.1

4.5
0.9

.4.0
4.0

.

7.0

2.7

1. 8

(2.6)

(1. 6)

8.0

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data .................. ·...... .
1

1
1
5

1
2
5

3
4
5

2
3
5

2
3
5

The producers are ***· ***• ***• ***, and***·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 20
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing hotrolled other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel rods, fiscal years
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992 1

1989

Item

1990

Jan. -Sept. - 1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)

2.060.267 2.092.029 2.124.289 1.534.082 1.593.421

Net sales ...................

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales ................... .
Cost of goods sold .......... .
Gross profit ................ .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ... .
Operating income ............ .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other expense, net .......... .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes .............. .
Depreciation and amortization ................ ·· ..... .
Cash flow .................. .

763,844
684.075
79,769

806,854
721.169
85,685

732,509
685.384
47,125

551,528
521.918
29,610

551,733
513 623
38' 110

47.375
32,394
***
***
***

56.640
29,045
***
***
***

41. 519
5,606
***
***
***

28,278
1,332
***

26.804
11, 306
***
***
***

!

***

***

14,467

7,970

(13,897)

(13,670)

(2,255)

21.591
36.058

23.127
31. 097

23.327
9.430

17.229
3,559

19.307
17.052

Value (per short ton)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating incom~ ............

.
.
.

$370.75
332.03
38. 72

$385.68
344. 72
40.96

$344.83
322.64
22.18

$359.52
340.22
19.30

$346.26
322.34
23.92

.
.

22.99
15. 72

27.07
13.88

19.54
2.64

18.43
0.87

16.82
7.10

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ..............

.
.

89.6
10.4

89.4
10.6

93.6
6 .4

94.6
5.4

93.1
6.9

.
.

6.2
4.2

7.0
3.6

5.7
0.8

5.1
0.2

4.9
2.0

.

1. 9

1.0

(1. 9)

(2.5)

(0.4)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ........................ .
1

2
3

2
3

7

7

The producers are ***· ***, ***, ***

***

3
4
7

4
4
7

***, and***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

2
3
7
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Investment in Productive Facilities and Return on Assets
Data on investment in productive facilities and return on assets are
shown in table 21.
Capital Expenditures
The capital expenditures of the producers are shown in table 22.

***

***
Research and Development Expenses
The research and development expenditures of the responding producers
are shown in table 23. ***
Capital and Investment
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of hot-rolled lead or bismuth carbon
steel bar or rod products from Brazil, France, Germany, or the United Kingdom
on their firms' growth, investment, ability to raise capital, and/or
development and production efforts. Their responses are shown in appendix H.
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Table 21
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers' operations producing hotrolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products, fiscal years 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Item

As of the end of fiscal
year-1989
1990
1991

As of Sept. 30-1991
1992

Value (l,000 dollars)
All products:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 1/ ........... .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 'lJ .... ....... .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 2,/ .•.. ....••..
All special quality bars
and rods:
Fixed assets:
Original cost ........... .
Book value .............. .
Total assets 'lJ ........ ... .
All products:
Operating return~/ ....... .
Net return 2/ ............. .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Operating return~/ ....... .
Net return 2/ . ............ .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Operating return~/ ....... .
Net return 2; ............. .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Operating return~- ...... .
Net return 2/ .. ........... .
Table continued on next page.

6,897,961
3,178,305
5,043,202

7,278,437
3,328,328
5,323,683

7,488,654
3,275,121
5,000,491

6,552,947
3,169,486
4,993,212

6,978,800
3,062,676
4,758,833

394,101
188,867
310,421

443,827
201,906
327,086

453,099
195, 771
307,874

252,705
134,108
235,041

293,783
152,567
258,829

1,190,945
502,203
777, 811

1,301,775
525,970
853,968

1,380,524
563,378
837,851

881,925
406,939
681,808

975,145
442,810
682,782

1,585,046
691,070
1. 088. 232

1,745,602 1,833,623 1,134,630
541,047
727,876
759,149
916,849
1. 181. 054 1. 145. 725
Return on book value of
fixed assets (percent) 3/

1,268,928
595, 377
941. 611

14.0
9.4

7.3
2.5

(8.2)
(18.9)

(0.1)
(5.9)

0.6
(4.1)

(9.0)
(9.8)

(10.3)

(10.6)
(14.4)

(1. 2)
(6.3)

1.0
(4.3)

18.8
14.2

15.l
7.7

(1. 5)
(9.5)

4.4
(5.2)

10.6
5.0

11.2
7.7

8.1
2.3

(3.9)
(10.8)

3.1
(5.5)

8.2
2.6

(12.0)
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Table 21--Continued
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers' operations producing hotrolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products, fiscal years 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-S.eptember 1992
A~ of the end of fiscal
::lear-1989
1990
1991

Item

As of Se11t. 30-1991
1992

Return on total assets <11ercent) 3
All products:
Operating return~/ .......
Net return 2/ ... ..........
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Operating return~/ .......
Net return 2/ . ............
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Operating return~-· .....
Net return 2/ .... .........
All special quality bars
and rods:
Operating return~- ......
Net return 2/ .. , ..........

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

8.7
5.8

4. 5
1. 6

(5.4)
(12.4)

(0.1)
(3.8)

0.4
(2.7)

(5.5)
(6.0)

(6.4)
(7.4)

(6.8)
(9.1)

(0.7)
(3.6)

0.6
(2.6)

12.0
9.0

9.3
4.7

(1.1)
(6.5)

2.6
(3.2)

6.9
3.2

7.0
4. 8

4.9
1.4

(2.6)
(7. 2)

1. 7
(3.3)

1. 6

5.1

Defined as book value of fixed assets plus current and noncurrent assets.
Total establishment assets are apportioned, by firm, to product groups on the
basis of the ratios of the respective book values of fixed assets.
3 Computed using data from only those firms supplying both asset and
income-and-loss information and, as such, may not be derivable from data presented.
Data for the partial-year periods are calculated using annualized income-and-loss
information.
4 Defined as operating income or loss divided by asset value.
5 Defined as net income or loss divided by asset value.
1

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 22
Capital expenditures by U.S. producers of hot-rolled special quality carbon and
certain alloy steel products, by products, fiscal years 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table 23
Research and development expenses of U.S. producers of hot-rolled special
quality carbon and certain alloy steel products, by products, fiscal years
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677 (7)(F)(i)) provides that- In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of the merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant economic factors 122 - (I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in· the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,

122 Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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(VIII) the potential for product-s-hifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701
or 731 or to .final orders under section 706 or 736,
are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there willbe increased imports,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 73S(b)(l) with respect to either
the raw agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product . 123
The available information on the nature of the subsidies as alleged by
the petitioners (item (I) above) is presented in the section of this report
entitled "The Nature and Extent of Subsidies and Sales at Less Than Fair
Value;" information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of
imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented
in the section entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between
Imports of the Subject Products and Material Injury;" and information on the
effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing
development and production efforts (item (X)) i£ presented in appendix H.
Item (IX) above is not applicable in these investigations.
Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject products (item
(V)); foreign producers' operations,. including the potential for
"product-shifting" (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); and any other threat
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above), follows. No evidence has been
presented of any dumping in third-country markets.

123 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."

..

~·
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Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports
and the Availability of
Export Markets Other Than the United States
Information presented in this section has generally been provided by
counsels for the responding foreign firms. Telegrams were also sent to the
U.S. embassies in the countries under investigation seeking information
regarding the respective foreign industries. 124
Brazil
As identified in the petition, there are three producers of hot-rolled
lead and bismuth carbon steel products in Brazil: Acesita, the Villares
Group, and Mannesmann SA. Information on capacity, production, and shipments
of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products for the Brazilian
manufacturers/exporters was provided by counsel, and the data are presented in
table 24.
The capacity of the three Brazilian producers of hot-rolled lead carbon
steel products (bars and rods) rose by *** percent during 1989-91. Capacity
remained unchanged during January-September 1992 when compared to the same
period in 1991.
Exports to the United States by the Brazilian manufacturers accounted
for *** percent of total shipments of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products in
1989; this share ***percent in 1990, and then*** percent in 1991. All
Brazilian exports to the United States consisted of lead (as opposed to
bismuth) carbon steel products.
Table 24
Hot-rolled lead carbon steel bars and rods: Brazilian capacity, production,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September 1991,
January-September 1992, and projected 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Only the embassy in Bonn responded, and then only with confirmation that
information would be provided by the U.S. counsels for the German
manufacturers/exporters.
124
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France
As identified in the petition; there are three producers of hot-rolled
lead and bismuth carbon steel products in France: Ascometal, Unimetal, and
Usinor-Sacilor. Information on production and shipments of hot-rolled lead
and bismuth carbon steel products for the French manufacturers/exporters was
provided by counsel, and the data are presented in table 25.
The French firms report that they cannot meaningfully break down their
rolling mill capacity for lead carbon steel products, as these mills produce
rods and bars of many different steel quali~ies. However, the firms report
that capacity to produce all carbon steel products in France remained
unchanged at approximately *** million tons during the period of
investigation.
Exports to the United States by the French manufacturers accounted for
*** percent of total shipm~nts of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products (bars
and rods) in 1989, ***percent 'in 1990, and then*** percent in 1991. All
French exports to the United States consisted of lead (as opposed to bismuth)
carbon steel products.
Table 25
Hot-rolled lead carbon steel bars and rods: French capacity, production,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September 1991,
January-September 1992, and projected 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Germany
As identified in the petition, there are two producers of hot-rolled
lead and bismuth carbon steel products in Germany: Saarstahl AG and Thyssen
AG. Information on capacity, production, inventories, and shipments of hotrolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products for the German manufacturers/
exporters was provided by counsel, and the data are presented in table 26.
Exports to the United States by the German manufacturers accounted for
*** percent of total shipments of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products (bars
and rods) in 1989; this share *** percent in 1990, and then*** percent in
1991. All German exports to the United States consisted of lead (as opposed
to bismuth) carbon steel products.
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Table 26
Hot-rolled lead carbon steel bars and rods: German capacity, production,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September 1991,
January-September 1992, and projected 1992

*

*

·*

*:r

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
United Kingdom
As identified in the petition, there are three producers of certain lead
and bismuth carbon steel products in the United Kingdom: Allied Steel & 'Wire,
Glynwed International PLC, and United Engineering Steels, Ltd. (UES).
Information on capacity, production, inventories, and shipments of hot-rolled
lead and bismuth carbon steel products for the British manufacturers/
exporters, Glynwed and UES, was provided by counsel, and the data are
presented in table 27. 125
Exports to the United States by the British manufacturers accounted for
*** percent of total shipments of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products (bars
and rods) in 1989; this share *** percent in 1990, and then *** percent in
1991. All British exports to the United States consisted of lead (as opposed
to bismuth) carbon steel products. The British firms reported operating at
***percent of capacity in 1989, ***percent in 1990, and then*** percent
utilization in 1991.
Table 27
Hot-rolled lead carbon steel bars and rods: The United Kingdom's capacity,
production, capacity utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September
1991, January-September 1992, and projected 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Aggregate data
Aggregate data on the industries in Brazil, France, Germany, and the
United Kingdom are presented in table 28.

125

***.
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Table 28
Hot-rolled lead carbon steel bars and rods: Subject sources' capacity, production,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

Item

1989

1990

January-September-1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Lead carbon steel bars:
Capacity ...................
Production .................
Shipments:
Home market ..............
Exports to-The United States ......
All other markets ......
Total exports ........
Total shipments ....
Lead carbon steel rods:
Capacity ...................
Production .................
Shipments:
Home market ..............
Exports to-The United States ......
All other markets ......
Total exports ........
Total shipments ....
Lead carbon steel bars &. rods:
Capacity ...................
Production .................
Shipments:
Home market ..............
Exports to-The United States ......
All other markets ......
Total exports ........
Total shipments ....

(I)

{I)

{I)

{I)

{I)

424,620

392,332

350,107

262,510

300. 729

172,220

133, 766

105,459

78,861

87,507

107,063
139 359
246 422
418,642

125,405
134 551
260 068
393' 722

133,851
114 694
248 545
354,004

92,119
82 696
174 815
253,676

101,718
102 349
203 957
291,574

{I)

{I)

{I)

(I)

(I)

410,990

354,622

339,699

251,400

303,882

150,270

128,132

139,739

104,476

107,685

57,523
202 287
259 810
410,080

55,462
171 028
226 490
354,622

42,143
158 300
200 443
340,182

26,660
118 670
145 330
249,806

43,336
151 592
194 928
301,613

{I)

{I)

{I)

(I)

{I)

834,710

745,954

689,706

508,910

605,108

322,490

261,898

245,198

183,329

195,190

164,586
341 646
505,232
828,722

180,867
305 579
487,558
748,244

175,994
272 994
448,988
694,186

115, 779
201 377
317,136
503,482

145,054
253 941
398,566
593,756

Ratios and shares (percent)
Lead carbon steel bars:
Share of total shipments:
Home market ..............
Exports to-The United States ......
All other markets ......
Lead carbon steel rods:
Share of total shipments:
Home market .. , ...........
Exports to-The United States ......
All other markets ......
Lead carbon steel bars &. rods:
Share of total shipments:
Home market ..............
Exports to-The United States ......
All other markets ......

41.1

34.0

29.8

31.1

30.0

25.6
33.3

31. 9
34.2

37.8
32.4

36.4
32.7

34.9
35.1

36.6

36.1

41. l

41.8

35.7

14.0
49.3

15.6
48.2

12.4
46.5

10.7
47.5

14.4
50.3

38.9

35.0

35.3

36.4

32.9

19.9
41. 2

24.2
40.8

25.4
39.3

23.0
40.0

24.4
42.8

1 Because of data deficiencies within individual firms,
data on aggregate capacity
are not being presented.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conmission.
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U.S. Importers' Inventories
U.S. importers of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products
from the subject countries reported almost no inventories of the subject
products, 126 as they import to order.
CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE
SUBJECT PRODUCTS AND MATERIAL INJURY
Imports
U.S. imports of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products (L/B
in the table), imports of non lead and bismuth free-machining products from
Brazil, and imports of other special quality products based on responses to
the Commission's questionnaires are presented in table 29. Imports from
Brazil, in the latter two categories, are the subject of ongoing investigation
No. 731-TA-572 (Final), Certain Special Quality Hot-Rolled Carbon and Alloy
Steel Bars and Rods and Semifinished Products from Brazil.
Imports of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products from the
four countries subject to investigation increased from 180,396 short tons in
1989 to 186,038 short tons in 1990, or by 3.1 percent, then dipped slightly by
0.5 percent to 185,029 short tons in 19.91. During January-September 1992
imports from the four countries increased by 33,402 short tons, or by 28.8
percent when compared to the same period of 1991.
Market Penetration of Imports
Shares of ~pparent U.S. consumption accounted for by imports of hotrolled lead carbon steel products 127 (bars and rods) are presented in table 30.
On the basis of quantity, imports of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products
from the four countries subject to investigation represented 17.2 percent of
apparent consumption of all free-machining (bars and rods) steel products in
1989 and 1990, increasing to a 20.5-percent share of the market in 1991. For
apparent consumption of all special quality (bars and rods) steel products,
imports of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products from the four countries
subject to investigation represented 2.4 percent of apparent consumption in
1989 and 1990, increasing to a 2.6-percent market share in 1991.

126
127

***

No imports or exports to the United States of bismuth carbon steel
products were reported by firms responding to the Commission's importer's and
foreign producer's questionnaires.
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Table 29
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. imports,
by products and by sources, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
1992
1989

Item

1990

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity (short tons)
Free-machining bars:
Brazil (L/B) ............
France (L/B) ............
Germany (L/B) ...........
U .K. (L/B) ..............
Subtotal ..............
Brazil (non-L/B) ........
Subtotal ..............
Other sources ...........
Total .................
Free-machining rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............
France (L/B) ............
Germany (L/B) ...........
U.K. (L/B) ..............
Subtotal ..............
Brazil (non-L/B) ........
Subtotal ..............
Other sources ...........
Total .................
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............
France (L/B) ............
Germany (L/B) ...........
U .K.· (L/B) ..............
Subtotal ..............
Brazil (non-L/B) ........
Subtotal ..............
Other sources ...........
Total .................

140,271

***
***
***
***
130' 426
***
***
***

153,372

***
***
***
***
140,637
***
***
***
166,222

100,336

127,556

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
62,041
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
55,612
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
44,392
***
***
***
60,128

***
***
***
***
29,920
***
***
***

38,403

***
***
***
***
37,038
***
***
***

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
180,396
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
186,038
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
185,029
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
115,958
. ***
***
***

***
149,360

138,739

174,240

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Ot~~~z~l~~~~~.:~~~~~~-~~~~:

Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .

Ot~~~z~l~~~~~.:~~~~~~-~~~~:

Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Brazil .................. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Table continued on next page.

***
***
***
***
118,355
***
***
***

75,025

215,296

70,875

224,247

**~':

226,350

***
***
***
***
86,038
***
***
***

**"""
***
***
***
112,322
***
***
***

46,684
*~"r*

***
***
***
***
***

140,134

138,274

169,724

120,325

63,126

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

605,996

557,981

560,339

380,302

349,786

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

746,130

696,255

730,063

500,627

412,912

***
***
***
***
180,396
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
186,038
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
185,029
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
115,958
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
149,360
***
***
***

961.426

920. 502

956.413

639.366

587.152
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Table 29--Continued
Hot-rol:ed special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. imports,
by products and by sources, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Value (1.000 dollars)
Free-machining bars:
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Free-machining rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal. ............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. ;
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality bars:
Brazil ................... .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .

Ot~~~zil~~~~~.:~~~~~~.~~~~~

Other sources ........... .
Total .................. .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Brazil .................. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal. ............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Table continued on next page.

***
***
***
***
60,642
***
***
***
72 '067

***
***
***
***
60,969
***
***
***

73,079

***
***
***
***
66,392
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
41,185
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
54,233
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
30,675
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
26,300
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
20,909
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
14,091
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
17,879
***
**•':
***

***
***
***
***
91, 317
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
87,269
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
87,301
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
55,276
***
***
***
66,797

***
***
***
***
72' 112
***
***
***

83,597

***
***

***
***

37,333

33,588

78,822

28,000

109,400

106,667

106,822

***
***

***
***

***
***

48,688

18,109

61,386

22' 211

68,815

64,606

76,144

53,844

28,517

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

254,497

228,629

224,044

154' 729

131,830

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

323,312

293,235

300,188

208,573

160,347

***
***
***
***
91,317
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
87,269
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
87,301
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
55,276
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
72' 112
***
***
***

432, 712

399.902

407,010

275.370

243.944
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Table 29--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U.S. imports
~9 9 ~roducts and by sources, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
Item
Free-machinin! bars:
Brazil (L/B ............ .
France (LIB ............ .
Germany (t/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Av~rage ............... .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Average ............... .
Free-machinin! rods:
Brazil (L/B ............ .
France (L/B ............ .
Germany (t/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Av~rage .................
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Average .................
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Brazil (L/Bi ............ .
France (L/B ............ .
Germany (t/ ) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Av~rage ............: .....
Brazil (non-L/B) ... ·' ... .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Average .................

1989

1990

1991

Jan.-Sept.--

1991

1992

Unit value (per short ton)

***
***
***
***
$512.37
***
***
***
513. 77

***
***
***
***
$467.46
***
***
***
476 .48

***
***
***
***
$472. 08
***
***
***
474.20

***
***
***
***
$478.68
***
***
***
485.25

***
***
***
***
$482.84
***
***
***
481. 25

***
***
***
***
494.43
***
***
***
497.61

***
***
***
***
472. 92
***
***
***
473.90

***
***
***
***
471.01
***
***
***
465.67

***
***
***
***
470.96
***
***
***
471. 55

***
***
***
***
482. 72
***
***
***
475. 77

.

***
***
***
***
506.20
***
***
***
508.14

***
***
***
***
469.09
***
***
***
475.67

***
***
***
***
471. 82
***
***
***
471. 93

***
***
***
***
476.69
***
***
***
481.46

***
***
***
***
482.81
***
***
***
479.78

Other sources ........... .
Average ................. .

***
***
491.07

***
***
467.23

***
***
448.63

***
***
447.49

***
***
451. 75

***
***
419.96

***
***
409.74

***
***
399.84

***
***
406.86

***
***
376.89

***
***
433.32

***
***
421.16

***
***
411.18

***
***
416.62

***
***
388.33

***
***
***
***
506.20
***
***
***
450.07

***
***
***
***
469.09
***
***
***
434.44

***
***
***
***
471. 82
***
***
***
425.56

***
***
***
***
476. 69
***
***
***
430.69

***
***
***
***
482.81
***
***
***
415.47

Ot~~~z~l~~~~~.:~~~~~~.~~:~:
Ot~~~z~l~~~~~.:~~~~~~.:~~~:

.
.

.

Other sources . ." ......... .
Average ................. .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Brazil ................... .
Other sources ........... .
Average ................. .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (t/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Av~rage ................. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Average ................. .

1/ Not applicable.
Note.--The term 'L/B' is an abbreviation for 'lead and bismuth.' Unit values are
calculated using data of firms supplying both quantity and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 30
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: Apparent U.S.
consumption and market shares, by products, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

1989

Item

1990

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

Apparent U.S. consumption quantity (short tons)
Free-machining bars .........
Free-machining rods .........
Subtotal ................
Other special quality bars ..
Other special quality rods ..
Subtotal ...... · ..........
Total .................

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

868,129
178.408
1,046,537
3,635,110
2, 778, 050
6.413.160
7.459.697

914' 896
164.048
1,078,944
3,881,708
2.640.820
6,522.528
7.601.472

754,348
146.810
901,158
3,577,485
2.662.833
6.240.318
7, 141.476

504,422
103.366
607,788
2,717,917
1. 957, 069
4.674.986
5.282.774

651,009
133 .459
784,468
2,846,676
1. 955, 691
4.802.367
5.586.835

Apparent U.S. consumption value (1.000 dollars)
Free-machining bars .........
Free-machining rods .........
Subtotal ................
Other special quality bars ..
Other special quality rods ..
Subtotal ................
Total .................

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Free-machining bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
u, K, ( L/B) , , .. ,
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal. ............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Free-machining rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U. K. ( L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
I

•

I

,

,

I

,

,

,

,

See footnotes at end of table.

444,467
456,838
374,503
251,361
318,079
93,751
83.144
74.523
52.910
66,778
538,218
539,982
449,026
304,271
384,857
1,867,841 1,874,249 1,727,761 1,316,342 1,334,019
1.058.990 1.029.741
962.384
709.118
689,968
2,926,831 2,903,990 2,690,145 2,025,460 2,023,987
3.465.049 3.443.972 3.139.171 2.329.731 2.408.844
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)
83.8

83.2

78.0

80.l

80.4

***
***
***
***
13.6
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

14.3

16.2

***
***
***

16.8

***
***
***
***
18.6
***
***
***

***
*.**
***
***
17.1
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
17.3
***
***
***

57.9

56.8

59.0

62.8

65.0

***
***
***
***
34.8
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
33.9
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
30.2
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
28.9
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
27.8
***
***
***

22.0

19.9

19.6

42.1

43.2

41.0

79.4

79.2

74.9

77 .2

77 .8

***
***
***
***
17.2
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
17.2
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
20.5
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
19.1
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
19.0
***
***
***

20.6

20.8

25.1

37.2

22.8

35.0

22.2
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Table 30--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: Apparent U.S.
consumption and marKet shares, by products, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
Item
Other special quality bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..

u.~ra!i1~~~~.~~~~~~ ....... .

Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..

u.~ra!i1~~~~.~~~~~~ ....... .

Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..

u.~~a~~t~~~~.~~~~~~ ....... .

Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U .K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal. ............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .

Free-machining bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Free-machining rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
See footnotes at end of table.

1989

Jan. -Sept. -1990
1991
1991
1992
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)
96.l

96.4

95.3

95.6

97.8

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

78.2

78.9

79.0

80.6

82.1

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

3.9

3.6

4. 7

4.4

2.2

21. 8

21.1

21.0

19.4

***
17.9

88.4

89.3

88.3

89.3

91.4

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

11. 6

10.7

11. 7

10.7

.87 .1

87.9

86.6

87.9

89.5

***
***
***
***
2.4
***
***
***
12.9

***
***
***
***
2.4
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
2.6
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
2.2
***
***
***
12.1

***
***
***
***
2.7
***
***
***

10.5

83.8

84.0

79.0

80.6

80.7

***
***
***
***
13.6
***
***
***
16.2

***
***
***
***
13.3
***
***
***

16.0

***
***
***
***
17.7
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
16.4
***
***
***

19.4

***
***
***
***
17.1
***
***
***
19.3

60.2

59.6

62.4

65.8

66.7

***
***
***
***
32.7
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
31. 6
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
28.1
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
26.6
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
26.8
***
***
***

12 .1
13 .4
Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)

39.8

40.4

21. 0

37.6

34.2

8.6

33.3
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Table 30--Continued
Hot-rolled special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: Apparent U.S.
consumption and market shares, by products, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
Item
Free-machining bars and
rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality bars:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil .................. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil .................. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
Other special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil .................. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
All special quality bars
and rods:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports from-Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .

1989

Jan. -Sept. - 1990
1991
1991
1992
Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)
79.7

80.2

76.2

78.0

78.3

***
***
***
***
17.0
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
16.2
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
19.4
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
18.2
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
18.7
***
***
***

96.3

96.6

95.6

95.9

97.9

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

76.0

77 .8

76.7

78.2

80.9

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

20.3

3.7

19.8

3.4

23.8

4.4

22.0

4.1

21. 7

2.1

24.0

22.2

23.3

21. 8

19.l

89.0

89.9

88.8

89.7

92.1

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

11.0

10.1

11.2

10.3

87.5

88.4

87.0

88.2

89.9

***
***
***
***
2.6
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
2.5
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
2.8
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
2.4
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
3.0
***
***
***

12.5

11.6

13.0

11.8

1/ Less than 0.05 percent.
Note.--The term 'L/B' is an abbreviation for 'lead and bismuth.'
rounding, shares may not add to the totals shown.

Because of

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade C6mmission.

7.9

10.l
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Prices
Market Characteristics

Approximately 95 percent of all special quality steel bars and rods are
sold to end users, of which 26 percent go to cold finishers.
Similarly, 98
percent of free-machining steel products are sold to end users, 71 percent of
which go to cold finishers. 128 The product is normally sold in bar form as
either coils or cut lengths. The cold finisher typically draws the coil or
cut-length bar in a draw bench, reducing its diameter slightly and imparting a
finish to the bar. After cold finishing, these steel bars are resold to screw
machine shops to produce finished parts.
Most domestic producers distribute price lists to their customers but
all producers reported that final transaction prices are negotiated from list,
and each will depart from the price schedule to meet prevailing prices or
competitive price quotes. 129 In general, list prices for a particular grade of
hot-rolled steel product are the same for all sizes within a wide range.
***. 130
Importers do not distribute price lists to their customers.
Those
responding to the Commission's questionnaires generally agreed that prices are
negotiated based on market conditions. For example, ***reported that prices
are negotiated based on competing market prices for a given product and
geographic region. *** reported that prices are negotiated on a customer-bycustomer basis based on prevailing prices.
Purchasers reported that there are a number of factors that affect their
choice of suppliers. Virtually all purchasers noted that quality,
availability, and competitive pricing are prime considerations.
Other factors
mentioned included contract terms, delivery, lead time, traditional supplier
relationships, and service.
Although price was among the most frequently noted factors in selecting
a supplier, purchasers were not consistent regarding the firms they consider
to be price leaders.
In most cases, purchasers reported that they maintain
multiple suppliers of special quality products to guarantee availability and
competitive prices. Virtually all purchasers named one, and in the majority
of cases, more than one of their regular suppliers as among the firms they
consider to be price leaders, and U.S. producers were named more frequently
than suppliers of imported steel. The most frequently mentioned U.S. firms
were ***· Each of the countries subject to investigation was mentioned by one
or more purchasers as price leaders, but less often·than domestic sources.
U.S. producers sell special quality steel products on both a spot and
contract basis. U.S. producers' contracts generally establish price, and may

*** percent of the subject imported lead and bismuth products are sold
to end users.
129 Several producers stated that the purpose of the price lists is to
maintain "pricing discipline" in the marketplace to the extent possible.
130 ***
128
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fix quantity as well, for 6-12 months.
provisions.

Few contracts have meet-or-release

Most imported subject products are sold on a contract basis although a
few imports are sold on a spot basis. Responding importers reported that
*** 131 These contracts generally fix price and quantity for *** months and
rarely have ***
Several importers maintain minimum order sizes ranging
between*** and*** metric tons. ***
Domestic producers of special quality carbon steel and certain alloy
products quote prices on both an f.o.b. mill and delivered basis, although the
overwhelming majority of those reporting stated that f.o.b. plant is most
common. *** is the only U.S. producer reporting that prices are usually
quoted on a delivered basis. ***. 132
Importers of sp~cial quality carbon steel products similarly quote
prices on both an f.o.b. point-of-entry and delivered basis. Importers of the
***products usually quote prices on an f.o.b. U.S. point-of-shipment basis,
but upon the customer's request will provide delivered price quotes by adding
U.S. inland freight. Prices for the *** product are typically quoted on a
delivered basis. *** prices are generally quoted f.o.b. port-of-entry, and
***prices are quoted on either a c.i.f. or a delivered basis.
U.S. producers' inland transportation costs can be significant,
accounting for up to 17 percent of the delivered cost to the purchaser
depending on the distance shipped, although in most cases these costs are less
than 2 percent. U.S. producers serve the entire U.S. market, but concentrate
in the Great Lakes region where the cold finishers are concentrated. Most
U.S. special quality steel products are shipped by truck to locations within
500 miles of the plant; a large percentage is shipped less than 100 miles. 133
Lead times vary from 2 to 8 weeks.
Importers' U.S. inland transportation costs are lower because their
ports of entry are often closer to their customers than are U.S. producers.
In most cases, importers' U.S. inland transportation costs account for only 23 percent of the delivered cost to the purchaser. Most imported hot-rolled
special quality steel products are shipped by truck to purchasers located
within 100 miles of the point of entry. Imports are also concentrated in the
Great Lakes region, but are sold in other U.S. locations as well. 134
Lead times for the imported product, however, were significantly longer
than for U.S. producers, ranging from 2 to 6 months. All imported subject
***
***
133 The location of the producer can have a significant effect on the
shipping costs. For example, *** reported that ***percent of sales are
further than 500 miles. *** reported that*** percent are greater than 500
miles and that an additional ***percent are between 100 and 500 miles. Most
U.S. producers reported that the largest proportion of their sales are within
100 miles of their plant.
134 ***
131

132
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products were ordered from abroad, and importers of the French, U.K., and
Brazilian product reported that they cannot sell from U.S. inventories because
they do not own U.S. warehouses. 135 Because of the greater total distance that
the imported product must be shipped (U.S. inland and overseas), import
delivery times are not as reliable, and quality problems are harder to
resolve . 136 In addition, both importers and purchasers reported that weather
conditions may force closing of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Great Lake ports,
preventing delivery of imported products during the winter months. As a
result, purchasers are unlikely to commit themselves solely to imported
products unless they are capable of warehousing quantities sufficient to meet
production requirements through the winter.
Testimony at the conference in the preliminary investigations indicated
that imported special quality steel bar and rod are identical in quality and
machinability to domestically produced products because the imported products
are manufactured on the same type of equipment and by the same techniques as
domestic products. 137
U.S. producers and importers generally agreed in their questionnaire
responses that the domestic and imported subject products are used
interchangeably. However, importers noted that they sell some sizes and
shapes that are not available from U.S. producers, 138 and two U.S. producers
and three importers reported examples where distinctions are drawn based on
specific characteristics or overall quality. ***, a U.S. producer, reported
that one of its customers considers hot-rolled ladle lead carbon steel
products from the United Kingdom to be of better quality than ***'s leaded
steel. ***, another U.S. producer, reported that the consistency of
machinability of its leaded product is equal to or better than that from the
United Kingdom, Germany, France, or Brazil. Alternatively, ***, an importer
of*** material, reported that its customers prefer the*** product to U.S.produced and other imported products because of its superior surface finish
and machinability. ***, an importer of*** material, reported that its
customers consider the*** product to be of better quality than the U.S.
product because it has less lead segregation and better surface quality. ***
an importer of *** product, maintains that sine~ it produces its bars directly

Conference TR, p. 191. Purchasers also reported that some U.S.
producers will roll special quality steel products to order and keep them in
inventory up to several months until needed by the purchaser. ***
136 Paul Darling, President and CEO of Corey Steel Co., stated at the
conference that it is easier to resolve quality problems with the domestic
sources because their laboratory people and other specialists are immediately
available. On the other hand, if the purchaser identifies a quality problem
with the imported product, a sample must be sent back to the foreign mill, and
it takes weeks or months to resolve the issue. Conference TR, p. 103.
137 Conference TR, p. 38.
138 Michael P. Pitterich, President, Moltrup Steel Products Company,
testified that leaded steel flats are produced in the United States only by
Republic and all production is used internally.
Pitterich stated that the
only commercial source for this product is the United Kingdom. Hearing TR,
pp. 243-247.
In addition, ***reported in its purchaser questionnaire that it
purchases ***because these are not available from U.S. sources.
135
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from the continuous caster, it can produce leaded steel of more consistent
quality than that produced by domestic producers.
Purchasers generally agreed that imports from the four subject countries
are comparable in quality with similar products produced in the United States,
although some indicated that, for some uses, European leaded products are
superior and Brazilian products are inferior to domestic products. For
example, *** stated that it purchases domestic cold heading quality steel
products for "quality reasons and delivery." ***also stated that it
purchases "leaded squares and hexagons and rounds for hydraulic applications"
from the European countries because U.S. products "are not up to hydraulic
standards." ***noted that these products are superior to U.S. products
because these mills "bloom cast and ladle treat for lead content and
consistency."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*. 139

Questionnaire Price Data
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide U.S.
f.o.b. prices (i.e., plant and U.S. point-of-shipment, respectively),
delivered prices and delivery costs, and total quantities and values of seven
representative special quality hot-rolled carbon and certain alloy steel bar
and rod products, of which the first three are lead and bismuth carbon steel
products, the last three are non-leaded free-machining products, and product 4
is a non-free-machining special quality product. 14° For each product listed
below, the Commission requested price data for the largest sale to cold
finishers for each quarter during January 1989-September 1992. 141 In addition,
purchasers of these items were requested to provide f.o.b. and delivered
prices paid during 1990-92 . 142

139

***

The three lead and bismuth products for which price data were requested
were those for which the most complete response had been received in the
preliminary investigations.
141 Although data were requested for sales to cold finishers,
staff
subsequently determined that most sales of item 7, type 4140 alloy steel bar
and rod, are made to forgers or other end users rather than to cold finishers.
Several respondents to the questionnaire provided price information for sales
to these other groups of customers.
142 Purchasers were requested to provide data for their largest quarterly
purchase of U.S. products and products from each of the four subject
countries. Purchasers were asked for the quantity in the sale, the f.o.b.
price, and the delivered price.
140
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PRODUCT 1:

3/4" round coil, grade 12Ll4 (0.15-0.35 percent lead) hotrolled carbon steel products.

PRODUCT 2:

1-1/16" round coil, grade 12Ll4 (0.15-0.35 percent lead)
hot-rolled carbon steel products.

PRODUCT 3:

13/16" to 2-15/16" round coil, grade llLxx hot-rolled lead
carbon steel products.

PRODUCT 4:

l" to 1-1/2" cut-to-length rounds, grade 1018, hot-rolled
carbon steel products.

PRODUCT 5:

l" to 1-1/2" round coil, grade 1144, hot-rolled carbon steel
products.

PRODUCT 6:

1-1/16" round coil, grade 1215, hot-rolled carbon steel
products.

PRODUCT 7:

1-1/2" to 3" cut~to-length rounds, grade 4140, hot-rolled
alloy steel products.

Six U.S. producers and six importers reported price data, although not
necessarily for all products, countries, or quarters during January 1989September 1992. The six responding U.S. producers 143 accounte.d for *** percent
of total reported U.S. production of domestic hot-rolled lead and bismuth
carbon steel products in 1991 anli ***'percent of all special quality products.
The·responding importers of the-subject product from Brazil, France, the
United Kingdom, and· Germany accounted.for***, ***, ***, and*** percent,
respectively, of total· reported U.S. imports of the subject product from each
of these countries in 1991.
Seventeen purchasers ;reported usable price data· in response to the
Commission's questionnaire. These firms' purchases accounted for*** percent
of the 1991 shipment value of domestic hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon
steel products, ***percent of special quality bar and rod from U.S.
producers, and***, ***, ***, and *** 144 percent of subject imports from
Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, respectively.
Tables 31-34 present weighted-average net f.o.b. selling prices. Prices
that were quoted on a delivered basis were adjusted to an f.o.b. plant or U.S.
point-of-shipment basis by subtracting .the reported U.S. inland transportation
cost paid by the U.S. producer or importer. 145 Subsequent tables present
simple average net delivered prices reported by purchasers. 146
143 The six producers providing usable information were ***.
*** provided
only annual totals. The remaining producers provided no pricing data.
144 The total value of· purchases reported from ***.
145 ***
146 In an effort to reduce the reporting burden on purchasers, they were
requested to provide only information on the size of the largest shipment and
·(continued ... )
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Price trends for U.S.-produced products

Weighted-average net f.o.b. prices for U.S.-produced leaded products 13 showed differing trends, but were generally flat or declining through 198991 with increases appearing during 1992. The 1992 increases brought the price
of product 1 to 1.1 percent below its early 1989 price, while products 2 and 3
ended the period at levels above their early 1989 prices by 3.0 percent and
7.7 percent, respectively.
Table 31
Weighted-average net f.o.b. prices of product 1 reported by U.S. producers and
importers, and margins of underselling (overselling), by quarters, January
1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 32
Weighted-average net f.o.b. prices of product 2 reported by U.S. producers and
importers, and margins of underselling (overselling), by quarters, January
1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

( • • • continued)
the prices paid. The quantity data were inconsistently reported and may not
be reliable for use as weights in calculating averages. Accordingly, the
simple averages are shown. For those purchasers that did provide quantity
data, weighted averages were calculated and compared with the simple averages
for all purchases. In most cases the simple averages showed lower margins of
underselling but in no case did the general magnitude of underselling change.
146
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Table 33
Weighted-average net f.o.b. prices of products 3, 4, and 5 reported by U,S.
producers and importers, and margins of underselling (overselling), by
quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 34
Weighted-average net f.o.b. prices of products 6 and 7 reported by U.S.
producers and importers, and margins of underselling (overselling), by
quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Prices for product 4, a non-free-machining product, and products 5 and
6, the non-leaded free-machining special quality carbon steel products, also
showed little consistency in their movements. The product 4 price gen~rally
declined during the period for which data were collected and by the third
quarter of 1992 was 14.5 percent below its initial value. The price of
product S suffered declines in 1989-90 but increased thereafter to 9.8 percent
above the initial 1989 level. The average price of product 6 fluctuated in a
relatively narrow range in 1989-90, declining somewhat during 1990-91, but
increasing in late 1991 through 1992 to end the period at 7.8 percent above
the 1989 level.
Finally, the price of U.S.-produced product 7, a hot-rolled alloy steel
product, also fluctuated in a relatively narrow range until mid-1991, after
which it declined to a level 2.2 percent below the initial 1989 level.
Price

~rends

for

impor~ed produc~s

During January 1989-September 1992, the responding importers did not
report prices for product 4. 147 Price trends for each product from each
country are discussed only in cases where three or more quarterly observations
exist. Nearly all of the "weighted-average prices" consist of only one
147 Industry sources noted that product 4 is a common grade steel produced
by nearly all U.S. mills at highly competitive prices and, as such, there are
few imports of this product.
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observation since relatively few importers reported price data for steel
produced in any single country. In most cases, prices for the imported
products declined· during the period for which data were collected, although
most show significant fluctuation.

Brazil.--One importer, ***, reported limited price data for sales of
Brazilian product 2 . 148 149 The reported price generally ***.
France.--Only one importer, ***, reported price data for sales of
imported French hot-rolled carbon and certain alloy steel products. During
1989-September 1992, prices for the leaded French products 1 and 2 ***
Prices for products 1 and 2 then ***
***
Germany.--Two importers of the German subject products, ***and***,
reported price data for sales of products 1 and 2. The limited price data for
product 1 and the more complete price data for product 2. indicate *** price
trends. Sales reported by each of the two importers were***· ***

United Kingdom.--*** was the only importer to report useable price data
for sales of the U.K. subject product. Although***, prices for imported U.K.
leaded products 1-3 showed***· Prices for these products ***. 150
Prices of free-machining products 5 and 6 produced by***·
Prices reported for product 7, an alloy steel product, ***

***
151

Price comparisons
The reported price data for U.S. producers' and importers·' largest
q~arterly sales during January 1989-September 1992 resulted in a total of 130

direct net f.o.b. price comparisons with six products from the four countries
subject to these investigations. The imported proqucts were priced below the
domestic product in 111 of the 130 available price comparisons. 152 A
discussion of each subject country follows.

Brazil.--Price comparisons between U.S.-produced and Brazilian.lead
carbon steel products were possible in a total of 8 quarters for product 2.
In 6 of these quarters, the Brazilian product was priced below the domestic
product by margins ranging from *** to *** percent. In the remaining 2
quarters, the Brazilian product was priced above the domestic product by
margins of *** and *** percent. 153

The product for which *** reported prices is in ***
Also, *** reported ***
150 ***
151 ***
152 Of these comparisons, 104 were for the leaded products 1, 2, and 3.
In
these instances, 88 showed underselling.
153 For the single comparison of a Brazilian sale of product 6 in 1989, the
margin of underselling was *** percent.
148
149
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France.--A total of 39 quarterly price comparisons between U.S.-produced
and French steel products 1, 2, 3, and 6 were possible. In 30 of these 39
comparisons, the French products were priced below the U.S. products, with
margins of underselling ranging from *** to *** percent. In the remaining 9
quarters, prices for imported products were higher than the comparable U.S.
products. Margins of overselling ranged from*** to *** percent.
Germany.--German lead carbon steel products 1 and 2 were priced below
comparable domestic products in 20 of the 21 available quarterly price
comparisons. Margins of underselling ranged from*** percent to *** percent.
Margins of underselling were particularly high for price comparisons of
product 2, ranging from*** to ***percent. In the single instance where the
German product was priced above the U.S. product, the margin was ***percent.
United Kingdom.--U.K. carbort steel products l, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 were
priced below comparable domestic products in 54 of 61 available quarterly
price comparisons. Margins of underselling ranged from*** to ***percent.
Margins of overselling ranged from *** to *** percent. 154 155
Dara reported by purchasers
Prices of U.S.-produced producrs.--Purchasers reported delivered price
data for each of the seven products specified in the questionnaire (tables 3538). In general, price levels reported were similar to those reported by U.S.
producers but for certain products purchaser price fluctuations differed from
those seen in producers' data. 156 As with the comparisons of prices reported
by p~oducers and importers, purchaser price data demonstrated a dominant
pattern of underselling by imports in the 104 possible comparisons.
In the case of products 1, 2, and 3 (the three leaded products),
purchasers' data do not show the clear decline in 1990-91 that is found in
producers' price data. While fluct.uations occurred in prices of each product,
a relatively consistent pattern of increases is evident throughout 1990-92.
Prices of products 1, 2, and 3 increased by *** percent, *** percent, and ***
percent, respectively, during the three years.

154 Forty-four of these comparisons are for leaded products. 1, 2, and 3.
39 of these instances, the U.K. product was priced below the average U.S.
price by margins that ranged up to *** percent.
155
156

In

***

It is likely that purchaser data reflect longer term supply contracts
than the data reported by producers. In most cases, purchasers reported
prices from single suppliers for several quarters, and these prices were often
steady over those periods. Producers, on the other hand, generally reported
sales to different customers in each quarter and these prices may therefore
reflect changing market conditions and sales terms.
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Table 35
Average net delivered prices paid by purchasers to U.S. producers and
importers for product 1, and margins of underselling (overselling), by
quarters, January 1989-December 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 36
Average net delivered prices paid by purchasers to U.S. producers and
importers for product 2, and margins of underselling (overselling), by
quarters, January 1989-December 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 37
Average net delivered prices paid by purchasers to U.S. producers and
importers for products 3, 4, and 5, and margins of underselling (overselling),
by quarters, January 1989-December 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 38
Average net delivered prices paid by purchasers to U.S. producers and
importers for products 6 and 7, and margins of underselling (overselling), by
quarters, January 1989-December 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Purchasers' prices of product 4, a non-leaded and non-free-machining
product, were similar to those reported by producers. These prices increased
in 1990 but subsequently declined. Although prices of product 4 declined by
*** percent over the period for which data were collected, a slight increase
occurred in late 1992.
Prices reported by purchasers for the two non-leaded free-machining
products differed somewhat from each other, and, in the case of product 5,
from prices reported by producers. While prices of product 5 decreased ***
percent, prices of product 6 fluctuated upward, increasing by *** percent in
1990-92.
Prices of the alloy steel product, item 7, reported by purchasers showed
a clearer decline than did those reported by producers for this product.
These prices declined sharply in 1990 and fluctuated from mid-1990 through
mid-1992, but declined again in July-September 1992, ending the period with a
***-percent decline overall.

Brazil.--A single purchaser reported buying product 1 imported from
Brazil ***· ***
The price reported by this purchaser was consistently below
those reported for U.S.-produced product 1, with margins of underselling
ranging from*** percent to *** percent in the eight possible comparisons.
France.--Prices for products imported from France were reported by
purchasers in the cases of leaded products 1, 2, and 3, and free-machining
product 6, although the data are not complete. In the cases of products 1, 2,
and 6, prices of the French products fluctuated with no apparent trend but
increased slightly over the period for which data were collected. Prices of
product 3 varied in a narrow range, declining slightly during the few quarters
for which data are available. Twenty-three comparisons with prices of the
competing domestic product are possible and in all cases the French product
was lower. Margins of underselling ranged from*** percent to *** percent.
Germany.--Purchasers of German products reported prices for leaded
products 1 and 2, and for free-machining product 6. In each case, the German
product fluctuated without a discernible trend. In July-September 1992,
prices of product 2 increased; no similar increase was apparent in the prices
of the other two products. Twenty-five comparisons of prices of German
products with domestic products are possible. In all cases, the German
product was priced below the comparable U.S.-produced product by margins
ranging from *** percent to *** percent.

United Kingdom.--Purchasers reported the most complete import data for
products from the United Kingdom. For the three leaded products 1, 2, and 3,
and for free-machining product 6, prices of U.K. material generally fluctuated
in a relatively narrow range and without any clear trend. Products 1, 2, and
6 showed increases over the period (***, ***, and*** percent, respectively)
but, except for product 2, the end-of-the-period levels were within or close
to the range of fluctuation. Forty-eight comparisons are possible between
prices of U.S. and U.K. material; in all 48 instances, the price of the U.K.
material was below that of the competing domestic material. Margins of
underselling ranged from *** percent to *** percent.
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Ex,:har:.ge Rates

Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
the currencies of the four countries subject to these investigations
fluctuated widely in relation to the U.S. dollar over the period from JanuaryMarch 1989 through July-September 1992 (table 39). 157 The nominal value of the
Brazilian currency depreciated by 99.98 percent while the respective values of
the French, German, and British currencies appreciated by 26.9 percent, 26.4
percent, and 9.0 percent. When adjusted for movements in producer price
indexes in the United States and the specified countries, the real value of
the Brazilian currency depreciated by 5.5 percent. During the periods for
which data were collected, the French, German, and British currencies showed
real appreciations of 3.5 percent, 27.1 percent, and 21.6 percent,
respectively.
Lost Sales and Lost Revenues
The Commission received lost sales and lost revenue allegations from
five U.S. producers in the final investigations: ***
With the exception of
those made by ***, the allegations made in the final investigations replicated
those made in the preliminary investigations. The following discussion
relates the information obtained by the staff in its examination of the new
allegations and also presents the information obtained in the preliminary
investigations.

*** provided information on four instances in which it claimed it had
lost either sales or revenues in competition with imports from subject
countries. The alleged lost sales totaled approximately ***. 158 ***
The 64 lost sales allegations reported in the preliminary investigations
that pertained to imports from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom
totalled approximately $472.9 million and involved approximately 872,800 tons
of hot-rolled lead carbon steel products. Most of the allegations did not
provide specific information on sales lost in direct competition with imports,
but reported total quantities of sales lost during January 1989-March 1992
based on estimates of the purchasers' buying patterns. 159 The same four
producers also alleged losing revenues of $12.l million because of competition
from imports from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Many of
the lost revenue allegations refer to discounts from producers' list prices. 160
U.S. producers reported that they typically discount list prices in order to
meet competing prices.

157
158
159

International Financial Statistics, November 1992.

***

The four firms provided only their estimates of the quantity of lead
steel bar they might have sold in 1989-91 if the customer had not purchased
imports. The allegations did not cite specific dates, quantities, or quoted
prices in competition for a specific sale. It is unclear if each U.S.
producer is claiming to have lost the same sales and if double counting is an
issue here.
16° For all of its lost revenue allegations, ***
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Table 39
Exchange rates:' Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of selected currencies, and indexes of producer
prices in those countries,2 by quarters, January 1989-September 1992
France

Brazil

Period

U.S.
producer
price
index

1989:
Jan.-Har ...
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct.-Dec ...

100.0
101.8
101.4
101.8

1990:
Jan.-Har ...
Apr. -June ..
July-Sept •.
Oct.-Dec ...

103.3
103.1
104.9
108.1

4201.2
8137.9
10947.3
16375.5

3.84
1.85
1.36
0.78

1991:
Jan.-Har .•.
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct.-Dec ..•

105.9
104.8
104.7
104.8

26646.4
34545.8
48541.l
88992.0

0.45
0.35
0.26
0.13

Producer
price
index

Nominal
exchange
rate
index

Real
exchange
rate
index'

100.0 100.00 100.0
129.1 84.12 106.7
303.6 37.92 113.5
878.5 14.52 125.3

Producer
price
index

German:l!'.
Nominal:rReal
exchange exchange
rate
rate
index
index3

United Kin15dom

Producer
price
index

Nominal
exchange
rate
index

Real
exchange
rate
index 3

Producer
priC!!
index

Nominal
exchange
rate
index

Real
exchange
rate
index3

100.0
100.4
99.6
98.9

100.0
96.0
96.7
102.1

100.0
94.7
95.l
99.2

100.0
100.7
100.9
101.6

100.0
95.6
96.1
102.0

100.0
94.6
95.7
101. 9

100.0
101. 3
102.5
103.8

100.0
93.1
91.3
90.7

100.0
92.7
92.3
92.S

156.1
146.8
141.6
117.9

98.2
98.1
98.2
99.4

109.7
111.5
117 .8
124.5

104.4
106.1
110.3
114. 4

101.7
102.2
102.7
103.5

109.4
110.2
116.1
123.2

107.8
109.3
113.6
117.9

105.4
107.6
108.6
109.8

94.8
95.8
106.5
111.3

96.8
100.0
110.3
113.1

113.3
116.2
119.2
108.0

98.9
97.4
96.8
95.8

120.8
107.1
106.2
113.4

112. 9
99.5
98.2
103.5

103.8
104.6
105.7
105.9

120.8
106.6
106.0
113.5

118.4
106.3
107.1
114.7

111.9
114.0
114.6
115.2

109.3
97.7
96.4
101. 5

115.5
106.2
105.6
111.6

(4)

114.2
115. 7
126.9

(4)
(4)
(4)

105.9 114.2
106.7 114.6
106. 76 126.4

115.6
115.8
127. 16

116.9 101.3
118.1 103.3
118.4 7 109.0

113.2
115.6
121.6 7

1992:
Jan.-Har ... 104.6 172091.9 0.06 106.4
Apr. June .. 105.6 297832.2 0.04 102.7
July-Sept .. 106.1 493188.85 0.02 94. 5•

c• >

(4)

' Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency.
• Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are based on period-average quarterly
indexes presented in line 63 of the International Financial Statistics.
• The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for relative movements in producer
prices in the United States and the specified country.
• Not available.
5 Derived from Brazilian price data reported for July-August only.
•Derived from German price data reported for July-August only.
' Derived from British price data reported for July-August only.
Note.--January-Harch 1989 • 100. The real exchange rates, calculated from precise figures, cannot in all
instances be derived accurately from previously rounded nominal exchange rate and price indexes.
Source:

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, November 1992.
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APPENDIX A
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Notices

54697

(Investigations Nos. 701-TA-314 through
317 and 731-TA-553 through SSS (Final))

Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth
Carbon Steel Products From Brazil.
France, Germany, and the United
Kingdom
AGENCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution and scheduling of
final countervailing duty and
antidumping investigations.

The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of final
countervailing duty investigations Nos.
701-TA-314 through 317 {Final) under
section 705(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C.1671d(b)) (the Act) a."ld final
antidumping investigations Nos. 731TA-553 through 555 (Final) under
section 735(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1673d(b)) to detennine whether an
industry in the United States is
.
materially injured. or is threatened with
material injury. or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is
materially retarded. by reason of
imports from BraziL France. Germany.
and the United Kingdom of certain bot·
rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products. provided for in subheadings
7213.20.00. 7213.31.30. 7213.31.60,
7213.39.00, 72'14.30.00, 7Z14.40.GO.
7214.SO.oo. 72'14.60.00 and 7228.30.80 of
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (HTS}. 1 The schedules for
SUMMARY:

1 For purposes of lhese investigations. the subject
· hot-rolied lead and bismuth carbon steel products
are hot-rolled producl$ of aonalloy or 01ber alloy
steel. ,..bether or not descaled. coatai:linS by weight
0.03 percent or more of lead or 0.05 percent or more
of bismuth. in coils or cut lengths. and in numerous
shapes and aizea. Excluded &om the scope of these
inveauaatioas are other alloy steels. e.'cept steels
classified as s11Ch by reuon of coatainiDg by weight
0.4 percent or more or lead. or 0.1 percer.t or aiore or
bismuth. Hlenium. or lellurium. Also excluded nre
aemifinished steels and flat-rolled carbon steel
products.

54608

Federal Register /Vol. 57< 't.'l~: ~( [ Thcu.rsday,
Novefmper
19,
1992
- ..

the subject investigations will be
identical, pursuant to Commerce's
alignment of its final subsidy and
dumping determinations (57 FR 48020,
October 21, 1992). Subsequent to that
action. Commerce advised the
Commission it was extending the date
for its final determinations in the
investigations from December 7. 1992, to
January 11, 1993.
For further information concerning the
conduct of these investigations. hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application, consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure, part
201. subparts A through E (19 CFR part
ZOl), and part 207, subparts A and C (19
CFR part 207}.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Novembe: 2, 1992.

Participation in the Investigation and
Public Service List
Persons wishing to participate in these
investigations as parties must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, as provided in
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules, not
later than twenty-one (21) days after
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. The Secretary will prepare a
public service list containing the names
and addresses of all persons, or their
representatives, who are parties to the
investigations upon the expiration of the
period for filing entries of appearance. ·

Limited Disclosure of Business
Proprietary Information {BPI) Under an
Administrative Protective Order (APO)
and BPI Ser\'ice List
Pursuant to § 207.7(a) of the
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Commission's rules. the Secretary will
Jim McClure (202-205-3191), Office of
~ake BPI gathered in these final .
Investigations, U.S. International Trade
investigations available to authorized
Commission, 500 E Street SW.,
applicants under the APO issued.in the
Washington, DC 20-;36. Hearingi:npaired pe:-sons can obtain information investigations. provided that the
application is made not later than
on this matter by contacting the
twenty-one (21) days after the
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-205- publication of this notice in the Federal
1810. Persons with mobility impainnents Register. A separate service list will be
who will need special assistance in
maintained by the Secretary for those
gaining access to the Commission
parties authorized to receive BPI under
should contact the Office of the
the APO.
Secretary at 202-205-2000.
Staff report.-The prehearing staff
report in these investigations will be
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
placed in the nonpublic record on
Ba.ckground
January 4, 1993, and a public version
y.•ill be issued thereafter, pursuant to
The subject countervailing duty
§ 207.21 of the Commission's rules.
investigations are being instituted as a
Hearing.-The Commission will hold
result of affirmative preliminary
a hearing in connection with these
determinations by the Department of
investigations beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
Commerce that certain benefits which
January 21. 1993, at the U.S.
cor.s!itute subsidies within the meaning
International Trade Commission
of section 703 of the Act (19 U.S.C.
Building. Requests to appear at the
1571b) are being provided to
hearing should be filed in ·writing with
manufacturers, producers, or exporters
the Secretary to the Commission on or
in Brazil, France, Germany, and the
before January 7, 1993. A nonparty who
United Kingdom of certain hot-rolled
has testimony that may aid the
lead and bismuth carbon steel products. Commission's deliberations may request
The subj~c! ant!dumping investigations
permission to present a shcrt statement
are being instituted as a result of
at the hearing. All parties and
affirmative preliminary determinations
nonparties desiring to appear at the
by the Department of Commerce that
hearing and make oral presentations
imports of certain hot-rolled lead and
should attend a prehearing conference
bismuth carbon steel products from
to be held at 9:30 a.m. on January 11,
France, Germany, and the United
1993, at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. Oral testimony
Kingdom are being sold in the United
and written materials to be submitted at
States at less than fair value within the
the public hearing are governed by
meaning of section 733 of the Act (19
§§ 201.6(b)(2), 201.13(f), and 207.23{b} of
U.S.C. 1673b). All of the investigations
the Commission's rules.
were requested in a petition filed on
Written submissions.-Each party is
April 13, 199Z. by Inland Steel
encouraged to submit a prehearing brief
Industries, Inc., including Inland Steel
to the Commission. Prehearing briefs
Bar Co.. Chicago, IL; and the Bar, Rod
must
confonn with the provisions of
and Wire Division, Bethlehem Steel
§ 207.22 of the Commission's rules; the
Corp .. Johnstown, PA.
deadline for filing is January 13, 1993.

l Notices

~arties ma.y als~ file written testimony .

m connection with their presentation al
the hearing, as provided in § 207.23(b) of
the Comm!ssion's rules. and posthearing
briefs, which must confonn with the
provisions of§ 207.24 of the
Commission's rules. The deadline for
filing posthearing briefs is January 29,
1993; witness testimony must be filed no
later than three (3) da~·s before the
hearing. In addition, any person who has
not entered an appearance as a party of
the investigations may submit a written
statement of L'lformation pertinent to the
subject of the investigations on or before
January 29, 1993. All wri!len
submissions must conform with the
provisions of § 201.8 of the
Commission's rules; any submissions
that contain BPI must also conform wit.Ji
the requirements of§§ 201.6, 21i7.3, 2nd
207.7 of the Commission's rules.
In accordance with § § 20l.16(c) and
207.3 of the rules, each document filed
by a party to the investigations must be
served on all other parties to Lie
investigations (as identified by either
the public or BPI service.list}. and a
certificate of service mus~ be timely
filed. The Secretary will not accept a ·
dccument for filing without a certificate
of service.
Authority: These invest:gaticns a:-e being

conducted under authority of the Tarifi Act of
1930, title VII. This notice is p:.iblished
pursuant to section 207.20 o! the
Commission's rules.
Issued: November 13, 199.2.
By order of the Commis!io:i.
Paul R. Bazdos,
Acting.Secre:ar;:.
(FR

Doc. 92-9~0 Filed 11-1&-9:!: a:.;.5 am]
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552 (Final) under 18Clion 73S(b) of the
Tariff Ad. of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b))
(the Act) to determine whether an
induatry in the United Statea is
materially inJmad. or is threatened with
material injury, or the utablilh.ment of
an industry in the United Statea ii
materially retarded. by reuon of
impmU from Brazil of certain hot·rolled
lead and bismuth carbon steel products,
provided for In subbe&dings 7213.20.00,
7%13.31.30. 7213.31.60, 7213.39.00,
7%14.30.00, 7214.40.00, 7214.50.00,
7%14.60.00 and 7228.30.80 of the
Harmoniz.ecl Tariff Schedule of the
United Statea (HI'S).'
For further information concerning
the conduct of this inYBStigatian,
bellring procedurea. and niles of general
application. comult the Cammiuion'•
Rules of Practice and Procedure. part
201, subparts A through E (19 CFR part
%01). and part %07, subparts A and C (19
Q"R part 207).
.
EFFECnVE DATE: November 13, 1992.
FOR FURTHER INFORllATIOH CONTACT:
Jim McClure (202-205-3191), Office of
Investigation.a. U.S. International Trade
Commission. 500 E Street SW.,
Washington. l>C 20436. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain
Information on this matter by contacting
tbe CommJasiOD'I 1DD terminal DD 202205-1810. Persons with mobility
impairments who will need special
uaistanca ln gaining aa:eu to the
Commission should contact the Office
of the Secretuy at 202-205-2000.
IUPPLEllSlfARY INFORMATION:

Bac:kgruand
· Thia Investigation is being instituted
u a.result of an affirmative preliminary·
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of certain hotrolled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products &om Brazil are being sold iD
tbe United States at leu than fair value
within the meaning of section 733 of the
Ad. (19 U.S.C. 1673b). The iDvutlgation
wu requested ln a petition filed on
April 13, 1992. by lnland Steel
lnduatriea, Inc., including Inland Steel
Bar Co•• Chicago,
and the Bar. Rod
and Wire Division. Bethelehem Steel
Corp •• Johmtown PA.

n.:

(lnwuttgatton No. T.11-TA-152 (Flnal))

Certain Hoa-Rolled Lead 8nd Bismuth
C.rbon Steel Praduc:ta From Brazll ·
AGENCY: United Statea International
Trade Commission.
AC110H: Institution end scheduling of a
linal antidumping investigation.

The Cammiulon hereby gives
notice of the institution of final
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-

SUMMAA'f:

I Far pmi-- or tbia lznealigadoa. the 111btct
hat-IOll«i 1-d Dd biaDudl carbon al-1 produela
uw batof'lllled procbaca of llOllailay ar olblr allay
at-1. wtietW ar Dal d..caled. CDDtalDiq by w.ig.bl
o.m pwcmt ar ol lead or 0.05 pscct ot moN
or bUmuth. IA mlla ar cut lmgths. uad IA DWDBrOU8
abapM aDd aiuL Excluded from die 1mpe ol lhia
1za,...tipticm me ocher allay ateel&. llZCl'pt 11t..U
cbuilled .. SUl:ia by~ of amlailling by weight ·
0.4 ~l o r - or leed. ar 0.1 percmat or mate
or bUmuth. aellaium. OI teli~UllL Alao aduded
- -ton!ab..t .-Laud o&l-t'Olled c:utioa aeel
preducu.

.....
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Participation in the IDYestigation and
Public Service Lilt

present a portion of their hearing.
testimony in camera.

Persona wishing to participate in the
investigation u parties mmt file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, u provided in
§ 201.11 of the Commiaaion '1 rules, not
later than twenty-one (21) days after
publication of this notice in the Federal
R.egiater. The Sea&tary will prepare a
public service list containing the names
and addresses of all persona, or their
representatives, who are parties to this
investigation upon the expiration of the
period for filing mitriee of appearance.

Written Snhmiuiw

Each party ia micourag.-d to submit a
prehearing brief to the Commission.
P?ehearing briefs must conform with the
provisions of S 207.22 cf the
Commission's rules: the deadline for
filing is January 13, 1993, Partiaa may
also file written testimony in cmmection
with their presentation at the hearing as
provided iD S 207.23(b) of the
'
Commission's rules, and posthearing
briefs, which must confmm with the
provisions of S 207.24 of the
Commissicm'a rul-. The deadline for
Limited Disclosure a!Buainn•
Propril!ta.ry Information (BPI) Under an filing posthearing briefs ii January 29,
AdministratiYe Prolectift Order (APO) 1993; witneu testimony must be filed
no later than three (3) days befma the ·
and BPI Scrrice Lisa
·
hearing. In addition, any pene>1' who
Purswmt to S207.7(a) of the
has not enterad an appearance u a party
Commission's rules, the Sec:ratary will
to the investigation may submit a
make BPI gathered in thia final
written statement of information •
im:sstigation available to authorized
F.pplicants untler the APO issued in the pertinent to the subject of the
investigation on or before January 29.
investigation, provided that the
1993.
All written submissions must
application is made not later t!ian
conform
with the provisions of S%01.8
twenty·one (:Zl) days after the
publication of this notice in the Federal of the ~mmission'a rules; any
subrniaaiom that contain BPI must also
Register. A separate aervica list will be
conform with the requirements of
. maintained by the Secretary for those
SS 201.6, 207.3, and 207.7 afthe
parties authorized to 1"9C8ive BPI under
Commission's rules.
the APO.
In accordance with § 201,l&(c) and
StatI'Keport
207.3 of the rules, each document filed
by a party to the investigation must be
The prehearing staff report in this
Mrved on all other parties ta the
investigation "ill be placed in the
investigation (u idecti6ed by either the
nonpublic record on Januuy 4, 1993,
public or BPI service list), and a
and a public version.will be ismed
certificate of service must be timely
thereafter, pursuant to S207.21 of the
filed. The Seaatary will not accept a
Commission'• rules.
document far filing without a c:artificate
Hearing
of service.
·
.
.
.
The Commission will hold a hearing
Aathaiity: Thia investigation is belDg
conducted under autho:ity of the Tariff Ad .
in COilDection with this investigation
of l 930, title VIL Thia notice la published
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on January 21,
pursuant to S207.20 of the Qimmiuion'a
1993, at the U.S. International Trade
rules.
Commission Building. Requma to
luued: Deamiber4, 199Z.
appear at the hearing should be filed iD
By order of the Cammiaaicm.
writing with the Secretary to the
PaalLBanfm.
Commission cm or before January 7,
Acting Secretary.
1993. A nonparty who hu testimony
(FR Doc. 92-29900 Piled. 12-&-92; 8:45 aml
that may aid the Commiaaion'a
deliberations may request permission to lllLUNQ COQf; 1a:llMIMI
present ~ short statement at the hearing.
All parties and nonpartiea desiring to
appear at-the hearing and make oral
presentations should attend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30
a.m. on }Blluary 11, 1993, at the U.S.
International l?ade Commiaaion
Building. Oral testimony and written
materials to be submitted at the public
hearing lU'8 govemed by S§ 2Dl.6(b)(2),
201.13(0, and 207.23(b) of the
Commission'• rulee. Parties are strongly
encouraged to submit u early in the
investigation as possible any requests to
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~Import Administration,
IDternationaJ Trade Administretion,
Department of Commerce.
IEPFEC11VE DATE: Janumy Z7, 1993.

flOR PUll'llB ~'llGN CONTAC:n

· Nancy M. Decker or Li.Dela L. Paden,
Office of Agreem11Dta Compliance,
Import Adminiatration, Jntamatioaal

Trade Ad.ministration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Hth Street and
·Constitution Avenue, NW., Wubiugton,
DC 20230: telephone: (202) 482-3793.

r...i Detemaiaatioa
We determine that Imports of celtabl
hot-rolled leed and bismuth carbon steel
products from Brazil ue being. or ue ·
likely to be, sold in the United Stat• 11&
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less than fair-value, as provided in
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amend1td (the Act). Because
·.
Mannesmann did not provide requested
information and refused to cooperate
with the Department in its investigation,
we have based our determination on the
best information available (BIA), in
accordance with section 776 of the Act.
In this instance. becailse Mannesmann
refused to cooperate, we have
determined the BIA to be the
petitioners' highest adjusted margin.
(The price-to-price margins found in the
petition are the only info~ation
.
available.) The BIA margin is shown m
the "Suspension of Liquidation" section.
of this notice.

Such or Similar Comparisons
We have determined that all the
products covered by this investigation
constitute a single category of such or
similar merchandise.

The period of investigation (POO is
November 1. 1991 through April 30,
1992.

their responsibility concerning the
return or destruction of proprietary
information disclosed under APO in
accordance with 19 CFR 353.34(d).
FailW9 to comply is a violation of the

APO.
Best Information Available
This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act
As mentioned above. we used BIA as
and 19 CFR 353.20(a)(4).
required by section 776(c) of the Act
Dated: January 19, 1993.
because Mannesmann did not provide
requested information and did not
- Alu M. Dmm.
cooperate with the Department in its
Assistant Secn!tary for Import ·
investigation. We determined that BIA
Administnition.
was information submitted in the
fFRDoc. 93-1901 Filed l-Z6-93; 8:45 am)
petition. Because Mannesmann refused
to cooperate, we have determined the
BIA to be the petitioners' highest
[A-427-804)
adjusted margin.

Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation
Since the preliminary determination
We are directing the Customs Service
· in this investigation on November 9,
to
continue to suspend liquidation of all
1992 (57 FR 54219. November 17, 1992),
entries of the subject merchandise from
no events have occurred.
Brazil that are entered, or withdrawn ·
Scope of Investigation
from warehouse, for consumption on or
after November 17, 1992, the date of
The products subject to this
publication of our preliminary
investigation are hot-rolled bars and
detenninatlon notice in the Federal
rods of nonalloy or other alloy steel.
llegister. as originally ordered in
whether or not descaled, containing by
accordanC8 with section 733(d)(1) of the
weight 0.03 percent or more of lead or
Act.
0.05 percent or more of bismuth, in coils
The product under investigation is
or cut lengths. and in numerous shapes also subject to a countervailing duty
and sizes. Excluded from the scope of
investigation. The Department has
this investigation are other alloy steels
determined that there was an export
(as defined by the Harmonized Tariff
subsidy program. but this program was
Schedule of the United States (IITSUS)
terminated on December 31, 1991. In the
Chapter 72. note l (f)), except steels
final countervailing duty determination,
classified as other alloy steels by reason we have ta.ken into account that
of containing by weight 0.4 percent or
program wide change and have set the
more of lead, or 0.1 percent or more of
cash deposit rate at zero for that
bismuth, tellurium. or selenium. Also
program. Accordingly, no adjustment to
excluded are semi-finished steels and
the dumping margin is required.
flat-rolled products. Most of the
The Customs Service shall require a
products covered in this investigation
cash deposit or bond equal to the
are provided for under subheadings
estimated amount by which the FMV of
7213.20.00.00 and 7214.30.00.00 of the
the merchandise subject to this
HTSUS. Small quantities of these
investigation exceeds the U.S. price, as
products may also enter the United
shown below. This suspension of
States under the following IITSUS
liquidation will remain in effect until
subheadings: 7213.31.30.00,
further notice. The dumping margins are
7213.31.60.00; 7213.39.00.30,
as follows:
7213.39.00.60, 7213.39.00.90;
7214.4-0.00.10, 7214.40.00.30,
7214.4-0.00.50; 7214.50.00.10,
7214.50.00.30, 7214.50.00.50;
148.12
Mame:smam - - - - 7214.60.00.10, 7214.60.00.30.
148.12
"" Ol7llK'I - - - - - - - 7214.60.00.50; and 7228.30.80.00.
Although the IITSUS subheadings are
ITC Notification
provided for convenienC8 and customs
In accordance .with section 735(d) of
purposes. our written description of the
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
scope of this proceeding is dispositive.
determination.
Period of Investigation
Notification to Interested Paities
Case History
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Final Determination of Sales at Leaa
Than Fair Value: Certain Hot-Rolled
Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel
Products From France
AGENCY: Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
Department of Comnierce.
EFRCT1VE DATE: January 27, 1993.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON1'ACT:

Edward Easton or Stephen Alley, Office
of Antidumping Investigations. Import
Administration. International 'f.rade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW.• Washington. DC 20230;
telephone: (202) 482-1777, or (202)
482-5288, respectively.
Final Determination
We determine that imports of certain
hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products from France are being. or are
likely to be, sold in the United States at
less than fair value. as provided in
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (the Act). Because Usinor
Sacilor (Usinor), the sole respondent in
this case, failed to provide adequate
information in a timely manner. we
have based our determination on the
best information otherwise available
CBIAt. In thia instance, because Usinor
has requested the return or destruction
of all of its submissions during the
course of the investigation and was
subject to a cost of production (COP)
investigation as well, we have
determined BIA to be the highest of the
margins that resulted from the fair value
comparisons using constructed values
for each of the transactions provided in
the petition, as it was amended on April
27, 1992. The BIA margin is shown in
the ''Suspension of Liquidation" section
of this notice.

Case History
This notice also serves as the only
reminder to parties subject to
Since the preliminary detenninetlon
administrative protective order (A.PO) of in this investigation on September 21,

6204
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1992 (57 FR 44556, September ZS.
1992). the following evaDts have

occwred.
On September 21, 1992. Usinor
submitted additional sales and COP
supplemental responses. However,
becauae both the COP informatiOD and
the constructed value information
contained in th818 responses were
calculated using inconect
methodologies, the Department decided
to not verify Usinor'a submilllians. (See
the October 20. 1992, Memcmmdum
from Maria E. Parker, Di.rector, Office of
AccoUDting, to Francis J. Sailer, Deputy
Assistant Secretary far lnftStigatiou.)
Accordingly, the verification ofUsinor's
subnlissions was cancelled.
On October 22. 1992, Usinor
requested that the Department postpone
the .final determination for 60 days, in
accordance with section 735(a)(2) oI the
Ad. On November 6. 1992, the
.Department granted Usinor's request, in
part. and postponed the date of its final
determination from December 18, 1992,
until January 11, 1993 (57 FR 53691,
November 12, 1992). On December 17,
1992, Usinor requested a 25-day
extension of the final determination. On
January 11, 1993, the Department
postponed the final determination until
January 19, 1993 (SB FR 4981, January
19, 1993).
On November 12, 1992. Usinor
requested that the Department return ita
submissions responding to the
Department's antidumping
questionnaire. On NowmbeT 23, 199%,
Usinor amended its :request to provide
for the destruction oI these submlasiom
in lieu of returning them to the
company.
Ori November 13, 1992. petitioners
filed their case brief and on November
19, 1992, both petitioners and Usinor
filed their rebuttal briefs.
On November 19, 1992. petitioners.
and respondent withdrew their requests
for a public hearing.
Following its receipt oI the partiaos'
briefs, the Department made a telephone
inquiry of Usinor's coUDB8l as to
whether Usinor still want.ad the
Department to ad on its request !or the
destruction or its subrnissians. The
Department informed counsel of the
adverse effect that the granting oI
Usinor's n1<JU8St would have OD the BIA
rate assigned to the company. Counsel
informed the Department that Usinar
still wanted the Department to proceed
with the destruction of its submissions.

weight 0.03 paramt ormme of lead or
0.05 pen:ant or more of bismuth, in coils
or cut lengths, ud in numerom shapes
and sizes. Excluded from the scope of
this investigation ma other alloy steela
(as defined by the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States (Hl"SUS)
Chapter 72, note 1
except steels
classi6ed as other alloy steels by !88IOD
of containing by weijht ~.4 percent ar
more or lead, or 0.1 peramt or mol9 of
bismuth, tellurium, or selenium. Also
excluded are semi-finished steels and
fiat-rolled product&. Most olthe
products covel9d ill this investigation
are provided for under subbeadi.Dp
7213.20.00.00 and 7214.30.00.00 of the
HTSUS. Small quantities ofth818
products may also enter the United
States under the following HTSUS
subheadings: 7213.31.30.00, 60.00;
7213.39.00.30, 00.60, 00.90;
7214.40.00.10, D0.30. DO.SO;
7214.50.00.10, 00.30, DO.SO;
7214.60.00.10, 00.30, DO.SO; and
7228.30.80.00. Although the HTSUS
subheadings are provided for
convenienca and customs purposes, our
description oI the scope of thia
proceeding is dispositive.

m1.

Period ofInvestigation
The period of investigation (POI) is
November 1. 1991, through April 30,
1~~
.

provided a U.~. price baaed DD I quoted
tlamactian pric:a for cut-to-length
products sold to a U.S. customel"Oll a
delivered price basis. Petitioners
adjusted the prim by deductiDg
estimated costs for foreign inland
freight. foreign port and loading fees,
ocem hight and insunmce, customs
duties. U.S. terminal and unloading
fees. and estimated coats for U.S. inland
&eighL

Foreip Marlct!t Value
We based FMV on construded value
information provided in the petition
and the April %7, 1992, amendment to
the petition. Petitioners alleged that the
home market pricea as well u the thirdcouutry sales or offers of sales are at
prices below the cost of production and.
therefore, should be discarded in favor
of construded value. Accordingly,
petitioners calculated.an FMV on the
basis of the construded value for the
transaction listed in the petition. as
amended.

Interested Party Comments
Although numar0us comments were
submitted by petitioners, they are not

being add.reSs8d here because of our
decision to njecl Usinor's submissions
and base this determination on BIA.
Only the comments conceming the
application of BIA are addressed below.

Comment 1 .
In their case brief, petitioners
supported the Department's use of BIA.
In their rebuttal brief, where they ware
able to address Usinor's 19quest to
withdraw its submissions responding to
Fair Value Comparisom
the Department's antidumpiDg
To datmmiDe whether sales of the
questionnaire, petitioners specifically
subject merchandise from Fn.nce to the argue that the Department should treat
United States were made at less than.
Usinor u an uncooperative respondent
fair valoe. we compared the United
and use as BIA the highest margin in the
States price (USP) to the foreign market April %7, 1992, amendment to the
value (FMV), as specified in the "Unitad petition. ibe highest margin in the
States Price.. end "Foreign Market
amended petition is 75.DB pen:enL
Value .. sections oI this notice. As
In its rebuttal brief, Usinor contended
that the margins alleged against French
mentioned abcne, we used BIA es
merchandise in the petition are"* • •
required by ll8d.ion 776(c) of the Act
unduly high end are not, in any event,
because Usinor did not provide
reasonable proxies for Usinor Sadlor's
adequate information in a timely
antidumping margin." Usinor proposed
manner for purposes of the final
detennination. We detennined thet BIA that the Department fashion a BIA ·
was information submitted in the
margin for Usinor from the margins for
the respondents in the companion
amended petition. Because Usinor
Gennan and United Kingdom
requested the destrudion of its
submissions and the Department has na iDvestiptions the subject
choice but le treat the company as an
medlandise.
uncooperative ntSpondant, we have
DOC Position
determined the BIA to be the bigbest of
Scape of Investigation
In detennilling what rate to use as
the margins in the amended petition.
The products subject to this
BIA, the Department follows a twoUnited States Price
investigation are hot-rolled bars.and
tiered mathOdology. The ~t
rods of oonalloy or other alloy steel.
. normally assigns rower rates for those
We based USP m imormatioa
whether or not descaled, con~g by . provided i.o the petition.. PetitiODars :
respondents.who cooperated in an

Such or SimjJar Comparisons

We have determined that all the
produds COYered by this investigation
constitute a single category of such ar
similar merchandise.

or

Federal hgister I Vol. SB, No. 16 I Wednesday,
iD'futipt.im and higher rates for
respcmdema wbD did not. Sea Fiml
Detenninaticm of Salee at Less 1'b&u Fair
Value: CizmJar Welded Non-Alloy Steel
Pipe Fiam Brazil, 57 FR 4%940
(Septma)m17.199Z).
In this invastiption, Usinor
responded to the Depmtment•1 ft!q\leats
for information: bo11ever, as noted
above, the ema md deficieRCias in its
submissirms wme IO J>8"'asiw u \'D
make its NSpODl8S uDasable. and
verificaticm wu cmcelled. Osinor
subsequently requastsd the retmn or
destnaclian of all of ill submissions
during the course of the investigation. es
discas&ed .bova.
1n light ofUsinor's continned request
for the desuuction ofits submissions
responding to the Depertmears
antidumping qt!eStionnaire. a 1'Bquest
that we 11?'8 granting. the Department no
longer bas any choice but to treat Usinor
as an uncoopemtiw respondent 11mi
assign it the hiJ:hest BIA rate. 'nle
destruction ofUsinor's submissions bas
the consequence of removing from th9
administrati99 record any basis for
showing. 9ither now or on appeal. .t!et
Usinor had been cooperatm dming the
inYeltigation. See. e.f., Smith Con>na
Corp."· United States, 796 F. Supp.
lS'.12{CT1992}: Final Det~mrlnatmn m
Sales at Less than Fair Value: Stee-1 Wire
Rope from India, 56 FR 46285
(September 11, 1991}; Final
Detennination of Sales at Less tMn Fair
Value; Certain Small Business
Telephone Systems from Jspm. 54 FR
42541 {0ctober17, l989}; F"mal
DetemriMtion of Sales at Less than Fair
Value: Antifriction Bearings and Pmts
Thereof from the Federal Repubtic of
Germany, 54 FR 18992 (May 3, 1992'.
Even llbsent Usinor's request that the
Department Ntmn or destroy its
submissions, we would hue rejected
Usinar's wggestions to calcalat9 a BIA.
margin besed 11pon those calculated
other Eun:ipeen producers. It is entimy
speculative for Usioor to conclude tbs!
the a.-enge of the margins conhrimld m
the April 27, 1992, amendment to the
petition is •unduly high.• Usinor
ensured that an accurate margin
calculation would not be possible when
it failed to submit the infonnation
necessary to calculate one. Moniover.
the pmpose of a BIA margin is not to
find a "reason11ble proxy"' for an
accurate antidwnping mmgin. Rathur,
the principal purposes of a BIA margin
are to avuid rewarding a noncompliant
respondent in the cummt pn>C99dinx
and to persaade the respondent to
furnish timely, complete, and accurate
data in the adm.iDis!ntiw nMIM,
should there be ona.

mr

January

Continaafion of Susperuian of
Liquidatio1t
In accordanai wilh sedian 733(d)(1)
of the Act. we are dirediDg the Cl!stnms
Service ta continue lo suspend
liquidatioo of all entries of lhe subject
merchandise from France tha1 are
entered. ar withdrawn from wanibouse,
for consumption cm or after September
28, 1992, the date of publication of our
preliminary determination notice iD lhe

rt, 1993 I Notices
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Trade Adminimetion, U.S. Department
of Commerce, 14th Street and
Constitutiao Avenue NW.• Washington,
DC 20230: telephone: (202) 48%-4087, or
(202) 482-5288. respecti•ely.
Final DelenDinatioa
We determine that imports of certain
hot-rolled lead md bismuth cameo Reel
prodacts f.ram Germany are being. or ere
likely to be. .old in the United States at
lass dlan f:Ur n.lua. as pro'rided in
section 735 aftbe Tciff Act of 1930. as
amended (the Act). We haw used the
best information available (BIA) in
making our final determination (see
section on Best Information Availabie).
The BIA margin is shown in the
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of
this notice. ·

Federal hgister.
Tha Customs Service shall require a
cash deposit or bond equal la the
estimated amount by which the FMV of
the merchandise subject to this
investigation exceeds the U.S. prica. as
shown below. nus suspension ol
liquidation will remain in affect until
further notK:e. The dumping ma11ins are
Case Histoly
as £allows:
Since our notice of postponemtmt of
Produeerlmanutadlller/exponar
the final detennimstion in this
inwstigation (57 FR 53691. November
75.GB lZ. 1992), the fotlowing events have
Usmor SacilOr ·······----..-·-···
75.08 occunvd.
All Olhell ....·--·
Petitioners and nspondent in this
ITC NotificaliDll
ptoceeding submitted case briefs and
iebattal briefs OD NoYl!mber 16 and 20,
In aa::mdmc:a with S8diaD 735(dJ al
the Act. we have Jlatified tbe lTC ol oar 119Z. respectiftly. On November 24,
1992, a public hearing was held.
determinatjon
Respondent submitted additional
Nolification to Interested Parties
comments on December4.1992, to
which petitioners objected on December
This notice also 981'WS as the aaly
a. 1992. On December 11. 1992, the
reminder to partillS subject tD
administrati•e protec:tin mder (APO) of Department infurmed respondent th1lt
its December I, 1992, submission wes
t.beir responsibility coaclll"Ding tbe
untimely filed and,• a result, was
retum or destruction af proprimary
rejecmd and returned.
informatii:ID d..isclmed imdar APO iD
Oa December 17, 1992, Saerstaht
accordance with 19 CF.R !53..34(dl.
request.ad a ZS-day extension of the final
Failure to comply is a 'rialatima afd:ut
determination in this investigation: On
APO.
January l t. 1993. .tha Department
This determination .is published
postponed the final determination until
pursuant to section 1'3S(d) of die Act
January 19, 1993 {58 FR 4981, January
and 19 CFR 353.20(a)(4).
Da&ed: }am&aty 19, 1993.
AlmW.0.-.
Assistant Sa:ieflllf far llrpalf
AdnWa:rtl'atm.
(FR Dae. 93-1901 Filed 1-?.6-«t B:CS and
lllUJIC cm:JE . ,........

[(A-'28-811:11

Rnat Detemttnation of Sales at Leu
Than Fatr Value: Certain Hot-Rolled
Lead and Bismuth Cll11:>on Steel
Products f1"0rn Gemnmy
AGENCY: Impart Admmistmtion.
International Trade Admmistndiaa.
Depanmei:tt uf Commerca.
EFfEChiC !>ATE: January 27, 1991.
FOR~

IM'OA9A110N CONTACr.

Cynthia Thirumalai or Steve Alley.
Office of Arrtidmnping lmestigaticms.
Impart Administratioo. lntematioaal

19, 1993).

.

Scope ofInvestigation
The products subject to this
investigation are hot-rolled bars and
rods of nonalloy or ether alloy steel,
whether or not descaled. mntaining by
weight 0.0'3percent or more of lead or
0.05 percent er mme ofbismuth, in coits
or cut lengths. and in nulD9fOUS shapes
encl sizes. F.xdaded fmm the scope of
this investigation are other alloy steels
(as defined by the Hannonized Tariff
Schedule ofthe United States (HrSUS)
Chapter 72, not• 1 (f}). ucept steels
classified n other alloy steels by reason
ofoonteining by weight 0.4 percent ar
more ofleed. ar.,.1 percent or more of
bismuth, tellmium, anelenium. Also
excluded are semi-fiDisbed steels and
flat-rolled products. Most of !he
products anmed in ~is investigation
are provided for mrdenabbeadings ·

·szoe
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7213.20.oo.ooend 7214.30.00.00 of the
provided U.S. prims bued cm quoted .
HTSUS.
. .transaction prim and offera for sale for
Small quantities of th. . products
both coil and cut-to-length products.
may also enter the United Stat• under
The prices and offers were on a F.o.B.,
the following HTSUS subheadings:
port~f-entry buia and, for same
·
7213.31.30.00, 60.00; 7213.39~00.30, .
customers, on a delivered basis.
00.60, 00.80; 7214.40.00.10, 00.30, ·
Petitioners adjusted the F.O.B. prices by
00.50; 7214.50.00.10, 00.30, 00.50;
deducting amounts for foreign inland
7214.60.00.10, 00.30, OD.SO: and
freight, foreign truclt loading fees. CIC8Ul
7228.30.80.00. Although the HTSUS
freight and imuranca, U.S. vessel
subheadings are provided for
unloading, U.S. wharfap. and U.S.
convenience and CUltOIDI purposes, our customs duties. Por prices quoted aa a
description of the ICOpe of this
delivered basis, petitioners also
proceeding ii diapositiva. ·
deduded amounts foi U.S. inland
Pmod ofln·.-:•ation
&eight and U.S. truclt unloading
...........
expenses. We recalculated soma
The period ofinvestigatiaa (POQ.is
amounts for foreign truck unloading.
November l, 1991, throup April 30,
foreign inland &eight, U.S. Y8SS81 .
1992..
unloading and U.S. wharfage expenses·
Best Infonnatio1_1 Available · '. .
· because petitianen did nut pro~
convert tliese amounts to a p.Hhort ton
. Because the results of our verification basis. In addition, we recalculated U.S.
of the information provided by Saantahl duties in all cases to comet for a
· AG (Saarstahl), the 10le respondent in
methodological error.
this case, showed the information to be
unusa}>le for purposes ~f calculating a
Foreign Market Value
final estimated dumping margiD;we
We based FMV on CV informatimi
have based our determination on· BIA
that was provided in the petition and .
' (......
....... Memorandum from D.·Bm'der ...
...d
the April 27 and. 28, 1992, amendments
··'---·toR.
Mo-'·
.. d.n..---'ber
1.... , to the petition. (See our notice of
M. P...
Mil'
nt1....
uaww1
i992). In spite of its failed verification, · initiation (57 FR 19881, May 8, 1992) for
we believe Saarstahl'a level of
·
a description of the CV calculation.) .
participation wuiants that it be
·
' . .
-..ll-L
Veriificatio11
· const'de red a cooperative rupouawu
·Accordingly, given that'Saerltahl wu
~provided in .:tiou 778(b) of the
subject to a cost obafprodUc:tioned(COP)
Act, we aUampted to verify thtt •
investigation, we , ve assip to· · · · informatiap provided by SaanlahJ 'by ·
Saarstahl a BIA margin equal to tbe
using standard verificaticm procedures.·
that-•l•..-.a. .· ·•
d
th
f 1
av--·-.- of the .....
~e~-- · in u.....a e ~ation o n avant
from the fair value comparilODI Using·
sales and financial nicords. and
construded value (CV) for each Of the . . 18lectiOli origmal IOUl'C8
. . '
transactions provided Jn the patitiOll, as dOc:umentation containing relevant
amended on.April 2~ and· 28, 1992.
. information.

-...a

.u-

of

Such or Similar Comparisons

Interested Party Comments
We have determined that all tb8
Comment 1
products covered by this inveStigation
constitute a single category of such or .
Petitioners argue that the DepartnHmt
similar merchandise.
. . should reject Saantahl'a responses in·
their entirety and base the final
Fair Value Comparisons
determination on BIA far the following
To determine whether sales of the
1'88IODI: (1) Saarstahl did Dot provide ·
subject merchandil8 from Germany to
the Department with complete sales
·
the United States were made at less than reporting as seen by Its failure to report
fair value, we eompared the United
· significant q~titi• of home marbt.
States price (USP) to foreign market
sales and some U.S. sales; (2) the
value (FMV) as specified ha the "United information provided by Saarstabl wu · .
Statas Prica" and "Foreign Market. replete with errors and dilC:repandas;. ·r
Value" sections of this notica. As
and (3) Saarstabl impeded the .
mentioned above, W. used BIA u
investigation by DOt submitting
required by sediori 776(c) of the Ad
information in a timely inUmer in the
because Saarstahl'a submitted
· · form requested, and by being
information was found to be unusable
unprepared ·and UDNSpcmsive at
for pwposes of calculating 8 final
verification:-thus, preventing the
estimated dumping margin. .
Departmeo.t from adequately coufbming
the accuracy and completeness of its
United States Price
nispcmsea.
.We based USP on inlorination
Aa»rding to petitioners, while
provided in the petition. Petitioners
· Saarstahl's failure to nport all home

merbt llDd.U.S.al•, in and of Itself,
wanants th8 U. of BIA. when thia
omiuion ia combined with the
numerous discrepancies, errors in
methodology, and iDiscalculationa
found at verification regarding both
sales and COP information, the
Department la left with DO other option
than to resort to the use of BIA in
making its final detannination. While
the extent of SaustahJ'a lack of
preparation at verific:ation amounted to
uncooperative behavior, petitioners
c:mu:eda that Suntah1 ha
"substantially cooperated with the
·
agency's requests for information."
Accordingly, petitionen recommend
that the Department uaign, as BIA, the
higher of the estimated margin from the
prelimiDary detmminaticm, or the
average margin from the petition.
Saarstahl argues that the use of BIA is
reserved for instances in which a
respondent has been uncooperative or
haS failed to provide usable infonnation
to the DepartmeDL AccordiDg to
Saantahl, when a respondent ha
mall
rted its ethodology
gen
Ysuppo
m - does not
•
the disco......,
of minor e
·-.1
.......
merit rejection of tha reSpoDle and the
use of BIA (see Tapered Roller Bearings
Four Inches or Leu in Outside Diameter
.md c.artain Components 1bareof from
japan: Final Results of-Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review) (55 PR
38720, 38723, September 20, 1990).
SaarstahJ atat&. that it has _....a

Saarstah•

_,......._

fully in thia invaatigaticm. In addition,
contends that the anon ad
dllcrepaDC:ies found at verification ware ·
.minor in nature or would have DO .
·
d
th c:alcu1eti of the final
=pine;'an
~agues that lb failU18 to
report home market sa1aa of products
that were of diffarent German DIN grade
designations than those which would
have bem usigned to products sold in
~~tad Stat., bad they been sold in
Germany, rasultld in harml. . error.
SiDca the Department prefers the use of
identical maft:handiaa over similar
marc:baodi.. for purposes of
compartson.(see ADtifric:tiOD Bearings
(Oth8r Than Tapered Roller Burings)
and Puts Thereof from Fnnm C57 FR
.283~, June 24, 1992), $eanltabl argues ·
that the Department sbauld limit ita
analysis to compariacma of identical
merchandise in calculating the final
estimated dumping margin. Saantahl
cites the Final Determination of Sales at
1-a Than Fair Value: Fresh Kiwifruit .
from~ Zealand (Kiwifruit) (57 PR
13695, 13898, April 27, 1992), in which
the Department found that:
. tribe pm:nl1p of U.S. salea lllltcbed to
ichmtical mm:buadiae ID Japm -

.
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higher (see e.g., Preliminary
sufficiently high (owri&O~aoibll
comparisons with DOA-id811Ucal merchaadise Determination of Sales at "Les& 11lm Pair
or with O/ 'Mll'8 mm11C91S1D7.
Value: CimslarWelded Nan-Alloy Steel
Aa:onlingly. Sa~am&ecds that Pipe from Taiwaa {SO' Fa 11tm2. April
limitiag the ana11si.a!o identical home
28, 1992). In this case, we have used the
market merchandise is justified in tlUs
·~ mergin pataiaing to Saantah1
instance siDCB sales of .idsotical
iR Che petitian.
merchandise constituted over 90
Other C.omJDaDta
percent-well above thewqaisite a
~BDL

.

Should tlaeDep8!+raent decide.nnt to
limit its analysis io sales Gf identical
mercbmclisa. Saarstahl a!p86 lbal the
best information available for &a·
missiag .sales .that wars of Iha same
chemical composition as U.S. sales
wowld he tbs weighted-average DI the
reported sales.
DOC .Po5itiazl
We agree with :petitioners that 1h9 use
of.BIA is 1\IV!'lltlt9d in this in~. Jn
and cf i'tsetf. Saarstaht-s incomp1ete
reporting nf home lrl8J\et -sales requires
lhe use of mA. l'Vhen th1s 1s -ccmbined
witn Surstahl's inw11 ect TBporting of
"the chte ci sale fer• substantial number
of hcmm m11rket sales, numerous~
in its U.S. sitles fisting. large nnmberof
inconsistencies in ttl}10l1ed dmges and
adjustments for both U.S. and home
mari:et sales, and unsubstantmed 1112d
unusaNe <:oSt data, 'W9 find that any
calculation 1:lf a final estimated dumping
margm based on information submitted
by Saentah! woald be meanmgless.
ln addition, M1do not~ with
Saan;tatd'.s mnteotion that its '1'8]'0rting
of prodv.cts ft d"9lned to be identical
was suffic:ieRt. Sammhrs nil'e~ tu
Kiwifnlft on tms issue is 'lllispAoed
siace the :espondent in tiaat
±nvestigatioD .did ntpad Aies of~
merchanmse vmch the Departmenl
later .dec:idedto~ude from its
analysis. We also disagree with
Saa:slaht<s -proposal to aS'Sign. as SIA.
the weighted.all'~ price of repenad
saJes to Iba. 'llJl8ported sales of products
that had the same chemical OOR1posi00u
as U.S. p~m. Aa:eJ>iBDOll oftliis
proposal would hinder the Departmenrs
ability to obtain oomptete Mles
in~stion ~ e:ncoar~ing fu~
respo~ts to report on 1y ce~n home

market sales in the hope tnat reported
soles would be used as surrogetes bunreported sales.
We agree with both Saarstahl and
petitioners ~I Seamahl did
substantially <=0mply with the
Department's ~uests for information
and that ii was not cncooperatm at
verificatioR. A-coordingly, we heve
assigned S.,~aht ~BIA rate for a
cooperath>e ~em. i.e., either the
margin calculated fur the prelimiRery
determication, or the average of the
margins in the petilion, whichever ts

Petitioners and SaamahJ made
additional commanls on varigw;dwps
and adjustments coatmnsd ln la.Mis
listing, and the allacatiDn oI au:taiD
items in the CDP calculation. Since we
. are basing our final determination on
BIA. these comments are .now moot.
Accordingly• .no response on behalf of
tbs DepartmaDl ls nqui.rad.

Co11tiRuation of SvspemiMt of
liqrlftlation
Jn awordauce with-w:Don

ns of &bit

Act. we . . diNCtiDg t1se Cusmms

Serrice to mntjnne to.suspend
liquidation llfall entries ofthe-subject
merch..aisa &vm Cennany that me
entered. or 1lllithdrswn from warehoue,
farconsOfRplian 1'D «after the da1e of
pablicatiOn of this natice in the F-edent
Re:is'\er. i1le Cmams Serrice shall
-require a cash deposit or bond equ&1 to
the estimated amount by which the
FMV of tlle madrandi• wbjed to this
in1'Ntigafion-uceeds the U.S. price. 111
sllown below.
9USpension al
liqaidlltion '1rill remain in 1'ffect 'UJ!tiJ
fu~r notice. The 1l\l'e'l'age damping
mugins am 1rS follows:
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DIDc1: Ja-ar119, 1!113.
AluM.Dmm. •
Assistant SecmrJryjadmport
Jlda1bdstJ atiun.
l1'K Doc. 93-1"903 "Flied 1-%6-SJl; 8:45 am)
"8&UNG

CODE.,...._.

·~
Rnll-DeternWaaUon of Salea 811.ea
Than F8lr Value: Certain Hot-Rolled
LMd Md BlllMUlb calilon Steel
Products From the Unlled Kingdom
AGENCY: Import Administraliml.
lntematiaoal Trade Admin.istratiM

Dei:mtmant of G:am.marce.
EffEcmrEJMTE:jmuary 27.1993.
FOR fUR1JtE.A -~11CIN CONTACT:

Michael Beady, Office of Antidumping
Jmastigatimas. Import Administration,
Jatgmat;,,,pJ Tade .Admirristmtion,
U.S. Department d Comman::e. Hth
Stmatmad Constitution Avanue NW..
Wuilli.agton. DC 2'023C; telephone: (202)
4112-2613.

Final "DetermiD.alioa
We uetm:mine that cettaia hat-rolled
lead mad bismuth auban steel pmduds
&am die United Kingdom llJ9 being. m
are .libiy to be. mld in the Onited States
at less thm mnalua. as FOVidad in
sed:icia 13S 11ftJ. Tariff' Ad of 1930. u
amemiad .(the~ 'Ibe estimated
~s an1 shoWJa iu tbe °'Continuation
of Suspensima at Li.qnidatioa .. section of
this •atica..
Case JBstary
Since pmblication oftbe preliminary
detenninatian on September 28, "1992
(57 FR 445541. the fOliowing 8'9'BDts
have occunecL
·
Verifialtioa ol responses to the
Saal'Slahl AG
Departmentaf'Commeroa's (the
AIClll-s - - - · - - - Department's)~ regarding
sales illlmmation took place in the
ITC Notifica:tian
United Kingdom on October 8 through
In aa:ordacc:a willl actioa 3.lS{d.) -oI
12, 1992.
Verification of respondent's responses
the Act. we have OGtilied the ITC of our
to lhe DepartmeRt's .questionnaire
.
detemrinst.ion.
reganfingQ>StDfprOOuction (COP)
Nunfication to Interested Parties
infonnation took place in the United
Kingdom
on October 12 through 15,
Tlzis aotial
serves as the anty
1992.
reminder 1o petties wbject to
We n.ceived requests fora public
administrative protective order {APO) of
hearing from tnhmd Steel 'Industries,
their responsibility ccmO!IZ'Bing die
indnding1h9 lnimrd Steel Bar
return or destruction of proprietary
Ctimpa:ny.1112dth9 Bar, Rod & Wire
infonnatian <iisclos.d .nder APO in
Dmsion -of Bethlehem Steel
accordance with 19 CFR~353.'34(d). Cmparatitm, petitioners in the
Failure to<XJmp1yis e W>letion of the
investigation, 1md from UES Holdings
APO.
Limited 1iDd United Engineering Steels
This determination is pubtmied
Limited {UES), ruspondent in the
iB'Yd&tiga'lian, un September 23. 1992. At
pumsam ta section 7!5'(d) i>f the Ad
the request af UES, on November 6,
and 19 CFR 353.20{8'{4).
1992, the Depmbnent postponed the

nm

am
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final determination in thia case until

January 11, 1993 (57 FR 53691,

November 12, 1992).
Case briefs ware filed by petitioners
end respondent on November 16, 1992.
Reply briefs were filed on November 20,
1992. A public bearing was held on
November24, 1992. ·
On December 17, 1992. UES requested
a zs..day extension of the final
determination in thia inwstigation. On
January 11, 1993, the Department
postponed the final determination until
January 19, 1993.
Seo~ of the Investigation

The products covered by this
investigation are bot-rolled ban and
rods of nonalJoy or other alloy steel,
whether or not descaled, contaiDJDg by··
weight 0.03 percent or more of lead or
0.05 pen::ent or more of bismuth, in coils
or cut lengths, and in numerous shapes
and sizes. Excluded from the scope of
this investigation are. other alloy steels
(as defined by the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States (HTSUS)
Chapter 72. note l(nJ, except steels
classified as other alloy steels by reason
of containing by weight 0.4 percent or
more of lead. or 0.1 percent or more of
bismuth, tellurium, or selenium. Also
excluded ar8 semi-finished steels and
flat-rolled products. Most of the
products covered in this investigation
are provided for under subheadings
7213.20.00.00 and 7214.30.00.00 of the·
HTSUS. Small quantities of the
following products may also enter the
United States under the folJowing
HTSUS subheadings: 7213.31.30.00.
60.00; 7213.39.00.30, 00.60, 00.90;
7214.40.60.10. 00.30, DO.SO:
7214.50.00.10, 00.30, 00.50;
7214.60.00.10, 00.30, 00.50; and
7228.30.80.00. Although the HTSUS
subheadings are provided for
·
convenience and customs purposes. our
written description of the scope of this ,
proceeding is dispositive.

Period of Investigation
The period of investigation (POI) ia
November l, 1992. through April 30,.
1992.
Such or Similar Comparisons
We have detennined that all the
products covered by this investigation
constitute a sinsJe category of such or
similar merchandise. Where there were
no:sales of identical merchandise in the
home market to compare to U.S. sales.
we made comparisons on the basis of
the following aiteria listed in order of
importance: (1) Chemical composition;
(2) shape; (3) cut (coil or cut length); (4)
size; and (5) grade. We made
adjustments for differences in th•

January

physical characteriatic:s of the
merchandise, in eccordanc:e with
18Ction 773(a)(4)(C) of the Ad.

Fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether sales of Cl81'taiD
hot-roJled lead and bismuth carbon steel
products from the United Kingdom to
the United States were made at lea than
fair value, we compared the United
States price (USP) to ~e foreign market
value (FMV}, as specified in the "United
States Price" and "Foreign Market
Value" sections of this notice.

27, 1993 I Notices

Foreign MD!*« Value
We caJculated FMV using the
methodology described m the
preliminary determination excapt for
the changes noted In the "Pric.toPrice" and "Constructed Value"
18Ctions of this notice below.

Cost of Production
Based on petitioners' allegations, and
in aa:ordance with 18dion 773(b) of the
Act. we investigated whether UES had
home market sales that were made at
less than their OOP.
If over 90 percent of respondent's
Related Party Issue
sal• of a given model were et prices
above the OOP, we did not disregard
UES disclosed in 1 footnote to jta
any below-cost sales because we
response to Section A of the
determined that the respondent's belowquestionnaire that It ..undantands that
a company called Allied Steel and Wire cost Siles were not made in substantiaJ
(ASW), which is a 20 percent subsidiary quantities over an extended period of
time. If between ten and 90 percent of
of British Steel pie, may have made
respondent's sales of a given model
sales of the subject merchandise in the
were at prices above the OOP, we
POI." British Steel and GKN pie. each
own 50 percent of the common stock in disregarded only the below-cost sales, if
they were found to be made over an
UES. ASW was not served a
extended period of time. Where we
questionnaire at the outut of the
found that more than 90 percent of
investigation because (l) we were able
respondent's sales were at prices below
to capture more than 60 percent of the
exports of the subject merchandise, (see the <XlP, we disreprded all sales for
that model and cafculated FMV based ..
19 CFR 353.42(b)) by serving UES only,
and (2) we were unaware of the possible on constructed value (CV). In such
cases, we determined that the
relationship between UES and ASW.
19SpoDdent's below-cost sales were
The Department p18liminarily · ·
made in substantial quantities over an
determined, based on the infonnation
extended period of time and at prices
available at the time, that a sufficiently
that would not permit recovery of 1U
intertwined 19Jationship between UES
costs
within a reasonable period of time
and ASW did not exist to wanant the
.
reporting of ASW sales information by ~ in the nonnal course of trade.
In order to determine whether home
the respondenL We examined the issue
market prices were above the OOP, we .
further at verification. When sales
calculated the COP based on the sum of
.· between UES and ASW wel8 reviewed,
a respondent's cost of materials,
the net price charged to ASW was
fabrication, pneral expenses, and
slightly higher than that charged to
packing.
.
.
other unrelated customers.
.
We compared home market selling
AdditionaJly. the issue of British Steel
prices. net of movement charges, ·
control of the ASW board of directors ·
rebates, and invoice corrections, to each
was examined, along with the
product's CDP. We found that for some
coordination of production issued
products..more than 90 peramt of the
discussed in the Department's
sales were at prices above the OOP. For
preliminary determination we19
other products, there were fewer than 10
examined. (See FR 57 445St. 44555.)
percent of selea at prices above tha COP.
We found no information which would
Fot fhe remainder of the products,
lead us to change our preliminUJ
betw88D 10 and 90 peramt of the sales ·.
determination. Thus ASW sales are not
at prices above the COP. · · ·
included in the analysis for the final
.
determination.
Price-To-Price Comparisons
United States PriCfl ·
We made price-to-price comparisons
using the methodology desaibed in the·
We calculated USP using the
preliminary determination, with the
methodology desaibed in the .
following exceptions.
. ·..
preliminary detennination except aa
We made a cin:umstances of sale
follows.
.
.
adjustment for differences in credit
For all aales, we deducted the amount insurance expense.- Verification revealed
for ocean freight reported by UES rather that for U.S. sales. credit insurance
than an amount based on the best
dwges are auessed OD I sale-by-sale
information available. ·
basis, while in the home market, a

were
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single global amount is assessed,
regardl. . of the level of sales. We
therefore detennined that aedit
insurance is a direct expense in the U.S.
market, and an indirect expense in the
home market. Accordingly, we made
this adjustment by adding the amount or
aedit insurance assessed on each U.S.
sale to the FMV.
In cases where the only difference
between pioducts is the grade code, we
based the adjustment for differences in
physical characteristics on differences
in material costs only. See discussion at
Comment 2 below.
We-made comparisons between U.S.
sales with a total order quantity of 25
metric tons or more with home market
sales with a total order quantity of 25
metric tons or more, and between U.S.
sales with a total order quantity of less
than 25 metric tons with home market
sales with a total order quantity of less
than 25 metric tons. See discussion at
,.Comment 10 below.
We recalculated U.S. credit expense
by adding 15 days, not 30 days, to the
payment period for each U.S. sale. See
discussion at Comment 11 below.
We did not exclude from OW' analysis
home market sales to related end-users.
See discussion at Comment 12 below.

verification procedures, including the
examination of relevant sales andfinancial records. and selection of
original source documentation
containing relevant information.

Interested Party Comments
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grade code" criterion advocated by
petitionen. and ignored any other
physical differences, the questionnaire
response would have been deficient.
Comment%
Petitioners argue that in cases where
the only difference between products is
in the grade code, the Department
should allow an adjustment for
differences in physical characteristics,
pursuant to 19 CFR 353.57, only with
respect to differences in material costs.
Petitioners allege that UES claims
substantial adjustqients for costs that are
unrelated to any physical differences in
the merchandise.
Respondent argues that its verified
adjustments were calculated in
accordance with the Department's
instructions which require that for each
difference in merchandise claimed. the
respondent is to separately identify
differences in material costs. labor, and
variable overhead expenses.

Comment 1
Petitioners argue that we should
match as identical l!ll pr:oduds which
could be sold under the same national
standard grade. In other words,
petitioner would have us match two
products if they both satisfied the
specifications for American Iron and
Steel Institute grade C12L14. for
example. regardless of any differences
in the chemical compositions of the two
products. Petitionen base their .
argument in part, on their belief, based
on their analysis of several venfication
exhibits, that in three cases. the product
adually delivered did not meet the
chemical specifications of the grade
identified in the response to the
DOC Position
questionnaire.
Respondent argues that the national · We agree with petitioners. A
grade codes do not adequately define
substantial portion of the differences in
the products and that there are
the labor and overhead components of
the variable cost of manufaduring
commercially significant differences in
the chemical compositions or the
resulted from timing differences and
products they produce which fall under plant efficiency differences. Based upon
Constructed Value
respondent's methodology, two .
the same national grade code.
products which had different material
Furthermore. respondent has pointed
For those products without an
inputs, but went through the exact same
out that'petitionen' analysis of the
adequate number of sales at prices
verification reports with respect to the
fabrication processes. had varying
above the COP. we based FMV on CV.
amounts for labor and overhead. These
We calculated the CV based OD the sum three cases discussed above is faultydifferences arose from the fact that the
that in fact. the delivered prod11cts did
of the cost of materials, fabrication,
two products were not necessarily
general expenses. and U.S. packing cost. meet the specifications of the grade
codes-listed in the response to the ·
manufactured at the same time or in the
In accordance with section
same plant. If one product was
773(e)(l)(B)(i) of the Act, we included in questionnaire~ At the public hearing,
petitioners conceded that their analysis manufadmed at the beginning of the
CV the greater or the company'l
on this point was indeed faulty.
POI and another was manufactured at
reported general expenses or the
the end of the POI. the respondent's
statutory minimum of ten percent of
DOC Position
methodology for calculating
cost of manufacture (COM). For profit,
We agree with respondent. We have
manufacturing costs for a very specific
we used the actual profit earned by UES
used the same model matching criteria · product resulted In labor cost
because the actual figure was high&r
we used for the preliminary
differences. Additionally. if the two
than the statutory minimum of eight
determination. Verification established
products were manufactured in different
percent of the sum of COM and general
that UES'a customers order, and UES
plants, with· one of those plants being
expenses. in accordance with section
produces, products in which the
less efficient, then the variable overhead
773(e)(l)(B)(i1) of the Act. We made
would also differ between the two
circumstance of sale adjustments, where chemical composition specified by the
relevant national grade code is
products.
appropriate, for differences in direct
The Department acknowledges that
selling expen5es including credit, aedit modified. In other words, the product
differences claimed by UES are
not all of UES'a products undergo the
insurance, warranty, and presale
commercially significant and are not
exact same fabrication processes.
warehousing.
incidental-they are designed into the
Indeed, based upori information
Currency Conversion
product. Furthermore, as stated above,
gathered at verification, we know that
some of the products do undergo
We :nade currency conversions based petitioners' allegation that delivered
products do not always meet the stated
additional fabrication. However, we
on the official exchange rates in effect
have determined that the overwhelming
on the dates of the U.S. sales as certified specifications is incorrect. Finally, it
should be noted that in Appendix V of
majority of the differences in
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York.
the questionnaire, we stated that "In · merchandise adjustments result from
order for merchandise to be considered
timing and efficiency differences. not
Verification
identical, all physical charaderistics,
from physical differences in the
As provided in section 776(b) of the
not jut those which we have Identified,
merchandise. Therefore, for purposes of
Act. we verified information provided
must be the same". If respondent had
this final determination, we have
by respondent by using standard
initially matched using the "national
disregarded the labor and overhead
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fnmltDck.wlaatdlelaltW ........
poltiaD al the diffawww kl
mercbandile edjumwat la our-..,. Nll'*t. •IM u larmpareiltg cm
for producta tMt are .fdeatk:el GClpt rar &le.J
gracle codll.
.
The verificaticm c:adnDed the-..
concemiDg dda ~ulllled
Comment3
above.
PeWiooss lllB'le that the edjultmmt
Inasmuch u the date of sale is the
for U.S. end.it expenee abalaJd be buecl date of the sublequent order and not the
on the home marbt iDtenlt nte ntber
date of.the original nquat far
than the U.S. int.- mte. bec:8ue
production and warehousing. this
..~did not •erify tMt it h..t ..,
warehousing~ occun •.,........ ..
aclual dollar bonowing dming the
UES bas ceb•Wed this llXJ>8Dl9
period of tsn.tiption. '' Spedficall7.
1eparately for w:h custmDll' to wbida it
petftiooea claim th.et wriScaticm
applies. UES ii.a Dot daimeci a
exhibit 103 mJy cnntain• lnformlltion
cin:nmstarvw of ule edjuwtmeat far
pertai~ to interest rates. not '
wareboming expnw for ordimry
borrowmgs.
jnventary not ploducad to a automer'a
Respoodtmt ll1glJ8S that the .
verification did canSrm that tbme ..... ~&cations.
The facts ID this Cla8 are ....tWJy
dollar
ead that
the same that aisted iD the cue of
c:omeqaatly. the DapaJtmmrt mould
Polyethylene Terephthalate FUm. Sheet.
use the U.S. interest ratL
and Strip &om Japan. wherein an.
DOC Position
edjustmaut.for pl'Hale wwebousing
expenae was allowed. ID the final
We agree with respondanL ID its
determination for that aaae (56 FR
submission of August 31, 1992, at
Exhibit c.11, respondent listed ib dollar 16300, 16303, April 22, 1991) we stated:
1 1 1. borrowinp md the applicable blt..t
ftri&ad diet die l!XplD19 WWII
lnc:wnd ud l'llpaNd DD tJae mmdspacl6c
rates. Varifiartian ahibit 103 iocludaa
products IDld ID lpedftc CllRDIDSI cimtDg
a letter from UFSa U.S. bank in wh.lcb
the POL Purthmmant. the 111x:t ID qumtiaD
it ia stated that ..ftlbe bonowing nil181
fm tJES Salas Inc. are amect • mted... WU only 8"ilable tD tJiaM ipllCi6c aastam8rs.. On tbat bail. •• baft aa:eplllcl
11le Jetter then gOBB an to list tbe same
Teijin'• amtentioa that ltl pr9-Nle
inl919st mass that UES repartad in tta
warehousing apenw wee d1rectly related

bonowmsa

ll8sp4mdmt mp.. that the .... of 8Jl

~mmmlnte prorid• amen

accurate iDdicaticm ol lhe ecblal am
acmully mcun.d by UES. UES'a
aaaual e1ectricitJ contract is compl«ed
eecb Man:h,-at which time the electric
utility naac:ilee the J'&U"• mats to the
CGDbect md refunds OYlllChmpa or
cbargea amounts owed. The
.
Daputmeut. rapondent mp8I. requires

tbat ermpeli...t rat• be mad far

acfmirtimatlft expenw apecUically to

naid the cUatart:iou that waald
ati.nn- occur from periodic or
1NSOD&I expenses.
DOC Positiaa

The Daputmeat 8gr98I with
rnpoodeat. ID casea aJCb u this. where

it wu demcmmated that signJ&cant
88890D81 Ouctuatiom occur, tbe
Depmtmmt does allow the use of
umualimd costa. The Department
always W ann1yliwrf G.iA md

iDterest amounts becauae of the wsoml
· or periodic nature of these types of cost.

Comment7

Petitioners argue that the Department
lhoald nject UES'a reclassification of
c.A expenee out of COM to a·aepeme
cetago:ry beara9e ft may have included
eome fixed overhead costs. PetilioDen
state that the list or recategorized
August 31 mbminioa.
to itl home mmbt aala of pgf ftlm llld ban expenses, prmded by UES in Exhibit
allowed the adjwtment.
D-13 of its July 28, 1992, submission,
C.Omment4
shows
several indirect Cost muters,
We
tba:relara
oomidar
these
p.....Je
PetitiODer.1 argue that we should U.t
related to manufac:tming. which were
the hame llMll'ket warehoomng expense
warebousi.ua
directly
included bl UES'1 ndaSsificatian of
related tb the
camidendion
claimed by UES es an .indiJect, rather
CA:A.
and
accordiDgly
bave
.
.
de
a
than direct. aelling upti09. became the
Petitionen state that for the ftnal
circumstaras of Ale adjustmeDt.
verification established that the.
determination
the Dapartmant.ahould
walebousing expenses were~
Comments
continue to use BIA becauee UBS failed
expenses.
to verify that its racategorized expenses
Petitioners also argue that we should
UES argues that the. e:Xpemea aN
actually ua G.iA axpemes. rather than
disallow (or alternatively rwduce the
directly related to the sales underfactory overhead expenses.
amount ofl the wanthouse npeoee
amsideratioo. and therefore qualify for
adjusemeot beaaUM the "81'Uicatioa
~dent uxu• that its
a circumst&D089 of AJe ad;ultmmt
showed that the reported amount.
reclasification did not iDclude factmy
p~t to 19 CFR 353.56.
aboWd be edjualed downward by a
overhead costs.~ idaatified and
DOC Position
significaot perceatage.
traasfarred from COM to Gl:A those cost
We agree with nispandenL hi .its
centers exduaively or predombwltly
OCX: Position
response to our questimmaire,
involved In activities not dil'8ctly
We disagree. Petitionen have misread nilated to manufacturing activities of the
respondent explained this adjustment as
the varificat.ion report. The rvported
follows:
company. Additionally, respondant
amount claimed for warahOUM u:peaae. poiDts out that the adjustmant wa done
• • • UBS KlCBpta raqae9ll from . . .
as stated in the quaatioona.in nwpame. to meet the Department's requirements.
home lllllrbd c:usftlmm'a mamt.m la
is net of the edjumnmt noted by ·
Concerning the cost centers nferred to
inventory • c:sta.in UIKNJlt of pmdecl
maDuiadunld lo that mW-'1
pelitioaaa.
by petitionm, respondent Slat• that the
speclfic:atiom. Thmi. whu the Dlllams
cost q1181fjonMjl'8 deJiDes QA U those
C.Ommeat 6
needs the lteel. It ilsua a lp9dflc purcla.e
expemes that 18late ta actmti• of the
order for delivery out of thil customerPltitianan ugue that UES should Dot company u a whole, rather than to the
lpecific 9tock.. Cultom9n can tbllnlby obtain
be allowed to use an edQn•a.d
production proceu. To comply with
immediate deliwry, Ndter-thm wait for the
annualized avarage for electricity casta. this definition, UES reclaaaified 27 cost
normal mmithJy rolliDg CJ'Cle. (1be
P8titicmers auert that .the Department'• centen including: training centers,
customen' rwquests to pact&.. aad
long standing practial la to annualize
typing and reprographica, paaenger
warehou.t11 specific Ami IUe the bm of a
only aenaral aud admioimetive (CAA)
caa. gaoaal auppliel. and accounting
pun:hase order, bua ~ ud quutity 111'9
not determined u.nw ahipmnt. AcmnliDslJ· expaose and interest, DAMr variable
anchdmiDiatrati" centara. Tbe specific
~ bas nported the .indMdual ahipme••
manu.factwing DOit.
cost centers refamld to bJ petitioaers

er:
.a;w;daru

'°
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Federal Maritim&Commission, a letter
&om Baltic Line's agent. and sample
invoices.
DOC Position
Respondent argues that the fact that
BSSS enjoyed an overall profit on the
The Department agrees with
transatlantic trade and the fact that a
respondent. The cost centers identified
second, unrelated, carrier provides the
by petitioners.were reviewed at
same service at lower rates, establishes
verification and found to be almost
that the rates BSSS charges UES are at
exclusively related to·Ga:A. No evidence
arm's length.
was found during the verification to
Petitioners argue that because BSSS
indicate that the respondent reclassified
was oat profitable on the U.S.·bound
factory overhead cost to _Ga:A.
charters. the rates were not at arm's
Comment a
length. Petitioner further argues that we
Petitioners argue that the Department
should ignore the evidence concerning
should continue to adjust for the
the Baltic Line's rates, because they
difference between the reported costs
pertain to liner service. Liners,
DOC Position
and the costs recorded in the books of
according to petitioners, "are common
UES. Petitioners state that in the one
The Department agrees with
carriers serving specific routes along
case where UES provided costs from its respondent. Respondent provided
predetermined schedules, and therefore
normal accounting systems, inventory
significant evidence that it reported
liner service is limited by space
value, the costs from the accounting
fully absorbed costs to the DepartmenL
availability." Petitioners allege that
system were significantly greater than
The verification report explains in detail because "UES must regularly ship large
the reported costs. Petitioners state that that UES used its normal cost
quantities of steel, it cannot depend on
they can find no evidence that UES
accounting system to calculate the
liner services for other than occasional
verified that its methodology lad to full
reported costs. UES departed from its
small shipments."
absorption and that there appears to be
normal cost accounting system when
IX>C Position
no systematic reconciliation between
required to do so by the Department.
inventory values and reported costs.
We agree with respondent. BSSS's
The exhibit referred to by petitioners
Petitioners question verification exhibit provides evidence that the reported
transatlantic business is profitable on a
9. stating that it indicates that costs from costs are virtually the same costs that
round trip basis. Furthermore. an
UES's normal accounting system
would have '6een reported if respondent unrelated carrier charges comparable or
exceeded reported costs.
had adopted petitioners' methodology.
lower rates. The fact that the unrelated
Respondent argues that it used its
carrier provides "liner service" is not
Comment9
existing cost accounting system to
relevant. What is required is an
develop its actual product costs. UES
Respondent argues that in calculating indication that the rates UES actually
states that it provided the Department
the net United States price, the
pays are at arm's length. The fact that an
with a detailed description of its cost
Department should make a deduction
unrelated carrier makes the service
accounting system, and that this fact is
for ocean freight expense based on the
available at an equal or lower cost to
supported by over 600 pages of
amounts charged UES by a related
that actually paid is conclusive.
company financial and cost accounting
company rather than on the best
information available (BIA). The related CommentlO
statements. exhibits and worksheets
collected by the Department.
company is BritiSh Steel Shipping
Respondent argues that in comparing
Respondent argues that petitioners'
Service (BSSS), a division of British
United States price to foreign market
reference to the inventory value and the Steel plc. that specializes in shipping
value, we should compare U.S. sales
difference between it and the reported
bulk cargoes (e.g.• grain. ore, coal) into
with an order quantity of 25 metric tons
costs ignores the fact that UES's
the United Kingdom. and steel products (MT) or greater with home market sales
inventory amounts include G&:A and
out of the United Kingdom. Because
of 25 MT or greater, and U.S. sales of
interest. Any use ofUES's normal
less than 25 MT with home market sales
UES failed to provide evidence that
inventory costs without regard to the
BSSS charged UES arm's length rates,
of less than 25 MT. To support its
G&:A and interest included therein
for the preliminary determination, the
argument, UES cites 19 CFR 353.55
would result in significant
Department based the deduction for .
which states that "(i(o comparing the
overstatement of production costs
ocean freight OD BIA for the BSSS
United States price with foreign market
through double accounting.
shipments.
value, the Secretary normally will use
Respondent also argues that
Since the preliminary determination,
sales of comparable quantities of
petitioners' concerns about the lack of
UES has provided cost data &om BSSS
merchandise."
verifying ability of UES's response are
which show the profit or loss of BSSS
Petitioners argue that we should not
unfounded and that at verification UES
for the 1991 and 1992 shipping seasons allow respondent's request, in part.
provided detailed reconciliations of
on a voyage-by-voyage basis. These data because most orders in the U.S. marbt
materials, processing, selling. and G&:A
were verified.
are for quantities of less than 25 MT.
UES has also provided infonnation
costs to the company financial records.
IX>C
Position
from another, unrelated carrier, Baltic
In addition, the reconciliation referred
We agree with respondent. At
to by petitioners was a simple
·
Una. which indicates that the unrelated
verification, we determined that
reconciliation of total reported costs of
carrier charges lower rates than BSSS
pursuant to the home market price list.
manufacturing for lead bar products
for the transport of steel, including the
quantity extras apply to home market
products under investigation, &om the
compared to the standard cost of these
sales wherein the ordered quantity ia
same products, adjusted by the financial United Kingdom to U.S. Great Lakes
less than 25 MT. In the U.S. market.
variances and that it demonstrates that
ports. This information includes tariffs
quantity extras do not apply. Therefore,
reported costs are consistent with the
filed by Baltic Una with the U.S.
have little or no involvement in
manufacturing activities..

costs that would have resulted from a
simpler method of applying total
company manufacturing -variances to
the total standard costs of those
products. The difference results beca\Jse
leaded bar is not processed through all
ofUES's facilities and therefore it is to
be expected that there will be a
difference between the subject
merchandise's spedfic product costs
reported by UES and the less detailed
costs computed by-applying company·
wide variances. The fact that tha
reported difference is ao small provides
additional comfort in the accuracy of
the reported figures.

IZ1Z
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ID lhia m.tmca. to ftlClid diltartt:as m
anaJy8il. it is appmpriabl to CDlllpeN
sal• of similar quantitie1witha25 MT
lnak-palll&.

Commanttt
Jnpnndantaigues that the
.
Deputmant lhould add two weab to
the paymmt period far..:h lhipmat
to the United Statu for the purpoas of
c:alc:aJatms
aedit : : · ·
Patitian•8r81181
tbe Deput.mat
should add 30 daya to the paJID8Dl
period U WU daU lm tAe pN1immuy
datermjnedcm.

DOCPGaition

'

We aaree with rmpcmdant. We have
iDcreued the payment period by t5
daJI for each U.S. abipment far the
PUJPOl8 of c:alclllallD& credit axpeme.
-ID ita questionnaire nspome. UES
calculated U.S. creclit exp8D18 .based OD
the nmnber of days from date of.

not perbm uyquanlftatiw .W,.. to Notifit:tltkm lo lnlereAed Parties
show tbat home JDarbt ..- to ..a.ted
This notice U.O mws u tbe anly
puti• ..., at um'a leagth. na..lare. for nminder to puti11 subject to
·

the preliminary determinatiaa. W8 did

aot u. the home mubt ..._to .related

puti8I in tbe caJculatian ol fcnip
market value.
Since the pnliminary mtamjmtim,
both rasporadant ad patiticmms haft
doue computer analysm of the bome
market data bue in whlcb tbey
mmpued the alel pric:M to related and
unrelated aod-uema. Both partiea now
..... that the reletad bome
are et um 'a length pricm end tberdn
should be included ha the aak:ulaticm of
foreip market value. We have aa:epted
their conclusions.

market--

Continuation of Srzspension 11/

Liquidation
We ... directing the Cuanm• Serrice
to comiDue to aaapend liq11iNtion of all
entries of lead and bismuth c:ubon a.al
shipment from the port. uot from the
from the United lCiQ8dam that . .
faclary, became it does not bep racards entered, or withdrawn from W..-......
for the date of shipment from tbe factory for mnsumption on m efter Sepbmlber
on an invoice-by-invoice bais. UES
28, 1992. the dale of public8tion of our
adviaed that it .bu a 30 day m1liDg cycle pnliminuy determiDaticm .iD the
and a saiDai to the UDited Slates fMltJ Fed.al~.
month (or mma aftsD). Tbarefare. lJES
The
uadar invastiption •
estimaled that the U.S.-bound
also
· to a COUDtervall.iDg duty ·
mardumdiae. an avenp. leaves the
iDvestiptioa Article VJ.5 of the Gellelal
factory two weeb priar to tba npartad
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (CATT)
date of sailing. For the preliminary .
provides that "(n)o • • • product slmll
detwminatiao, u a ednne lnfaraace.
be .m;.ct to balh mtidamping md
we ncalc:ulated the US credlt expense
counterwiling datiea to• •wn1•nMtB ilr
by 1Dcrauing the days ou•stancHns by
the l8Dl8 silmtiDD of dmapiag ar mcpcut
30 days.
nbsidiDtiaa." Tbia pauv.-... ia
At veri!ic:ation, for ane aaillua data ·
implameated by -=tic1D 772(d)(tXDJ ol
18lected by us, we determined there was the Act which prohibilll w
"•
a 40 day rolling day cycle ad that tbe
dumpmg duta OD tbe partima aftm
. waipted. . . . . . time betwema
lll8rgin .arihulable tom apolt lllblidy.
shipmam fzom the factory and the
Jn tlde cam. bow.... bacaata tbe
veuel'• sailiiJs WU 21
We also
subsidy bw t - dlitwnd..t tom a
v.n&ed that in au instuu:e tbe U.S.domestic subsidy zatb8r tbaa - apart
bouud goods went rolled over a period auhsidy. DO adjust:mmt to the a l b $ 1
of two weeb, and that far all odlar
dum~ margin ta~
pertiDent shiP"""'ta. the rolling qcJe
Tb8 o ........ Senicit thall requint.
WU about faur weeks. n..fant. 15
cash deposit or bcmd equal to the
days is a naonaWe atimw o1 the
estimated MIOUllt bf wWcb the FMV of
·avenip aumher of days batwthe mesr!vmd• aubfect lo 1hia
·
investigation nmeda tb9 U.S. price. a
1rom the factory to t1. palt
ahipmaat lram the port.
shown below. This suspenaiOD of
liqujdaDaD will remain iD effect until
Comment1Z
fmthsnotioa. The weigh~
·
Both petitimun and~ argue dumping margim ... w Wlows:
that we should include safes to ra1aaed
ead.usen in the r.aln1letion of faraiF
madrat value.

•ya.

Tt

IXlC Position

We agree with both parties.
Many of DES' hmne :market sales an
to a nlated ead-mer. Jn lta JmPODl8 to
the questionnaire,~ claimed that
these Illes were Ill um'•lllJlllb ad
should be used iD DUI' uelyria. PDor to
. the pralimineJ7 cletarminalicm. tJ§ did

·--

Unlell Etigll-*'g ...... Unllld-

-------

ITC Notificatiolt
Jn accmdmce with sacdGD 735(d) of

the Ad. we have ncJti&ed thell'C of am
determiaaticm.

administrative protective order (APO) of
their respomfhility coDUIWiDg Iha
ratmn or dastraction of proprietmy
information dlacl018':1 under APO in
acca:rdance with 19 CFR 353.34(d).
Failme to comply is a violation of the
APO. 'l1ds chrtmnination is publiabed
pmnant to 1&11on 735{d} of the Ad
and 19 CP'R 3!3.20(a)(4).
Dated: January 19, 1993•

Almll.Dllllll.
AlliltlDlt Secaaay
~

for,,,.,_,

IPR Dac.18-1904 Plied 1-26-413: 8:45 aal

au.-caaa_.....
(A-m-al

Nollce of PoatpanelWlt of Flnal
Antldunlplng Duty DetennlnatJan of

a... .i '-8 Thm Fmr Value: SUifur

O,.. lncludlng Sulfur v.i DrM. From
lndlll

AGEllCY: Import Aclmhristntioa,
lntemational Trade Administntion,
Depastment of Commerce.
EFFEC1l¥E DATE: }uluary 21, 1993.
FOR IUIDHER .aRllA110N CDn'ACT:

Kimberly Hardin. Oflica of
_
Anliclumpmg .Jnvestigationa, lmpart
Admiuistration. U.S. Departmat of
Comman:e. 1.ah Sb8et ud Constitution
AY8Dlle. NW•• Washingtm,·.DC2D230:
telephone (202) 482-0371.
Pastpcmemmlt: On J:>ecernlwr 23.
1992..Alul PJoducts lJmited,
.
respondent .in the antidumplag dutJ
in~OD of aulfur d)'81, 1DC!lncJjgg
allur nt dyes. Imm .India, nquasted
that the llepartmellt postptat tha .&aal
determination .in this bav.stiption UD!ll
February 19, 1993; .in ardar to allow tbe
De~ aullidat time to fully
c:oUider of the iauas in this cue ..
u the inlormaticm oblained during
the sales and cost of procluc:tima
verification pmcaecliDp. in acccmJaac:e
with 19 CFR 353.20(b).
We find no compelling l88IGlll ta
day the request ad are, accmdinglJ,
postponing tbe date of tbe fiDal
delerm.inatiDD until FehNll')' 19. 1993.

wen

an

19 CFR353.20(b)l1).

Jn eccardance with 18 Q'R 353.38,
cuebriUs or other wzittAm commeDta .in
at i.ait taD copi• m111t be submitted ta
the Assistant Secra&ary Im Impart
AdminislratiaD DO Jeter tbim 11 a.m..

January 25. 1883.ud nbuttU brie& DO

latar Ihm 11 a.m., julUalJ 27, 1993. Jn
..::cmdmm wida 18 Oll 353.38(b), we
will hold. public hearimg. if l9lpl8IWd.
to &i• mteftMud pam. aa op)MlltWIJtJ
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to comment on arguments railBd in cue
or rebuttal briefs. 'lbe hearing will be
held an January 28, 1993. at 1:30 p.m.
at the U.S. Depm"tment ofCommsn::a,
room 3708, 14th Street and Constitution
AV8JJUe NW., Washington, DC 20230.
Parties should confirm by telephone the
time, date, and place of the hearing 48
homs befme the scheduled time.
Interested parties who wish to request
a hearing· must submit a written request
to the Assistant Secretary for Impart
Administration. U.S. Department af
Commerce, room~. within teu
days of the publication of this notice in
the federal llegister. Requests should
contain: (1} 'Iba party's name, address,
and telephone number: (%}the nmnber
of participants: and (3) a list of the
·"'5ues to be discussed. Jn accordance
•th 19 CFR 353.38(b). oral presentation
will be limited to issues raised in the
briefs.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 135(d) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1673d(d}} and 19 O'R 353.%0(b).
Dated: January 19, 19Sl3.
Alu M. D1um.
·iitant Secnna17 /s bnpart
• IC

:inistration.
Doc. 93-1998 Filed 1-26-93: 8:45 am!

8ILUllG COllE . . . . . . . . .

[c-uMD3J.

AcetylaallcyDc Add (Aspirin) Fram

Turkey (52 FR 32156; August 26. 1987).
Additioually. u raquil8d by 19 CFR
355.25(dK4)(ii). the Department served
written notice of ita intant to nrvoke thi1
countervailing duty order OD each part)'
listed on the most cummt service list.
Thal$. interested parties who might
object to the revoc:atJoo were provided
the opportunity t~,ubmit their
comments no later than thirty day& from
the date of publication of the notice of
in18Dt to :revoke tlie countervailing duty
order.

Scope of the Order

-

Ou August 14. 1992.. the DepuUDeDl
of Commerce ("the Deputmat..)
published in the federal hgi•er (57
FR 36634) its intent to revoke tbe
countervailing duty order on CllllMD
ac:etylsalicyliC acid (upiriD) lnnn .

revoke the countervailing duty order,

and as the one hlquest for
administrative nrview was withdrawn
befani the review was initiated. we have
concluded that the countervailing duty
order covering ec:atylPlicylic add
(aspirin) from T~key is no longer of
interest to interested parties.
Accordingly. wa are revoking this
cou:~tmvailiDg duty order in accordance
v.-it.h 19 CFR355.25(d)(4)(ii.i).
Further, as required by 19 CFR
355.25(d)(5). the Department is
terminating the &uspmlsion
liquidation and will in.'ilruct the
Cu~tomi Sen•ice to liquidate. wnh;,ut
regard to countervailing duties. all
unliquidated entries of this merclaandii=e
exported from Turkey on or aft~r
January 1, 1992. .
This notice is publis!u~d in
accordance with 19 O"R
355.2S(d)(4)(iii).
Dated: January 14. 1993.
Alu M.. Dwm.

or

lmpons covered by this order are
shipments of acetylsalicylic scid
(aspirin), containing no adi.!1tivus al.her
than iDac:tive substana:s (sucll as 1"1.lrc:h.
lactose, cellulose, or coloring material),
and/or active substances in
concentrations less than &pec:ified for
particular non·pl91Cripticm dnig
combinations of aspirin and active
substances u published in the
Handbook. of Non-Prescription Drugs.
AsUltant Secretory for Import
eighth edition, American
Admbaimation.
Pharmaarutical Assoc::iaticm. and not ill
(FR Doc. 93-1999 Piled 1-26-93; 8:-&S am)
tablet. capsule or similar forms for
m&.UIG CIOllE . ,......
direct human amsumptiou. from
Turkey. This product is currmtly
classified uudar 2918.22 of the
[c-451-112)
Harmonizad Tariff Schedule of the
United States.
Flml AtftnnatlYe CounterYBlllng Duty
Determination: Certain Hot Roltecl Leed
Determination to Jtnob
and Bismuth c.bon Steel Prvclucta

The Departmat may revoke a

coant8"ailing duty order if the
Turkey; Revocation of CountervaRing
Secretary of Commerce concludes that
Duty Order
the order is no loager of interest to
interested parties. We amclude that
AGENCT: IDtematioul Trade , ..
AdministratiORllmport Administntlon, there is DD iDtelest in a cmmtervailing
Department of Commerca.
·· duty order when DO intereatlld pmty has
requested an administrattn nmew far
AC110N: Notice ofl'8VDClltion of
fiYB am98CUtive nriew periods (18 CFR
countervailing duty Order. ·
355.%5(d)(4)(i)) (1889) and wbea ao
SUllllAAY: The Department of Commtll'C8 inteNSted party.ob;ects to lhe revocation
(19 Q"R 3S5.25(d)(4)(iii)).
.
is revoking the cauntenailiog duty
The Daputmaat ncaived a request for
order an BCltylsalicylic acid (aspirin)
an admiaistmtiwe saview from ColCEM
from Turkey because it ia no longer of
Associates, DD bebaU of the Atabey
interest to inim.ted pati-.
Group, producers and exporters af the
EFFEC'llVE DATE: January Z7. 1993. ·
subject mercbaildia A5 CalCEM.
FOR FURTHER INFOAllAl1DN CONl'Aet:
Associates wu Dot pmriously • party to
Patricia W. Stroup or Maria Mac:Xay.
this proceeding. and. C1111mqueDtly. did
Office of Countervalli.Dg Compliance.
not appear on our service list. we had
International Trade Administration.
not served them with written notice of
U.S. Department of Commerce,
our intent to revoke the order. Upon
Washington, DC 20230: telephone: (%02) receipt of the NqU8ll far l'ftiew. we
482~83 or 48%-4395. ·
notified CoKEM Asmciatea of om actiaa
aad affarded an apportmaity far
SUPPUllENfAAY INFOMIA110IC
Badtgraand
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commmrt. CalCEM~
withdrew lta saquelll far u
edministntift rniew of the
cauntenailillg duty an:ls •
.acetylsalicylic acid CapiliD) from
Tulby.
.
• Ac:cDrdinglJ.• W9 ...m.dno
objections to ournalice of iDtmt to

Frona Brull
AGENCY: Import Administration.
lntemational Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
EFPEC'llVE DATE: January 27, 1993.
FOR FURTllER l'tFORllA110N CONTACT:

Philip Pia or Laurel Lynn. Office of
Countervailing Campliaoca, U.S.
Departmeat of Commerce. room 3099.
14th Street and Comtituticm AYllDue•.
NW., Washingtau, DC ZOZ30; telephone
(202) 482-2786.

Final Determinatiml
'lbeDepartmentofCommerca(the
Department) determines tbat benefits
which constitute sub&icliel within the ·
meaning of the c:ountervailing duty law

are being p10Yided to manufacturers.
producers. or expartms in BJUil of
cartaiD hot roDad lead and bismuth
cubon steel products (hereinafter.
"'certain additm at-1 praducta"').
For infarmaticra ma t&e estimated 1181
subsidy. p i - - tbe ""Suspensiaa or
Liquidaticra•• w:tian af tbia DGtice.

Case History
Since the publication of the

prelimiDuJ dmrmiD&ticm (57 FR
42980. Saptambar 17. 1992). the

IDllowiDg 9¥8Dta bne cu:amid.
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Verification wu conducted &om
September 21 through October 2. 1992.
Ou October 18, 1992, in accordanc:. .
with section 705(a)(1) of the Tariff Act
. o! 1930,·u amauded (the Act), we
aligned the flual determination in this
investigation with the final
determination in the companion
antidumping duty (AD) investigation of
the llUDe mercbancliM (57 FR 48020,
October 21, 1992). On November 8,
1992, we postponed the flual
countervailing duty (CVD) and AD
detenninatiom until no later than
January 25, 1993 (57 FR 53691,
, ·
November 12, 1992).
The parties submitted cue ana
rebuttal briefs on December 16 and
December 23, 1992, respectively. A
public hearing was held on January 5,
1993.

national privatization plan, ACESITA'•
stock WU auctiODed to the pqblic DD
October 22, 1992. Because iJu. auction
occurred after the preliminary
determination in this cue, we are not .
comldering the auction, or its PQllible
effect on any of the programs d81Cribecl
below, in thi• in'V81tiption. we will
address these iuues during the first
administrative review of the
countervailing duty order in thia cue,
as is contemplated by section 355.39 of
the Department's Propoeed Regulations
f
(Co untervailing Duti•; N-6-1..._. 0
Proposed Rulemaking and Request for
Public Comments, 54 FR 23368 (May 31,
1989) (Proposed Ragulationa)), lfa
•· •·-··..J
d
u.u an
counterva1·~na
ng dduty order .....
an administrative .review ia requested.

~
'

We have mmfned A~A'•
6nmciU ata~ts and, through the
use of ratio analysis. its performance
covaing the J98fl 1919 through 1991,
in order'° cletennine the firm'•
creditworthin-. The data in those
statements demonstrate extremely low
· levels of liquidity and a questionable
ability to aenice ill maturing long-term
debt. In fact. ACESITA wu in default on
some of ill long-term debt during the
period 1988 tblough 1989, and 1eporta
made.,__ Banco do Brasil auditors
"'
confirm that the survival of the firm wu
in question throughout most of the
1980s.
The creditor
record iawould
clear that
reUonable
havea
concerDI about the long-term solvency
~alysis of Prograau
of the firm during this period. We
For purpo881 of this final
determine that ACESITA WU
Scope of Investigation
detennination, the period for which we. unaed.itworthy during this period, and
are measuring aubsidin (the period of
have added a risk premium to the
The products covered by this
investigation CPOO) ia calendar year
benchmark discount rates used in our
investigation are hot rolled bars and
1991 which com111ponds to the filcal
examination of ACESITA'• issuance of
reds of·nonalloy or other alloy steel,
year ofACESITA and Mannesmann . ·
partes bene/iciarias and its debt-fur-debt
whether or not descaled, containing by
In detennining the benefits received
swap. See the Department's
weight 0.03 percent or more oflead or
Equityworthy anil Creditworthy Analysis
0.05 percent or more of bismuth. in. coila under the various programs described
Memorandum, (September 10, 1992).
or cut lengths. and in numerous shapes below, we used the following
calculation methodology. We first
and sizes. Excluded from tlie scope of
· Grant Methodoloa
this investigation are other alloy ateela· · calculated the.eountry-wide rate for
Brazil. This rate c:ompri9e the aum of the . Our policy with respect to grants ia (1)
(as defined by the Hannomzed Tariff
ad valorem ratn recitived by each firm
to expense recurring grants in the year
Schedule of the United States (Hl'SUS)
. weighted by each firm's share of exports of receipt. and (2) to allocate non·
· Chapter 72, note 1(f)), except ateela
recurring grants over the avenge useful
classified as other alloy steela by raaaon to the -United Statn of the subject ·
life of assets in the indU;stry, unless the
of containing by weight 0.4 percent or . mercbanditle. Because this rate was
a~ve
de
minimus,
p1inuant
to
19
CFR
sum
of grants provided under a
more of lead, or 0.1 percent or more of
355.20(d), we compantd the total ad
particular program ia lesa than 0.5
bismuth, tellurium, or selenium. Also.
vr;Uorem rate received by each finn to · ~t of a finn'• total or export sales
excluded are semi-finished steela
the country-wide rate for all program.a.
(~epmcling on whether the program is
flat-rolled producta. Most of the
The rate for ACESITA wu lignifican~ly · a domestic or export subsidy) in the
products covered in this investigation
diffarent from the weighted-average
. year in which the grant was received.
are provided fur under subheadings
country-wide rate. Therefore, ACESITA See e.g., Final .Affirmative
7213.20.00.00 and 7214.30.00.00 of the
received its own rate. Becauae ACESJTA Countetvailing Duty Determination:
HTSUS: Small quantities of these
is aignifi~tly different from the
Fresh md Chilled Atlantic Salmon from
products may also enter the United
country-wide rate, its rate ia removed
Norway; 58 FR 7878 (February 25, 1991)
States under the following HTSUS
from the calculation of the country-wide (Salµion from Norway).
subheadings: 7213.31.30.00, 60.00;
rate applied to all remaining companies:
We have COJ!Sidered the debt-for-debt
7213.39.00.30, 00.60, 00.90;
BecaWle Mannesmann i• the only
swap umlertabm by ACESITA in 1990
7214.40.00.10, 00.30, 00.50;
and the ..partes beneficiariaa" (PBs), as
remaining firm. its rate constitutes the
7214.50.00.10, 00.30, 00.50;
of 1989, to constitute non-recurring
country-wide rate which will be
7214.60.00.10, 00.30, 00.50: and
assigned to all impotta of the subject
grants, because the benefits are
7228.30.80. Although the HTSUS
merchandise from Brazil from all
exceptional, and the recipient cannot
subheadings are provided for
producers
and
exporters,
excapt
expect to receive benefits on an ongoing
convenience and customs purpoaes. our
basis from review period to review
ACESITA.
written description of the scope of this
proceeding ia diapositive.
F.quityworthme.
Respondents
Petitioners have alleged that
Certain Fresh Atlantic Groundfilh from
Canada. 51FR10041 (March 24, 1988)
ACESITA unequityworthy for certain
The Government of Brazil (GOB),
years and thal ~ty infusions 19C8ived (Groundfiab from Canada). Therefore,
Companhia Acos Especiais Itabin
during those years were inconsistent
we have allocated the benefits over 15
(ACESITA), and M.annesmann, S.A.
with CQmmercial considerationL
.years. which the Department considen
(Mannesmann) are respondents to this
However, we have deteniained that the
to be 1eftective of the average useful life
investigation.
assistance alleged·by pttitionen to
of-uaeta in the steel industry (See
Corporate History
constitute equity infuaiom should not
aection 355.49(b)(3) of the Proposed
Du.ring the period· of investigation
be treated as equity. Therefore, there ia
Regulationa).
·
(POI), ACESITA.wa a state-owned
no need to m~ an equitywortbin..
The benefits from the debt-for-debt
determination.
·
swap and the BPs were calculated using
company.. In accordance with GOB'•

and

~..:1.!:U:~~..:.tion:
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the dKUning balaDcB methodolosJ ·
desaibed in I.be Department'• Proposed
· Regulaticma (See aedian 355.49(b)l3))
and used in prior investisations (188
e.s.. Salmon &om Norway). For tbs BPs.
we have used u a dilcountute the COil
of cloUaJ'odanominatecL h>ng"'81'1D. fixed.
rate debt of ACESlTA in 1889. Far the
debt-for-debt swap, we have c:amtruded
a long-term. fixed.rate, dollardenmninated bencbmark far 1990 based
on offen made to· ACESITA by private
commercial banks iD 1990. Because
ACESITA was uncreditworthy lD both
years. we have added a risk premium to
these benchmarks as raquired by the
Proposed Regulations.
We consider the benaftts under the
Law 7554186 IPI rebate program to be
recurring because (1) the program ls not
ext:eptional: [2} the program is
longstanding-it has been in place for
over fifteen years and although the
disbursement method and our treatment
ofthe benefit changed in 1990, the
program is scheduled to continue in Its
present fonn until 1996: and 13} the
benefits are consistently distributed.
This determination is consistent with
the Department•s standard on recurring
versus non-recurring grants. as
enunciated in the Proposed Regulations
and recently in the PJeliminary
Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Detennination: Certain Steel Products
From the United Kingdom, 57 FR 57734,
December 7, 199Z. (Certain Steel
.
Products From the United Kingdom.) .-·
Baaed on this analysis, we expensed
the IPl rebates provided under this
program in 1991. dividing the total
arDOW1t or each company's IPI rebates
rec:aiYed during the POI by their
·respective total sales in 1991.
Specificity
~-·
When receipt of benefits under a
program is not contingent upon
exportation, the Depertm~t must
determine whether the programu
specific to an enterprise or industry. or
group of enterprises or industries.
Under the specificity analysis. the
Department examines both whether a
government program is limited by law
to a specific enterprise or industry, or
group thereof (i.e.• de jure specificity)
and whether the government prog'.ram ia
in fad limited to a specific enterprislr ar
industry. or group thereof (i.e-•• de facto
specificity). See section n1(5)(B) of the
Act. In section 355.43(b)(2) of the
Department's Proposed Regulatiom, the
Department bas set forth the factors that
may ba considered in determioing
whether there is specificity: .
.
(i) Tbe extent to which • savemment.
acts to limit the availability of a
·
program;

(il) ?be number of eDtmprila..
iDdustries. ar gruapa tbmeof that
actually use a

p•aai•

(iii) Whether thin ua dominut una

of a propam. or whether mrtail1
entmpri-. industries. or groups thereof
raceive disproportianately large banefita
under 1 program: ad
(iy) Tije extent to whic:b a govenunent
exercises dilcratian in CODferriDg
benefits UDder a~~
See also Final AfliJmative
.
Countervailing Duty Detarminatian:
Certain Softwood Lwnber Proclucta from

Canada. 57 FR 22570 (May za, 1992).
I. Programs Determined To c:oar..

Subsidies
We determine that subsidies are being
provided to manufacturera. producers.
or exporters in Brazil of cartaiD additive
steel products as follows: .
A: Portes Beneficiarias
In the early 1980s, ACESrrA
experienced serious &nancial
difficulties, including low liquidity
levels. The Banco do BrasiL ACESlTA'1
major shareholder. undertook a study of
the company's financial and operating
positions. and outlined options for the
Banco do Brasil to IOllow in
the company. The study mm
ed
that ACESITA issue PBs. which were
hybrid ins1rumenta with qualitie1 of
both debt and equity. PBs are similar to
liabilities because they carry an
obligation for the issuer to repay the
bearer the nominal purchase value in
equal yearly installments following a
grace period (in ACESlTA's case, I.be
repajrments were scheduled to 1tart in
1989)." P& are similar to equity ID that
the purcbasar bas the right to share in
the company's annual profits.
PBs were Chosen over equity
infusiODS for several reasom.. First. the
Banco do Brasil was prohibited by law ·
from ina98Sing ita equity abare in the
company. Second, it was unlikely that
other ahareholders would continue to
participate in stock offerings. Tbird, the
Banco do Brasil was under pressure
from the lntarnational Monetuy Fund to
limit any new industrial investme:nt to
only absolutely neaissary in&astnacture
projects.
In 1989, ACESITA'aPB-holders held
a meeting iD which they voted to
authorize the conversion of PBa to
common atock et an indeterminate data
in the futwe. This YOle did oat cbange
PBs into stock; it merely laid a legal .
basis for eventual conversion into
common stock.
Repayment of the PB inYestmenls had
originally been ICbeduled to begiD in
1989. HOW8V8r, -1 that time, DO
payments wme requested by the PB-

':=1
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holders. and DD peymants we19 made by
ACESITA. Fmtlm. the PBs ware not
converted into stock at the point the
repaymm1t obligations C1881ed nor was
there any schedule or timetable put into
place for the canvenion. At that point,
in 1989, the PBs were neither debt nar
equity, and ID addition, the basic terms
of the imtrumeat were not met. The
failan to meet basic terms of the
imtrumant. coupled with the Jack of an
actual amwmiliou of the PBs into stock.
or a CGDCl'llt8 plan and timetable for
CDDversion, iD effect, rendered the PBs
grants as of 1989.
We haft used our grant methodology
to Yalue P.Bs. aa deaaibed in the Grant
M8lhodology aection above. We indexed
the original nominal values of the PB1
to account for Brazilian hyperinflation
by dollarizing them. On this basis, we
find the estimated net subsidy to be
10.68 percant ad valorem for ACESITA
and 0.00 percent ad ftJ.lorem for all
other manufacturers, exporters, and
prod11C8?1 of the subject merchandise.

B. ACESlTA Debt-for-Debt Swap
Jn 1990, ACESITA engaged in a debtfor-debt swa_p transaction which
reduced its loan obligation•
substantially. We find that this
transaction provides a CDUDtervailable
subsidy to ACESrrA.
Nonilally, Brazilian companies with
foreign-denominated debt governed by
Resolution 4131 are required to sarvice
such debt tblougb local c:unency
payments procasaed through the Central
Bank. Following the suspension of
conY81tibility. the Central Bank issued
negotiable notes known as Multi-Year
Deposit Facility Agreement Certificates,
or MYDPAa, in lieu of the foreign
cummcy due the creditor. MYDFAs
entitled the bearer to immediate
redemption in auzairus onlyredemptian oftheuote in U.S. dollars
waa suspended for an unspecified
period. Because of these restridions and
because MYDFAa mw negotiable, they
began salliDg at laa than their par value
in seoandary lnlll'ketL
.
ACESITA utilimd this dilCDWlting to
submntially nduce ita iDdeblednesa.
ACESITA had a loan with the Banc:o do
Brasil which wa paid, through the
Central Bank. in MYDFAL ACESITA
used an intermediary lo barrow
suf&c:itml funds to purchase. an the
secondary mubt at • substantial
discaunt. mougb MYDFAs to satisfy
ACESrrA'• obligation to the Banco do
Brasil. ACESITA•• original loan wu
paid in full with the diacounted
MYDFAs. ACESITA essentially replac:ad
its original foreign-cunency
denominated loan with a new, much
smaller loan. ACESITA's benefit derives
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we have, as best information available,
from the difference between the
found that this tramaction wu specific
amounts of the two loans. ACESITA
assumed the second loan after the
to an enterprise or indumy, or group of
intermediary had paid off the original
enterprises or industries.
We determine that such a transaction
debt with the MYDFAs.
We find that there ia insufficient
is essentially debt forgivenea by the
evidence on the record to determine that GOB. and as such bestowed a
debt buy-back tramactions such as ·
countervailable benefit to ACESITA.
ACESITA'a, are not de facto specific.
ACESITA was relieved from a debt that
Sae the Specificity section above. In the it otherwise would have to had to pay
original questionnaire, the Department
absent government 4ttenention.
requested informaqon from the GOB
Thel'9fore, we have treated the
and the company on the ACESITA
difference between the fint loan and the
transaction, and alao requested the GOB second loan as a nonrecurring grant and
to provide information on the
used the methodology desaibed in the
availability of such transactions.
Grant Methodology section above. We
Specifically, the questionnaire asked the have allocated that amount of debt
GOB to provide information regarding
forgiven in 1990over15 years. the
eligibility aiteria, types of records kept average useful life of usets in the steel
by the administering authority,
industry. We divided the result by
numbers, types, and locations of
A'C:EsITA's total sales in 1991. The rate
industries which.have applied forand
for ACESITA is 5.40 percent ad valorem
received benefits. and whether there are and 0.00 percent ad valorem for all
any limitations on eligibility based on
other manufacturers, exporters, and
export performance, industry groups, or producers.
geographical location. Although the
Although we determine that ACESITA
GOB provided information regarding the was uncred.itworthy at the time the ·
transaction in question, it did not ·
transaction was made, the interest rate
respond to the Department's specificity
charged by the Banco do Brasil for the
questions, stating that such questions
swap loan is higher than the
were not applicable because the loan
Department's benchmark rate including
was not provided as part of a
· the risk premium for uncreditworthy
·
government program.
companies. Therefore, we determine
In a supplemental questionnaire, the
that the new loan was made on terms
. Department requested a breakdown, by
consistent with commercial
industry, of similar transactions from
considerations.
the Banco do Brasil. The GOB
C. !PI Rebate Program Under Law 1554/
responded that due to strict bank
86
secrecy laws. such information could
not be provided. However,
Under this program, Brazilian steel ·
confidentiality of information does not
producers are eligible to receive a rebate
relieve a respondent from its obligation
of the IPI tax (Impasto sobre Produtos
to provide the Department information. Industrializados), which is e valueAlthough the GOB provided articles and added sales tax paid on domestic sales ·
other published material about MYDFAl of industrial products. The steel
·
and debt swap arTangements, the GOB
producers must meet the following
provided no further information on the
conditions in order to receive IPI rebates
actual number and types of industries
under this program:
.
that had participated in MYDFA·based
(a) The company must produce liquid
debt swaps. all of which had to have
·
steel;
been processed through the Centntl(b) The IPI rebate must ba used to
Bank. Moreover, the GOB did not
increase the production of certain steel
provide any information that would ·
products;
allow the Department to determine
(c) The company must have an
whether the ACESITA transaction was
ongoing capital investment project,
similar in its terms and conditions to
. originally approved by the C.Onselho do
other transactions involving MYDFAs.
Desenvolvimento Industrial (CDI (the
Absent such factual, verified
Industrial Development C.Ouncil)}:
information from the GOB, it is not
(d) The company must receive
possible for the Department to conclude quarterly approval from the Department
that ACESITA'a debt-for-debt swap,
for Industry and C.Ommerce to ensure
which, on its face, benefitted ACESITA . that capital investment in the approved··
by relieving it ofa large debt in . . . ' .. project is continuing: and
·
exchange for a smaller debt, is non- · :
(e) The company must have a net IPI .
specific and therefore non- . .
. , , ··
tax obligation in each quarter. · · ·
counten·ailable.
The IPI rebate program was originally
Because there is inadequate
.. established in 1977 (Decree-Law 1547).
information on the record to detennina
Although the program was suspended in
that debt-for-debt swaps are not specific. April 1990 (Law 8034), steel companies

with projects approved before April 12.
1990 are eligible to continue to receive
IPI l'9batea until 1996 pursuant to the
old legislation (Law 7554).
Because only steel producers are
eligible to raceive IPI l'9bates, we
determine that this program is limited to
a specific enterprise or industry, or
group of enterprises or industries. We
have found that ACESITA and
Mannesmann received baneftts under
this program:
.
We consider the IPI rebate program to
constitute a recurring benefit, consistent
with our treatment of it in the Final
Negative C.Ountervailing Duty
Determination: Circular Welded Non·
Alloy Steel Pipe From Brazil, 57 FR
42968, (September 17, 1992), (Pipe and
Tube From Brazil). This determination
is consistent with our standards for
recurring versus non-recurring grants.
Sae the Grant Methodology section
above. The IPI rebate program is not
exceptional and the benefits are
consistently distributed. Once
approved, the benefits are continuously
received. No further application or
approval is required. C.Ompanies need
only meet eligibility requirements in
order to automatically receive the
benefits. While the program is
scheduled to terminate in 1996, the
rebates will continue to be available
until that time. Recipients can expect to
receive benefits on an ongoing basis
from year to year, as long as the
minimum eligibility requirements set
forth.in the original program are met.
Based on this analysis, we expensed
the l'9bates provided under this program
in 1991, in accordance with our policy
regarding recurring grants (Sae Grant
Methodology section above). _We ..
divided the total amount of each
company's IPI rebates received during
the POI by their respective total sales in
1991. On this basis, we determine the
net subsidy under this program to ba
2.90 percent ad valorem for ACESITA
and 0.67 percent ad valorem for all
other manufadurers, exporters, and
producers of the subject merchandise.

D. Exemption of IPI and Import Duties
on Imports Under Decree/Law 2324
Decree/Law 2324 of March 30, 1987,
provided exporters of manufactured
products exemptions from IPI and
duties on imported spare parts and
machinery. Qne 19spondent,
·
Mannesmann, was provided exemptions
under this law during the POI. Because
this exemption ls limited to exporters,
and because the imported goods were·
not physically incorporated into the
subject merchandise, we determine that
it is countervailable.
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the amount of.IPI and ~port duties

A. LDng-Tenn Loam Through FINE1'
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Import-Export Reform Plan Preferential
Financing •

·The Fund of Studies-and Projects
exempted lD 1991 by Man~'•.
Comments
(PINEP; Financiadora de &tudos e
total exports in 1991. The.rate for
Projectos} is a government agency that
Comment J-Petitioners contend that
ACESITA is 0.00 percent ad valarem
provides and administers loans in
the Department should abandon the
and 0.15 percent ad valorem for all
connection with technological
standard for recurring versus nonother manufacturers. producers, and
. development projecta. ACESITA bad
recurring grants, because there is no
exporters in Brazil of the subject
two Joens outstanding during the POI
basis for it in the statute. Uthe
merchandise. However, thia program
Departmeut.continues to apply this
was terminated by the expiration of the from FINEP. We verified that the
·following ~on received financing
standard, petitioners argue that the IPI
law on December 31.1991 •. and.we
from FINEP in the yeen in which
rebate pn>gram is non-recurring
verified that no residUaI benefits were .
ACESITA received financing: Uvestock, ea:mding to the standards in the
receiY&d after that date. Therefore, for
Department's Proposed Regulations and
this program we heYB reduced the caSb · fisheries and agricuhure; mining,
metallurgy and mechanics; electric,
recent steel cases because the rebates are
deposit rate to zero iD accordance with
based on a one-time authorization of a
section 355.50{a}(2) of the Department's electronic and communications
equipment; infrast?ucture,
capital improvement project. See, e.g.•
Proposed Regulations.
transportation and communication
Preliminary Affirmative Countervailing
E. Exemptions of 1PI and Duties on
equipment; wood, paper and
Duty Determination: Certain Steel
Imports Under ~w 2894
paperboard; chemicals,
and
Products From the United Kingdom, 57
alcohol; textiles, appare , footwear. and FR 57734, (December 7, 1992). (Certain
. Law 2894. of October l, 1956,
artifacts: food products; civil
·
specifically exempts ACESITA from
Steel Products From the United
construction, engineering and ·
import duties and IPI on Imports of all
Kingdom).
consulting; electrical energy, gas. and
They argue that until Pipe and Tube
goods which are destined for the
sanitation; and others. Steel is classified from Brazil, IPI rebates under Law 1547,
improvement. expansion, and
maintenance of steel and hydro-electric as part of the metallurgy sector. We also as amended by Law 7554186, were
verified that FIND' loans were not
treated as non-recurring grants by the
plants owned by ACESJTA. This law
limited to geographical regions of Brazil. Department. See, e.g., Certain Carbon
provides different benefits from the IPI
Steel Products From Brazil; Final
We found no new evidence that
Rebate Program under Law 7554/86 ·
described above, because this law
ACESITA or the steel industry, as a
Results of Countervailing Duty
Administrative Review. 52 FR 829,
whole. received a msproportionate . applies to IPI and duties due only on
share of FINEP funds.: We also found no· Oanuary 9. 1987) (Certain Steel Prom
imports. The law is effective u long aa
Brazil).
evidence at verification that FINEI»
the Banco do Brasil remains the
Petitioners argue that because the
,pplied different citeria or standards in
majority shareholder of ACESITA.
benefits are non-recurring. they should
Respondents have argued that due to
approving ACESIT.A's loan application
be allocated over fifteen years, rather
the national privatization plan in place
than for other applicants.
than expensed in the year of receipt.
in Brazil since 1990, and the
GiYen that a wide array ofindustries
Petitioners also argue that the
privatization auction held on October
received FINEP loans, and there is no
22, 1992, the Banco do Brasil is no
cancellation of the IPI rebate program in
evidence that steel received a
1990 provides further evidence that the
longer the majority shareholder of
disproportionate share or that FINEP
program is non-recurring, because
ACESITA, and that the Department
exercised disaelion in awarding
should, therefore, adjust the deposit rate ACESITA its loans. we detennine that
respondents could not expect to receive
to zero. As stated in the Corporate
benefits on an ongoing basis in the
FINEP is not defacto limited to a
History section above. we do not
future.
specific enterprise or industry or group
Respondents contend that if the
consider the GOB's privatization plan in. of enterprises or industries. Therefore.
Department continues to consider IPI
and of itself to constitute privatization.
we detennine that FINEP loans do not
rebates to be a subsidy, the Department
Because the auction of ACESITA's stock bestow a countervailable benefit to
should continue to consider them to be
was held after the preliminary
.
producers or exporters of the subject
recurring benefits. and should continue
determination in this case. we have not
merchandise.
to expense the rebates in the year of
considered the impact of that auction on
m.
Programs Determined Not To Be
receipt.
this program. . .
.
.
Used.
.
Respondents contend that this
.Because this exemption was limited
determination is consistent with the
to one company, we detennine that it is
We verified that the following
standard in the Proposed Regulations:
countervaHable. To calculate the
programs were not used by
\>ene.fit, we divided the amount ofIPI
manufacturers, producers, or exporters .. (1) The IPI rebate program is not
exceptional. as the program has
and import duties exempted in 1991 by
in Brazil of certain additive steel
operated regularly over a long period or
ACESITA's total sales io 1991. The rate
products:
time; (2) the program should be
for ACESITA is 0.21 percent ad valarem
A. BNDES Preferential Financing
considered long-standing because it has
and 0.00 percent ad valorem for all
B. FINEX Preferential Export Financi.ng . been in existence for over fifteen years;
other manufadW9rs, exporters. and
C. PROEX Preferential Export Financing and (3) there is great certainty that the
producers of the subject merchandise.
D. Tax Incentives and Funds Through
. program will continue to operate as
II. Program Determined Not To Be
Project CONSERVE
usual in the future, until its effective
Counlervallable
E. IPI and Import Duty Exemptions
termination date in 1996. Respondents
We determine that the following
1tlso contend that IPI rebates were
. Through .the BEFIEX Program
program does not provide subsidies to
treated as recurring benefits in the Pipe
IV. Program Determined Not To Exist
manufacturers, producers, or exporters
md Tube From Brazil case and the
in Brazil o! certain additive steel
We nrified that the following.
recent Certain Steel From Brazil
products:
program does oot exist:
preliminary detennination.

f.lastics.
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DOC Position-We determiue the IPI investments to be counterYaHable. It
methodology to \ralue equity infusions
rebate program to be a recuning benefit. should comider the original invastment is contrary to the law and Departmental
consistent with our treatment of it iA .
dates (1983. 1984. and 1985) lo be the
practice. RespC?ndents argue that use of
Pipe and Tube From Brazil Thia
date• of the equity infusions because the the grant methodology lo value 3e1uity
determiulion ia consiste!lt with our ·
PBs functioned in m&DY ways similar lo infusions ls inconsistent with the
aiteria for recuning versus nonstock from the time of purchase.
Department'• equltyworthiness
recwri.Dg grants, u enunciated racently
Respoodenta argue tha1 the
methodology, and produces Inconsistent
in Certain Steel Products Flom the
Department's praljmjnery determination results.
United Kingdom. The !Pl iebate
that the PBs were coavened to equity in
Respondents also contend that the
program is not exceptional Further, it la 1989 was inconact.. Respandanta
Department should reviso its calculation
lonjslanding-lt bu been in place cmw contend that no suc1i canvenimi
of the benchmark rate of return in using
the RORS methodology to value the
fifteen yean, and although ita method of oa:urred. The holden of the PBs voted
disbursement and OUJ' treatment of the
only to authorize the conversion of PBs
bene&t from the PB equity infusionL
progrmn changed in 1990, it will
to equity in the future, prior to the
The Department should use the nationlil
average rate of return in the RORS
continue to opente as it does cunently
privatization of the company.
methodology, rather than the steal
until its termination in 1996, Recipients Respondents argue that the 1989 vote
industry's rate of return, as was used in
caD expect to receive benefits on an
did not change the status of the PBs: it
the preliminary determination. Thia
ongoing basis &om year to year, es long
merely provided a legal basis for an
as the minimum eligibility requirements eventual conversion to equity.
change would be consistent with the
Department's past use of the RORS
set forth in the original rrogram are met. Respondents argue that the actual
We have expensed JP re&ates in the
conversion lo equity oa:uned in
methodology.
DOC Position-We have detennined
year of receipt, consistent with our.
October 1992. a few days prior to the
that PBs should be characterized as
treaunent of recurring benefits. This .
auction or the company. Therefore,
grants after 1989, not equity. We do not
determination is not inconsistent with
respondents argue that if the
consider any program in this
previous Department determinations, as Department does not consider 1983,
inftstigalion to constitute an equity
~ed by petitioners.
1984. and t985 to be the dates of the
infusion during the POL Therefore,
Tht!f& bas been an important change . equity infusions. the only other date.
in the method of disbursement of the IPI which could be considered would ba ·
arguments regarding the appropriate
valuation methodology for equity
rebates. Prior to 1990. companies would 1992. when the PBs were actually
remit the full IPI tax to the govemment, converted into stock.
infusions are moot.
Comment 4-Petitioners argue that
which then rebated 95 percent to ·
Respondents argue that because the
SIDER.BRAS (the goyamment-owned
equity infusions occurred in 1983, 1984, the Department comctly characterized
steel holding company). and
and 1985, the Department should revise ACESITA's debt swap arrangement as
debt forgiveness by the Banco do Brasil.
SIDERBRAS returned the funds to the
its want cap calculation aa:ording1y.
companies in the fonn of equity
IXJC Positiot>-At the time of the
Respondents failed to provide sufficient
infusions. Aa:ordingly, we
·
initial investment, PBs were hybrid
evidence that such an 81T8Jlgement was
countervailed thoae pre-1990 IPI rebates i~struments havUlg the qualities of both not specific to ACESITA, either in
according to our methodology for
·debt .end equity: From their initiation,
submissions or at verification. Although
valuing equity infusions. SIDERBRAS
the PBs carried a repayment obligation,
the Department requested infonnatlon
with the first payments due iD 1989. No regarding debt swaps &om the Banco do
entered liquidation in 1990, and i$ no
Brasil during verification, the Banco do
longer involved in the IPl rebate
repayment of PBa was IWer made in
procedure. At prasent. companies remit accordisnca with.the prescribed ·
Brasil refused to supply any information
regarding debt swaps arranged for other
the full amount ofJPl owed to the
schedule. A~lTA did not begin the
clients because of Brazilian regulations
government. and receive the rebates
repeymentprocess. narclid the PBregarding confidentiality of such
directly from tha go\'9m1Dent on a
holden request any paymenL ID 1989,
regular basis. Due to the fact that the
the PB-holden voted to authorize the · infonnation. Petitioners argue that
claims of confidentiality cannot be used
rebated fund£ are no longer provided to eventual conversion of PBs into
the companies in the form of Bquity
commoa stock. However. there ware ao as a reason for not supplying the
Department with information.
·
infusions. the equity infusion allocation fixed terms or timetables for this
Petitioners cite Allied Tube and Conduit
methodology is no longer appropriate.
conversion. Because the obligation to
Corp. v. United States, 898 FZd 780,785
Based on the factors cited above, we
repay was not met. and there was no
(Feel Cir. 1990) Accordingly, petitioners
detennine that IPI rebates. u pr9sently · concrete plan for the conversion into
disbursed. constitute recurring benefits.- stock, we caasiderthal. in 1989. the PBs argue that the Department should use .
the information submitted in the
and wa han valued them in accordance effectively became ~ts.
with our racuning grant .methodology as
Commena 3-Pelitiooen argue that
petition as best information available
descibed in the Grant Methodology
the Department's 111\e of retum shortfall (BIA) regarding the specificity of the
methodology (RORS) does not
section above.
debt swap arrangement.
R8sporident& argue that ACESITA's
Commena 2-Petitioners contend that adequately ceptwe benefits from
the 1989 decision by the Baum do
govemment equity infusions. Petiliouers debt restrdduring did not confer a
countervailable benefit to the company.
Brasil to conV91't its PBs into equity
· contend that because ACESITA was
First, respondents ugue that the debt
constitutes a countervailahla equity
unequityworthy at the time of the 1989
iofusiao.. Prior to 1989. PBs cannot be
PB equity inhision. the infusion should swap waa not specific to ACESITA. but
rather such debt swaps an commonly
considered equity becausa they bad.a . . be treated as a grant, and calmlated
fixed redemption obligation. PBs should using the Department's gnml
used by Brazilian companieL
Respondents argue that the Department
only be considered to ba 8q'lity after the . metho~ol~.
. · ·
. ahoilld reject petitioners• request for the
1989 shareholders' meetiq in which
Raspoodaots argue that the
·the PBs were coaYlll'ted inta tquily.
. Department should continue to value
use of best infonnation available.
Respondeots argue tba1. to the extant • the PB eq~ty Infusions ming RORS. ·
. Second. respondents argue that
the Department 6..ods the PB
Respondents claim that using the grant · ACESITA's debt restructuring cannot be
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to provide the Department with
Comment ~pendants contend
information.
that the privatization of ACESrI'A
Comment s-Petitonera ague that th8 constitutes • program-wide change.
Banco do Brasil.
Department erred bl calculating•
Respondents state that, aa:ording to the
Respondents ague that they have
nominal, rather than llD 11ffec:tive,
Proposed Regulations, 154 PR 23378,
provided sufficient information on the
benchmark rate for evaluating the
23385), a program-wide change is
record to demonstrate that debt
second loan provided to ACESITA iD its defined as a change which is Dot limited
restruduring such as ACESrrA'.s ·
debt swap anangemenL Petitioners
to a specific company or companies.
arrangement are the result of Brazil's
contend that the lDBD waa provided he and is implemented by an official ad,
economic situation and market forces.
of certain fees and charges which
such as • statute, regulation, or d80'8e.
Debt buy-back transactions similar to
ACESITA·would nmmally have to pay,
Respondents argue that the privatiution
ACESrrA's mmactian are
including a fiDllDciaJ tax (IOF) and a
of ACESrrA meets all these aiteria.
commonplace. Respondents liigue that
withholding tax on mterest peyments.
Respondents argue that this program·
petitioners' characterization or the
malting its true cost of money cheaper
wide change occurred prior to the
Banco do Brasil'• "refusal" to provide
than alternative commercially-available preliminary determination in this
information regarding similar
. financing. Petitioners contend that the
investigation, and that the Department
transactions is misleading. The Banco
Department should use infonnation on
should, therefore, .set the deposit rate
do Brasil informed the Department that
the record to construct a companyassociated with the PB equity infusions
it could not provide additional detailed specific benchmark rate for ACESrI'A.
at zero.
infonnation regarding other ·
Respondents argue that the
Respondents argue that ACESITA's
transactions, due to strict Brazilian Jaws benchmark interest rate used by the
privatization was initiated by Law 8031
governing the disclosure of details of
Department in the preliminary
on April 4. 1991. which, along with
banking transactions to third parties.
determination was correct and should
subsequent legislation and regulations,
Respondents argue that the restrictions
be used for this final determination.
established the procedures to be used in
placed on Brazi.lian banks are very
Respondents argue that petitioners are
the privatization process. Because these
similar to those placed on U.S. banks.
incorrect in their assertion that other
laws governed the privatization not just
Respondents contend that the
charges should be included in 8
of ACESITA but also of various other
Department's characterization, in the
benchmark rate.
companies, it meets the requirement
preliminary detennination; of the debt
DOC Position-We disagree with
that e program-wide change not be
buy-back as debt forgiveness is
petitioners. First, information on the
limited to a specific enterprise.
inmrrect. Respondents argue that no
record demonstrates that the IOF tax is.
Respondents ague that. as the
forgiveness was involved in either of the applicable to short-term debt only; it is
privatization program was initiated in •
two loan transactions involved in the
1990, it occuned and was verifiable
not charged on Joans with periods over
prior to the preliminary detennination
debt swap. The first, underlying Joan
90 days.
·
in this investigation. :Respondents argue
from the Banco do Brasil was paid in
full. ]'bere can be no forgiveness when
Second, the withholding tax, for
that the controlling events of the ·
a loan is paid in full. ACESITA
which petitioners seek an adjustment, is privatization. incl= the
· continues to servica its obligations on
applicable to interest remitted abroad.
establishment of p
ures,
the second loan. The Department
Petitioners have argued that because the consultants' studies, and development
properly evaluated the second loan on
only likely source for dollar·
of conditions of sale and minimum·
its own terms, and determined that it
denominated ~nancing is outside Brazil. price, were completed prior to the
did not confer a benefiL
·
the benchmark interest rate must ·
preliminary detennination.
DOC Position-We consider that the
incorporate this withholding tax.
Respondents argue that the
debt buy-back transaction 11ndertaken
Petitioners assertions to the contrary. · Department's approach to privatization
by A~ITA does confer a
information on the record indicates that published in the preliminary
countervailable subsidy, as described
ACESITA has previously secured longdetermination in Preliminary
above. In the preliminary determination, tenn dollar-denominated financing ln
Affinnative Countervailing Duty
we chatacterized this transaction as debt Brazil. This debt was not subject to the
Determination: Certain Steel Products
forgiveness based on the infonnation
. withholding tax. It cannot be assumed. - From Brazil, 57 FR 57806 (December 7,
provided in the questionnaire response. therefore that all potential alternative
'1991), is contrary to Jaw and should not
Jt was only from information submitted . financing for the debt swap would have. be applied to ACESITA in this
after the preliminary-determination and been subject to this withholding tax.
investigation. That determination stated
at verification, that we learned the exact
Finally, ACESITA 's debt swap )OBD ·. the Department's position that equity ·
nature or this debt-for-debt swa~. ....
package did include ..fees or
.
·benefits provided to an unequitywortby
There is insufficient information on.
commiss.ions'.' imposed upon it by the · .. company prior to privatization are not
the record to determine that debt buy· . intennediary involved in the debt swap. extinguished by the privatiution unless ·
bad transactions such as ACESrrA's, . _ These fees went incorporated into the - · the benefits were repaid prior to
are not de facto specific. See the
·
loan that ACESITA assumed, a Joan
privatization;
.
Specificity section above and Section
which was greater than the amount
Petitioners argue that the privatization·
Two, Appendix One of the Department's . necessary to purchase the MYDFAs
of ACESITA does not constitute a questionnaire. The Department
necessary to retire ACESITA's loan with progr8m·wide change. Petitionen argue
requested detailed information from
the Banco do Brasil.
·
· · that the privatization of ACESITA did
respondents regarding actual industry
We determine, therefore, that th~
not take place until October 22, 1992,
use or such transactions. and the actual
UBOR plus spread and risk premium
the date of the auction of the company.
terms and conditions of similar
benchmark used by the Department in
The fact that the plans for privatization
its preliminary determination is correct, were in place does not mean that
transactions, but responde11.ts failed to
p~ovide this information.
. .
·and that petitioners suggested
· • · ·privatization took place. Privatization is
Confidentielity of information does not
adjustments to the bencluilark aire not
only accomplished by the successful
relieve a respondent from its obligation
warranted,
sale or the company. ·
characterized as debt fmgiveness

becaUl8 ACESITA has fully satisfied all
or its loan obligations to lta craditor,
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DOC Position-We do not consider
that printizalion, in ud of lbleH
constitutes 1 program-wide change, or
that e privatization program is the type
of program contemplated for
consideration under the program-wide
change section of the PropOllled
RegulationL Even assuming arguendo,
however, that privatization could be
construed as a program-wide change, we
do not amsidar that privatization occun
prior to the actual sale of the com~.
It would not be pcmible to assess
a program-wide change until after the
conclusion or the actual sale of the .
company so that all the effects of the
privatization program could be
analyzed.·
.
In this case. while plans for the
auction of ACESITA ware in place prior
to the preliminary determination, the
auction did not take place until after the
preliminary determination. Therefore,
we do not consider Brazil's national
privatization plan to constitute a
program-wide change in this
investigation.. As sw:h. there is DO basis
for considerillg my impact such a
change would have OD any program in
this investigation. nor for making any
adjustment to the cash deposit rates.
Comment 7--Patitionars contend that
the GOB exercised considerable
disaetion in providing ACE.SITA with
loans from FINEP and that, therefore,
the financing confers a countervailable
benefit because it fails the Department's
specificity test. Petitioners contend that
the /\CESITA's loans from FlNEP were
not provided in accordanca with the
agency' a guidelines. One of the aiteria
used to evaluate potential recipients of
FINEP loans is the Creditworthiness of
the bom>wer. PetiUoners argue that
because ACESIT/\ was Wlaeditworthy
at the time it received l08Jls from FINEP
in 1987 and 1990, it did not meet the
program criteria. and would not have
received the loan.a absent the exercise or
discretion by the GOB. Petitioners
contend that because of the discretion
used by the GOB to grant these loans,
the program fails the specificity test,
and the benefit should be countervailed.
Respondents argue that petitioners ara
incol'T8Ct that FlNEP loans wera
provided to ACESITA in violation of
FINEP's lending poljcies. Respondents
argue that /\CESIT/\ guanmt.eed its
loans from FlNEP with its fixed assets,
and that therefore FINEP was protected
in the transaction. Til8 Department
confirmed a1 verification that ACESlTA
has made every payment under the
FINEP loans. A.II information on the
record confirms that the FINEP loam to
ACESITA were in no way diffimmt from
its loans to-other companies and
industries. Respondents argue that the

January

loans cannot be considmtd specific to
ACESITA.
IXJC Position-There is no evidence
on the record to indicate that the GOB
used disaetion in granting FlNEJ> loam
to ACESIT/\. We have no reason to
believe the consideration accorded
ACESITA'a loan applicatiom WU
inconsistent with that accmded to any
other company'• application. Our
review at verificaticm of the actual
number of sectors using FJNEP, the
amount of FINEP funding to the steel
industry, and the criteria u.d by FINEP
officials to apprcmt loens leada us to
conclude that FlNEP financing is not
specific to an enterprise or industry, or
group of enterprises or industries.
Comment ~odeots argue that
Law 2324 terminated prior to the
preliminary determination in this cue.
and that the Department should adjust
the deposit rate accordingly.
Respondents claim that. while the GOB
holds the position that the law
terminated in 1990, there is no question
that the law self-terminated by its own
decree on December 31. 1991. Because
this constitutes a program-wide change,
the Department should follow its
practice or adjusting the cash deposit
rate for a program-wide change which
occurs before the preliminary
determination.
Petitioners argue that the Department
correctly determined that Law 2324
provided a countervailable subsidy to
ACESITA. Petitioners claim that the
Department based its determination in
part on the fact that respondents did not
pro\'ide a copy of the law to the
Department. Petitioners claim that
because respondents still haw not
provided a copy of the law to the
Department. the Department should. in
this final determination, consider Law
2324 to provide a countervailable
benefit.
DOC Position-During verification,
we examined Law 2324 and discussed
its operation with GOB and company
officials. A copy of the law was
included in the verification exhibits.
There is sufficient infonnation on the
record to detennine that Law 2324
provides a countervailable benefit. and
also that it tenninated prior to the
preliminary detennination in this
investigation. \Ye verified that no
residual benefits were provided after the
termination of the program. We have,
therefore, adjusted the cash deposit rate
to zero, in·accordance with our practice
regarding program-wide changes.
Comment 9-Respondents argue that
the Department should adjust the
deposit rate to zero for the exemption or
IPI and import duties under Law 2894.
Respondents argue that benefits under
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Law 2894 W8l9 only provided to
ACESn'A a long u the Banco do Brasil
was the majority shareholder.
Respondanta contend that the
privatization of ACESIT/\. which
resulted in the Banco do Brasil
becoming a minority shareholder,
constitutes a program-wide c:haIJge
occurring priar to the pniliminary
determination. Thenrfore, they argue
that an adjustment of the deposit rate
would be consistent with the
Department's·traatment of program-wide
I
changes.
.
1XJC Position-As discussed in the
Corporate History section and Comment
6 above, we do not consider that the
national privatimtion plan. in and of
itself, constitutes a program-wide
chan_ge.
Adaitionally, the Banco do Brasil
remained the majority shareholder until
the auction of the company on October
22, 1992, which is after the preliminary
determination in this investigation.
Therefore, we have not adjusted the
deposit rate for this ~rogram.
Comment JD-Petitioners argue that
the Department was incorract in
determining not to initiate an
equityworthiness investigation of
ACESITA in 1982, 1983, and 1984.
Petitioners argue that their petition
contained all reasonably available
information to the Department regarding
their unequityworthiness allegation, and
that the Department is therefore
obligated to initiate an investigation and
compel the production of evidence from
the respondents.
DOC Position-As stated in the
Department's May 1, 1992. Equitworthy
and Creditworthy Analysis
Memorandum: May 4, 199Z, Initiation
Memorandum: and Notice of Initiation
of Countervailing Duty Investigations:
f.ertain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth
Carbon Steel Products from Brazil,
France, Germany. and the United
Kingdom, FR 19884 (May 8, 1992); and
as reiterated in the Department's
September 10, 1992, Equitworthy and
Creditworthy Analysis Memorandum, .
we detennined that information
provided by petitioner at the time of
initiation was insufficient to
demonstrate that equity infusions into
ACESITA during 1982, 1983 and 1984
were made on terms inconsistent with
commercial considerations. Petitioner
has not provided any additional
information that would caUS9 us to
reconsider our previous determination.
Comment 1J-Petitioners argue that
the Department was lncomict in
excluding the Villares Group, a
producer of the subject merchandise,
from this investigation. PetiUoners argue
that the company's request for exclusion
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was untimely and did not meet the
documentation requirements for·
justifying and exclusion.
DOC Position-The Villares Group
did not request exclusion from this
investigation, and it is not excluded
from this detennirlatian. The Villares
Group requested that the Department
not require that it respond the
questionnaire. We decided thBt the
Villares Group would not be required to
respond to the questionnaire because ill
share of exports of the subject
merchandise to the United States is
extremely small. We verified the
Villares Group's volume and value of
expons of the subject merchandise to
the united St.otes during the POI.
Eve11 wllhout a response from the
Vill&Ies Group. we verified responses
from companies accounting for almost
100 percent of exports to the United
States. While the Department usually
attempts to examine those companies in
countervailing duty cases which
account for 100 percent of imports
subject to investigation, nothing in
either the statute or the regulations
requil'9S the Department to examine any
particular percentage of imports or
companies in a countervailing duty
investigation. Not requiring the Villal81
Group to respond is consistent with the·
Department's practice in prior
investigations. See. e.g.. Fresh Cut
Flowers from Costa Rica, 52 FR 32030
!August 25, 1987); Certain Textile MjlJ
Products and Apparel from Malaysia, 50
FR 9852 !March 12, 1985); Circular
Welded Non-Alloy Steel Pipe from
Brazil. 57 FR 24466 Uune 9, 1992).
Expons of subject merchandise from
the Villares Group are subject to the
country-wide rate calculated in this
investigation.
Vertification
ln accordance with section 776(b) of
the Act. we verified the information
used in making our final determination.
Wa followed standard verification
procedures, including meeting with
government and company officials,
t!Xamination of relevant accowiting
records. and examination of original
source docwnents. Our verification
results 8J'9 outlined in detail in the
public \'ersions of the verification
reports. which are an file in the Central
Records Unit (Room B--099 of the Main
Commerce Building).
Suspension of Liquidation
ln accordance with section 705(c) ot
the Act. we are directing the Customs
Service to continue to suspend
liquidation of entries of cart.aio additive
steel products from Brazil which are
entered or withdrawn from warehome ·

for consumption on or after the date of
publication ofthia notice iD the F"ederal
Register, and to requint a cash deposit
or bond of estimated countervailing
duties at the following rate:

ACESITA · - - - - Coun1ry-wicle Raia -

t8.tll
0..8'2

6ZZ1

[C-427-aos)

Anal Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Certain Hot Rollad Lead
and Bismuth Carbon Steel Products
From France

AGENCY: Import AdministnJtion,
lntt:mational Trade Administrstion,
Ik>par+..n:cnt of Commerce.
19.tll EFFECTIVE DATE: January 27. 1993.

0.57

ITC Notification
ln accordance with !le{.'tion 70S(d) of
the Act. we will no!ify the ITC n! our
determination. In addition,"""" llrt!
making a\·:iilable to the ITC a;!
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relc;ting to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access lo all privileged and business
proprietary information in our files
pro\·ided the rrc confirms that it will
not disclose such information. either
publicly or under an administrative
protective order, without the written
consent of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Investigations, Import
Administration.
If the ITC determines that material
injury, or the threat of material injury,
does not exist. the5e proceedings will be
terminated and all estimated duties
deposited or securities postttd as a result
of the suspension or liquidation will be
refunded or C'1llceled. If. however, the
ITC determines that such injury does
exist. we will issue a countervailing
duty orde;, directing Customs officer5 to
assess countervailing duties oo entries
of certain additive &&eel products from
Brazil

Retum or Destruction of Proprietary
Information
This notice serves as the only
reminder to panies subject to
Administrative Protective Order (APO)
of their responsibility concerning the
return or destruction of proprietary
information disclosed under APO in
accordance with 19 CFR 355.34(d).
Failure to comply is a violation of the

APO.
This determination is published
pursuant to ssctioo 705(d) of the Ad. (19
U.S.C. 1671dld)) and 19 CFR
355.20(a)( 4).
Dated: January 19, 1993.
Alan.M. Dunc.
Amstant Seaet.ary for lmpol1
Admln.im'Otfoll.
IPR Doc. 93-2001 FUed 1-26-:Ql; 8:45 aml
8ILLH1 c:dOE ~

FOR FURTHER INFORILlTION COtlTACT:

Julie Anne Osgood or Susan Strumbel,
Office of Countervailing In"·estigations,
U.S. Department of Commerce, room
3099, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW .• Washingt.::m, DC 20230;
tdephone (202) 482--0167 or 482-1442.
respectively.

Final Determination
The Department of Commen:e (the
Department) de•ennines that benefits
which constitute subsidies within :he
meaning of the cowitervailing duty law
are being provided to manufacturers,
producers. or exporters in France of
cenain hot rolled lead and bismuth
carbon steel products (hereinafter:
'"certain additive steel products"}.
For information on the estimated net
subsidy, please see the "Suspension of
Llquidation" section of this notice.
Cose History

Since the publication of the
preliminary determination (57 FR
42977, September 17, 1992), the
following events have occu."T8d.
Verification was conducted from
September 22 through September 30,
1992.
On October 16, 1992, in aa:ordance
with section 705(!1)(1} of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended (the Act), we
aligned the final determination in this
investigation with the final
determination in the companion
antidumping duty (AD) investigation of
the same merchandise (57 FR 48020,
October 21, 1992). ()n November 8,
1992, we postponed the final
countervailing duty (CVD) and AD
determinations until January 11, 199;,
(57 FR 53691, November 12, 1992). On
January 11, 1993, we postponed for a
second time the final CVD and AD
determinations until January 19, 1993
(Not Yet Published).
The parties submitted case and
rebuttal briefs on November 23 and
December 2, 1992, respectively. A
public hearing was held on December 7,
1992.

Scope of Investigation
The producta covered by this
investigation are hot rolled bars and
rods of nanalloy or other .alloy steel,
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awue

France. W8 bave bea made
of
· c:mtain programs, not oriplally ·
lnwstipted ID this cue, which appear
to provide subaicli-.
Investment
subsidies. Nnerthea.i we did not have
sufficient time to obtain and verify ·
information with_rmpec:t to th...
programs. AccordiDgly, we will addreu
them during the 6nt administratJw
ieview of the countarvailing duty order
in this case, u la cantempl&ted by
18dion 35S.39 of the Deputment'a
Proposed Regulatiom (Countervailing
Duties: Notice of Proposed Rulem•king
and Request for Public C".ommenta. 54
FR 23366 (May 31, 1~9) (Proposed
Regulations)), usumiDg a count~g
duty order is issued ad an
administrative review la ~ed.
Based upon our analyala of the
petition, 18SpOD181 to our
questionnaires, verification, and written
comments from the intentated parties,
we determine the following:
EquityworthinPetitioners have alleged that Usinor,
Sacilor and Usinor Sadlor were
unequitywortby for certain yean during
the period 1979 through l99l, and,
.
therefore, that equity infusions received
duiing those yean were inconsistent
with commercial consideratioDL The
Department previously determined that
Usinor and Sadlor were
unequit)rwortby for the yean 1978 and
1981 in Final Affirmative
·Countervailing Determinations: Certain
Steel Products from France, 47 FR
C.Orporate History
39332 (September 7, 191J2) (Certain
At tlie end of 1986, Usinor and
Steel). Respondents have presented no
Sacilor, which were separate companies new evidence in this investigation that
owned by the COF, were merged to
contradicts the Department's findings.
become one holding company called
·Based on the fallowing analysis, we
Usinor Sacilor.
have determined that Usinor, Sacilor, ·
·and Usinor Sadlor were
Analysis of Programs
unequitywortby during the years 1982
through 1988 and that Usinor Sadlor
For purposes of this final
determination, the period for which we was equityworthy during 1991.
are measuring subsidies (the period of
Although petitionen' allegation
investigation (POI)) is calendar year
includ• 1989 and 1990, there were no
1991 which corresponda to the fiscal ·
infusions in those yean.
yearofU1inor Sadlor.
Throughout the period 1982to1987,
In determining the benefits received
Usinor, Sacilor, and Usinor Sadlor
under the various programs described
reported substantial lo5ses.
below, we used the following
Stockholden' equity wu negative in
calculation methodology. We first
every year except 1986. Accordingly,
certain financial indicaton, such u rate
calculated the ad valorem benefit for
each program received by Usinor
of ietum on assets and equity and profit
Sadlor. The benefits for all programs
margin on sales, were negative.
were then summed to anive at Usinor
Therefore. we determine Usinor,
Sacilor's total subsidy rate, which,
Sacilor, and Usinor Sadlor to be
because Usinor Sadlor ia the only
unequitywortby in thOH yean;
.
respondent company in thi1
However, respondents argue that the
investigation, equals the country-wide
Department should place its emphula
rate.
on indicators of future financial health
As a result of the ongoing
as would a private investor, not on put
Countervailing Duty ·lnvestigatlon1 of
indicators. Respondents argue that the
Certain Carbon Steel Products from
1986 restructUring. w~ wu
whether or not d-=aled, CODtainiq by
weight 0.03 .peramt or men of 1eacfor
0.05 peiaDt or mare of bismuth, ID colls
or cut Jengtba, and ID numerous shaP!19
and ilzas. Excluded from the ICOp8 of
these Investigations ere other alloy
steels (u defined by the HannoniDlcl
Tariff Schedule of the United States
(HI'SUS) chapter n. Dote 1(Q),..except
steela claui&ed u other alloy steels by
reason of containing by weight 0.4
percant or more of lead, or 0~1 percant
or more of bismuth, tellurium, or
1&lenium. Also excluded ue 118Dli•
finished steela and Oat-rolled products.
Most of the products covered in this
investigation ant provided for under
subheadings 7213.20.00.00 and
7214.30.00.00 of the KI'SUS. Small
quantities of the• producta may also
enter the United Statea under the
following KI'SUS 1UbheadiDgs: 7213.31.30.00, 80.00; 7213.39.D0.30,
00.80, 00.90; 7214.40.00.10, D0.30,
DO.SO; 721t.S0.00.10. 00.30, DO.SO;
7214.60.D0.10, 00.30, DO.SO; and .
7228.30.80. Although the KI'SUS
subheadings are provided for
convenience and customs purposes, our
written description of the scope oftbil
p~ing is dispositive.
.
Respondents
The Government of Fran.ce (GOF),
Usinor Sadlor, and the European
Community (EC) ant respondents for
mercbandi&e subject to this
,
investigation.

•.f.·

uDdertabn ID accmdance with a study
prepued ~:="iDNY A Co., bad a
Clninatic e
upon Uainor Sadlor'r
profitability, mUina it a firm in which
it would be reuona};Je for investors to
inV81t.
. We have ualymd the information on
the record with respect to the study
prepared by McJCimey I: Co. We
dia8pee with NlpODdents that, U a
result of this study and its projections.
we should ipcn all put financial
iDdicaton when making our
equityworthy determination. In our
view, a prudent investor would not
asseu the reuonablenea of investing in
the newly reltruetured company
without taldng into consideration the
tntmendoua financial difficulties of both
companies prior to the restructurings or
the rauona for than difficultiea. For
this reason. and absent any positive
financial indicators prior to the
restructuring, we have continued to find
Usinor Sacilor unequitywortby in 1986
and in 1987 and 1988.
·
Furthermore, Usinor Sacilor argues
that the Department should calculate
return on equity using earnings before
interest, ~and depredation (EBITD)
for the numerator. On this basis, Usinor
Sadlor bu calculated a positive retum
on equity for the yean 1984, and 1987
through 1991. During verification, GOF
ofDdala maintained that EBITD is the
.·prinwy measur9 in France use to
evaluate a company'• ability to meet its
obligatiODL (See the public version of
the Report OD the Verification oftbe
Govenunent of Fnnce, on file in Room
B-099 of the Department of Commerce.)
Usinor Sacilor arguea that a reasonable
investor iD Prance, using Usinor
Sadlor'a EBrrD ntios, would have
found Usinor Sadlor to be an excellent
invastmenL
.
With respect to EBITD. we ue not
persuaded that It ia the belt means of
measuring the nte of return on equity.
While potential investon may consider
EBrrD, it la not u accunte a reflection
of the potential return on an investment
u a m8UUl8 which la net of interest.
taxes. and depredation. i.e., net income.
.Therefore, we have continued to rely
upon the companies' return on useta
. and retum on equity calculated OD the
·basis of net income divided by the
•vtlftl88 sbarebolcler'• equity.
We pr8liminarily dehii:mined that
UaiDor.Sacilor wu unequityworthy in
1991 bued upon a review of the
financial data and a summary of an
analysis of Usinor Sacilor performed by
an independent Swiss consulting firm.
We atat8d that beginning in 1988, the
. company repmtacl positive ntea of
return OD bcith auets and equity for the
preceding years. although the flnandal
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whether U&inor.. Sacilor, or Usinor
Sacilor were able to obtain this private
debt without govemmaat assistance
and/or guanmtees. Therefore, we have
not considered the extent of Usinor
Sacilor's private bonowings in
determining whether Usinor Sacilor was
creditworthy.
Respondents have further argued that
the 1986 restructuring greatly improved
Usinor Sacilor's outlook, making it a
better risk for lenders u well ea far
investors. In comrut. petiticmen
Creditworthinmaintain that Usinor Sacilor'1 return to
We have .analyzed whether Usiuar,
profitability should be ignored becauae
it was primarily the result of subsidies
Sacilor and U5inor Sacilar wme
unaeditworthy from 1978 through
provided in 1986 and 1988.
With respect to raspondant'•
1991.
Based on our analysis of Usinor'a and arguments. we diaagree that a lender
Sacilor'a financial statements. their
would rely solely OD future profitability
debt·to-equity ratios indicate that the
resulting from restnu:turing. With
companies were highly leverapd during respect to petitioner'• argum.pta
1979 through 1981. In addition, the
regarding the past subsidies received by
current and quick ratios indicate low
Usinor Sadlor, past practice and our.
·
levels of liquidity available to pay debts. regulations do no allow WI to consider
Moreover, Usinor Sacilor reported net
the effect of past subsidies when making
losses for each of these years. Therefore, a determination as to whether a firm is
creditworthy. as is set forth in
although we cannot analym the
companies' actual experience in
§ 355.44(b)(6}{ili) or the Department'•
meeting their debt obligations.because
Proposed Regulationa.
.
Our review or the financial statements
no information was provided oo this
and certain ratios for the years 1890
point. the above indicators lead us to
conclude that the companies would
through 1991. as well u the prior thne·
have had difficulty making interest and
years, indicates that Usinor Sacilor was
principal payments. Given this, we
able to generate sufficient caah·flow to
continue to determine th.Bt Usinor and
meet its curnmt and long-term
Sacilor were uncreditworthy during the obligations. Therefore, we continue to
determine that Usinor Sacilor was
·
years 1978 thro~ 1981.
To determine the creditworthiness of creditworthy during these years.
Usinor, Sacilor, and Usinor Sacilor
Equity Methodology
during the period 1982 through 1991,
we have evalu:ited certain liquidity and
According to section 355.49(e) of the
debt rati06, i.e., current and quick, times Department's Proposed Regulations the
interest earned. long-term debt, and
Department measures the benefit of
debt-to-equity on a consolidated basis.
equity investments in "unequ.itworthy"
For the period. 1979 through 1987, the
firms by comparing the national average
company consistently incurred
rate of return on equity with the
substantial Iossa&. The int~ coverage company's rate of return on equity
ratios were negative and the liquidity
during each year of the allocation
ratios indicated that the company may
period. The difference in these amounts.
have had difficulty in meeting its short· the so-called rate of return shortfall
tenn obligations. Although Usinor
(RORS), is then multiplied by the
amount of the equity investment to
Sacilor reported a profit in 1988, as a
result of our analysis, we determine that detennine the countervailable benefit in
· .
Usinor, Sacilor, and Usinor Sacilor were the given year.
The Department has concluded that
uncreditworthy for the yeen 1982
_through 1989.
.
the RORS methodology does not
Respondents have argued th.at when
provide an aa:urate measure of the
determining the creditworthiness of a
benefits arising from government equity
company, the Departmen.t must consider investmenu in un.equityworthy
the extent to which the comp&Dy waa
companies. When the Department finds
able to obtain loons from private SOW'C88 that a c.ompany ii wiequityworthy and.
without government assistance or
hence, that the government's equity . ·
guarantees. Respondents argue that
investment is ioamsUient with
Usinor and Sac:ilor. in fad. had obtained commercial considerations, we
such loans since 1978. Howe ..er.
effectively finding that the company
respondents have provided oo
could not attract share capital from a .
information with respect to the natwa of reasonable investor. When a company is
the lo.ms from private sources nor
in such poor financial condition that it

pO&itioo of the fhm waabmed yearly.
However, ainal the preliminary
datermi~tion, the complete Swisa
consulting JBport bu been 1ubmitted for
the record and we have been able to
evaluate it. Based on our Nview of the
complete report. we have reevaluated
Usinor Sadlor'• potential for genenting
a reasonable rate of retum within a ·
reasonable period of time and
concluded that Ulioor Sacilor was
equitywortby during 199L .

are .
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canoot attract capital. any capital it

recei~benefits the compaay as il it
were a grant and no eamings of the

company in 1ubsequent years should be
used to offset the benefit.
Moreover. in calculating the
company's rate of return, no adjustment
is made to eliminate the effect of past or
CUJTBDt subsidies. Therefore, those
subsidies that increase the company's
rate af return eerve to reduce the
amount of the subsidy arising from
government equity investments in
subsequent years. In addition, this
method does not compensate for the
effect of prior year results on equity in
subsequent years. thus measuring the •
rate of ratum against an equity other
than that invested in the transaction in

question.
For these reasons, we have
determined that equity investments in
unequityworthy companies will be
treated as grants given in the year of the
equity investment. Aa:ordingly, we will
value the benefit using the grants
methodology described below.
Where a market-determined
benchmark price for equity eXists, we
will continue to use that benchmark to
determine whether the government's
pwcbue of equity confers a subsidy
md to measure the amount of the
subsidy.
Grant Methodology
Our policy with respect to grants ii (1)
to expense recurring grants in the year
Of receipt. and (2) to allocate DOD•
recwring grants over the evmage useful
life of assets in the industry. Wlless the
sum of grants provided under a
particular program is less than 0.5
percent of a finn's total or export sales
(depending on whether the program is
a domestic or export subsidy) in the
year in which the grant was received.
See, e.g., Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determination;
Fresh and Chilled Atlantic Salmon &om
Norway, 56 FR 7678 (February 25, 1991)
(Salmon from Norway).
We have considered the grants
provided under the programs described
below to be non-recuning, unlaa
otherwise noted, because the benefit.a
are exceptional. the recipient cannot
expect to receive benefits OD an ongoing
basis from review period to review
period. and/or the provision or funds by
the government must be approved evtrry
year. See, Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Certain Fresh Atlantic Groundfish from
Canada, 51 FR 10041(March24, 1986)
(Groundfish from Canada). Therefore,
we have allocated the benefit.a over 15
years, which the Department considers
to be mflactiva of the average useful life
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of assets in the steel industry (see
section 355.49(b)(3) of the Proposed
Regulations).
The benefit from each of the grant
programs discussed below was
calculated using the declining balance
methodology desaibed in the
Department's Proposed Regulations (see
section 355.49(b)(3)) and used in prior
investigationa (see e.g.; Salmon from
Norway). For the discount rate used in
these calculations,· we used the lending
rates published in the International
Monetary Fund's International Financial
Statistics because Usinor Sacilor did not
report its actual cost for long-term,
fixed·rate debt. Since Usinor Sacilor
was i.mcreditworthy in the years in
which all grants were approved we have
used the highest annual interest rate
reported in the IMF publication and
have added a risk premium to the
bench.mark interest rate in accordance
with section 355.44(b)(6)(iv) of the
Proposed Regulations.

I. Programs Determined To Conf_.
Subsidies
We determine that subsidies are being
provided to manufacturers, producers,
or exporters in France of certain
additive steel products u follows:

In 1983, 1984, and 1985, Usinor and
Sacilor issued convertible bonds to tha
FIS. These FIS bonds were converted to
common stock in 1986 and 1988.

Shareholders' Advances
According to the responses. the GOF
financed the revenue shortfall needs of
A. Equity Infusions and Grants
Usinor and Sacilor through
Loans with Special Ciaracteristics
advances beginning in
sh819holders'
(PACS)
1982. These sb819bolders' advances
A plan was agreed upon in 1978 to
carried no interest and there was no
help the principal steel companies.
precondition for receipt of these funds.
Usinor. Sacilor, Cbatillon-NeuvesTbe responses indicated that, consistent
Maisons. and their subsidjaries.
with the GOF'a policy of full adherence
restructure their massive debt. Thia plan to the EC State Aida Code. and with the
entailed the creation of a steel
GOF's private investor policy
amortization fund. called the Caiue
articulated by President Mitterrand in
d'Amortissement pour l'Acier (CA.PA)
1984, the GOF. in 1986, paid out the last
for the purpose of assuring repayment of of the advances it had made under this
funds borrowed by these companiee
PTtc!fibese advances were converted
prior to June 1. 1978. ln accordance
·to common stock in 1986.
with the restructuring·plan of 1978,
In 1981, 1986, 1988, and 1991,
bonds previously issued on behalf oftbe
vntually all the common stock
steel companies and pre-1978 loans
pun:hased through conversions of
from Credit National and Fonds de
PACS. FIS bonds and shareholder's
Developpement Economique et Social
Specificity
(FOES) were converted into PACS. As a advances was offset against company
lo~s. with the result of reducing paid·
result of this process. the· steel
When receipt of benefits under a
companies were no longer liable for the in capital. In the preliminary
program is not contingent upon
determination, we concluded that the
loans and bonds. but did take on PACS
exportation, the Department must
benefit was realized at the time of the
obligations.
'
determine whether the program is
reduction in paid-in-capital and we
According to the responses, PACS
specific to an enterprise or industry. or
treated each reduction in paid-in-capital
were an instrument akin to redeemable
group of enterprises or industries.
subordinated nonvoting preferred stock. as a grant.
Under the specificity analysis, the
We have reconsidered the approach
Respondents state that PACS would be
Department examines both whether a
taken in the preliminary determination
included in the shareholders' equity on
government program is limited by law
the balance sheet. and had the following and. consistent with the equity
to a sj>ecific enterprise or industry, or
methodology adopted in these
characteristics: (1 la 0.10 percent
group thereof (i.e.. de jure specificity)
remuneration for the first five years and investigations, we have concluded that
and whether the government program is 1.0 percent thereafter. (2) no schedule of any ben~fits to Usinor Sacilor occurred
in fact limited to a specific enterprise or reimbursement. but in the event the steel at the point when these instruments
industry. or group thereof (i.e., de facto
companies became profitable. the PACS were converted to common stock.
specificity}. See section 771(5}(8) of the holders could elect to redeem their
Because the equity methodology does ·
Act. In section 355.4J(b)(2) of the
not recognize the subsequent
PACS or share in profits according to a
performance of the company receiving
Department's Proposed Regulations. the predetermined formula. and (J} PACS
the equity investment and treats the
Department has set forth the factors that were subordinated to all but the
equity investment as a grant, the later
inay be considered in determining
common stock.
In 1978. Usinor and Sacilor converted write-off of the equity is irrelevant.
whether there is specificity:
As discussed above, we have
21.1 billion French francs {FF) of debt
(i) The extent to which a government
determined that Usinor Sacilor was
ioto PACS. From 1980 to 1981, Usinor
acts to limit the availability of a
unequityworthy from 1981 through
and Sacilor issued FF8.1 billion of new
program;
1988 end equityworthy in 1991. As a
PAC.Ci. PACS in the amount ofFFlJ.8
(ii) The number of enterprises.
billion, FF12.6 billion and FF2.8 billion result, we consider the conversion of
industries. or groups thereof that
PACS to common stock in 1981 and
were converted into common stock in
actually use a program;
1986 to constitute equity infusions on
1981. 1986 and 1991, respectively.
(iii) Whether there are dominant users Fonds d'lntervention Siderurgique (FIS) terms inconsistent with commercial
considerations. Similarly, we consider
of a program. or whether certain
The 1981 Corrected Finance Law
the con'version of FIS bonds to common
enterprises. industries. or groups thereof
receive disproportionately large benefits granted Usinor and Sacilor the authority stock in 1986 and 1988 to constitute
to issue convertible bonds. The FIS. or
equity infusions on terms inconsistent
under a program; and
steel interventioo fund, was created by
with commercial considerations.
.
(iv) The extent to which a government a decree of May 18, 1983, in order to
However, the PACS to equity
exercises discretion in conferring
implement that authority. According to
conversion in 1991 was consistent with
benefits under a program.
the responses, Usinor and S8cilor issued· commercial considerations.
See also Final Affirmative
Petitioners argue that Usinor Sacilor
convertible bonds to the FIS, which, in
Countervailing Duty Determination:
tum, with the GOF guarantee, floated .
received benefits from the PACS
Certain Softwood Lumber Products from bonds to the public and to institutional
converted in 1991, for the portion of the.
Canada. 57 FR 22570 (May 28, 1992).
investors.
POI they were outstanding. We disagree ..
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Benefits &om equity infusions are not ·
prorated to conespood to the number of
months the firm benefitted &om the
equity in the year of the infusion.
Therefore, it is appropriate to consider
that the only benefit that could arise
during the POI was that potentially
conveyed by the 1991 PACS-to-equity
conversion. To assign loan and potential
equity benefits during the same year
would lead to excess countervailing
duties.
Consistent with the equity
methodology adopted in this
investigation, we followed the grant
methodology outlined above for
allocating the benefits from the equity
infusions stemming from conversion of
PACS and FIS bonds.
With respect to shareholders'
advances, we have determined that
shareholders' advances constitute
countervailable grants at the time they
were received as no shares were
distributed in return for these advances
when they were made to Usinor and
Sacilor.
We calculated the benefit from
shareholders' advances for the POI
using the grant methodology discussed
above. We then added the benefits
accruing from PACS. FIS bonds and
shareholders' advances. We divided this
total benefit by Usinor Sacilor's total
sales, excluding sales of non-French
produced merchandise and shipment
expenses on domestic sales. On this
basis. we calculated an estimated net
subsidy of 22.28 percent ad valorem.
Equity Infusion in 1978
Based on infonnation provided in the
Changes in Capital exhibits in the
responses, it is evident that the GOF
provided an infusion of capital to
Usinor and Sacilor in 1978. Given that
we have determined that Usinor and
Sacilor were unequityworthy in 1978,
this equity infusion was provided on
terms inconsistent with commercial
considerations.
.
Consistent with the decision
conceming equity methodology adopted
in this investigation, we followed the
grant methodology outlined above for
~!~ting the benefits from this equity
infusion in 1978. We divided this
benefit by Usinor Sacilor's total sales,
excluding sales of non-French produced
merchandise and shipment expenses on
domestic sales. On this basis, we
calculated an estimated net subsidy or
0.0-1 percent ad valorem.
·
B. Long-Term Loans From FDES and

CFDI
The Law of July 13.1978, created
pa~icipative loans lprets participatifs)
which were by law available to all

French companies. Under these loans,
which were issued by the FDES and the
Caisse Francaise de Developpement
lndustriel (CFDQ, the borrower paid •
lower-then-ma:ket interest rate plus a
share or future profits aa:ording to an
agreed upon fonnula. These Joans were
obtained by either Usinor, Sacilor, or
their subsidiaries.
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non-French producsd merchandise and
shipment expenses on domestic sales.
On this basis, we calculated an
estimated net subsidy of 0.02 peteent ad

valorem.
Loans from CFDI

In 1991, outstanding loans to Usinor
Sacilor from CFDI were consolidated.
These consolidated loans carried new
Loans From IDES
terms and conditions. Therefore, we are
On July 1. 1990, tbe outstanding
treating these consolidations as new
principal on the FDES loans to Usinor
loans in 1991.
and Sacilor was mnsolidated into
Because we are treating these as new
multiple long-term loans. We consider
loans taken out in 1991, no ir.terest
these consolidated loans to be new
• would be due Wltil 1992. Hencs, there
loans.
would be no cash flow effect until 1992.
In these investigations, the GOF bas
Only at that time would any potential
provided the total distribution of
subsidy from these loans be realized.
participative FDES loans for 1981
However, the old loans which were
through 1990. It does not appear that the consolidated in 1991 were outstanding
new 1990, consolidated loans for Usinor during a portion of the POI and
Sacilor are included in thii; information.
potentially give rise to a benefit.
The information provided only seems to
Although the GOF has claimed that
relate to participative loans rather than
loans from CFDI are not limited to a
the types of loans obtained by Usinor
Sacilor in 1990. lndeed. the information specific enterprise or industry or group
provided indicates that the consolidated of enterprises or industries, no
supporting evidence has been provided
amounts exceeded the total amount of
other than a short letter from CFDI. This
FDES loans distributed to all sectors of
Jetter does not provide any showing that
the economy for the years 1987, 1988,
the
loans are non-specific. Therefore, we
and 1989 combined. .
detennine that CPDI Joans are de facto
Therefore, lacking information on
limited to a specific enterprise or
whether the FDES consolidated loans
industry or group of enterprises or
are limited to a specific enterprise or
industries and that they are
industry or group of enterprises or
industries, we have determined that the countervailable to the extent that they
were provided on tenns inconsistent
1990 consolidated loans are de facto
with commercial considerations.
limited. Accordingly, Usinor Sacilor's
For those years in which Usinor,
FDES loans are countervailable to the
extent that they were provided on terms Sacilor, and Usinor Sadler were
uncreditworthy, we have used as L'1e
more favorable than the benchmark
benchmark and the discount rate the
fi nanc:ing.
same interest rat'3 as described in the
We have used as the benchmark and
Grant Methodology section above. For
the discount rate the private bond
those years in which Usinor, Sacilor, ,
interest rate reported in the OECD
Financial Statistics publication for 1990. and Usinor Sacilor were creditworthy,
we have used as the benchmark the
· Because we ha\•e determined that
Usinor Sacilor was creditworthy during interest rate described in the "Long·
1990, we did not add a rislt premium to Tenn Loans from FDES" section above.
· Comparing the appropriate
the benchmark interest rate. We then
benchmark financing with the CPDI
comp8J'9d this benchmark financing to
financing received by Usinor, Sacilor,
the financing provided by FDES and
and Usinor Sacilor, we found that CFDI
found that the FOES loans were
Joans did provide a benefit during the
provided on more favorable terms than
the benchmark financing. Therefore, we POI. Therefore, we detennine that .
Usinor and Sacilor's loans are
detennine that Usinor Sacilor's loans
counteravailable.
are countervaHable.
.
To calculate the benefit from these
To ca1cul8te the benefit from these
loans, we employed our normal long·
loans, we employed our normal long·
term loan methodology as described in
term loan methodology as described
section 355.49(c)(l) of the Department's above under the FDES Program. We
Proposed Regulations. (See also Final
divided the benefit attributable to the
Affirmative Countervailing Duty
POI by Usinor SacilQr's total sales,
Determination: C.Srtain Granite Products excluding sales of non-French produced
from Spain, 53 FR 24340 ijune 28,
merchandise and shipment expenses on
1988).) We divided the benefit
domestic sales. On this basis, we
attributable to the POI by Usinor ·
calculated an estimated net subsidy rate
Sacilor's total sales, excluding sales of
of 0.48 pen:ent ad valorem.

.
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C. Bepaid PAa
ID the 1978 nstruc:turmg. put of the ·
loans made by the private majority
·
abarabalders WWII c:ommted tG PACS.
ID Cartalfi Steel, the Department
considered these PA~ to be debt and
stated that because they W8l'8 created
under the gOftl'llDlent-diracted Rescue
Plan of 1978 and W9ftt speci&c to the
steel compmiea. the p~ am.&med
countsanilable beaefita. .

January

Methodology ..:tioa Uove. We thea
compared tbe ~rl.ropriate baacbmart
financing to thaunang Uaimetal
received throup the EC end found that
th8&8 laans were provided DD lenDI
incoasistenl with commercial
camiderations. Tberafore, we determine
that Unimetal '• AJtide 54 loam are
counteravailable.
·
To calculate the benefit from these
foans, we employed the Ions-term loan
methocioloBY daciibed above in our
. diacussion of~'Lang-Tllrm Loans from.
FOES." We divided this total benefit by
Unimatal'a total sales. On tbia buia. we
calculated an estimated net subsidy of
· 0.03 percent ad valorem. .

.

%7. 1993 I Notices
Count8'ftiling Duty Determination:

S&andard C'Mmticma from Chile. 52 FR
3313 (Feb. 3, 1987); Certain Steel

Proc:lum from South Africa: Final
Result. of Countarvail:iDs Duty

Adminiatntive Review. 51 FR 33648
(Sept. 27. 1986}.
Due to the lack of information
provided at Yflrification. we are further
essumiog that th898 p•1JDents relieved
the company of obligation• it would
Sacilor'a former majority lhueholct.r
otherwise incur. On this basis, we haw
redeemed its PA~ in 1989. Although
determined that the COF'a matching
contributions have pl"DYided a
Sacilor paid no interut on the PA~
the full value waa repaid. Therefme. we
counterYailable benefit to Usinor
ara ueating this" u a zmo inlerest loan.
Sacilor. See e.g.• Wool From Algentina:
where ben.8&ta ~ prior to the POL
Final Rasulu of Countervailing Duty
PAa issued bY UsiDar to its former ·
Admlniatratiw Review. 52 FR 23198
majority shanlholdarwere assentially
:;;fJ:i,~Redeployment A.id (Alticl•
Oune 18, 1987): Final Affirmative
written Off in 1981 at a redemption
Under .a. ..:de 56(2)(b) of -.L- ECSC
Countervailing Duty Determination;
value af FF100.. Aa:ardinaly. we u.
._..
._,
· Fresh Cut Flowen from Ecuador, 52 FR
treating tbs dift'arance between the
Treaty, individuab employed in the .
1361 Oan. 13. 1987); c.ertain Steel
original sharaholder'a advance and die
coal and steel industries who lose their
Products from South Africa: Final
amount repaid as a nonrecurring grant.
jobs may receive assistance for social
Results of Countervailing Duty
We have applied the grant methodology adjuatmenL This usistanc8 is provided Administrative Review, 51 FR 33648
discussed above to calculate the benefit. for workers af~l byl restru~
(SepL 22. 1886).
We dirided this benefit by Usinor
ma&SUJU, puticu ar Yu wara.en
Finally, we consider this program to
Sacilor'a total sales, excluding sales of . withdraw from the labor market into
provide recurring benefits because it is
noa-Fnmch produced merchandise and early retinment or are forced into.
one under which 19Cipients can expect
shipment expenses on domestic sales.
unemploymeaL 11ie ECSC disbursal ·
to receive benefits on an ongoing basis
On this. basia. wa calculated an
assiataDce under this program on the ·
year after-p Therefore w8
d
condition that ~e affacted COUDtry
J-·
•
expense
estimated net subsidy oro.01 percent atl m·'"as .......w·v-'a..:t--•..:bution.'
the payments provided under this
valorem.
- .., u u ....._..
program by the GOF in 1991. We
· · ..
F~ for the le&: portion of these
divided the total benefit by Usinor
D. EuropeaD Coal and Steel Commwzity paymeuu are from ~ E~C ~rational Sacilar'a total &alas. excluding sales of
(ECSCJ Article 54 Loan.
budget. made ~p enlirely of levies OD
non-Fnmch produced merchandise and
Article 54 industrial investm..,t
companies..
-·· loans ECSC
· Sim:&
th8 r:ac portion of payment. · sb"apment 11~ on d omest"1c sales.
are provided for the purpose or
under tlti!fil'nOPaJD comes &om its
On_ this basis. we ~lculated an
purchasing new equipment or financing operafioo · ·bu·-c;;ft_•• we det..-i·ne tbe
estimated net subsidy of 0.28 percent ad
modemization. These loans are direct
'"'15.....
J
loans from the European Commission
portion of payments provided by the ·
va orem.
·
and are made at interest rates slightly
ECSC to b8 DOl countarvailable.
ll. Programs Deterinmed Not To Be
higher than those paid by the
Ho~ever. we are i:ountervailing the . Co.µitervailable
Commission ln obtaining funds. The
matching contributions by member atata
We detennins that the following
purpose of this program is to facilitate
govemm&DS:s to the extent that their
programs do not provide subsidies to
the bmrawing process for compani• in payments relieve companies of
manufacturers. producers. or exporten
the ~soma of which may nat ·
oblisation5 they would otherwise incur. in Fnmc::e of certain additive steel
otherwise be ab2e to obtain these loans.
In Usiaor SaCilm'a respoma. it stated · products under the following programs:
These loans are only available to the
that the .ECSC disbursed funds under
iron and steel industries.
this program to the GOF dwiug the POL ·A. Loans From Credit National·
Based on information provided in tha At varlfication. company officials stated · Credit National is a financial
responses, we preliminarily determined that Usinor Sacilor did not receive any
institution with a atructUl9 based on ·
that this program wu not ued.
funds under this program during 1991.
fow: cm.buslneaaes.. corporate lending.
HOWB'Ver. at verification we leamed that However. officials did not provide any · capkal markets, equity financing end
Uni.metal. the actual producer of th8
documantatioD supporting this claim.
real 11t.te activities.
subject merc:handim. had loans
Givan the lack. of dcic:wnantaticm
ID 1991. outstandin1 loaaa to Ushlor
outstanding wuier thiS program during
establishing that Usinor Sadlor did Dal Sadlor from Credit National were
the POI.
.
receive funµa under this piogram. wa
C:onsalidatecl. Consistent with our
Beai.u.19 Article 54 loans are limited
have applied best ill.formation available treatment of the FOES loans. we are
to the iroo and steel mdustriaS. we
and concluded that the ESCS funda
traallng tbeea couolidations as new
determine that this program iS limited to ware in fact disbursed to the GOF
loam in 1991 bemuaa they canied new
a specific enterprise or indu,stry or
during the POI and that the GOP would . tarma mid c:Ondilioaa.
· ··.
group emerpri.les or industries.
. have disbursed an equal amount of
To determine whether the
. .
Therefore, these 1aari& are
•
· · funds to Usinm Sacilor during. the POt ' con10lidated loans were provided a
counteravailabla to tile extant that they· · See, e.g.. Portland Hydraulic Cement · : specific enterprite or industry or~
are provided on lmm& inconsiateDt with·· and Cement Cliubr from Mexico; FiDal · of enterprises or industries, we have
commercial cons.lderationa..
. Results or CaUDtervafliDg Duty .
examiMd the factms di1CUasecl in tbe
. We have used u the benchmark. the . Admiuistratiw Review. 53 FR.18325
Speclfic;itJ-=tioo above. With respect
m terest rate descrlhed in tha GraDl . .
(May Z3, 1988k PlDal Af!innativa .
to de jure availability. the law crmting

or

to
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time of the reduction of paid-i~pital
would result in over-countervailing. As
to shareholders' advances, we 818
Petitioners contend that the
treating them as grants when made, and
Department comtdly treated as grants to have not countervailed separately the
the company. the reductions ofUsinor
subsequent stock conversion or
Sacilor's paid-in-capital occuning after
reduction in paid-in-capital.
PAG.5, F1S bonds. and shareholder&'
We need not address petitioners'
advances were converted to common
argument that the reductions in paid-instock. Petitioners further contend that
capital are non-recurring (as opposec! to
all of these subsidies are ..nonrecurring) grants. As we explained
recurring" and must be allocated over a above, we do not consider the
period of years. Petitioners argue
reductions in paid-in-capital to be
specifically that each reductions in
countervailable events.
paid-in-capital was a separate, ad hoc
Finally. contrary to respondents'
decision made pursuant to a series of
argument, to the extent that it still may
national steel plans enacted by the GOF be applicable in light of our above .
from 1978 to 1983. Petitioners contend
detenninations, we are not overthat far from undertaking a continuing
countervailing . .As to the conversion of
program. the GOF was simply forced. by PAG.5 and FIS bonds into common
a series of annual crises caUsed by bad
stock, respondents' argument is
planning and over-optimistic.
premised on the assumption that PAG.5
projections to provide the money
and FIS bonds were equity when
necessary to keep Usinor Sacilor in
created. As we explain in Comments 2
business. Petitioners further contend
and 4 below, we have concluded that
that although the GOF was forced into
they were debt. As to shareholders'
covering Usinor Sacilor's accumulated
advances, we are countervailing them
losses past the EC deadline for the
only when made and, therefore, there is
termination of state aids. the company
no possibility of over-countervailing.
could not have anticipated the
Commentz.
continuing receipt of these benefits. ·.
Re$pondents argue that PACS should
Therefore, petitioners argue thot Usinor
be recognized as involving capital
Sacilor's reductions in paid-in-capital.
were exceptional non-recurring grants. . infusions. upon issuance, the only time
Respondents argue that the reduction when there was a cash flow effect on the
company. The PAG.5 were considered to
in paid-in capital on Usinor Sacilor's
be a form of non-voting equity for
books were not countervailable events
funding the steel industry. Respondents
B. Assistance for Research and
because these reductions did not
assert that PAG.5 were initially treated
Development
involve the injections of any new funds
into the companies. Consistent with the . as "quasi-equity" on the companies'
The Institute de Recherches de la
balance sheets. and they were the
Department's. cash flow methodology,
Siderurgie Francaise (IRSID) is a nonfunctional equivalent of equity.
respondents
argue
that
the
cash
flow
profit organization that is funded by
effect occurred when PAG.5 were issued, Respondents contend that PAG.5 were
contributions from each subsidiary of
not subject to repayment obligations
either directly for cash or by relieving
Usinor Sacilor. At verification, we
and, because they were subordinated to
established that the GOF provides a very Usinor Sacilor of obligations to pay
all but common stock, PACS entitled
aeditors, and when F1S instruments
small amount of funds for fundamental
their
holder, the GOP, to dividends only
and
shareholders'
advances
were
issued
research as well as some basic research
if the companies showed a net profit.
and provided, respectively.
•
·
and that the results of this research are
Respondents also argue that the PACS
Respondents argue that countervailing
published. The.-efore, because the
were characterized as equity in the ·
results of the research projects are made the reductions in paid-in capital would
companies' financial reports.
publicly available, we find this program result in the attribution of benefits in
Respondents disagree with
excess
of
those
conceivably
involved.
to be not countervailable.
petitioners' assertion that the
DOC
Position
III. Program Determined Not To Be
Department should treat PAG.5 as debt
Used
We disagree with petitioners that the
because they were called ••Joans with
reductions in paid-in-apital constitute
special characteristics" and because
We determine that the following
subsidies. Rather, the countervailable
they were sometimes characterized as
programs were not used by
events occurred when P.Ac.5 and F1S
Joans on Usinor Sacilor'a balance sheets. ·
manufacturers, producers, or exporters
bonds were converted to common stod. Respondents contend that such an·
in France of certain additive steel
As our new equity methodology
approach ignores the sali8Jit fact that the
products:
·
recognizes, any potential benefits from . P Ac.5 did not liave any characteristics
A. ECSC Article 54 Interest Rebates
these equity investments into an
of debt. Specifically, respondents state
and I.Dan Guarontees
unequityworthy company, arose at the
that the GOF co11Jd choose to deem its
B. ECSC Article 56 Conversion I.Dans
(Article (56)(2}{o)J
time the equity was purchased and what share o_f profits as supplemental · · ·
~appened to that equity subsequently is
C. ECSC Article 56 Interest Bebates
remuneration on the PACS or it could
D. European Investment Bank (EIB}
irrelevant. Moreover, because our new · allot a share of profits to repayment.
Loans
methodology treats equity investments
Respondents contend that this &ort of
E. New Community Investment (NCI}
in unequityworthy companies like . · . participative right is not Characteristic
I.Dans
grants, constructing a new benefit at the of debt but rather the essential · · ·

Credit National does not in any way
limit the industries to which Joans can
be made. With respect to de facto
availability, Credit National's Annual
Report (1991) demonstrates that loans in
the year in which these consolidations
were completed were in fact provided to
· numerous sectors and were not
disproportionately provided to the steel
industty. Industries which received
Credit National Joans included hotel,
leisure and tourism. retailing and health
· care, chemicals, energy and metals,
agribusiness, and mechanical
engineering, automotive, aerospace, and
transportation, and several others. The
chemicals, energy and metals sector, of
which steel is.a part, received 10.51
percent of all Credit National loans
approved in 1991. Finally, we verified
that an independent committee,
composed of experts from various
industries, evaluates loan applications
and male.es recommendations to Credit
National with respect to their viability.
The committee assesses this viability
based on neutral criteria.
Recommendations made by the
committee are then accepted by Credit
National.
.
Based on this, we determine that the
consolidated 1991 loans from Credit
National were not provided to a specific,
enterprise or industry or group of
enterprises or industries, and, therefore,
are not countervailable.

Commenb

Comment J
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c:buadaristic of equity. Finally,
rupcmdenta argue the fact that the GOF
never took 18payment on tbese PACS
(either u suppiamantal remuneration or
repayment) demoDltrltaa that they lack·
characteristics of a debt lDatrument

approved by the EC Commiuion an tbe
condition that Uainor Sadlor continue
to be responsible for the rem1D1eration
due under the tmma oftbe PACS. In
addition, Usiaor Sadlor paid a amount
to the GOF, which raprmentad the
presanl vaiue of tbe oae permat
remunention of the FF2.8 billiao PACS
reclassified iD 1991. Accordingly.
respondents maintain that theea
payments must o&et any subsidy
calculation maU.

which would require payments
reR&rdleu of the obligor'a profitability.
Petitioners argue .Ut PACS u
arigiDally issued constituted debt and
not equity, u the Department held ill
Certain Steel. Petitiooara 8ll8lt that
PACS canied a fixed rata of int81'89t.
DOC Positioa
while outstanding and that although
there was no fixed repayment schedule,
The remuneration desaibed by
the companies made lump sum iDterast respondents amounts to prepayment of
paymuts on the debt obligations iD
interest on the PACS and would be
1986 and iD 1991. Petilionen contend
ac:Counted for in subsidies calculatiom
that Usinor and Sacilor elected to
·
on the PACS as loans. However. as th8le
classify the instruments as long-term
loans expired prior to the POI by virtue
financial debt on tbe am1paniaa'
of their c:onvwsiona to equity. no
balance shaets punuaDt to French
subsidies arising from the PACS 818
generally accepted aa:ounting
included in our c:alculation1.
principles.
Petitianers further argue that the right Comment4
to participate in futwe profits wu
Respondents maintain that FIS
actually a contingent right to demand
instruments were convertible securities
repayment of the face value of the
that should be racognimd as involving
obligations should the company become capital infusions upon issuance.
profitable. Petitioners contend that
Respondents contend that although the
unlike preferred stock, which confers an face amount which the ns J.aid for the
unlimited right to share in profits. PACS iostToments wn nominaDy sub;ect to a
merely stated a preference in the
repeyment schedule. the FIS
allocation of future earnings to pay off
instruments, like the PACS, were
the debt and cantemplated only a
essentially equity instruments and
reimbursement of the face value of . .
effectively represented 11 permanent
PACS plus interest. Therefore,
commitment of funds by the GOF
petitionars contend that \Jecause PACS
(through the FIS) to Usinor Sacilor.
have the characteristics of debt. the
Respondents further argue that the
Department should treat it auuch.
remuneration rate obviously was not a
mechanism by wlJich the FIS recouped
DOC Position
its financing casts. Rather. respondents
We have conti~ued to tniet PACS as
contend
that the essential compensatmy
debt.not equity. While we agree wilh
element of the instrument was a pro&t·
respondents that the PACS shand
sharing component akin to that on ·
certain characteristics with equity. they
common stock. Respondents argue that
differed &om equily in one aucial
these instruments. like the PACS, had
resped--tbey carried with them an
the essential characteristics of equity
obligation for repaymenL 11Ua
rather than debt.
obligation only expired at the lima the
Petitioners contend that flS bonda
PACS were c.oovened to common stock.
The obligation to repay. wbadmrmet or had the defining characteristics of debt:
an obtigation to repay funds that had
not. is sufficient to warrant 11eating
been
advanced pursuant to a 6.xacl
these instruments as dabL
amartizatiClD s.chadule and with a fixed
With respect to respondents' casb
rai.a of interest. Petitioners argue that the
flow argument, we agree that the PACS
profit·sharing component. iD addition to
had an effect on the companies' cash
the fixed intare&t provision an FIS
flow. However. while the PACS were
outstanding. the cash flow elfec::l wa the boods. are not unique to equity
interest savings the companies receiYed instrumen.ls.
Petitioners further maintain that
by virtue of paying reduced i.Dtarast
·
Usinor Sacilor classified the
ratu for the use oI the funds. Upon
instruments as financial debt on their
conversion of the PA~ to common
baWu:a sheet.s. md this traatmaDl fully
stock, the cash flow effec::l was that ol a
canfonned to Fntoch ganerally aa:ept8d ·
grant
accounting principlea. Thus. pelilianars
Comment3
contend tha1 from tha perspectiTe of
. Usinor Sacilar at the time the
Respondantsugws that the 1986
reclassification of PACS to equity was
iJu;trumenU W6r8 issued. FlS bonds

were debt MCWiliae uci JU>t
sbueholdara' equity.
DOC Position
We disasree with respondents that
th- inatnunenta were esaentially
aqulty at .issuance. Lib the PAC:.S. the
FIS instruments canied 18payment
obligations. lbel8fOl8, for the reasons
discussed iD our response to Comment
2, we have continued to treat the FIS
iDstrumeDta u debt prior to thair
conversion to common stock.
Comm~ntS

Respondents argue that shareholders'
adYBDces ware recurring grants that
should be expensed in the year they
were raceivaCI. Respondents contend
that shareholden' advances provided by
the GOF plainly satisfy the
Department's three-part test for
distinguishing a recurring benefit from a
non-recurring benefit. First. respondents
argue that the shareholders' advances
provided by the GOF do not fall within
the Department's definition of an
"exceptional program.'' as desaibed in
Live Swine and Fresh, Chilled and
Frozen Pork Products from Canada. 50
FR 25097 Oune 17, 1985) (Liva Swine), ·
but Went routinely provided. Second.
respondents argue that these advances,
provided on a routine basis for fin
consecutive years. were more
"longstanding" than the grants provided
in Live Swine, which the Department
treated as recuning grants. Finally.
respondents argue that it is evident that
Usinor and Sacilor bad to. and in fact
did. anticipate receiving the benefits
year after year. These payments W9l'8
curtailed only at the time of the
adoptit?ft of the EC State Aids Code in
1986.
Petitioners refute respondents'
argument that aharehdlders' advances
were recurring benefits and should be
expensed in the year of receipt. ·
Petitioners contend that in Lin Swine
the government used a pre-set formula
to determine whether peymants were
authorized in any gi\'ttll year and to set
the level of the payments. Patitiooen
argue that unlike Uva Swine, the funds
provided by the GOF were not
mandated by legislation or·by specific
aP.&ment. Petitionem contend as a
result that there was no contract or
legally enforceable obligation. Usinor
and Sacilor could oat have anticipated
the continuing receipt of these. benefits
because the GOF couJd have terminated
the program at any time. Petitioners
argua that each advance was a 1epanta.
ad bocdm::ision by the sovemment and
the amounts varied from month-to-

maath. Thua. patitioaers c:onl8Dd tbat

shareholder advances constitute noo-
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recwring benefits under tM
Department's methodology and should
be evaluated accordingly.

DOC Position
We bave determined that
sbarebolden' advances should be
l18ated u non-recurring grants.
Although Usinor and Sacilor received
shareholders' advances on a regular
basis during the years 1982 through
1986, each advance required specific
shareholders' approval. Moreover, these
shareholders' advances were made to
cover operating losses. Repeated
shareholders' advances made to keep a
company from dissolving are
"exceptional" events, within the
meaning of Live Swine. Therefore,
under the Department's methodology,
we are treating the shareholders•
advances as non-recurring.
Comment6
Petitioners contend that on numerous
occasions, the GOF wrote-off portions of
Usinor's and Sacilor's debt by
converting debt into equity. and then
simultaneously cancelling this new
equity by using it to offset acaued
lJsses. Petitioners maintain that most of
these funds were in the form of debtPACS, FlS bonds. and shareholders'
advances. Petitioners argue that these
transactions were ostensibly structured
as debt-to-equity conversions; however,
no new shares were ever issued or other
obligations incurred. In essence.
petitioners argue that these transactions
were simply debt cancellations intended
to relieve Usinor and Sacilor of their
enormous debt burdens.

loans, or equity. Jn such a company. the
government owm the entire right to all
future earnings, and has a total claim on
all the company's asaets both before and
after it provides fund.. Therefore,
petitioners argue that the Department
should apply the standard non·recwring
grant amortization methodology to
measure the benefits from these forms of
subsidies.
Moreover. the RORS methodology
yields absurd results in this case
because Usinor Sacilor dlllceled
enormous amounts of paid-in-capital
from 1978 to 1958 85 part of the
company's balance sheet :restructurings.
As a resuh. 8 rate ofretum calculated
on such a reduced base of stockholders'
equity would be meaningless. This
.
calculated rate of return on equity
would ignoM most of the equity actually
invested in Usinor Sadlor. and RORS
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Finally, respondents points out that
the courts have confirmed the
Depanment's use of the RORS
methodology as consistent with thi.
countervailing duty law.
DOC Position

& explained above. we have
detennined that the RORS methodology
does not adequately measure the benefit
arising from an equity investment in an
unequityworthy company. If we find a
company to be unequityworthy. that
finding is tantamount to saying that a
reasonable investor would not invest in
that company. Therefore, from the
company's point of view, in this
circumstance, any equity capital it
receives from the government is
equivalent to a grant.
As for responaents • argument that the
effect of the Department's decision is to
render a company equityworthy
would badly overestimate the actual
whenever private investment occurs, we
return on the equity contributed by the
note that where meaningful private
GOF.
investment (i.e.. mo19 than a token
According to Mspondents. petitioners' amount that is not undertaken at
arguments for rejecting the RORS
government direction} exists. we would
not be malcing an equityworthy analysis.
methodology are based on two faulty
assumptions. First, petitioners assume
The private investor's action would
that a determination by the Department serve as a benchmark for detennining
that a company is unequityworthy
whether the government's investment
implies that the company can raise no
was made on terms inconsistent with
commercial considerations.
additional capital in private equity
markets. According to respondents, a
With respect to respondents'
company can attract equity capital by
argument that RORS measures what a
varying its price or its retum, such thal
firm would have paid for equity, we
its return will be sufficient to attract
disagree. To determine whether nn
private investment. This suggests that if equity investment is inconsistent with
commercial considerations and to
a company is able to obtain any private
capital through sale of equity. it should
measure the benefit properly, it would
per se be considered equityworthy. •
be necessary to determine the expected
Under this standard, Usinor Sacilor
rate of return the company would have
DOC Position
would be per se equityworthy in 1986
to generate to attract a private investor
when it sold stock to private investors.
and compare that to the company's
Given our decision to treat equity
actual expected rate of return at the time
In response to petitioners' argument
infusions in unequityworthy companies
that RORS does not measure the benefit of the government equity investmeoL
like grants and our finding that Usinor
Because of the difficulty in calculating
Sacilor was unequityworthy in 1986, the to the firm on the grounds that the
issuance of new equity is supposedly
expected rates of return. the Department
conversions of PACS and F1S bonds to
common stock have been countervailed costless to a wholly government-owned in the past used the RORS methodology
as a proxy. However. we have now
using the same methodology that would firm. respondents argue that there is a
cost associated with raising new equity
determined that this proxy is inadequate
be used if the conversion were treated
capital. Respondents argue that
because it necessarily reflects the
as debt forgiveness. With respect to
subsequent performance of the
shareholders' adVl!Dces, we treated them according to the Court of International
company. As explained above in
as grants to the time of receipt. We have Trade, ~(u)nder Commerce's
methodology. the measure of what a
connection with our decision not to
no evidence showing that the parties
firm 'pays' for equity is its rate ofretum view equity cancellations as new
contemplated that the shareholders'
on equity • • •. The rate of return on
subsidies, potential subsidies arise from
advances carried a repayment
equity reflects the price the firm must
the equity investment and not what
obligation. Therefore. we do not view
offer to attract equity. any dividends
hap.1?9DS to that equity subsequently.
them as loans that were subsequently
paid. and ch.an~ in the company's
Fmally, we also disagree with
converted to equity or loans that were
retained earnings and net worth." In
petitioners that equity, loans and·grants
cancelled.
addition, respondents argue that
in wholly-owned government firms
Comment7
because it is not possible to measure
should be treated identically. Equity
Petitioners maintain that in the case
accurately the aggregate benefit at the
investments. unlike grants, do represent
of a wholly government-owned
time the equity purchase is made, the
a.claim on the company and even In a
company such as Usmor Sacilor, there
RORS methodology calculates the
wholly government-owned company.
is no economic difference whatsoeV"a!'
benefit to the firm each y.r \o ensure
equity investments ate normally based
between funds pmvided as grants.
that the- proper amount is countervailed. upon some expectation of return.
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Therefore, we continue to recognize a
diffaranc::a between
ts and equity
· investments in
government·
owned compani-.

DOC Position
.

apply. Therefore, respondents contend
.
that the Deputment is simply not
While the Deputment bu indicated
permitted to eliminate non-Franch sales
its willingness to consider a ten-year
&am
the denominator without a pro rota
allocation period generally (see tbe
deduction of the benefit from the
Preamble
to
the
Proposed
Regulations),
Comments
numerator. Without auc::b a redudion,
nothing that the pUties bave argued
the
countervailing duty will exceed the·
Respondents argue that a 10-year
Jeads us to conclude that we should
period for allocating subsidies C>Wr time depart &Om the 15-year standard far this net subsidy to the subject Dl81'Cbancise.
would provide greater relief to U.S.
·investigation. Therefore, we bave
DOC Position
industry by heightening the imj>act of
continued to use the 15-year allocation
We bave not previously addressed the
any subsidy determination, 'lll'hile ·
period. based on the 1977 IRS'
questian whether, in calculating subsidy
depreciation table, u amended in 1985, raa. for a holding company with both
assuring that foreign producers are not
penalir.ad for subsidies narived so far
covering 1"8Dewable u18tS for steel. ·
domestic and foreign subsidiaries
in the past that they no longer confer
Comment g
engaged in the proCluction of products,
where the subsidies are domestic
any tangible benefiL Respondents also
argue that the application of a 10.:year
Petitioners argue that based OD the
subsidies and are not tied to a particular
period would be particularly
••transnational subsidies rule" of the
. product or market, we should include in
appropriate in this case, given that the
Proposed Regulation• the Department
the 18181 denominator total world-wide
U.S. steel industry negotiated for and
must not allocate GOF subsidies to any
..Jes, including sales attributable to
received 10 years of extraordinary
non-French activity. MoreoYer,
foreign production, or only sales
import relief in exchange for
· petitioners maintain that because the
attributable to domestic produdion. In
withdrawing countervailing duty
Department's CVD order applies only to some cases, we bave used total
petitions addressing some of the very
subject importS from the country under worldwide sales, as respondents point
investigation, the Department must
out. but we did so without addressing
same programs at issue here.
Respondents argue that countervailing
assume that no adivity outside France
this question. On the other band, in at
least one case, we bave excluded sa)es
subsidies granted prior to the signing ol benefits from GOF subsidies, and that
the voluntary restraint agreement is
subsidies are instead used by the GOF
attributable to foreign production from
inconsistent with the principle
to increase economic activity in.France. the sales denominator. See Final
recognized in the Subsidies Code that
Therefore, all valu&-edded outside
· Affirmative Countervailing Duty
only one f~ of relief should be
France must be excluded from the
Determination: Stainless Steal Hollow
permitted to remedy tbe effects of a
Usinor Sacilor sales denominator.
.
Products from Sweden, 52 FR 5794 Feb.
particular subsidy iD the domestic
Respondents argue that the statute
26. 1987). In addition, the Department's
market of the importing country.
18qllires that any duty be limited to ~ · .Proposed Regulations do not squarely
th
net subsidy determined to exist.
address this question. Section
. In ~ddition, respondents ~e at
Respondents maintain that the
355.47(c)(1) of the Proposed Regulations
eyen if the Department continues to
Departnient routinely allocates
provides that, for ..untied" domestic
allocate beriefits based upon the aveiage .· subsidies to sales of products not under subsidies, we will "allocate the benefit
useful life of assets as a reasonable
investigation if those products benefit
to all products produced by a firm" and,
therefore, use "a firm's total sales" in
· · meas~ of the d~~on of the benefit to from tbe alleged subsidy, even though
a firms !"'erall actiYJty, its use of~ 1,5they are not subject to the .
"'the sales denominator. Prom this
year penod based on 1977 depraCJ~tion counServailing duty.order.
.
language and the discussion of
tables of th~ Internal Revenue ~ce
According to respondents, in arguing S355.47(c)(1) in the Background section
(IRS) c~anng ~ewal of physical
that non-French production should be · of the Proposed Regulations, there is no
assets (u., equipment) does not rafted
excluded from the denominator
· indication that § 355.47(c)(l)
contemplated a situation where the firm
the facts of this case. ~~er, it.would ~tioners improperly invoke the
perpetu~te a dated gu1~lme and l81;10N transnational subsidies rule. According was a holding company with not only
the reality o.f !D1Y possible commeraal
to respondents. on its fac::a this rule
domestic subsidiaries but also foreign
and competitive benefit involved.
relates solely to countervailability, i.e.,
subsidiaries engaged 1n the produdion
Rather, respondents argue, the most
whether an adionable benefit exists
of products.
•.~rate estimate of th& •.verage u~ful
&om a GOF program, and bu no ·
At this time, we are not prepared to
~re is the most ~t ~mate available, raleva:Dce to measuring a subsidy iD the conclude automatically, u niapondents
1.e.~ the 1991 Unnor Sacilor ftguNI
home markeL The provisions on
seeks, that otherwise untied domestic
verified by·the Department.
allocating countervailabJe benefits to a . subsidies to a holding company with
Petitioners disagree with respondents' produd or market .ilnd calculating an ad· both domestic and foreign subsidiaries
proposal to uae the average useful life of valol'ellf subsidy are in an entirely
engaged in· the production of products
· benefits not only ~c prOdudion
· Usinor Sadlm'1 assets becauae it ii . separate regulation.
based in the year of review only and
Respondents claim that the subsidies but also foreign production, with the
. bears no relation to the company'•
at issue in this investigation are not tied · result tb8t we would include sales
experience in the yean in which the
to any particular produd or produds
a.,nbutable to bOth domestic production
grants were actually received m other
and, therefore, must be allocated over
and foreign produdion in the sales
years in which the subsidies benefited
total sales. The ltatute, the regulations.
denominator. We also are not prepared
the firm. In addition, petitioner1 dispute and.longstanding pl'lldic:e require the
to conclude, solely on the buil of
respondents' claim that the IRS tables
Department to measure the benefits
petitioners' legal arguments, that the
are superseded and outdated.
·
from untied subsidies by determining
-subsidies benefit only domestic
the proportion of the benefit attn"butable production.
Petitioners contend tbat Uie IRS tables
continue to provide a consistent and
to the production ol the product under
Rather, u our starting point, we
predictable standard for allocating
investigation in the country to which
considered whether the IUbsidies at
grants to steelmaking operations.
· the countarvai~g duty order will
issue here were tied to domestic

wh~
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production.1111d w.determined that
they wen. In making this
determination, consistent with our
existing methodology, we examined
- whether the subsidies were bestowed
speclfic:ally to benefit domestic
production. See Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determinations:
Certain Steel Products from Belgium, 47
FR 393:::.n· 7, 1982) (Appendix 2).
On the
before us. after 1'8Yiewing
the programs &om which the subsidies ·
at issue BJOS8, and after considering the
GOF's contemporaneous controlling
ownership position in Usinor Sacilor,
we concluded that the GOF was seeking
to promote domestic social policy and
domestic economic activities and
therefore to encourage domestic
production.
Next, we attempted to allocate, in a
reasonable manner, the subsidies at
issue to the products that they
benefited, i.e.• the products as to which
those subsidies f.rovided incentives to ·
produce and sel . Consistent with our
approach to subsidies tied to a product
or mark.et, we believe that it is
reasonable to allocate the benefits of the
subsidies at issue, which we have
determined are tied to domestic
production. fully to domestic
production. We also believe that it is
reasonable not to allocate those benefits
to foreign production. See Proposed
Regulations. supra; Appendix 2. supra.
See generally Industrial Nitrocellulose
from France: Final Results of
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review, 52 FR 833 (Jan. 9, 1987)
(Industrial Nitrocellulose). Accordingly,
we determined that we would allocate
the benefits of the subsidies at issue
fully to domestic production and that
we would not allocate those benefits
also to foreign production, unless we
had "a clear reason to believe" that the
benefits encouraged foreign production.
See Industrial Nitrocellulose. supra.
In this case. we do not have adequate
evidence to give us a clear reason to
believe that the benefits of the subsidies
:it issue encourage foreign production.
We therefore allocated the benefits fully
to domestic production. and we
accordingly included io the sales
denominator only sales attributable to
domestic production.
We note that we cannot apply
respondents' alternative methodology in
this case. II we were to adjust the
numerator in our subsidy rate
calculation. as mspondents request. we
would need evidence showing. for each
subsidy, the amount of the subsidy ·
benefiting the subsidiaries engaged in
foreign production. The record does not
contain evidence that would allow us to
detormine those amounts.

Therefore, to calculate the
denominator, we have refenmced
petitioners' submission in the ongoing
Countenailing Duty Jnvastigations of
Certain Carbon Steel Products &om
France. Thia calculation reuonably
measures French production by
excluding &om Usinor Sacilar'a
consolidated net sales, not only sales
attributable to foreign production, but
also value-added outside Franca with
respect to domestic productiaD and
transportation charges on dome..W:
sales.
Comment JO
Petitioners argue that in the absence
of documented F.O.B. port data for
purposes of measuring the value of tha
steel shipments benefitting from the
subsidies under investigation. the
Department should use best information
available. Pe!itioners contend that
respondents' methodology for
estimating !ts aggregate F.O.B. port
value, starting with customer billings
and then subtracting only the overseas
freight costs of three of its subsidiaries,
would overstate the sales denominator
because other shipping expenses. e.g••
insurance. wanhausiDg. brokerage and
handling, etc., are not deducted. and
moreover. the ocean freight for only
three subsidiaries was deducted.
Finally. it is overstated because valueadded through proaming by Usinor
Sacilor's non-French subsidiaries of
merchandise shipped within Europe
and costs incurred in connection with
domestic shipments after the product
leaves the factory gate are included.
Respondents argue that they have
been responsive to the Department's
request for data an export and dome.sµc
sales, and that they supplied an estimate
of Usinor Sacilor's F.O.B. port value.
Therefore. respondents contend that the
Department should reject petitionms'
call for best information available.
Respondents assert that Usinor Sacilor's
cost of sales account contains an
aggregate figure that does not itemize
specific expenses. so it is impossible to
identify and quantify specific
transportation or o!}ler incidental
expenses necessary to .. back out"' from
a total sales figure to an ex-factory price.
Respondents argue that under these
circumstances, in the absence of
evidence of an attempt to impede the
investigation, the Department may not
resort ta BIA simply because the · ·
requested data is not available. · ,. ' ·
Moreover. according to respondents. · ·
petitioners' complaint that the estimates'
faH to take into account ocean freight
costs of other subsidiaries is specious.
The other subsidiaries primarily sell ia
Europe and do not incur an3oucb .
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expenses in connection with export.
Also. petitioners' list of miscellaneous
incidental expenses for the three export
subsidiaries and the other subsidiaries
that are not subtracted are de minimis
and do not detrad &om the
reasonableness ofUsinor Sacilor's
estimate. F'maJly, respondents argue that
many of these incidental expenses ar9
related to petitioners' flawed claim
concerning value-added or incidental
expenses outside of France.
·DOC Positioa
Ju discussad above, we have
calculated the sales denominator by
refentncing petitioners' submission in
the ongoing Countervailing Duty
Investigations of Certain Carbon Steel
Products from France.
CommentU
Petitioners agree with the
Department's selection of the hi!i!hest
long-term annual interest rate in France
as reported in the International
Monetary Fund's (IMF) International
Financial Saatistics for the years 1982
through 1989, when the Department
found Usinor, Sacilor, and Usinor
Sacilor unaed.ltworthy. However,
petitioners disagree with the
Department's use of the private bond
rate in detennining the discount rate for
the years 1978 and 1981, years in which
the Department also found Usinor and
Sacilor to be uncreditworthy.
· Petitioners contend that the chart
supplied by the GOF providing the
TMO private bond rates described as
"Average and highest long·tenn fixed
interest rates" fails to reference the
OECD publications from which the rates
were taken, or provide information on
their terms and conditions. Petitioners
further contend that the Department
determined at verification that INSEE
calculates the 1MO rates based on
..medium-term and Jong-term issues" in
Fr1111ce. These rates are used by banks as
the basis for medium-to-long-term
lending and the banks will typically
"add a few percentage points to the
1MO rate to determine the final lending
rate." Petitioners maintain that no
information was provided on how this
spread is calculated, or what the spread
would be for unaeditworthy
companies. Therefore, petitioners argue
that these rates are not the highest
intenst rates available in France.
Petitioners argue that the Department ·
should use, as best information
available, ·the highest long.term Interest·
rate as reported by the IMF 1111978 and
1981, plu5 a risk premium.
Respondents argue that in addition to
assessing a risk premium based on the
Department's uncredJ~ness
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Petitioners dispute naspondanta' claim
that the two studiea damomtrate that
the investment wu commen:ially
plaU11"ble. Petitioners Ul8rt that the EC
Qmuniuion'1 approval of the
transaction does not mean that it ia not
countervailable under U.S. law. The
Commission 'a atanclard for detannining
whether a government subsidy
constitutes state aid la comidarably leas
strict than that of the .U.S.. law.
Petitioners alao ague that Usinar
Sacilor's shmt-tmn lmpronment ID
financial performance wu hardly an
indication of the company'• permanent
rehabilitation or a suatainabla recovery
in the steel industry. Moreover, the
profit projections are not aedible in
light of the obvious declin• in
worldwide and EC demand for steel at ·
the time of the investment. Therefore,
petitionen argue that a reasonable
private investor would never have
proceeded with such a sizable
investment under such adverse market
DOC Position
conditions.
We agree with petitioners that we.
DOC Position: While we agree with
used an incorrect discount rate for the
petitioners that the EC approval oftba
years 1978 and 1981 in our preliminary investment ia not relevant, the
detenninatioo. For purposes of this final information provided in the studi• ia
detenoination, we have used the
relevant to our analysis. Credit Lyonnais
lending rate provided in the JMF's ·
used many different criteria to &Yaluate
International Financial Statistics to
Usinor Sacilor u a potential investment,
construct the discount rate for all yeas
some of which are cliacussed in a letter
in which we have found Usinor Sacilor to the EC which ia on file in this
~o be uncreditworthy.
investigation. In addition, u discussed
We disagree with respondents that
atverification,CreditLyonnai1
this is a short-term rate. In most cases,
evaluated its potential return from the
· it applies to loans with maturity greater investment by conaidering ita overall
than one year and, hence, is consistent
return in the form of profits, dividends,
with the Department's methodology
additional leverage, and increued
because we consider loans with a
banking fees. Based on this information,
maturity in excess of one-year to be
Credit Lyonnais concluded that Usinor
· . long-term loans.
Sacilor wu a commercially reasonable
We note that, as discussed above in
investment. With respect to the Swisa
the .. Long-Tenn Loans from FDES"
consulting report, based on our review
section, when we have determined that
Usinor Sacilor was aeditworthy during of this study. we have concluded that
Usinor Sacilor was capable of generating
a particular year, we have used for the
a reasonable rate of return within a
discount rate the rate indicated in the
reasonable period of time and, hence, ·
OECl> publication provided by
was equityworthy at the time.
respondents for that year.
Verification
Comment 12
determination, the Department'• Ul8 of
the abort-term CODPJ.ID8r overdraft rate
reported ID the IMF'a lntemational
Financial Statistics wu ID enor.
Raapondenta maintaln that thia rete ia
inappropriate in two ways. Finl. the use·
of a short-term overdraft rate wu
inappropriate givao the Department'•
stated prefarance for uaing a long-tarm
rate. Second, OECD ratea ua 1118d in
· Prance Dot the IMP rataa. Respondents
alao state that the Deputment'a .
comments in the GOP vartfication 18port
regarding the TMO-OEC>1atea were
- not accurate. Aa:orc:ling to respondents,
the banking official quoted in the report
actually testified that the TMO wu at
least a week old, ifDot a month old, and
was used aa a benchmark. The actual
rate of lending would depeDd on the
credJt market's conditions on that day
and on the particular borrower, and
thus, the rate could be higher or lower
than the average TMO for the preceding
week.

·SuspanaiO{I of Uquidation
In aa:ordance with section 705(c) of
the Act, we ua directing the Customs
Service to amtinua to auapend
liquidation of eatriea of cartaiD additive
steel producta from Franca which are .
entered or withdrawn from warehouse
for CODSWDption an or after the date of
publication ofthia notice in the Fedaral
llegiater, md to require a cash deposit
or bond of estimated countervailing
dutiea at the following rate:

2114
23.14

rrc Notification
In accordance with section 705(d) of
the Ad we will notify the rrc of our
determination. In addition, we are
malting available to the
all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to thia
invastiption. We will allow the rrc
ac:cass to all privileged and business
proprietary information in our .filea
provided the
can.firms thet it will
not disclose such information, either
publiclJ or under an .administrative
protective order, without the written
CODSeDt of the Deputy Assistant
Secrehuy for Investigations, Import
Administration.
the
determine• that material
injury, or the threat of material injury,
doaa not exist, these proceedings will be
terminated and all estimated duties
deposited or aecuritiea posted as a JeSult
of the suspension of liquidation will be
refunded or cancelled. If, however, the
rrc determin• that such injury does
mat, we will issue a countervailing
duty order, directing Customs officers to
8U8IS countervailing duti• on entries
of certain additive steel products from
Prance.
,

rrc

rrc

u

rrc

Retum or Destruction of Proprietary

Information

·

Respondents argue that the
In accordance with'MCtion 77&(b) of
Thia notice aarves u the only
Department's preliminary conclusion
the Act, we verified the information
that Credit Lyoonais' equity investment used in making our final detenoination. reminder to parties subject to.
Administrative Protective Order (APO)
in Usinor Sacilor wu not commercially We followed standard verification
of their responsibility concerning the
reasonable is contradicted by the record. procedures, including meeting with
return or destruction of proprietary
Respondents assert that Usinor Sacilor
government and company officials, .
information disclosed under APO in
was equltyworthy in 1991 and
examination of relevant aa:ounting
accordance with 19 Q'R 355.34(d).
represented an excellent investment
records. and examination of oripl
Failure to c:Omply ia a _violation of the
opportunity. Respondents argue that the source documents. Our verification
APO.
.
Credit Lyonnais' purchaaa of stoclt in
results are outlined in detail in the
Usinor Sacilor wu subject to exhaustive public versions of the verification
Thia det8rmination la published
studies by Credit Lyonnais itself and by reports. which are on file in the Omtral
punuant to aection 705(d) of the Act (19
an independent Swiss consulting firm
R8cords Unit (Room~ of the Main
U.S.C. 167ld(d)) and 19 Q'R
on behalf of the EC Commission.
Commerce Building).
- 355.20(a)(4).
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Dated: Januuy 1_9, 1993.
AluM.Dmm.
Assistant Secretary for Import

December 2, 1992, respectively. A
public hearing was held on December 4,
1992. Supplemental post-hearing briefs
were filed on December 10. 1992.
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recurring grants over the average useful
life of assets in the industry, unless the
sum of grants provided under a
particular program is less than 0.5
Adminisrration.
percent of a firm's total or export sales
(FR Doc. 93-2002 Filed 1-26-93: 8:45 eml
Scope of Investigation
(depending on whether the program is
8ILUNO CODl
The products covered by this
a domestic or export subsidy) in the
investigation are hot-rolled bars and
year in which the grant was rec~ived.
cc-c2s-a12J·
rods of nonalloy or other alloy steel,
See e.g.• Final Affirmative
whether or not descaled, containing by
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Final Amrmatl~e Countervailing Duty
weight 0.03 percenlor more· of lead or
Fresh and Chilled Atlantic Salmon from
Determination: Certain Hot Rolled Lead 0.05 percent or more of bismuth, in coils Norway,
(Salmon from Norway), 56 FR
end Bismuth Carbon Steel Products
or cut lengths. and in numerous shapes
7678 (February 25, 1991). We have
From Germany
and sizes. Excluded from the scope of
considered the grants provided under
this investigation are other alloy steels
the programs described.below to be non·
AGENCY: Import Administration.
(as defined by the Harmonized Tariff
recurring. unless otherwise noted,
International Trade Administration.
Schedule of the United States (HTSUS)
because the benefits are exceptional, the
Department of Commerce.
Chapter 72, note 1 (OJ, except steels
recipient cannot expect to recetve .
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 27, 1993;
classified as other alloy steels by
benefits on an ongoing basis from
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
reasons of containing by weight 0.4
review period to review period, nnd/or
Rick Herring or Magd Zalok, Office of
percent or more of lead, or 0.1 percent
the provision of funds by the .
Countervailing Investigations, Import
or more ofbismuth,-tellurium, or ·
government must be approved every
Administration. U.S. Department of •
year. See, Final Affirmative
Commerce, 14th Street 1llld Constitution selenium. Also excluded are semi·
Countervailing Duty Determination:
finished steels and flat-rolled products.
Avenue. NW.• Washington, DC 20230;
Certain Fresh Atlantic Cf roundfish from
telephone (202) 482-3530 or 482-4162. Most of the products covered in this
Canada (Groundfish from Canada), 51
investigation are provided for under
respectively.
·
FR 10041 (March 24, 1986). Therefore,
subheadings 7213.20.00.00 and
Final Determination
7214.30.00.00 of the HTSUS. Small
we have allocated the benefits over 15
years, which the Department considers
The Department of Commerce (the
quantities of these products may also .
to be reflective of the average useful life
Department) determines th11t benefits
enter the United States under the
of assets in the steel industry (see,
which constitute subsidies within the
following IITSUS subheadings:
§ 355.49(b)(3) of the Department's
· meaning of the countervailing duty
7213.31.30.00, 60.00; 7213.39.00.30,
proposed regulations (Countervailing
(CVD) law are being provided to
00.60. 00.90; 7214.40.00.10, 00.30,
Duties: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
manufacturers, producers. or exporters
00.50; 7214.50.00.10, 00.30, 00.50;
and Request for Public Comments, 54
in Germany of certain bot rolled lead
7214.60.00.10, 00.30, 00.50; and
FR 23366 (May 31, 1989) (Proposed
and bismuth carbon steel products
7228.30.80.00. Although the HTSUS
Regulations)).
(hereinafter: "certain additive steel
subheadings are provided for
The benefit from each of the grant
products").
convenience and customs purposes. our
.programs discussed below was
For information on the estimated net
description of the scope of this
calculated using the declining balance
subsidy, please see the "Suspension of
proceeding is dispositive.
Liquidation" section of this notice.
methodology described in the
Analysis of Programs
Depilrtrnent's Proposed Regulations (see.
Case History
For purposes of this final .
section 355.49(b)(3)) and used in prior
Since the publication of the
determination. the period for which we
investigations (stMS, e.g., Salmon from
preliminary determination (57 FR
are measuring subsidies (the period of .. Norway). For the discount rate in these
42971, September 17, 1992), the
investigation (POI)) is calendar year
calculations, we used, whenever
· 1991.
following events have occurred.
possible, each company's actual cost for
We verified the information used in
Pursuant to 19 CFR 355.20(d), we
long-term. fixed-rate debt. If a company
making this final determination from
compared the total ad valorem subsidy
did not report this cost. or when a
October 12 through October 22, 1992.
received by each firm to the country·
company had no long-term borrowing in
On October 16. 1992. in accordance
wide rate for all programs. On the basis
the year in which the grant was
with section 705(a)(l) of the Tariff Act
of this comparison, the rate for Tbyssen approved, we used the national average
of 1930. as amended (the Act), we
AG was significantly different from the
long-term interest rate.
aligned the final determination in this
country-wide rate. Therefore, this finn
I. Programs Determined To Confer
investigation with the final
received an individual company rate.
Subsidies
·
determination in the companion ·
The calculated rate for Saarstahl AG
antidumping duty (AD) investigation of will be used for all other manufacturers,
We determine that subsidies are being
the same merchandise (57 FR 48020,
provided to manufacturers, producers.
producers. and exporters of certain
October 21. 1992). On November 6,
or exporters in Germany of certain
additive steel products in Germany.
1992, at the request of the respondents,
Based upon our analysis of the
additive steel products as follows:
we postponed the final CVD and AD
petition, responses to our
determinations until January 11, 1993 · · questionnaires. verification. and written z. Government Debt Forgiveness in 1989
(57 FR 53691, November 12, 1992}. On· comments from the interested parties. ·
.In the years 1971 through 1989; the
January 11. 1993. we.postponed for a ·
companies which were eventually to .
we determine the following: · ·· · . ··
second time the final CVD and AD
become Saarstahl AG, went through
Grant Methodoiou· ' ··.:··.::, ... ·.·· .·.. ~ •. · ·· various
determinations until January 19. 1993
mergers, restructuring•. and ': · ·
(Not Yet Published).
Our policy with respect to grants is (1) name changes. For the sake of
The parties submitted case and
to expense ncurring grants in the year
simplicity, we are using the name
rebuttal briefs on November 25, and ·
of receipt. and (2) to allocate ri«?n~ ·
"Saarstahl" wben·referrlng to assistance

'"o-os-tl
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pmvid.ed to Samtab1 AG ar to

•sistaac:e provided to my of l~
~8C811Qf com~

ID 1'8lpoDl8 to the poor KODomic
amditicm oftbe stael.indmtlJ in the
Saarland in the 1970'•· the GoV8IDllUIDU
of Germany and Surland. and the ateeI
companies which ware to become
SaarStahl, adOJ>led their first .
ramucturing plan in m attempt to
create I v:iabJe ateel iDdultry in
Saarlaad. ID order to fec:lHtete the
implamaDtatlon of the l'lltnlCturill&
plln, the Federal Govemmmt
authorimd the proviaicm of DM Ht
million iD fundi to Suntah1 iD 1971.
Repayment of theae fwads·wa
contingent upon Saantabl retumiDg to
profitability. '1'h1a eaatiDpat repaymaat
obligation wu called a
RueCbahlungsverpflichtung (RZY).
In addition~ the Gov81'DJD8Dta of
Germany and Saarland guaranteed IOIDll
in the amount ofDM 1.18 billlou made
to Saarstahl by a group of private banks.
Dae to the company's poor !laam:tal
c:onditicm, the banks would not hava
made the loans to Saantah1 without the
goY8rDDlent guarantees. 11lase l08DI
were also used to ftnence the
restructuring plan. Saarstahl made
payments on the guaranteed loam until
April 1983. At that time, the
Govemments of Germany and Surland
asaumed the paymaot of IDtarest md
principal. Again. these govarnmml
payments of principal ad Interest were
to be repaid by Saa1stahl unclar RZVa.
The mitial provision ofDM 244

.million by the Gov9rnment of Germany
and the ~yments of Jnterest and
·
principal by the two govammentii ware
the first In a long line of assistance
pnnided by both Soft!Dmenta to
Saantahl. Assistance provided to the
company from 1981 through 1985 wa
used to modernize the cumpmy, make
capital inftllltments, CDYBr operating
expemea, and COYei' employee expemes
pursuant to. number of Seantahl
reatrw::turing plans. In addition, the
government payments ol the fnler9st
and principal of the guennteed loem .
continued until 1989. All of this
assistan.ca was tied to RZVs which
obligated Saarst.ahl to repay the
assistance provided the company eamed.
a profit in the futma. By 1989, Saarstahl
had accwnulated DM 3.948 billion In
repayment obligations to both
governments.
Duriug the period wba mast ol the
government asaistance was~

provided to Saarstahl, the company was
wholly-owned by a Luxembowg
·
company, Arbad Luxembourg [Arbed).
By 1985, Arbed wu ao longer able ar
willing to function as the owner of
SaarstahL Because of the Importance of

Sauatahl to the ICIDDOIDJ of sMrimd_
the Govenammt alSurllDd cW:idecl to
look for. D8W DWDll' to ...... Albed.
Another *91 compeny JD SurlaDd. CM
Frencb-owDecl AG der Dillinger
Huttenwerke (Dillinger), expaewd
interest iD SurstabL Al tbai time,
Dillinger ud s.u.a.hl W.. alnady
joint 'WIDtUN plltD8rl in a allllpDJ
wbicb DJ'Oduced . Um.
ID
to
fiDdiag a aew
investor for SMntabL Albed tlaDlfenecl
76 peraml of &be OWD..Jalp of SMntabl
to the Govammmta of Germny wi
Samland for ODe deullC:ba mart in 1988.
A trustee was appaintlld to bald the
shans far both pemmeDla wblle a
new investor was IOUlht. "1'be Pedenl
Govemaunt wuDGt~Ja
keeping any sba181 ID Sun&ahL Al the
181118 time, 8D ~'Wai siped
'Under which Di~would manap
SaarSt.ahl in ardar to diapme the
company's problama mid. there.aw,
deliiieate Usinar Sacilor's. DilliDpr's
parent company. c:aaditicma for a
potential merser.;:.,~1198&. m
agreement WU
l1etW9G the
Govemment of Surland ud UaiDor
Sacilor reprding the merger of Saantabl
and Dil.µnger.
·
Based on the tmms of this merger
agreement. Saantahl and Dlllhlger
b8came aubslcliari• of a newly-Created
~rmpany, DBS-DilllDger HU8tl8
AG (DHS). Tbe GoYammeDt of
Saarland cmitrlbuled the U1ets of
s.ntahl and DM 145~1 miWou ID cub
in fttum for 27.5 parc:mlt ownenblp of
Saantahl's new parent company, DHS.
Usinor Sacilor C:onditi0ned this
agreement upon the Federal and
Saarland gov~ta· fmgiv8D8S& of all
of Saarstahl'.s RZV..
Pmsuant to the mmger agreement. the
Govemmenta of Germany ud Saarland.
and Saarstahl entered Into an ajreement
concerning the previoua usistanc:e
received by Saarstahl. Undar the latter
agreement, the Entschuldunpvertng
(the EV), all outstanding RZV repeymeat
obligatiDDS for aD the funds proVUfed to
Saarstahl by the Covemmeota of
Germany and Saarstahl, as well as
ad~tional rjgbts held by both
governments for re~yment ol prin_cipal
on the guaranteed loana, w . . forgiven
and relinq~ed. 11le EV was signed ID
June 1989.
.Because the debt forgiveness under
the EV wu only provided to one
c:ompa:oy, we detannine lt to be
countervaii.bJe because it wu limitad
to a specific enterpril& ar industry ar
group of enterprises or industria
To determine the bemfit ariaill8 from
the debt forgiV8D811, we . . treetlng the
amouni of the forgivanea. DM 3.948
billion, as a nanrec::wring grant ud

aza.r

=r.:..

c:alculatins the benefit 8ccmdiDg to the

methodology desaibed in the "Grant
Methodology" 18dicm above. Al
verification, M.iniatJy ofEamomics
oJlic:iala slated that th. . are no official
statistics on Jong-term intareat zatea
published by the federal pernmt>Dt.
'11lerefora, we reviewed the intarest
mteap~JJsbedlD~elDtematfcmal

Monetary Fund's IDtamational PiDancial

Stadstica md med the avarap annual
hml-tmD iDtm9st me reported iD that
publlc:atiou for 1989, which was 9.M
Pl!?Dl• as our discount rate.

The portlcm of the benefit alloc:attid to
the period of blwstiplion wu adpa.ted
pursuant to section 771(8) of the Act.
Under thia sectiaD of the Act. the
DeputmeDt may subtract any
application fee. deposit, or aimilar
paymant from the ienafit if that
paymaat was m8cle ID order to qualify
for, or io receive, beoeBta under the
program. According to ~e EV
agreemant. Saantahl is required to pay
a yearly fee of DM 300,000 to the
Gov9rnment of Garmany. Therefore, we
deducted DM 300,000 &om the portiaa
of the baneBt attributable to the period
of invutiptiOD and divided the
resultant sum by DHS's total lalea
(which iDcludea the total sal• of both
Seantahl and Dillinger). We used ~e
lalea ofDHS b8cause the fmaiven- of
Saantahl's debt rmultad ID a beneBt to
DHS. On this basia, we calnalated u ·
estimated net of 1&.02 Jll9l'CIDl ad
wzlorem. The estimated net subsidy for
ThY-a mUier this program is 0.00
pemmtad~.

z. Debt Forpeness by PrlYate Banh
Commercial banks also ~pated in
the rmructuriDg of Saant8b1 dmq tbe
period. from 1978 throush the &nal
restructuriJIB of the company iD 1989.
During part Of this time PeriOd they
provided both short· ad laag-tarm
loana to Saantahl whlcb were DOl
guaranteed by the Govemmata of
~y or Saarland. ID the years 1983
through 1985. the benb fmpw
Saantahl DM 10&.8 million ID IDtareat
OD thaee loena. This f'mli~ WU ID
response to the mmpany's poor
finudal amclitioo and was DGt made at
the mquest of. or related to any
usistaDce provided by. the
Governmanta of Garmany and Saarland.
Towazd the end of 1985, the
GovmuneDl of Surland p...ated.
long-term restructuring plea for
Saantahl to Saantahl'a.c:mditoa and
requested that they forKiye 8ll additional
amount of DM 350 million ID Joana.
Bui.d CID this reqaat, the banb agreed
to forgive DM 217.33 million oldebt
owed to them by SaantabL If the
,,
Govemmtmta ol Germany ancl Salll'land
:·:

.:·· ;·
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would forgive all debt owed to them by
Saarstahl-and If the Government of
Saarland would assure the future
liquidity of Saarstabl. With the siP.ing
of the EV, the governments fozpve
Saarstahl's debt owed to them. as
discussed above, and the commercial
banks forgave a portion their
·
unguanuiteed loans to Saarstahl.
The talks on the forgiveness of
Saarstahl's debt were based on the
common notion that all of the
. participants. including the private and
public Creditors, would have to .
contribute to the restructuring of
Saarstahl if this restructuring was to be
successful. The Governments of
Germany and Saarland made their
forgiveness dependent on private
creditors also forgiving a portion of their
claims against Saarstahl. The private
creditors laid down the same condition
with regard to the claims of the ·
Governments of Germany and Saarland.
We determine the forgiveness of
interest payments in the years 1983
through 1985 did not confer a
countervailable subsidy on Saarstahl
because the banks were acting
independently, without any direction or
participation by the Covemments of
Germany·and Saarland. However, we
determine that the subsequent
forgiveness of principal was
countervailable because it was required
by the governments as part of a
J!Ovemment-led debt reduction package
for Saarstahl and because the two
governments guaranteed the future
liquidity of Saarstahl._thereby.
irr.plicitly assuring the private banks
that the remaining portion of Saarstahl's
outstanding loans would be repaid.
At verification, we established that
the loans were forgiven by private banks
in 1989, the same year the EV was
signed, and in 1987. One private bank
forgave DM 541,000 in debts in 1987.
The remaining portion of the debt. OM
216.819 million was forgiven in 1989.
Using the same methodology used to
calculate the subsidy for the government
forgiveness of Saarstahl's debt in 1989,
we calculated an estimated net subsidy
of 0.88 percent ad va/orem for the 1989
debt forgiveness ofDM 216.819 million.
The debt forgiveness which occurred in
1987 was expensed in the year of receipt
because the amount forgiven was less
than 0.5 percent of total sales. The
estimated net subsidy for Thyssen under
this program is 0.00 percent ad valorem.
3. Worker Assistance Program
Under Article 56 or the European Coal
and Steel Community (E~) Treaty,
persons employed in the coal and steel
industry who lose their jobs may receive
assistance for "social adjustment." This
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u&istanca is provided for w~
methodoloy, W8 calculated. for
affected by restructuring measurn,
Saustahl. m estiinated net subsidy of
particularly u workers withcbaw from
0.38 percent ad wlorem. The estimated
the labor market into early retirement or net subsidy forThyasen was 0.16
ue forced into unemploymenL The
percent ad wlorem under this program.
ECSC disburses assistance on the
D. Program Determined Not To Be
condition that the affected country
makes an equivalent contribution.
German companies seeking assistance
under Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty
must apply to both tlie Federal Minister
of Labor and Social Affain aud to the
Federal Minister of Economics•
Notification of approval ia provided by
the Federal Minister of Labor and Social
Affairs which is also in charge of
distributing such funds on its own
account and on behalf of the ECSC.
During the period of investigation,
Saarstahl and Thyssan received
payments for their workers under
Article 56(2)(b) of the ECSCTreaty. The
payments were made to provide for
prematurely retired employees. In
Germany. a company's obligations w.ith
respect to prematurely retired
employees are delineated in the social
plans these companies have with their
employees. We verified that anticipated
Article 56 payments were taken into
account during the negotiations o(
Saarstahl's and Thyssen's social P.lans.
At verification, we also established
that the ECSC share of the payments is
provided from its budget, which is
financed through levies and fines from
coal and steel producers and the interest
earned on the investment of these
proceeds. Deficits in the budget are
made up by Member Stale
contributions. However. no
contributions have been made by the
Member States since 1984. Since the
ECSC payments in 1991 were financed
solely from producer contributions. they
do not conrer a countervailable benefit.
With respect to the German
contributions under this program.
however. we determine that the funds
are limited to a specific industry or
group or industries and. because thf
funds relieve the companies of
obligations they normally would have
incurred. that they confer a
countervailable subsidy. We further
determine that the assistance provided
under this program is recurring since
the recipients can expect to receive ·
benefits on an ongoing basis. Therefore,
we limited our analysis to funds
received during the period of
investigation, 1991.
To calculate the benefit, we took half
of the funds received by the companies
under this program in 1991, which is
that portion attributable to the
Government of Germanr· and divided it
by each company's tota sales during the
period of investigation. Using this

Countenailable
J. The Government of Saarland's Equity
Investment in DHS

We determined that the Saarland'a
capital contribution ofDM 145.1 million
described in the "Govemment Debt
Forgiveness in 1989" above to be
consistent with commercial
considerations. At the same time that
the Saarland government was investing
these funds, two private investors were
also investing in DHS. Using these
private investors as a benchmark, we
find that the Government of Saarland
made its investment on the same terms.
Therefore, we determine that the
Government of Saarland's equity
contribution ofDM 145.1 million does
not confer a countervailable benefit. For
additional information regarding this
issue, please see Comment 4, below•.

Comments
All written commen~ submitted by
the interested parties in this
investigation which have not been
previously addressed in this notice are
addressed below.
Comment J
Respondent maintains that the private
banks' forgiveness of Saarstahl's debts
was a rational commercial decision
because, if Sa:irstahl had f.led for
bankruptcy, tho banks would have lost
more money than the forgiven portion of
the debt. Respondent further asserts that
privata banks were not, in any.way,
coerced by the federal or Saarland
governments to forgiven the debt.
Petitioners, on tlie other hand, argue
that private creditors released Saarstahl
from its debts as part of a package deal
in which the governments agreed that ·
they would continue to assume
payments on the gcaranteed debt.
Without government intervention, the
private banks' forgiveness would not
ha\•e occurred. Therefore, petitioners
maintain that the private banks
forgiveness in countervailable,
especially since Saarstahl failed to
produce documents during verification
that, Saarstahl claimed, would have
proved otherwise•.
DOC Position ··
The private debt forgiveness was part
of a debt reduction package negotiated
by the Governments of Germany and
Saarland. The governments made the
initial approach to private creditors
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requosting that they forgive Suntahl'•
debL ID exchange for the 'private debt
fmgiveD81&, the govammenta agreed to
forgive all of the debt due to them by the
company. In addition. the Government
of Saarland assured the private banks of
Saarstahl's liquidity. Given the
governments' extensive role in bringing
about the private banb' debt
.
forgiveness and the absence of any
documentation to support respondent's
claim that the banks' actions were
commercially sound, we find the
forgiveness to be countervailable.
We also note that we 18QUested
additional documents relating to the
debt forgiveness which were referred to
in Saant&th!'s response. These
·
documents were not provided to the
Department by the company.

Comment2
Petitioners argue that the Department
should treat the portion of Article 5_6 ·
assistance provided by the ECSC like
any national subsidization of employee
severance costs, since there is no
difference between producer
contributions set by the EC and other
taxes collected by governments through
ether funding mechanisms. Petitioners
further maintain that if th~ Department
decides that the benefits funded by the
ECSC are per se non-countervailable.
then this should only apply to what
Saarstahl paid in levies in that year. In
other words, the Department should
countervail the money received by the
companies in excess of what the
companies paid in levies to the EC
during the period of invest~gation.

DOC Position
We disagree with petitioners.
Premiums paid to the ECSC are not
similar to taxes paid to a national or
state government. These premiums are
.more analogous to premiums paid for
insurance or to dues paid by members
or an association or union which are
used to support the actiYities of the
organization. Premiums paid by steel
producers to the ECSC are used for a
variety or activities to support ECSC
members. Including the funding or
research and development and the
provision or assistance to laid-off steel
workers.
Government-ad.ministered
unemployment programs funded solely
through employee and employer
contributions are not countervailable.
Such programs. like the workers
assistance program under Article
56(2)(b) of the ECSC Treaty, opemte like
an insurance program. The fact that a
company ar individual may receiw
more in any given year than the amount
it paid into the program is DOt a basis

for concluding that tbe program
DOC Position
provides. CDUDtenailable benefiL Such
We belim that the equity infusion
an oc:cunence ls Datural with any
made by the Government of Saarland
insurance program. Aa long aa the
into DHS was on terms consistent with
program operates without gowmunent
commercial cansfderationa. Because
funds, there is no countenailable
there W8l'8 other inveators besides the
benefit.
Government of Saarland, the terms of
the other investors. rather than the
Comment3
financial perfc:mance of the recipient
Petitioners maintain that Surstahl
company, dotermme whether the
failed to providf t.nmslated vmaians of
government investment was made on
its social plana. passed after tlie
tenna consistent with commercial
Stahlstiftung wu created, which could
considerations. Moreover. the fact that
have nvealed whether the company wu there were private parties v;illing to
obligated to provide usiatance for
invest in DHS supports the conclusion
retraining ita former employees.
that the company is equitywonhy.
Therefore, the Department 1hould
Therefore, beceuse the two t'ther
determine. as bast Information available, invrJs!ors, ARBED and Usi.ccr Sacilor,
that S&arstahl's social plan 1'9quires the
made equity iniusfons at the sa.-ne time
company to provide assistance for
and on the same terms as the
retraining pwposes. Moreover,
Government of Saarland. we detarmiDe
petitioners argue that the Department
that the equity infusion made by the
should c:Ountervail the government's
Government of Saarland into DHS was
funding or the Stahlstiftung. since it is
made cm tl!rms consistent with
specific to Saantahl and it relieves the
commercial amsideratians. This
company ofita financial obligations.
analysis is consistent with Departm11nt
practice when there are other parties
DOC Position
malting equity investments at the same
Although we me not assuming any
time as the government. (See. e.g.,
obligation to translate documents, our
Groundfi~ from Canada and Offshore
review of Saarstahl's social plans, both
Platform Jackets and Piles from th•
the translated and the untranslated
Republic of Korea. 51FR11779, April
versions. shows that the company is not 7, 1986.)
requind to provide assistance to its
Comm~nts
fonner (ar present) employees for
retraining purposes. Therefore, we view
Respondent contends that Saarstahl
the assistance provided by the
Voelkingen GmbH (SVJ<) was privatized
Stahlstiftung. for retraining formor
in 1989 by the Government of Saarstahl
Saarstahl's employees, as distinct from
in an ann 's length transactiou which
Saarstahl's assistance as delineated in
involved a change or m3jority
its social plans. Sinee Saarst~l.
ownership and control ta a major
according to German law, is only
unaffiliated corporation. Therefore.
obligated to provide assistance pursuant respondent argues that the Department
to the terms delineated in.its Social
should not consider any beµefits
Plan, the Stahlstiftung did not relieve
bestowed upon Saarstahl's predecessor
the company of any obligations.
company to pass through to the new
Therefore, no countarvailable benefit
entity, DHS•
was provided to Saarstahl from the
Petitioners maintain that the 1989
govemment's funding of the
reorganization of Saarstahl merely
Stahlstiftung.
shifted the existing public and private
interests in Saarstahl and did not
. Comment4
privalize the company. This is because
Petitioners maintain that the financial the government's partial sale of ita ·
performance or Saarstahl and Dillinger
interest in Saanaahl in 1989 wa1
shows that neither company, nor the
negotiated with only one bidder (Uslnor
two combined. were equitywarthy in
Sacilor), a situation where market
1989. Consequently. petitioners argue
dilCipline was not applied, and because
that the Department should consider the the govemment continued to maintain
Saarland govemmnt's DM 145 million
ownership and control over DHS.
equity infusion into DHS as iDcOnsisteut Consequently, the change in Saaratahl'a
with commercial considerations.
· ownership does not affect puHhrough
Respondent
that the Land'• . of benefits.
payment or DM 145 million cannot be
DOC Position
construed as a subsidy because it
Because the debt forgiveness wu part
represented a fair price far ill
of tbe deal negotiated to effect the
investment in DHS that was valued by
merger, we c:onsider the forgiffllea to
an independent accounting firm
(KPMG).
..
beaeflt the newly-fanned company, DOt

asserts
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th& pred"""'OF
pw Comment1
through or subsidies received by the
.
Patilioams md Smnlah1 mp that
predecessor company is not at issue
W8 shauld allacatB tba bamfit &am tluthere..
detie imgi:ftnau anly owm s.ntahl'•
sales.
md aat tbaalas ofllHS.
Commentlf ·
Petitianasaipa tlm Iha bene&ts from
the forgi.vmess are tied only tD
Rnpondent cantends that the
Saarstahl's producb.
Depsrbneot should cbmacteri:m the
loans guanmteed·br federal and Lmcf
govemment:!tmrpantspautided ta .
SaustUI in 1918 iD the amount of the
loans. This is baclluse both govmnnNols
gummteed these loms tu a &nmdallytroubled company, with the kDawledp
that Saarstabl could never repay tbe
bank creditms. and.chat lhey ultimately
would llave lo repay the enliJw principal
and interest on tha lam. Themf'om.
·
respoodeat argues lba1 the IlepanmeDt.
should allocate the paruteed Ioaa
amount. as.a pant, ewer time
comm~g in 197&
Furthermore, respoodeDl maiataim
that the lands prcwidad pursuant lo
administrative orden and gOYemment
contracts were reaming benefits during
the period 197~1985. Due to
limitatians imposed on assistanmtath9
Europemi steel companies, ander the
European Communities Stahr Aide
Code, these funds were terminated in
1985. Therefont, ?espondent mgues thll!
the Department should expense rather
than allocate these benefits.

DOC Position

DOC Position
Although &h8 m:igiDal debt wu
iDcumld by Surstahl, the fargiv8118&5 of
tha debt wa tied specifically to the
creation of DHS. Without the
forgiveness of the debt, there would
have bean no DHS. Tbendare, we
believe that since the debt forgiveness
was a condition for the aaatian oCDHS,
the benefit from ths fargivBDess is
properly aDocated to ~s sales.

Verification

rn accordance with section 176(b) of

the Act, we verified the information
u5ed in mating our final determination.
We followed standard Y8riftcation
procedures, inctuding meeting with
govermneDL and wuspmJ officials,
exammatioA of relevant accOUDting
records. and examination of oTigi.Dal
source doc:wnma. Om verificatk>R
results are ou1liDad mdetail m tha
public vei:siom. of the varificatioa
reports.. which am on file in the Cemral
Records Uai1 (Roam B-899 of tha Maia
Commerce Building).

SuspenSion of LiquidaUon
In accordance with section 7DS(cJ of
the Act, we are c:firecting the Custom&
Germany and Saariand provided the
Service to continue to suspend
loan. guaranLees to Saarsiaht with tlla
liquidation of entrie5 of certain additiYe
knowledge that the company would be
steel produas from Germany, which 8J9
unable to repay its bank crediton.
entered er withdrawn &um wmahouss
Indeed. at the time the lo1111 gaanmtaes
for amsumptiDD on or after tbe da&e of
were gifta. Saarstahl receiwd lOllDS
publiaticm of this natica iD the Fed.-.1
from privllbl banks wilb.oul guarantees
Register. mid to !Sluire • cash deposit
from e.itb.ar goYBrDlnSDt. Payments mede or bmid ol llllimaled countenailing
on the guaranteed loans as well as other duties equal to the following ntc
subsidies prvrided to SamstahJ WBra all
subject to repayment obligatio0$ (RZVs)
CaalClillw
. . t NJ.,_ ....
upon dwt compeny•s realization of profit
Counll'f-wicle
....
- : " ... in the future. Prior k> the debt
forgiveness iD 1989, if Saarslahl bad
Because the estimtrtBd net subsidy for ·
been able to reelize profits d!tP company
would hwe been obtigeted to resume its Thyssen is CU& percent ad valorem.
which is~ minimis, Thyssen Is exempt
payments to its creditor banks. mid.
from the smpemion of liquidation.
according to the compmiy's contncttJel
ITC Notific.atian
<igreement wilb the two governments.
would also hlrYB been obligated to repay
In accordanat wilb Mction 105'«1)
all of its RZVs.
the Act we will DCJtifJ the ITC of OUJ'
Similarly, with respect tDfu.nds
delllnnillalimL ID additiaa, wa 1119
provided pursuant to administriLtive
making available lo tba rrc •ll
orders and govemmenl ccm1rm:ts, these
non privileged aod nonpropi:iia&ary
funds were not grants because they wem information relalillg to ~
tied to repayment obligations.
investigation. We will a&w Iba ·ITC
Therefore. we have txaat.ed them as
access. to all privilepd. and bmiow.
loans which were fctgiven in 1989.
proprietlU)' in!mmalicm in om file&

There is no eviden.c:s on the record lO
suggest th.al the GGvemmaots of

or
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provided the ITC conlirm& tbal it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under m administrative
protadiw order. without tha writtau
consent or the. Deputy Assistalat
Secretary for lDvestigations. Impmt
Administration.
If. . rrc determine& lhat·malSrial
iDjurJ. or &he '1ueat of material iAjury.
dOSll DGt exist. tbese pmc.riiD1• will be
terminated and all estimahd dutiee
deposited or aecwities posted as a nault
of the suspension o( Uq.i•idation will be
refunded or cancellecl..ll bs>wewr. the
ITC detennines that such iDjwy does
exist, we will issue a counte"ailing
duty order. directing Customs officers to
access countarniling duties on entries
of certain additift steel products from
Germany entered, or withdrawn &om
warehouse. for cansumption. as
described in the •"Suspension
Liquidation .. section of this notice.

or

Retum or .Destnaction of Proprietary

ln/annation
This notice serves as the oaly
reminder to parties subject to
Administrative Protective Order (APO)
of their responsibility concaming tba
return m deslruction. of proprietary
information disclosed under APO in
accotdanca wilh 1!> CFR35S.34(d).
Fai1ure to comply is.a violation of the

APO.
This determination is published
pursuant ta -=ti.on 705(dl of the Ad (19
u.s.c. 1671d(d)) md t9 CFR.
355.20fa}t4).
Da1ed: January ?9, ?99'3.

AlanM.Dmm.
J\ssinant Stll:mlJJry/or lmpon
lldminimutialL
IPR Dot:- 93--2003 Filed l-26-93; 1:45 aml
8IWNQ CODE 351.._..

[c.:..t12-a111

Final AfftnMll• Counlemdllng °'dJ
Det.ermiMllan: Certain Hot Rolled Lead
and Blututh carbon S._. Praducls
Fftmr She Unla.d tangdant
.
AGEllCY: lmport.AdmjnjstJ'lltian.
lntAl'Mijonal Triul• Admmistmticm.
Depmtmmt of Cummea:a.
IEffECTM: DATE: January ZT. 1993.
FOR FUlmlER lllFGAIMITIOti CONrACr:
Stephanie L. Hager or Annika L. O'Hara,
Office of Countervailillg lllvestiptiom.
Import AdmiDistration. U.S. Daputmant
of Ccammerca. 14th S&rael and
Constitution Avenue NW., W&Sbillgloa.
DC 20230; •el•pb'm. (202) 4BZ-~ or

482-DS88.198p8Clivaly. ·

· ··
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Fm.J Det-•m..
· 1be Deputment of Commerce (the
Department) determines that benefitl
which comtitute subsidiei within the
meaning of the countervailing duty
(CVD) liw are being provided to
manufacturars. producers,.or exporters
in the United JCingdom of certain hot
JOlled lead and biSmuth carbon steel
p!Oducts (hereinafter: ~·c:artain additive· ·

subheadiDp ~'3..20.00.00 and
7214.30.00.00 of tbe lrl'SUS. Small
quantiti• of the subject men:lumdiae
may also enter the United States 11Dd•
the following lrl'SUS subheadings:
7213.31.30.00, 60.00; 7213.39.D0.30,
00.60, 00.90: 72H.40.00.10, 00.30,
DO.SO: 72H.50.00.10, 00.30, 00.50:
7214,60.00.10, 00.30, 00.50; and
7228.30.80.00. Although the HTSUS
subheadings 1118 ~decl Im
convenience and customs purposes. our
written description of the sc:ope ofthia
investigation is diapositive.
·
:

L .._.111nnagh ofleaefitl Prom BSCto
1JES
•
J. llackground

UES is a joint venture company which

was fanned in 1986 by the govemmentowned British Steel Corporation fBSC)
ad a private:. owned company, Guest.
~~~~ ~buldsed(~~ BSC

VAR CODtri
t ",..-..~.:ve
unitl" (e.g., steel works, re-JOlling
mills),
~vable,
and
inYeDtanes to the joint venture m return
subsidy, pleue- the "Suspension of
Uquidation" 18dion of this notir.e.
BSClmaharestriinbuUESted· M0!9 aped~cally!
con
a ma)OJ' portion ohts
Case History
Analysis of~
Special Steels Busineu which pro'.luced
enginearing lteela, while CXN
Sioca th& publication of the
. For purposes of this final
amtributed ill BrJmbo Steel Works
·
p1eliminary detmninatian (57 FR
42974, septamber 17, 1992), the
detennmation, the period for which we ~bo) and ill l~p business. At
following 8Y8Dts have occunecl.
are measuring subaidiaa (the period of
the time of the formation of UES, BSC
We vaiified the informaUon used in
investigation (POI)) is calendar year
was wholly owned by the UK
malting
p1eliminaJy detanninaUon
1991, which COIT8Sponda to the fiscal
govemmenL However, In 1988, BSC was
from September 28 thrOugh October 9,
years of the UK prodUClll'I of the subject privatized and now bears the name
·
merchandise, United Engineering Steels British Steel pie (BS pie).
1992.
On October 16, 1992, in accordance
Limited (UES), Allied Steel and Wire
For purposes of our p19liminuy
with section 705(a)(l) of the Tariff Act
Limited (ASW), and Glynwed
·
determination, iD order to determine
of 1930, as amended (the Ad), we
International pie (Glynwed).
whether UES recaived a countervailable
aligned the final determination in this
Pwusant to 19 CPR 35S.20(d), we
benefit during the POI. the Dapartment
·
.......1 th
tal. ad __ ,
..._,
examined the transaction forming the
investigation with the final
detennination in the comnanJon ·
com,_..... e to
""'Olal su-.idy
UES joint venture to ascertain whether
d
rf rec:eived by 8ach firm to the countJy-LA-'""ed by
anti d umping uty (AD) investigation o
wide·rate for all P""""'".... On the basis. the tenns -W
BSC W818 •
the same merchandise (57 FR 48020,
consistent with comman:ial
of this comparison, the rates Im ASW comiderationa. Jn that detmmination,
October 21, 1992). On November 8,
th
{
d
and Glynwed W8l8 significantly
L.
d that UES
--L....ldi-.a
1992, at e request o reapon ents, we . different fJOm the count.v..wide rate.
we avun .
was •w..i ·_,.to
postponed the final CVD and AD
-;, ·
the extent that BSC paid a premium for
determinations until January 11. 1993 · ~fore, these firms. recaived
its shares in UES.
·
(57 FR 53691, November 12. .1992).
ind1Y1dual company rates: The
.
The Department has received
The parties submitted cue and
. c:alc;ulat~ rate for UES will be used, for
numerous commentl on the issue of
1ebuttal btiefs on November 18 ~d 24, . all other manufac:tmers•. ~roducers, and· whether subsidies provided to BSC
1992 1eapactively. A public bearing wu exporters of certain additive steel
· prior to the formation oft.JES ware
held ~ December 2. 1992.
produet11 in the United ICingdom.
j>used thrOugh the UES. Thasa
Supplemental briefs we1e filed on
. . · >..a !85Ult -of the ongoing
commentl are summarized as follows.
December 7, 1992.
,
Countervailing Duty Investigation of
-: ·
Posi •
On January 11, 1993, we postponed· ·. Certain Steel Products from the United.. 2• rr:uti~en'
tion
for a ~~ time ~e final CVD and AD Kingdom (certain Steel), we have been
Petitioners argue that, 11Ddar the
detemunati~S until JanUaJY19, 1993
made aWllJ9 of certain programs. Dot
.circumstaDces of this investigation,
(Not Yet Pubbshed).
originally investigated iD this case,
section 701(a) of the Ad nquiraa that
Scoipe o'lnvestig·ation
which app8ar to provide subsidies, e.g., the antira net aubsidy pmvided to the
"
E
In
"'-- L 1
recipient be countervailed. Petitioners
The products cove1ed by this
wopean vestment .utlllA oana.
note that the Court oflDtemation.J
investigation are bot rolled bars and
Nevertheless, we did not have sufficient Trade (CT) hu found BSC to be the
rods of non-alloy or other allov -1.
time to obtain and verify information
. .
f
t--•Jabl __11....:d·
h th
ed
" ,.._ by
with res~ t.o these programs.
· . NC1p1ant o c:oun RYU
eaes.
w e er or not deacal , containing
Accordiilgly, we will address them
British Steel Colp. v. United States, 605
during the first adminiatrative nnriew of F. Supp. 288, 289, 294-295 (ar 1985).
weight 0.03 percent or m0ra of.lead or
O.OS pen:ant or more of bismuth. in coils the CVD order in this case, as is
Petitioners claim that, whatever part of
or cut lengths, and in numerous shapes contemplated by section 355 .39 of the
the benefit stream flowing from the net
and sizes. Excluded from the scope of
subsidy remaina, than is no provision
this investigation U8 other alloy steels
n.,partment's Proposed Regulations
iD the law which .Jlows this benefit
(as defined by the Harmonized Tariff
(Co~tervaillng Dutiaa; Notice of
stream to be terminated and u a result
Schedule of the United Stat• (HTSUS)
Proposed Rulemaldng and Request for
of man changaa in corparate.fonn and
Chapter 72,.note 1 (Q), except steels . · Public Commentl (Proposed
anhi
classified u other alloy steels by reason Regulations); 54 FR 23366 (May 31 •
°'i:d~tion~ atlte that
of containing by weight 0.4 ~t or
· l9BQ)), assuming a CVD order ii issued
countarv · la benafitl "survive" most
mo1e of lead or 0.1 pen::ent or more of
an administrative review is requested,
types of corporate restructuring because
bismuth, tellurium, or selenium. Also
Based upon our analysis ofthf
.Ubaidiea are fungible, i.e•• they ue
excluded are semi·finished steels and
petition, responses to our
normally attributed to all operations of
Bat-rolled products.
quastionnail8S, verification, and written the recipient company becaUl8 they
Most of the products covered in this
c:Ommentl &om the interested parties, · benefit, directly or indhac:tly, all
investigation are provided for under .
we determine the following:
operations of the company. Thus, the

steel ~uets'1.
.
For information an the estimated net

our

·-r-

auu

ar:caunt1

c:asl?•
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conveyoce of IL eiajor partioa of tbe
Special Steels Business Lo UES, which.
petitioners cbar:acr81iza as IL
restrudm:ing of BSC. did not afTecl the
. coUD181Vailabi.Iily of the "benefit.a
,..
bestowed on BSC. A pm rota. share o!
BSC's ball8lil& is, therefore. allocahla to
the pmGucticm of. the Special Steels
Business. .
Cifing Amico, lac. v. Uni1ed States.
73:J F. Supp. 1514. 1523 (Cir 1990),
petitioners argua that it is tha
Depa.rtman1.'a o&Migalion Lo countsrvail
subsidies granted directly Ol' imliredl.y
to companies. PeliliODerS emphasize
that the Special Staels Businass wu
conveyed to UES as IL complete
operating busiriess in a mlatad party
transaction.. In support of their position..
petitioners ata1.e \b.a1. the '"pwebaset" of
the Special Steels Business. m:s. is DOl
independent ofBSC. bec:ausa BSC owm
half of the voting stock and over 60
percent ofth.e total stock.in UES. and
amwbuted the vast majority o!its
assets. Essentially eveiything the
Special Steels Business had as e part ol
BSC. i.DcludiDg. tha bene5t of its
allocable share o!BSC'~subsidies..i1
amti:Duad to have. after the transfer.
Petitioners claim that the
.
Department's filliing in O!J:laiD Steel
Produds &om Sweden: Fine! ResuI1s ol
Cowuuvailing Duty Administrative
Review, (Swsd.ish S&eel). 5f>Flt4718S
(September 18. 1991} ~ mlwmt ~ t.b&
situation in thac:urreDtinvesti.getian. JD
Swedi.s.h. SteeL the Department
de~d that a conesp~ndiog.
deaaase lll the-countervmlable benefi.l
did not OCC!I.with the sale of one-tll.ird
of a company s. stock to a private pany.
In Swedish Steel. as in the instant case.
it was merely tha cwnersbip that wa
conveyed. Petitioners contend "that it
has long been held by the Department
that a purchase of stock from tlle public.
at whatever pciJ::e. is not a subsidy
because the proceeds. go Lo th&
purchaser.n.ot Lo the company.fiAal
Affirmative CouatenrailiDgDuly
Determinations; c.ertain Steel Proc:l.uas
from Spain. 47 FR. S1438 (November l.S.
1982} and Cold-Rolled Carbon St.eel
Flat·Roiled Product$ from Arg8Dli~
Final Afiianative Countervailing Duty
Determination and Cowit.ervailing Duty
Ordei. (Subsidies Appendix! 49·FR.
18006 f.April 26. 1984}. Conveaely.
accordigg to petitionen. the
privatizatioo of a comp&)' through lb
sale of its st.od. does aol extinguish
.
subsidies because the transfer of. weal1h.
is from the new owners Lo the
government. Thus, the C"Ballon aft.JES
in 1986. as well a& tha privatization of
DSC iA 198&, had DO effec:1 on the '
countervailabi1ity o[uiy 91hc;idies.
provided Lo BSC.

Petitiouas argue tbat Ccm8J"B" md
tbe cau.tts llave Cuamlly tm:mmcri'bed
the Department'uulbority to
co11Dtervail lea t.baA tba Del amount ol
the subsidy by sattiDg oat a. sho11 list of
IWTGwly defl.D8d of&a&L Petitionan
stats that DODB of tbese offset£ ntlalea to
the sale af a subsidized company.
Section 771(6) oftha Act.S. Rap. No.
249 at 86, 1979 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 472,
Hercules, Inc. v. Ullited Slatr!s, 673 P'.
Supp 454. (CIT 1987). Petitioners upe
that under the cim•m..,.._ ol U.
cummt investiption. the Department
has no aat.bcmty to edp.st or modify the
net aabs.Miy that bM abeedy been

established, except to tbe extvnl of
statutory offsets.
;
Petilioneis note that tWo ,_,.. aier
the fonnation of UES. BSC
privatized. Pelitionera mnpbMize tblt
bolb before.and abr BSC'a
privatization. BSC owned 60 pen:eot of
UES and hold the ability to CDDtrol the
joint ventwe. Patiuoners claim thal U.
sale of BSC &lock did no& affect the
previous coove_yence of BSC'1 Special ·
S'881.t BusiDeSS to UES
no• of
the prior subsidies provided to BSC
went purged es a aisu.11 of m
privatization. AccordiDg to petitioners,
this: is because ft) the fimncial positimr
of BSC remained wx:hanged after the
privatization, (2} the CVD law is
COllC8med with d.tuminil:lg whether
the aubjec:t lllelCbandise. nol the owuar
of the compmy, benefits from a subsidy,
and (3) subsidies distort the eamonry
because they proYide resomces that
would heYe gone to dilferent ll5eS if
they hadnot btien employed to create
steel·produciD(! assets to the detriment
of the U.S. steel industry.
.
According to petitioners, mspoodeo1s',
argument concerning upstream
subsidies totallymis\Dlerprets the
meaning of th& statu&e~ Petitioners argue
that it i£ obvious that the upstniam
subsidy provisions ware meant &o ciHl
with "input products• • •med iD the
manu.factnm of U. pmduc:ts under
investigation." end that a busiuesa is not
aa input product. Section 771/\{a} of the
Act.

w•

end•

3.Respondenlt'E'ositioD
According Lo mspm>cfents,, when tba
ownership and c.on.trol of m asset is
transfemid. from. a stat&-owned
enterpri• lo a private company in &D
arm's length tmnsa.c:tioD. or otherwise at
mcl.et va1ue. men-bend.is& produced
with that asset by tha DBW OWllC does.
not deriva a bene!il fmm any put
subsidies that the slala-oWDed
enterprise may have recaivecL
,
Respondeats. contend that my prior
subsidiK to BSCshould amtinye. k> M· .
appanioaed ov• the pmdaaiOQ al lb&
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compmy tbalnceived aad supposedly
benefittacl
thosa subWiias. i.e••
BSC. kpcntdants argue that the H881s
transferred to UES. lik.& as;ets that might
be sold to toially unrelated third parties,
did not ..racaive" the subsidi&-BSC
did.

&am

Fwfhermma.. respcmdents state that

thent .i& no nacesaiy or logical
coDJW1iOD betwcMm the Department'•
methodology of apportimiillg the
IUbsidy :received by a. finn over all oI
the pnidacts plOduc:ed by the firm and
petitioners' coatention. that every asset
a subsidized
bears • subsidy
taim Uwlt s&ays wnh the asiet no matter
who nbsequellllJ acquires it. The
Department imposed countervailing
duties in the prior BSC CB!8S becaute a(
the benefits IBCelved ~ BSC.as a
company.not '*:au• of the beuefits
l'9Qlivad by individual assets.
According M> respondents, under
Department and judicial precedent. the
attribuUDA gf subsUiies. to a company
th& did not recmve the subsidies would
only ha appropria18 where the company
that received the subi.idies. either
controlled OF was contiolled by the first
company. Annca IIK. v. United States.
733 F. Supp. 1514, 1521 (CIT 1990) and
Fm..l Affilmetive Countervailing Duty
Detennin:ation~ c.ertain Stainless Steel
Hollow Products from Sweden, 52 FR
5794 (Februuy 26. 1961}. Acmrding to
reSpondenta.. theaeetion of UES was in
no way an "iDlra-corpmal&
maclJination" by BSC. Instead, UES was
a bona fide jt>inl veuture between BSC
and GKN. resulting in a new
commercial enterprise that was not
under tha control of BSC.
Respondent. support th&
Department's preliminary detennination
not to· attribute- to UES any subsim.
received by BSCio·lS7&-1986. ht
rejecliDg peli1iooers' CODtelltion that
pre-1986 subsidies given toBSCahould
be applied to UES. respondents assert
thal Uie Depsrtment could only find
UES ao b.ve i>eea Albsidizad to the
extent thM UES securities tnmsfeaed tD
BSC might be worth }es& than at. nlue .
of tbe 8S11ets tcmsfemid to UES by BSC.
R.espondeats maintain that this ia
logical because wben cmnfa.~ mid
contml of ID asset is tmns
&am a
statB-OIWIMld eatllrprise to e priYBbf
company iD ail ann's length trmsadiaa. •
or otheswise a market Talue. prednas
from that company sbauld DOt 1subjeca ID coaDternZJ.iDg dati8s •a.
comt!Kp•sc:• of my put sahsidis that

or

mm

thalUbMNDedem~t&Cdiwd..

According to respairdents. tbs. .
Departmml'apmiminary decision.is
consisleat with i!HsLablished pnctO
that purchU11rSotassetsat fair muket
valuefmm~compW.n
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abould not be countervailed. Final'
.Affiimatiw ORm~Duty

Detannination; Oil Country Tu6uJar

Goods from Canada. (OCTG from
Canada), 51 FR 15037 (April 22~ 1986)
and lime from Mmdco; PreUminarJ
ResUlts of Oanpd CircumatanCll,
Countervailing Duty AdmbUstrathe .
Review. 54FR1753~11, 1989).
Jn eddition. n.poDdatl mgue that
· the ar bu tmpUCltly adcnecl tb9
·

. · ap))l'OKb tUaD by tbe Deputmaot tn i~
-· pN1imlnary deteiminatlon mSSAB
· S...ut Staal AB v. U.S., 784 F. Supp.
650 (ar 1991). in which the COU1'

upheld the Deputmeut'a determinatian
that SSAB had NCBived cuuntervailable
subsidies becawie it bad purchued
·
assets from • state-owned CDDlP._11111 at
below theJr market value. Finally.
respondents Ul8rt that the statutory
provision :regarding upstream subsidies
provides further compelling support for
the Department'• apploach in the
preliminary determinatian. Section
· 771A of the Ad provides that a subsidy
on inputs used in the production of
subject mercbandiee should be
countervailed only if it ''bestows a
competitive benefit on the
merchandise...
Respondents explain that petitioners
incorTectly claim that the "of&et
provision" ia relevant in thia case.
According to respondents, aection
771(6) of the Ad concama the
subtradion from the gross subsidy
amount of any charge1 that reduce the
value of the subsidy to the rec:ipienL
Aa:ording to respondents. the offaet
provision does not aet guidelines for the
identification of a subsidy. Alberta Park
Producers' Marieting Board U.S., 669
· F. Supp. 445, 452 <ar 1987).
:
ReSpondents maintain that this case is
distinguishable from ~ongoing
investigation of Certain Steel. According
to respondents. the key issue in the
present investigation ia whether and
when subsidy benefits received by one
entity should be attributed to a 18CODd
entity because the lllCOnd entity owns
some usets that were once owned by
the subsidy recipient, i.e., whether some
portion of the subsidies provided to BSC
"traveled" with those uaets to their
"new home" at UES. On the other hand,
the Certain Steel investigation deals
with the '.'extinguishment" of subsidies
where the effed of the privatization of
the subsidy recipient ia the aitic:al
factor. Raspondentl 1tat41 that, in the
formation of UES. there was no aale by
·the UK government of Ill ownenhip in
a state-owned company that had
received put subsidies. Rather, there
was merely a aale by BSC of a small
portion of ill 8SS8tl to UES, an
autonomous company farmed through

v.

~'1 length llllGtiatlalll bttW9ID BSC
and GICN. Wbltlaer lllbliclill bec:mDe mi
inberant pm of tbe ..... of I
subsidiz8d ltabMMDld ~and.
tbmefore. ahaald be deemed to "tniftl"
with thO. Ulltl wban they became
owned by IDDtber puty, la by.._
that the DepartmeDt must rmohe,
eccmding to nspcmdanta.
·
· •
4.DOC~.

a

pnti:t:..:=:u=bJ

reviewing tbe cammenu Rbmittid
the intentSted padiel. tbe ~tmmt.
detarmilles th8t • c:ompay'• l8le
••businm" ar "prDduCtift mdt" . _
not aher the efict of pnvloualy
bestowed subsicli-. 1he Department
does not examine the lmplc:t of
subsidies on puticular ...... ar tie tbe
bene&t level of aublidi• to c::banps ID
the company under investigation.·
Thmafore, it follows that when a·
company sella a productive unit, the
sale does·no~ to alter the aubsidi•
en~~ that productive uniL
Ttie sulisidies provided to• company
presumably are utilized to fiDance
operation• and inYelltmaDts in the mtire
company, including productive unita
that are subeequently sold or~ off
into joint ventures. Therefont, •the
company dispoeea of ill productive
entiti•, th..e entiti• taU a ~cm of·
the benefits with them when they "travel to their new home."
·
The Department has applied this
analysis only to a aubsidizad company'•
''businesaes" or "productive units."
which are sold off. An analysis which
would require the Department to
examine each individual 8Sl9t that a
company sells would be
administratively unfeasi"ble. A
subsidized company'• aale of a
productive unit is a more reasonable
basis on which to allocate the pass~ of subsidi-.
Thia approach avoids creating en
opportunity for circumvention of the
CVD law. Should be determine that the
original recipient of subsidies continu.
receiving the entire benefit of those
·
subsidies. we would not only leeve
companies like BSC "holding the beg,"
we would also invite aubtidy recipients
to sell off units that produce or export
countervailed merchandise to the
United StateL In the end, a '"bubble" of
subsidies would remain with a Ybtually
em:Lc:rbrate shell which 'WoUld not
be
by any countarvaillng dull•
because It did not produce ar export the
countervailed merchandise to the
United StateL
Based on this methodology, the
Deputment CDDliden the portion of
BSC'a Special Steels BuliDesl that wu

or• ·

IDld to UIS a "plodac:tiva unit"' ar ,

lnwfnen ArmnliDalY, tbe Dapertmeut
ladl tbat. pmtion-oltbe pre-1988

lllblldi• ~to BSC pmed

tbrouaJa to the Special Stella B11sfJ1US at
its D8W '"home," lJES.

Baled cm tbe ftl'iJk:atian ~and
Giber iDbmatkm submitted cm tbe
nmnl of du. bnwliption, ... - .
bmd that the blnaticm ofUESwas not
~. corpcnte ftlltnlctmiDg. ..

:!1:r.!'J;:=~tbe
bmathm ofUES·did not automatically

pm tJuouab" to UES. With l8IJMld to
UES. the Deparlment hiil rouna that this
la a IDdependat joint ventu1e
c:ompmy. lll8Dllpl as a ..,.me
anpante entity from its panml .
mmpame. BSC (from 1988: BS plc) and
GICN. '1'bere la no information OD the
nmrd to support petitioners' allegation
that tJES ia a mere continuation of
BSC's Special Steels Business.
UBS was created after aeveral J8lllS
dif&cult. arm's length negotiations
between BSC and GICN and became a
"limited" (i.e•• incorporated) company
immediately upon its inception. We
found nothlns during verification which
indicates that the negotiations for tJES
want not beld at arm's~
Became UES' two awners, BSCIBS
plc and CICN, each hold 50 pen:ent of
ihe YOUng lbarm, then must be
can.usus between them for any
proposal to paaa. At verification, we
iniewed the minutes of UES' board
meetings for the &nt two yea111 after the
joint vanture'1 fonnation. The minutes
did not indicate that the board meetings
were dominated by BSC. Jn addition, we
studied documents which listed the
members ofUES' board and executiw
committee in 1988 and 1992. We noted
that BSCIBS pie had fewer
rep.-ntatiwia on UES' board and
committee than did GICN and other
private sector companies. At
Y8rification, we allo 'found that in 1988,
BSC did not maacl• Ill right to appoint
the cbailman of the boerd. lnltead,-BSC
ad GICN agreed to rmppoint the then
chairman, who was an ex-GICN offidal.
We also believe that tJES la an
independent corporate entity hued on
our .....,,lnaUan of the business
relaticmahip between UES and BS plc.
which caatinues for historical and
practical reasons. We veri6ed that the
prices ,ad~ UES to BS plc for raw

or

inateri8la me market. not iranslar,
prims. Other nchanps between the
two com~• are also made an DC111Dal
commerCia1 tenDa.
·
Baaed an this inbmatlon. we lind
that·UES la• ..,.,.me mrponte entity
ad not Controlfed by BSC. At
·
veri&cation, we found no evldanc:a of·
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any mecbeniam• for puaing through
subsidies from BS plc to UBS (e.g., cash
infusions) after the formation of the
joint ventwe. 1berefme, we detennine
that imy benefits received by BSC after
fonnation of the joint venture do not
pass through to. UBS.
.

added a risk premium to the discount
rates for the years 1977/78 through
.
1983/84, hued on l>ur determination
that BSC wu uncreditworthy in those
years (188 discussion. below).
We then calculated the "adjusted
benefit stream" for BS pie reflective of
the amount of subsidies which followed
s. Allocation of Subsidies to UES .
the productive units sold off by BSC
Because it ia the Department'a longthroUgh 1983/84. We did this by
atanding practice to allocate subsidies
deducting a pro rata portion from BS
plc'1 1991 benefit amount bued on the
. over the Sales of the subject
.
sold~ff units' percentage of assets of
merchandiae, it is reuonable to Ul8 the
ratio between the sales ofBSC'I Special BSC in &seal year 1983/84. We repeated
the same methodology fOr productive
Steels Busineu end the seles of tile
units sold in 1984/85, iuriving at en
entire BSC at the time of the formation
adjuaed benefit attributable to BS plc in
of UES, i.e.• et the end of filcal.year
1991 tefiective of productive units sold
1985/86, u the basis on which we
off prior to the formation of UES.
would apportion the subsidies to UES.
Although the Department bu
However. consistent with our
·
determined that pass-throUKh benefits
determination that subsidies follow .
productive units, we must also take into should be measured on the l>asis of sales
values, we have used the 1984/85 asset
account subsidies allocated to the joint
ventures md productive units that BSC values as a surrogate because we lack
fanned or sold off prior to the fonnation the requisite sales information, as
discussed in the "Prior Pass-Througha"
ofUES.
section above.
6. Prior Pass· Throughs
We then added to the adjusted benefit
The Department'• detmnination that
attributable to BS plc in 1991, the
a portitln of the subsidies provided to
benefit attributable to BS plc in 1991 for
BSC passed through to UES means that
subsidies BSC received in 1985/86.
subsidies also passed through from BSC From this total benefit attributable to BS
to other joint ventures which were
pie in 1991, we deducted a f'IO rota
fanned and productive units which
portion reflective of the Special Steels
were sold off prior to the aeation of
Business which was a split off from BSC
UES. BSC's annual report for fiscal year to form UES. This pro rota portion was
1984/85, which was provided with BS
based on the Special Steels Business'
pie's questionnaire response, indicates
1984/85 aales as a percentage of total
that between fiscal years 1980/81 and
BSC sales in the same year. (Because
1984/85, BSC entered into 11 joint
1984/85 was the last fiscal year for
ventures and disposed of 41 productive which such data was available for the
units. In order to follow the same
Special Steels Business. we used the
allocation methodology we applied to
1984/85°data as a surrogate for the sales
UES. we wo\lld need information
values in 1985/86 when the Special
concerning the value of the sales of each Steels Business was transferred to UES.J
productive unit that went into a joint
We then divided the UES pass-through
venture or was sold off at the time each
benefit by UES' total 1991 sales to iurive
unit was split off from BSC. However.
at an ad valorem subsidy of 12.69 ·
percent.
we do not haw such aales data on the
record. Therefore, we have used
n. F.qui-..'-in
. . ofBSC
•7-..,....
information provided in BSC'1 1983/84
The Department has previously
and 1984/85 annual reports regarding
determined that BSC was
the total book value of the assets split
unequityworthy between 1977/78 and
off from BSC in joint ventures and
1983/84 (see Final Affirmative
. disposals between fiscal years 1980181
Countervailing Duty Determination:
and 1984/85 as a surrogate for the sales
Stainless Steel Sheet, Strip and Plate
values.
from the United Kingdom {Stainless
7. Pass-Through Calculation
Steel). 48 FR 19048 (April 27. 1983) and
In order to calculate the amount of the Final Results of Countervailing Duty
benefit allocable to UES as a result of
Administrative Review. Stainless Steel
the pass-thiough of benefits from BSC.
Plate from the United Kingdom
we first calculated the benefit :
{Stainless Steel Review), 51 FR 34112
attributable to BS plc in 1991 for all the {September 25. 1986)). Petitioners have
countervailable subsidies the company
alleged that BSC remained
received between fiscal years 1977/78
~.:\uityworthy through 1985/86. For
and 1983/84 (i.e., equity infusions,
years 1981182 through 1985/86,
regional development grants. and loan
BSC yielded negative returns on assets
cancellation. as discussed below). We
and equity. Times interest earned and
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BSC'• profit margin were negative for

ftscal yean1982/83 through 1984/85.
Although BSC 19ported a profit in 1986,
the profit margin on sales was only one .
percenL Fwthennore, no dividends
were distributed by BSC between 1977
and 1986.
Based on this infonnation, we find
that BSC wu unequityworthy from
1977/78 through 1985186.
-'- etbod l
0 ogy
Ill. Eq....,, M .
According to section 355.49(e) of the
Department's Proposed Regulations, we
measure the benefit of equity
investments in "unequityworthy" finns
by comparing the national average rate
of return on equity with the company's
rate of return on equity during each year
of the allocation period. 1be difference
in these amounts. the so-called rate of
return shortfall (RORSJ. is then
multiplied by the amount of the equity
investment to determine the
countervailable benefit in the given
year.
·
1be Department has concl_uded that
the RORS methodology does not
provide en accurate measure of the
· benefits arising from government equity
investments in unequityworthy:
compenies. When the Department finch
that a company is unequityworthy and,
hence. that the government's equity
investment is inconsistent with
commercial considerations, we are
effectively finding that the company
could not attract capital from a
•
reasonable investor. When a company is
in such poor finencial condition that it
cannot attract capital, any capital it
receives benefits the company as if it
were a grant end no earnings of the
company in subsequent years should be
used to offset the benefit.
Moreover, in calculating the
company's rate of return, no adjustment
is made to eliminate the effect of past or
current subsidies. 1berefare, those
subsidies that increase the company's
rate of return serve to reduce the
amount of the subsidy arising from
government equity investments in
subsequent years. In addition. this
method does not compensate for the
effect of prior year results on equity in
subsequent years, thus measuring the
rate of return against en equity other
than that invested in the transaction in
question.
For these reasons, we have
detennined that equity investments in
unequityworthy companies will be
treated u grants given in the year of the
equity investmenL Accordingly, we will
value the benefits using the grant
methodology described below.
Where a iDarket-determined
benchmark price for equity exists, we •
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will continue to UM that beoc:bmark to
determine wb9ther tbe ~··
purcbue of equity c:oufeN a 1Ubaidy
and to meuwe tbe a:acnint of tbe

subaidy.

~Ll--

..

•·

JV.~ .. ~ .
.
The petition did Dot apeclfi~
allep that BSC WU UDCr8di
Jin
the years that the company received
subsidies. Thus, the Department did Dot
examine BSC'a creditwOrthm. . in the
imtant cue.Hawevar, in Stainl- Stael
and Stainl., Steel Reriew, the
Department determiDed that BSC wa
- WlCl'8ditworthy from fiacal year 1977/78
through fiacal J8U' 1983184. Therefore,
for purpoeea of thia fiDal detmminaticm,
we have decided to trMt BSC u

bonowing in the year in which the grmt
was approved. we med the Dllticmal
avenge 1ong-tarm iDt8l8lt nm. U a
company wu unc:reditwmtby iii the
year in which the grant WU aPPftMld.
we added a rilk ~am to the
benchmark intareit rate in 8CCmdance
with § 355.44(b)(8)(1Y) the Proix-ci
Ragulatiom.

VLSu~a·..a:- Detenahaed Ta ea.r.r

1993 I Notices

We hoe furthllr determined that BSC
baefltted-by virtue of equity infusiom
inc:onmatent with commercial
camidentlona. and not through the
.w.quent wrii.off o f = •ty.
Th..tm.. we aJ'8 CDUD
the
equity inveatmenu u grants giY8111n
the yean the equity capital WU
18C8ived.
We calc:uJated the beneftt for tbe POI
using oar lbmdard methodology for

DOD-recuJring grants (188 ••Gnmt
- We determined that subsidies . .
Methodology'' 18dion above). Became
being provided ta maDufacturms,
w. have d8i8nnined that BSC wu
uncrec:litworthy from 1977/78 through
proclucara, or axpmten in the United
Kingdom of cmtaiD addithe ateel
1983/84, we usec:I a risk premium in
·
producta u follows. UES' subsidy rate
.deriving the dbcount rate for thele
calculated for theM propams appears in yeus.
the "Paa-Through CUculadOD" 18Ctlon
z. Loan Cancellation
unaeditworthy in thOllt )'8111'1.
of this notice.
In conjunction with the 1981/1982
V. Gnat Metbadalogr
.
J. Equity lnfusioM
capital rec:onatrudion of BSC. 18Ction
Our policy with respect to grants ii (l)
BSC received equity capital from the
3(1) of the Iron and Steel Act 1981
to expense recurring grants in the year
Secretary of Slate for Trade and lndustJy extinguished £9,308,569 of National
of receipt. and (2) to allocate nonpwsuant to eection 18(1) of the Inm end Loam Fund (NLP) loana, together with
recuning grants over the average useful Steel Acta 1975, 1981, and 1982 (18Ctlon acaued interest th81'80D, at the end of
life of aueta in the indu.iry, UDleu the . 18(l)). According to 18dion l8(l), the
BSC'a 1980/81 fiscal year.
Because this loan cancellation was
sum of grant.I provided under a
Secretary of State for the Deputment of
prorided apecifically to BSC, we
particular program ia leaa than 5
Trade and Industry may ..pay to the
~t
of a firm's total or export salea
r--tion (BSC) such fuDda as he.,.. determine that it ia a countervailable
(depending OD whether the program is
....,.yv•u
·
a domestic or export aubaidy) in the
fit." We ftrified that tbia equity capital benefiL
Wealculated the benefit for the POI
was received flYflrf filCal year from
year in which tbe grant wu received.
using our standard methodology for
-' n.r.u.nua
"a::- tive
1977/78 through
See, e.,., FimlU
• equi1985/88.
in The UKin BSC non-recurring grants (see ..Gnat
Countervailing Duty DetermiDatiOD;
go\'8rDDlent •
ty vestments
Methodology" 18dion above). BecaUl8
Fresh and eulled Atlantic Salmon from were made pursuant to u agreed
we haw determined that BSC wu
Norway, (Salmon from Norway), 58 FR
external financing limit whiC:h was
uncrec:litworthy in 1981, we used a risk
7678 (February 25, 1991). We have
, based upon medium-term Bnandal
premium in deriving the ~t rate
considered the grants provided undar
·projections. BSC'a perfmwanc:a was ~thatyear. .
. .
the programs desaibec:I below to be ocm- monitored by the UK govammant on an
3. Besional Dfn.oelopment G.runts
recurring, unlesa otherwise noted,
ongoing basis .and requests for capital
because the benefit.I are exceptional, the . were examined on a case-by-case bub.
dnel~t grants were
recipient cannot expect to receive
The UK government did not receive uy paid to BSC and Glynwed under the
benefits on an ongoing ba&ia &om
additional shares of equity of additional lndustJy Aa. 1972 end the Industrial
rights in ntum for the capital provided Development Aa. 1982. In arder to
review period to nrview period. and/or
the provisioo of fUDda by the
to BSC under 98dicm 18(1) since It
quality for uaistanc:e under thae two
government muat be approved every .
alr9ady owned 100 percent of the
Acta. u applicant bad to be engaged in
year. See Floal Affirmatiye
company.
m&Dufecturing end located .in an
Countervailing Duty Determination: .
Because we have found BSC to be
assisted-. Asaiated ueu were older,
Certain Fresh Atlantic Cround.fiah from
unequityworthy, we determine that the
industrial areaa identified u having
Canada, 51FR10041(March24. 1986).
UK govemment'a equity iDfuaionaare
deep-seated. long-tenn problema such u
Therefore, we have allocat8d the
inconsistent with c:ommarcial
high l1Mtla of unemployment.
benefits over 15 years, which the
considerations.
migratiOD. slow economic growth.
Department considers to be reflective of
Prior to the formation of UES. BSC'a
derelict land. end oblolete factory
the average useful life of uaeta in the
equity was writtllD off in two atagw
buildings.
,
steel industry (see 18dioa 355.49(b)(3)
under the lroD and Steel Acta 1981 and
Regional developmeot grants were
of the Pro~ Regulationa).
·
1982 as part or a capital recoutrudicm
paid for the purchase of specific Ullata.
The beriefit from each of the grant
or BSC during that time period. Th898
According to the UK government. they
programs discussed below wu
write-of& of capital were ill recognition
involved one-time grants, the
calculated using the declln.ing balance
that trading louea could not be
diabunement of which wu 10metim•
methodology described .in the
· l'8COY8r8d out of existing Uleta. Pint.
~ced 0¥8I' l8V'818l ~
,
Department's Propoeed Regulations (188 the 1981 Act reduCBd by £3.000 millloD
BSC NCBiwed regional development
section 355.49(b}(3)) and uaed iD prior
the IWDI invested iJa BSC by the UK
grants betwaen &IC81 )'81119 1977/'!B- md
investigation. (See, e.g., salmon from
govammaut under section 18(1).
1985188. GJynwecl recei•ed regicmal
Norway). For the discount rate, we used. Second, a further red\K:tioa of Lt.000
d8"l~t grantl in 1981 and 19l'8.
Since this program ia limited to
whenever possible, each company's
million was taken in 1982 pumwat to
•
actual cost far long-term. &xed-rata debL a statutory inatnament (the British Steel specific regions, we find It
If a company did not report this cast. or Corporation Reduction of Capital Order) comatsvailable within the a•mi'tof
section 771(5) of the Act. Becauaa 9
when a company bad no long-term
under the Iran and Steel Aa. 1982.

°·
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rac:eipl of tb91e pants WU bued OD
18JMU'te applicaticms. which have to
meet tbe lilquind criteria, we have
determined these pants to be DOD•

2. Fonnation of UBS

At the formation of UES, GICN
rac:eiwd a premium for its higher
historic profitability. Al the time of our
ncuning.
We calculated the benefit for the POI prelimin•ry determination, we did not
believe tbat the record supported
using our standard methodology for
respondents' contention tbat GJCN w11
nan-recurring grants (see "Grant
entitled to such a premium. Based on
Methodology.. section ibove.) For
our 18jection of respondents' arguments
Glywed. we divided the benefit by
regarding the premium paid to GJCN, we
Glywed's total sales to calcuJate the ad
preliminarily detenaJned thet BSC bad
valorem subsidy. On this basil, we
overpaid for its shares in UES aod thilt
detennine the net subsidies for this
the amount of the overpayment
program to be de minimis for Glynwed.
constituted a c:ountervailable subsidy.
VD. Programs Determined Not To Be
Therefore, we adjusted the price per
Coute"aillAble
share paid by GICN and then used the
adjusted price to meuwe the amount by
2. £55 Million Loan to UES
which DSC had overpaid for its shares
During our verification of the UK
in UES.
government'• questimmaire response,
Based on our review of
we learned that the government bad
received at verification
agreed to make section 18(1) funds
" documentation
(most of which is proprietary), we have
available to BSC for purposes of the UES
joint venture. Ac:cOrding to government accepted that GICN wu entitled to a
premium due to its better profit record.
officials, £30 million of the £55 million
At
verification, we learned tbat the
loaoded by BSC to UES were part of the
last section 18(1) payment made to BSC profits discussed in the joint venture
in January 1986. At verification; the UK negotiations were based on the subtotal
profit line. The definition of subpart
government stated that BSC was able to
profit was agreed to by the negotiating
provide the remaining £25 mjllion out
parties and was verified by. Coopen I:
of its own funds.
Lybrand. It is nonnal practice for the
Once these funds were used by UES
parties to a negotiation of this type to
for construction of a bloom caster at one
define the tenns used in the negotiation.
of its facilities, the loan was to be
Our review of the parties' subtotal
converted into a combination of
profits revealed that GICN's Brymbo
preference shares at a total value of £35
Steel Works and forging operations were
million and loan stock at a total value
coosistently more profitable than BSC'•
of £20 million. By September 30, 1988,
Special
Steels Business. Accordingly,
the entire loan amount had been ·
we
fi,nd
that DSC and GKN paid the
convert.ed accordingly. The £20 million
same amount per share for UES and, as
loan stock was repaid by UES on
a result, BSC's investment in UES was
'January 2.1990.
on terms consistent with commercial
We detennine that the £55 million in
consideration.
funding was tied to the UES joint
venture and, thus, did not become part
3. Energy Efficiency Best Practice
o·fthe "pool" of benefits enjoyed by BSC Program
and partially passed through to UES.
The objective of this program is to
Therefore, we have excluded the
dissesninate information cm new energy
verified loan amount received from the
savings techniques which are
government from BSC's "pool" of
economically viable &n4i show a net
benefits.
savings
potential of at least £500,000. In
Because the loan stock was repaid
1991, UES was awarded a grant under
prior to the POI, we detennine that it
did not provide countervailable benefits this program of £10,000, of which
£5,000 was disbursed in the POI.
to UES during the POI. T!htrefore, we
are only concerned with the £35 million
At verification. we verified that there
converted to equity. Our analysis shows were no limitations on the type of
that UES l'8C8ived this funding on terms industries which could use this
coosistent with commercial
program. Furthermore, we verified tbat
o:>nsiderations.· Based on our review of
the program is actually used by a broad
UES' financial statements, we have
range and a large number of industries.
found UES to be equityworthy in the
Therefore. we have determined this
years when the conversions took place,
program to be both de jure and de facto
f.e., from 1986 through 1988. Therefore, non-specific. On this basis, we
,
1.ve determine the £35 million to be an
determine that the Energy Efficiency ·
•.aquity investment consistent with
Best Practice Program is not
commercial considerations.
c:ountervailable.
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VID. Bell IDbmaticm ATailable (BIA)
mrASW,
ASW, which ii a joint venture
company formed in 1981 between BSC
IDd GICN. withdraw from paJtidpation
in this investigation prior to
vartification. Because ASW refused
verification of its questionnaire
response. u BIA we are assuming that
ASW received the same benefits as BSC
in 1981 (the year ASW was formed).
Therefore, we are usigning ASW a rate
of 20.33 percent. the rate calculated for
BSC in our Final Affirmative
Countervailing Duty Determinations:
Cubon Steel Structural Shapes, Hot·
Rolled Cubon Steel Plate, and Hot·
Rolled Carbon Steel Bar from the United
JCingdom; and F'mal Negative
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Cold-Formed Carbon Steel Bar from the
United Kingdom. 47 FR 39384
(September 7, 1982). This rate was the
highest rate calculated for a company in
that investigation and, therefore, an
appropriate rate as BIA.
Commenta

Comment J: 1988 Privatization of BSC
According to respondents, if the
Department were to determine that BSC
did control UES, it might then allocate
pre-1986 subsidies received by BSC to
UES. While respondenta believe that
this finding would be incorrect, if the
Department were to allocate pre-1986
subsidies to UES, it would have to
consider the affects of the 1988
privatization ofBSC upon the pre-1986
subsidies allocated to UES. This is
because the 1989 privatization of DSC
resulted in a shift in control of UES,
according to respondents.
DOC POsition: Because of our
detennination that DSC did not control
UES (see discussion in the.'~Pass
Through" section above), we recognize
that although there may have been a
change in control of BSC after its 1988
privatization, there was not a change on
the control of UES. In other words, the
corporate structure of UES remained the
same after the 1988 extinguishment of
subsidies requires both payment of fair
market value in an ann's length
transaction and transfer of control.
Because there wu no change in UES'
control in 1988, there wu no change it
ii subsidies, 8'iren under respondenta'
methodology. ·
Comment 2: Measurement of Pass·
Through
Petitioners argue that the Department
should measure any pass-through of
benefits from BSC to UES on the basis
of 1986 sales attributable to the assets
contributed h!IBSC to the Joint ventwe
u a percentage of total BSC sales for

;··: ......;_:
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1988. Aa:arding to patitiaam'1. bec:luae
the rate of duty ii calculated by dfYidins
the subsidy by the company's al•
·
d::J the POL it ia logical that the
11
• • • should lie alao allocated
between BSC ud UES on the buia of
sales. However, other counsel for
petitionem, with permiuicm to appear
on their behalf in th.ia investigatiaD
(hereinafter: Petitioners' other COUDl8Q,
argue that the pau-through of benefits
from BSC to UES should De meaaured
on the buia of the relative net al• of
the two companies in the POI.
. Respondents argue that the euance of
petitioners' subsidy pa.u-through
argument ia that a subsidy benefits the
assets of the l'9ci pient firm. According to
respondents' if the Department agrees
with petitioners' analysis, it must
calculate subsidies to UES on the aame
theoretical basis that petitioners argue
should be the basa for attn1>ution ID the
first plaat, i.e., the percentage of assets
contributed by BSC to UES u a
percentage of BSC's total assets, taking
into account previous joint ventures,
disposals, and shut-downs.
IXJC Position: We disagree with
petitioners' other counsel. Pass-through
should not be meilsured by 1991 uJea
because of our determination that UES
agree with petitionen. Because it is the
Department's long-ata.oding practice to
allocate aubsidies cnar the sales of the
subject merchandise, it is r.scmable to
use the ratio between the aalea of BSC'a
Special Steela BusiDesl and the aales of
the entire BSC et the end of fiscal )'9llJ'
1985/86 (BSC'a fiacal ymr 1985188
ended ID March 1986, i.e.• the aame
month ea UES was formed) u the basis
on which we would apportion the
.
wbsidies to UES. See discussion 1986,
i.e., the same month aa UES wu formed)
as the basia an which we would
apportion the aubsidi• to UES. See ·
discussion under the "Measurement of
Pass-Through" section above.

Janumy
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aa:ounting dilferenml batw- BSC
with lJES. The c:mcept of• c:ootrol
and GKN, and BSC'1 ~yment of tbe
premium ii tmpplic:abJe to the
costs for closing OH of its producticm
bmaticm oftm. lince BSC wu not m
facilities ('imaley Park).
niltins abarehoJd_., but rather wu
Raspcmdenta claim that the
·
pertidpeting in • joint venture which
Deputment erred in lta conclusion that BSC ~caJJy intauded um
UES' securities NCeiwd by BSC did not independent compey:.
reOect the nlue of the..-. trmsfinnd
DOC Poliition: Saad an the erguments
to tJES by BSC. Coopers• Lybrand did
submitted by p.titiouers. we ere Dot .
au analysis upon the farmatian of UES
persuaded that a control premium .ia .
called ·~ Completiaa Acmunta. .. As
Nlevant to th.fa tramaction. The
a result ofthiuna)ylia,.it wa
examplea cited by petiticmers did Dot· ·
concluded that the finmdal reaubs of
involve the formation of a joint YeDture.

the assets amtribumd by GICN __.
better than the resuha of the .-ta
contributed by BSC.
Respondents allo point out that the
differences in accounting treatments of
CKN and BSC referenced by petiticmen
were taken into aa:ount in determining
the relative number oftJES aharaa that
the parties were to receive.
DOC Position: As stated above, based
on our review of documentation
received at verification (most of which
is proprietary) we agree that G1:N was
entitled to a premium due to Its better
profit record. With JeSpect to the closure
ofT'msley Park, we found that GICN'a
premium was reduced ID order to reftect
GKN'a "share" of the costa Incurred by
BSC for closing nmley Park. Based OD
our review of proprietary information,
we also found at verific:etion that the
closure of Brymbo and the accounting
differencaa betwean the parties should
not be considered benefits. Therefore,
we determine that BSC'a lnvastmant In
UES wu conmtent with cmnmerdal
considerations.

ID the cue of lJES, it appears that the
govmmnent placed relatively less
impartanat on control than did CJCN.
.1be government, in fact, aaught private
18Ctor management of the new
company, while CKN would not have
putidpated in the joint venture if the
aovemment'• YOtiDg shares ware
commensmate with its contribution.
Nevertheless, we do nDt believe that this ·
lingle element of the negotiatiODS
should be cmved out of the lm1ar
context. There ware many elements of
the negotiatiODI and we have concluded
that the package viewed in its antirety
reprel8Dted en arm'a length tramadion
in which BSC acted consistently with
commercial comiderations.

Comment 5: Equity v. Grants
Ip Qmain Steel, the Department

preliminarily determined that equity
infusions should be treated ea grants (57
FR 57734, December 7, 1992).
Petitionem argue that the same
methodol~ should be adopted here.
Respondents argue that tlie
Departmant'a ROJtS methodology
Comment 4: Control Pttmium
accurately reflects the amount of the
Citing Honigmaa Y. Green Giant Co..
subsidy associated with equity JnfuaiODS
309 F.2d 667, 668-70 (8th cu; 1962).
ID an unequityworthy business
cert. den., 472 U.S. 941 (1963),
mrte?pri•. According to respondents,
petitioners state that it is accepted that
the essence of the aubaidy ii the fad
..control... of a company ia an BCODOJDic
that the unequityworthy enterpriae la
asset and the property of a stockholder
not expected to meet a performance
who owns sufficient stock. not of the
atandaftl (Le., yield a cOmmercial
corporation controlled. Because BSC
return). The diffenmce between the
Comment 3: The Formation of the UES
aa:epted an eVen aplit ID control ofUES ectuel rate ofretum and an appropriate
Joint Venture
.
when it contributed more than CKN to
national average benchmark rate Of
·According to petitioners, UES are
the joint venture, petitioners argue that
return ii a fair meaaure of that bene&t.
subsidiad directly because SSC and the the additional amount ofBSC"a
Reapaadents slate that-then ii a basic
UK gDYemmeDl ·allowed CKN cradit for contnlmtion should be comidered a
fallacy ID the mgumant thet (1) there la
far more than the actual value of the
..control premium." Tbia control
no differaDCB between an innstmeut ID
assets GJCN contributed. While
premium should be considered a
en uneqattyworthy company and a
petitionara agree with the Department's subsidy to UES.
outright pant. and (2) that the tublldies
preliminary determination that BSC
Raspandtmta ugm tbat thant la DO
am:iated wilh equity in'V91tm8Dta
overpaid for the shares it received in
reason for BSC to recaive lldditianal ·
abaulct Dal be calculated under the
UES, petitioners state that the
compenaaticm for allowing jaiDt aJDtral RORS methodologr. R.espondenta point
Departmaut '• calculatiODI of the benefit of tJES. Aa:ordmg to rmp>Dclent1, •
. out that a pmt ii a dcmaticm with DO
to UES for such overpayment are
· control pnuniam may DCCIII' whm ·· .
expectatiaD of return by the doaar. AD
undentated.
shareboldan u. 88lling their abarm to · imtestmmrt, bowe•ar, ii made with the
Petitioners argue that BSC"a
a buyer who wum to bring iD new
apectettaa of flDencial return. ID aome
contributicm to the joint ¥8Dtare wu m manasement. but it 11 DOt Jalevant tu the caw, 1111 ln•aatmeDt will lie made ID
greater than GKN'a if one tU. .Into
·- aeatiou of a new compuy whme all · · · ords to mh•nce the ..iue of a
account the overvaluaticm¥fB!JIDho . participants will l'8Cllift the bma&ta of ·. enterpme tbet'Will aoon be up for aale.
and GKN'a put profits. the YariOUI
. improved management. as wu tbe cae-- .. _View8d in this . .y.18dian 18(1)
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monies paid by ~e UK government of
BSC Wini clearly investmaDts. Dot
grants. according to 195pondmts. At the
same time. respondents note. if the
Department tnlats saction 18(t) monies

as previously forgi98D ..debt,.. u

suggested by petitioners. the
Depattmeut must agree that the
government got back a portion of the

..debt"' in 1988 wban BSC wa
rivatized. This privatization reduced
a like amount my' unamortized
portion of alleged subsidy benefits to

c;

general both Jmide and outside
iDveston make inY8Stment decisions al
the margin. As we stated in the F'mal
Aflirmatin Countervailing Duty
DetenniDation: Steel Wheels from
Brazil. 54 FR 15523 (April 18. 1989) "a
rational investor does not let the value
of put investments aJfect present or
future investment decisiom. The ·
decisiau to invest ia only dependent OD
the marginal retum expected from each
additiaual equity infusion.••
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government officials infonned the
Department during verification that
there was no automatic pevment of
funds by the govmument. Because the
equity infusions do not meet the aiteria
for finding subsidies to be recu."Ting, we
are treating these infusions as nonrecuniDg. See also Stainless Steel
Review.

Commem B: Amortization Period

Accarding to rupondents. the CIT has
twice rejected the Department's me of
average service life of industry assets as
a measure of the duration of subsidy
benefits. Respondents 8J"g\le that.
provided by the UK government to BSC consistent with practice in other areas,
measure th1t benefit arising from an
the Depertment should determine the
equity investment in an unequityworthy meet all three aiteria of the
duration of benefits by reference to the
Department's standard• for finding
company. If we find a company to be
weighted nerage maturity of the
aubsidiea to be recurriDg.
unequitywortby, that finding is
First, respondenta argue that the
respondent company's total
tantamount to saying that a nnssonable
funds. provided pursuant to
indebtedness or, alternatively. to an
investor would not invest in that
parliamentary enactment. were not
appropriate industry average.
company. Therefore, from the
"exceptional." Citing Algoma Steel
company's point of view, any equity
Petitionen argue that because the
Corporation v. United States, (Algoma
capital it receives form the gcmimmmt
period
over which a subsidy confers
Steel), USA-8~1904--07, ("by any
is equivalent to a grant. Con98qUe'Dtly,
benefits may be equally long whether
common
meaning
of
the
word,
ten
years
we haw measured the benefit to the
used for capital investment or other
out of ten years is long-standing"),
ntcipient company using the grant
purposes. the Department's
respondents argue that the program.
methodology. However, this does not
l0D85tanding policy of using a 15-year
which
lasted
ten
comecutive
years.
wu
mean that grants and equity are the . ·
amortization period for all nonsame. Normally, equity inveatments are clearly long-standing. rmally, et the
recurring subsidies in steel cases is
made with some expectation of return. · time the program was first established.
appropriate and should be continued.
there was no reaacm to believe that the
Grants are not. As respondents haw
With respect to subsidies that support
pointed out, this is what distiDgui&hea
J::~m would not cantinue in the
capital iDvutmeDt, Conwess explicitly
grants from equity infusions.
Petitioners state that, when evaluated intended that countervailing duties be
Comment 6: Equity-Commercial
in the context of the Department's three- imposed ewer a period that would
Consjderotfons Standard
pert test, the subsidies provided to BSC coincide with the period during which
Respondents argue that. ill
iD the form of section 18{1} funds
the subsidy benefits the recipient. S.
interpreting the commercial
should ~ CODSidered non-racu.rring. .
Rep. No. 249 at 86, 1979 U.S.C.C.A.N.
Petitioners dispute respondents' use
considerations standard for purposes of
at 471-72. see also H. Rep. 317 at 74of Algoma Steal to &bow that the equity 75. Petitioners note that the Department,
analyzing equity investments, the
infusiom ware recurriDg. Petitioners
Department improperly focuses on the
the{lT. and the Court of Appeals for
company's prospects from the
nota I.bat Algoma Steel was a case in
the Federal Olalit have agreed that
standpoint of an outside investor.
which there was an explidt agreement
subsidies for general corporate purposes
According to respondents. it may be
to amrice debt by tha Pro'f'ince of Nova
may pnnide u important a benefit, over
commercially justifiable for an inlide
Scotia, while BSC's equity infusions
as long a period, as a subsidy for capital
investor to make continued investments existed and were giwm without the
investment. IPSCO, Inc. v. United
in a loss·making company even if a
· benefit of a stated e:gimment.
States, TlDF. Supp.1581, 1583 (CT
reasonable outside investor would not
Furthermore. the CJT rejected
1989),
afrd899 F. 2d 1192, 1198 (Fed.
have invested in that company.
respondents' contention and approved
Cir. 1990}. 1berefore petitioners state
Respondents ugue that the statute does the Department'• decmcm to treat these
that the Depmtment•a long-held policy
not compel the Department to uae the
subsidies a noo-rec:nrring. Thus.
of amortizing all non-recurring
outside investor test. Furthermore. from Algoma Steel throws no new light on
subsidies over a ts-year period in steel
an economic standpoint, respondents
this sub;ect.
cases should be continued.
DOC Posit.ion: At verification, we
ugue that an outside investor's .
DOC Position: While the Department
decisions are not iDfluenced by the
learned that the equity infusions
provided by the UK go'f'8'l'Ilment to BSC has indicated its willingness to consider
recovery of an existing investment as
a ten·yem alloc:atiim period generally
were intended to aid BSC until it
with an inside Investor. Finally,
(see the Preamble to the Proposed
respondents argue that investor.J and
became viable. Therefore. BSC had
Regulatioua). nothing that the parties
reason to believe that the program
creditors of economically distressed
have argued leads ua to conclude that
companies routinely decide. OD grounds would not continue ouce the company
had reeched viability. At verilication.
we should depart the 15-year standard.
that are economically and finaucially
company officials informed the
sound, to invest money or to forbear .
Therefore. we haft continued to use the
Department that it was clear that BSC
from taking funds out of the enterprise.
15-year allocatiou period based on the
DOC Position: We do not believe that
would become viable in the future. as
1977 IRS depreciation table. as amended
we should hove a separate standard far
evidenced by the White Paper "'The
in 1985, covering renewable assets for
an "inside ir1Vestor." We believe that, in Road to Viability." Furthermore. ·
steel;
·
·

Comm11mt 7: Becumng n. Nonrecurring
BSC.
DOC Position: As explained alxwe, we Benefits
Respondents argue that the ten
have determined that the RORS
·
consecutive years of section 18(1) funda
methodology does not adequately
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countervailing duties OD IDlri• of
Verification
cmtaiD
additive.lteel pmdudl.from tbt
Jn acccnduu:e with lldlon 778(b) of
UDited~om.
the Act. . . vmifiecl the infmmatiDD
used ID making our final determination. Retum or Destruction ofPtoprietaty
Wi followed standard ftriflcation
lnfonnation
pzoceduna, iDcluding meeting with
This notice l8rV9I 11 the only
aovemment ad compmy of6ci•l1.
nmlnder to puti• subject to u
mmin•tiDD of nlevlnt aa:ountina
recmda, ad mmfn•Uon or originAI

IOUJ'C8 documents. Our verification
IUUltl are outlined ID detail ID"tbe
public veniom of the 98riBcation
.
19~. which are cm &le ID the Central
Records Unit (room B-099 of the Main

Commen::e Building).
Suspension of Liquidation
ID aa:mdace with 18dion 705(c) of
the Act. we are directina the Cultoma
Service to continue to mspeDd
liquidation of eutri• of certain additive
steel product.I from the United
ICingdom, which are mtered or
withdrawn from warehouse for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of thil notice ID the federal
Register, ad to require a cash deposit
or bond of estimated countarveilins
duti• at the following tates:
-~

,,

.... ___

ASW - - - - - - - - UES ~---------

20.33
12.11
12.11

Becauae the estimated net subsidy for
G1ynwed ii de minimis, Glynwed ii
exempt from the suspension of
liquidation.

rte Notification
ID accordance with aedion 705(d) of
the Act we will notify the ITC of our
determination. In addition, we are
maki.ag available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
acceu to all privileged and business
proprietary information ID our files
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclosa such information. either
publicly or under an adminimative
protective order, without the written
consent of the Deputy Auistant
Secretary for Investigations, Import
Administration.
If the ITC determines that material
injury. or the threat of material injury,
does not exist. these proceedings will be
tenninated and all estimated duties
deposited or securities posted u a result
of the suspension of liquidation will be
refunded or cancelled. If. however, the
ITC determines that such intwy does
exist, we will ilsue a CVD order,
directing Customs officers to usess

administrative protective order (APO). of
their respomibility COllClrDing the
18tum or dastructioo of proprietmy
information diacloeed under APO ID
accordanca with 19 Q'R 35S.34(d).
Failwe to comply ii a Yiolatian of the

APO.

This determination ii publilbed
pursuant to section 705(d) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1671d(d) ad 19 Q'R
355.20(a)(4).
Dated: January ti, 1113.
AlaaM.Dmm,

Aaistant Secntaty for bnpott
Atl.ministraricm.
IFR Doc. 13-1906 Piled 1-16-93: 1:45 1ml
...... CODl . . . . . . .
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APPENDIX B
CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States International
Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject:

CERTAIN HOT-ROLLED LEAD AND BISMUTH CARBON
STEEL PRODUCTS FROM BRAZIL, FRANCE, GERMANY
AND THE UNITED KINGDOM

Inv. No.:

701-TA-314-317 (Final)
731-TA- 552-555 (Final)

Date· and Time:

February 2, 1993 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main Hearing
Room 101 of the United. States International Trade Commission, 500 E St., S. W .,
Washington, D.C.
CONGRESSIONAL APPEARANCE
Honorable John P. Murtha, U. S. Congressman, 12th District, State of Pennsylvania
OPENING REMARKS
Petitioners (Charles Owen Verill, Jr.)
Respondents (Richard Cunningham)
In support of imposition of

.
countervailin& and antidumpin& duties:
Panel 1
Wiley, Rein & Fielding
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Inland Steel Industries, Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
Bar, Rod & Wire Division
Frank W. Luerssen; former Chairman and CEO of
Inland Steel Industries, Inc.
Joe Alvarado, General Manager of Sales and Marketing,
Inland Steel Bar Co.
Lee N. Rankin, Vice President-Commercial,
USS/KOBE Steel Co.
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In support of the imposition of
countervailin2 and antidumpina= duties--continued
Robert C. Squier, President, Curtis Screw Co., Inc.
James E. Fritsch, General Manager-Commercial,
Bethlehem Steel Corporation (Bar, Rod & Wire Division)
P. (Beni) Dasgupta, Vice President, Technology
Inland Steel Flat Products
Andrew R. Wechsler, Principal, Law and Economics
Consulting Group
Jeffrey C. Anspacher, Senior Economist, Law and Economics
Consulting Group
Roger Hickey, Senior Financial Analyst, Law and Economics
Consulting Group
Dr. Mark Zmijewski, Professor of Accounting, University
of Chicago
Charles Owen Verrill, Jr.
Alan H. Price
Willis S. Martyn ill

)

)--OF COUNSEL
)

Thompson & Mitchell
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Corey Steel Company
Paul J. Darling, II, President,
Corey Steel Co.
Murray J. Belman )--OF COUNSEL
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In opposition to the imposition of
countervailin& and antidumpin& duties:
Panel 2
Wilke Farr & Gallagher
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Acos Villares, S.A.
Companhia Acos Especials Itabira
Mannesmann, S.A.
Daniel L. Porter

)--OF COUNSEL

Steptoe & Johnson
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
United Engineering Steels (UES)
Richard 0 Cunningham
Mark D. Davis

)
)--OF COUNSEL

LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Saarstahl A.G.
Pierre F. de Ravel d'Esclapon
John Meagher
John Cleary

)

)-OF COUNSEL
)

Weil, Gotshal & Manges
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Usinor Sacilor
A. Paul Victor
Angela Paolini Ellard

)

f-OF COUNSEL
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In opposition to the imposition of
countervailina: and antidumping: duties--continl,led
Witnesses for Panel 2:
John Correnti, President and
Chief Operating Officer, Nucor Corporation
Derry Graham, Metallurgical Manager,
Rotherham Engineering Sales
Bruce Malashevich, President,
Economic Consulting Services
David Naylor, British Steel
Joseph Rutkowski, General Manager,
Nucor Steel
Kay Shupe, Independent Consultant
Vincent Honnold, Economic Consulting Services

Panel 3
Doepken Keevican Weiss & Medved
Pittsburgh, PA
On behalf of
Moltrup Steel Products Company
Michael P. Pitterich, President
Donald S. Blue

)--OF COUNSEL

Panel 4
American Great Lakes Ports
Arlington, VA
Lewis Gulick, Washington Representative
John M. Loftus, Seaport Director
Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority
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APPENDIX C
GLOSSARY
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Glossary
Carbon steel
Carbon steel means all nonalloy steel which is usefully malleable and
contains 2 percent or less carbon. In addition, any steel classified as other
alloy steel solely because it contains 0.4 percent or more by weight of lead
and/or 0.1 percent or more by weight of bismuth, is classified as being of
carbon steel for purposes of this inv~stigation.
Certain alloy steel
Alloy steel other than stainless steel, high-speed steel, silicomanganese steel, or tool steel.
Semifinished special quality carbon and certain a·lloy steel products
Products of solid cross section, which have -not been further worked
than subjected to primary hot-rolling or roughly shaped by forging, and
include cast certain alloy steel ingots and strand castings and semi-wrought
ingots and strand castings; and nonally and certain alloy rolled or forged
blooms, billets, and slabs that are destined for use. in hot-rolled products.
Semifinished carbon and certain alloy steel pr,oducts are provided for in
subheadings 7207.11, 7207.12, 7207.19, 7207.20, 7224.10 and 7224.90 of the
HTS.
Hot-rolled cai;bon and cer'tain alloy· steel products
. Carbon ·and certain alloy steel which has been reduced ..to its final
thickness by he~ting and rolling the products a,t elevated temperature· (usually
above 2,200° F). The hot-rolled ca~bon steel products covered by this
investigation are provided for in HTS subheadings 7213,20, 7213.31, 7213.39,
7213.41, 7213.49, 7213.so; 7214.30, 72i4.40, 7214.50, 7214.60, 7227.90.60, and
7228.30.80. Flat-rolled carbon steel ·products are not included in this
investigation. For purposes of this investigation hot-rolled carbon steel
products include the following:

Hot-rolled bars
Hot-rolled products, whether or not in irregularly wound coils, which
have a solid cross section along their length in shapes (and sizes) that
incl-ude, but are not limited to: circles or segments of circles (from 0.20 to
12 inches in diameter), ovals, rectangles (inc1uding squares from 0.20 to 6
inches in width), flats (from 1/4 to 8 inches ip width and from 0.23 to 4
inches in thickness), or other convex polygons (such as hexagonals and
octagonals from 0.20 to 4 1/16 inches between parallel surfaces). These
products do not include reinforcing bars.

Cut-length bars.--Hot-rolled bar products not in coil~d form, including
circles or se~ments of circles in cut-lengths having.a· diameter from 0.20 to
12 inches.
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Coiled bars.--Hot-rolled bar products in irregularly wound coils,
including circles or segments of circles in coiled form having a diameter from
0.75 to 12 inches.
Hot:-rolled rods
Coiled, semifinished, hot-rolled products of solid cross section,
approximately round in cross section, not less than 0.20 inch but less than
0.75 inch in diameter. These products do not include reinforcing rods.
Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel products
Nonalloy (carbon) and certain alloy steel products containing by weight
one or more of the following elements in the specified proportions:
-

0.03
more
0.08
more
more

percent or more of lead
than 0.05 percent of bismuth
percent or more of sulfur
than 0.05 percent of selenium
than 0.01 percent of tellurium

Lead and bismuth carbon st:eel product:s
Hot-rolled products or semifinished products thereof as described above
that contain by weight 0.03 percent or more lead, and/or 0.05 percent or more
bismuth, whether in coils or cut lengths. ·These products may also contain
other additives such as tellurium or selenium. Hot-rolled lead and bismuth
carbon steel products are principally provided for in HTS subheadings 7213.20
and 7214.30.
Non-lead/bismut:h free-ma.chining st:eel product:s
Nonalloy (carbon) and certain alloy steel products (other than those
containing lead or bismuth) containing by weight one or more of the following
elements in the specified proportions:
- 0.08 percent or more of sulfur
- more than 0.05 percent of selenium
- more than 0.01 percent of tellurium
Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products
These products are special quality steel products other than the freemachining steel products described above.
Machinability
Machinability is that combination of properties in a material that
affects its response to removal by a cutting tool. The machining of a steel
may be enhanced by additives, such as lead, bismuth, selenium, tellu~iwn,
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sulphur, phosphorus, or calcium, to the steel at its liquid phase. Or, for
certain types of steel, machinability may be enhanced by annealing. 1
Machinability depends upon the dynamic reactions which occur in the
workpiece material (including its chemical and metallurgical compositions),
the machine tool, the tool's geometry, the lubricant employed, and operating
conditions. Among other items, tool life, the rate of metal removal, surface
finish, ease of chip removal, and the reduction of cutting forces are
important criteria for evaluating a steel's machinability. 2
Additions of lead, in combination with selenium or tellurium, or
bismuth significantly improve machinability, and these grades are most often
used when the part that is to be made requires the removal of relatively large
amounts of metal (greater than 30 percent, for example, according to one
estimate). 3 They are most often specified when the machine to be utilized is
an automatic screw machine, lathe, or drill press. 4 As indicated earlier,
there are other types of additions, most of which are made at the ladle,
including calcium, phosphorus, and sulphur, which also affect the
machinability of the steel. Calcium is used to minimize the detrimental
effect of alumina inclusions on some carbide tools; it assists castability and
is often used in applications calling for casting parts .to near net shape.
Cold heading
Cold heading or cold forming is a forging process in which force,
developed by blows of a mechanical hammer or heading tool, is used to displace
.or upset a portion of a blank to form a section of different contour or
configuration. Although this process has the advantage of being able to
.process pieces more quickly than machining, increasing work volume and
reducing processing costs, it is unable to duplicate the precision and fine
tolerances produced by machining.

Steel series
Carbon, certain alloy, and alloy steels are categorized according to
their chemical content. The primary elements that are specified are carbon,
manganese, phosphorus, and sulphur for carbon steels (other elements such as
copper and silicon are specified in terms of maximum allowable levels); and,
these elements plus nickel, chromium, and molybdenum for alloy steels. Carbon
steel grades include the 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1500 series (see further
description below). Alloy steel grades include the 1300, 4000, 4100, 4300,
4400, 4600, 4700, 4800, 5000, 5100, 5200, 6100, 8100, 8600, 9200,. and 9300
series.

1 See, United States Steel, The Making. Shaping. and Treating of Steel, pp.
1465-1488.
2 Debanshu Bhattacharya, "Machinability of Steel," Journal of Metals, Mar.
1987, p. 32.
3 Staff interview with ***
4 Ibid.
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The primary series for carbon steels, including special bar quality,
are shown in the following tabulation:
Comment
1000

Non-resulphurized carbon steels with a manganese content not
exceeding 1.00 percent; used for forging axles, casings,
shafting applications, and cold-heading applications (e.g.,
production of screws, nuts, and bolts). Termed a non-free
cutting steel. Lead is added to enhance machinability such
as in production of small fins and threads.

llOO

Resulphurized carbon steels; used in forging applications
where strength is needed (e.g., connecting rods and nuts);
termed a free-cutting steel.

1200

Free-cutting resulphurized and rephosphorized carbon steels;
not load-bearing; includes the bulk of lead and bismuth
steels for use in such applications as valves and hydraulic
fittings.

1500

Carbon steels with a manganese content exceeding 1.00
percent; lead or bismuth seldom added. Calcium may be added
to ameliorate effects of alumina inclusions on high-speed
tool steels.

Herchant: . bar quali t:y5

This group is designated with the prefix M before the 1000 series (for
example, MlOlO, a merchant low-carbon bar of the nonresulphurized series for
forging). Steels in this group are known as merchant steels; the bar and rod
category includes concrete reinforcing bar. They are used for structural and
similar applications involving moderate cold bending, moderate hot forming,
punching, and welding as used in the production of noncritical parts. They
are characterized by wider physical and chemical tolerances and are produced
to grade only. Merchant quality is produced to 0.50 percent maximum carbon,
0.60 percent maximum manganese, nonresulfurized, nonleaded, 0.04 percent
maximum phosphorus, and 0.05 percent maximum sulfur content, i.e., standard
chemical ranges and limits, used for special carbon grades, do not apply.
Merchant quality bars are not produced to any specified silicon content, grain
size, or other requirement that would influence the type of steel, and they
may contain pronounced chemical segregation; internal porosity, surface seams,
~nd other surface irregularities may also be present.

5 ASTM Designation A 575-81, Standard Specification for Steel Bars, Carbon,
Merchant Quality, M-Grades.
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Special bar qualic-y5
This group includes bars and rods that are produced to customer order
and are characterized by tighter surface and chemical tolerances than Mquality steels. Applications include forging, heat treating, cold drawing,
machining, and many structural uses. The primary melting may incorporate
separate degassing or refining and may be followed by secondary melting
(vacuum arc remelting or electroslag remelting); deoxification is performed.
The steel is produced with internal soundness, i.e., relative freedom from
segregation and porosity, grain size tolerances, and limits on the content of
incidental chemical elements (e.g., copper, nickel, chromium, molybdenum, or
others) are restrictive, i.e., not exceeding the limits shown on the
customer's purchase order. A tight range for chemical composition is
prescribed for carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur.
Rescriccive requiremencs applicable co special qualicy.--Certain
additional requirements are sometimes necessary for some applications or
manufacturing processes, including the following: 7
Restrictive requirement quality A & B
Multiple restrictive requirement quality
Scrapless nut quality
Axle shaft quality
Cold shearing quality
Cold forging quality
Cold extrusion quality A & B
Cold heading quality
Cold expansion quality
Restrictive cold working quality
Other quality designations:
File quality
Gun barrel quality
Gun receiver quality
Shell steel quality A, B, & C
Spark plug leaded quality
Spark plug non-leaded quality
Standard tube round quality
Lead and bismuch sceels.--These steels are part of the group designated
special quality steels; leaded steels are designated by inserting the letter L
between the 2-digit number that denotes the series and the 2-digit number that
denotes the range of carbon present. When lead is required as an added
element to a standard steel, a range of 0.15 to 0.35 percent is specified.
When bismuth is added, a proprietary name may be used, although a letter
insertion is not made.

ASTM Designation A 576-81, Standard Specification for Steel Bars, Carbon,
Hot-wrought, Special Quality.
7 Steel Products Manual, AISI, Aug. 1977, pp.
89 and 90.
6
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Steelmaking terminology
Killed steels
Killed steels are produced by adding deoxidizing elements such as
silicon and aluminum to the ladle before pouring. Chemical composition and
mechanical properties of killed steels are relatively uniform throughout the
ingot. Alloy and carbon steels containing more than about 0.25 percent carbon
are almost always fully killed.
RiII1111ed steels
Rimmed steels are cast into ingots without deoxidation by silicon or
aluminum, i.e., they are not killed. As solidification proceeds, oxygen and
carbon dissolved in the molten metal continue to combine, producing a
characteristic effervescent action in the ingot during solidification.
Chemical composition and mechanical properties vary widely throughout rimmed
steel ingots, with the region near the surface being lower in carbon, sulfur
and phosphorus than the average composition of the ingot. The low carbon skin
generally provides a smoother surface than might be expected on a fully killed
steel, although high-quality surfaces can routinely be obtained on killed
steel products. Only low-carbon steels are made as rimmed steels.
Semikilled steels
Semikilled steels are partially deoxidized. Their characteristics,
e.g. uniformity of composition and mechanical properties, fall between those
of killed and rimmed steels.
Capped steels
Capped steels are somewhat similar to rim.~ed steels, except that the
rimming action is stopped at a specified point during the solidification
process. A capped steel ingot has the low-carbon rim typical of a rimmed
steel ingot, but the uniformity of composition and mechanical properties in
the center that might be expected from a killed steel ingot. This combination
of properties makes capped steels particularly well suited for applications
involving cold forming or cold heading.
Creep
Slow deformation of steel under continued stress.

Toughness
A property that denotes an intermediate value between softness and
brittleness. Tensile tests show a tough material to have a fairly high
tensile strength accompanied by moderate values of elongation and reduction of
area.
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Fat:igue

Failure under repeated stress.
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APPENDIX D
MOLTRUP STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY'S
REQUEST THAT FLAT LEADED STEEL BARS
BE TREATED AS A SEPARATE "LIKE PRODUCT"
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Moltrup Steel Products Company (Moltrup), an independent cold steel
drawer, located in Beaver Falls, PA, argued at the hearing in these
investigations that the domestic industry producing flat leaded bars is
essentially nonexistent and is, indeed, a separate industry not being injured
by impor~s of foreign-produced flat leaded bars.
One of Moltrup's processes is to provide cold-finishing work on hotrolled leaded flat steel bars. Moltrup has existing contracts to supply coldfinishing work on hot-rolled leaded flat steel bars. It has existing
contracts to supply cold-finished flat bars to its customers as well as
contracts for the supply of hot-rolled flat bars from sources in the United
Kingdom. With the shutdown of Bethlehem's Bar, Rod & Wire Division, there is
currently only one U.S. producer of hot-rolled leaded flat bars, Republic, an
integrated mill located in Canton, OH. Republic produces in a limited range
of sizes and, according to Moltrup, this is "mainly for its own internal use,
thereby requiring Moltrup to use foreign sources." 1 During 1991, flat leaded
bars held a *** percent share of shipments reported by U.S. producers
responding to Commission questionnaires.
Moltrup argues that using the application of the six factors which the
Commission uses in determining a "like product" for purposes of defining a
domestic industry suggests that the flat leaded bar industry is, indeed,
separate industry. 2 Among other things, Moltrup cites a lack of
interchangeability between flats and other shapes (e.g., rounds, hexes,
squares) in their uses. 3 Additionally, Moltrup notes that, unlike other
shapes where the product is ultimately sold to screw machine shops after cold
finishing, flats are ultimately sold to steel service centers and original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs). 4 Moltrup also states that there is a "marked
difference" in the prices of flats and other shapes with flats being $150 to
$200 per short ton higher than the prices for other shapes. 5
Both petitioners and respondents were asked by the Commission to comment
with respect to Moltrup's situation. 6 Both answers follow in their entirety.
(Petitioners) "Moltrup's testimony is compelling
evidence that leaded and bismuth steels are a separate
like product for which there is no commercially
satisfactory substitute. There are many domestic
producers of non-leaded flats; if Moltrup could use

1

Moltrup prehearing brief, pp. 2-3.

2

Id at p. 12

3

Id at p. 13.

4

Id.

5 Id at p. 15.
None of prices gathered by the Commission in its
questionnaires were for flat products.

Commissioner Nuzum, hearing TR, pp. 117-118.
hearing TR, p. 247.
6

Commissioner Crawford,
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any of these non-leaded products, it would not have
had a problem to present to the Commission.
Republic is the only domestic producer of leaded
flats at the present time, and it does offer hotrolled leaded flats to cold finishers. In addition,
Bethlehem's BRW Division produced these products in a
wide variety of sizes prior to its shutdown in 1992.
BRW has the capacity to and will produce these
products again if its planned sale to !SPAT is
successfully completed. ***
With BRW back in the
production of these products, Moltrup should have no
difficulty in meeting its needs. In addition to
domestic suppliers, of course, Moltrup should be able
to purchase from foreign suppliers on a fairly traded
basis.
The shutdown of BRW in 1992 is a prime example of
the injury that unfairly traded leaded steel imports
have caused to the domestic industry. Leaded products
were an important part of BRW's production in the
past, and will be again *** if the sale to !SPAT is
concluded. Thus the best way to solve Moltrup's
problem is to grant antidumping relief." 7
(Respondents) "Respondents do not participate in the
United States in the sale of flat products and
therefore cannot comment directly on the particulars
of Moltrup's claim. It is evident that flats are not
suitable for screw machine use; however, flats may be
used in many ways that other shapes are used, such as
forging. In any case, we disagree with the contention
that the leaded flats cannot be substituted with other
free machining flats. Another supplier of flats has
stated that while the leaded flats may be ideal for
machining, as with all other bar shapes, the
substitution with 1215 or other free machining grades,
combined with adjustments in the processing, should
give substantially equivalent results." 8
Commission staff contacted

***. 9

7 Petitioners' posthearing brief, Answers to Commission questions, exhibit
1, p. 6.

8

Respondents' consolidated posthearing brief, vol II, p. 12.
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
The Commission's questionnaires in these investigations requested
conunents regarding the differences and similarities in the manufacturing
processes used in the production of the hot-rolled steel products listed
below. Questionnaire respondents were asked to include a discussion of the
interchangeability of production inputs, machinery and equipment, and skilled
labor. The following comments were received concerning FREE-MACHINING HOTROLLED PRODUCTS vs. OTHER SPECIAL QUALITY HOT-ROLLED PRODUCTS:

Comments

***

"The free-machining grades have much higher
sulfur, lead, bismuth, etc., levels that create
many problems including higher yield loss in
billet manufacturing, rod production, and
finished applications.
Claims are high, yields
are lower.
Hot shortness is major concern."

***

"Free-machining leaded steels require lead
injection and special extensive testing.
All
free-machining steels also can have lower yields
and require special practices in rolling.
There
are fundamental differences in the production of
free-machining steels and other SBQ.
'Clean'
steelmaking is used to produce other SBQ, such
as desulfurizing molten iron for non-freemachining steel at dedicated stations prior to
charging into a furnace in order to minimize
inclusions.
*** Free-machining steels not
only bypass this process, but they are treated
to make more inclusions through addition of
sulfur at the capped argon bubbling station or
ladle metallurgy station and/or lead at the
point of casting.
In addition, with the exception of some 1100
grades, *** cannot continuously cast freemachining steels into billets on a commercial
basis. A few companies have attempted to billet
cast non-lead 1215, but have been unable to
sustain their presence in the market because of
poor machinability and continuous casting or
rolling difficulties.
In addition, producers of
continuously cast products change tundishes to
produce free-machining steel.
It is possible to
change between grades of non-free machining SBQ
without changing tundishes.
Both sulfur and lead additions to free-machining
steel have a negative effect on the surface
quality of the billets. As a result, extra
conditioning is required.
In addition, nonleaded free-machining steels are more difficult
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Comments

***

to roll than other SBQ. Leaded free-machining
steels are the most difficult to roll."

***

"The same machinery, equipment, and skills are
required for the manufacture of special quality
free-machining hot-rolled products vs. other
special quality hot-rolled products. In order
to maximize final product yields in the case of
free-machining steels, more care must be taken
in the selection of the casting process since
these steels generally exhibit more surfacerelated defects. For example, bottom pour
ingotmaking and continuous casting are more
suitable for the production of the freemachining grades than would be top poured ingot
casting. By contrast, the surface quality of
other special quality hot-rolled products may be
less affected by the top pour ingotmaking
process.

(continued)

The industry recognizes the need to allow for
the greater amount of surface defects present on
the surfaces of hot-rolled free-machining
products, carbon or alloy, versus other special
quality carbon or alloy by specifying a greater
minimum machining allowance per side in the case
of resulfurized steels (one form of freemachining steel than recommended for the
nonresulfurized steels. (See AISI Steel
Products Manual--alloy, carbon and high strength
low alloy steels----1977, .Table 5-1)."

***

"Free-machining grades have larger grain size
and promote tendencies to slip during rolling
(forming) of the product. The equipment to
produce free-machining hot-rolled products
versus other special quality products is
basically the same. Some special equipment is
necessary in the rolling mill area to properly
prepare the roll surface and descale the bar
exiting the reheat furnace. Also, to
successfully produce these grades, special
melting, refining, casting and rolling practices
are required. In the case of continuous cast
billets some special equipment and capability
not found on all casters is sometimes
necessary."

***

***
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Comments

***

(continued)

Other special guality hot-rolled products.-Steel bars of the lOxx series (other special
quality hot rolled products) are usually
continuously cast directly into billets, rather
than cast into blooms and then rolled into
billets. They do not require a special tundish
or dedicated injector. We sort scrap to ensure
use of low-sulfur material and follow special
sulfur minimization practices. The defect rate
is much lower than either leaded or llxx/12xx
(non-lead/bismuth free-machining) products,
removing the need for exhaustive testing.
We use special equipment to remove naturally
occurring sulfur from raw iron charged into the
basic oxygen furnace. We also sort scrap for
both electric and BOF processes to use only lowsulfur scrap to make non free-machining steel.
Bars of the lOxx series are almost completely
free from cracking, tearing, checking, and
splitting during rolling because they are not as
sensitive to temperature variability as freemachining grades. They are rolled at lower
temperatures than free-machining and, therefore,
cause less damage to the furnace and rollers.
They require substantially less monitoring and
testing than lead and bismuth products and other
llxx and 12xx steels. They do not require the
strict environmental controls applicable to lead
products."

***

"Manufacturing processes and equipment are
similar, but rejections and surface conditioning
are greater for free-machining steels. Sulfur
is added to make free-machining steel. In other
special quality, it is eliminated through scrap
selection practices and use of special
desulfurizing slag in the furnace. Rolling
free-machining bars is more difficult than
rolling other SBQ. The cobble rate on leaded
and bismuth steels is substantially higher than
for other products."

***

"Free-machining requires special control of air
quality during the manufacturing process."

***

***

is unable to produce semi-finished lead and
free-machining billets, because we lack
necessary environmental controls for leaded
steels and our caster cross-section is too small
to produce acceptable free-machining steels.
Because *** relies on purchased billets for
free-machining steels, our ability to compete
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Comments

***

in the free-machining market is limited. ***
With the exception of free-machining steels, ***
can produce most other carbon steel grades in
its caster."

***

"Typically, the definition of 'free-machining'
steels implies a product that has both sulfur
and phosphorous added during the melting
process. The overall chemistry must be
controlled much tighter with 'free-machining'
steels to prevent excessive surface defects
during the rolling process. Lead and/or bismuth
both provide improvements in machinability in
direct proportion to the amount added to the
steel. Their only purpose is for better
machinability."

(continued

The following comments were received concerning HOT-ROLLED SPECIAL
QUALITY NON-LEAD/BISMUTH PRODUCTS vs. HOT-ROLLED LEAD AND BISMUTH PRODUCTS:
Comments

***

"The free-machining grades have much higher
sulfur, lead, bismuth, etc., levels that create
many problems including higher yield loss in
billet manufacturing, rod production, and
finished applications. Claims are high, yields
are lower. Hot shortness is major concern.
Lead vs. non-leaded is a much more exaggeratetl
case."

***

"Lead injection and special testing are required
for leaded ste~ls. Also, leaded steels require
special equipment during melting and
conditioning for the safety and health of those
working around the product during production.

***·"
***

"Up to the point of adding the machinability
enhancer, the manufacturing tools, processes,
and skills are the same for free-machining, hotrolled products vs. lead and bismuth hot-rolled
products. The manufacture of lead and bismuth
products requires specialized equipment to
manage the environmental problems associated
with the leald and bismuth additions. Both
products provide enhanced machinability; the
lead and bismuth products being somewhat
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Comments

***

better in this respect that the other freemachining grades."

***

"In the case of non-leaded versus leaded steels, there
is very special equipment and precautions needed to
protect the workers .from excessive lead
contaminations. Special equipment and practices
referenced concerning free-machining production are
also required."

***

***

(continued)

Lead/bismuth free-machining products.--Lead/bismuth
steels have a distinct production process that begins
in the melt shop. Normally steel is tapped from the
ladle into a normal tundish. aowever, for
lead/bismuth steels, *~*; Unlike other additives,
lead and bismuth are not added when the steel is
tapped from the furnace or at the ladle metallurgy
station (I.MS), but when it is. poured into the tundish,
a practice that requires a dedicated lead injector.
This process adds extra costs. The specialized lead
tundish uses *** disposable heat control rods rather
than the typical reusable sliding gates. We must
reline the tundish after each use. Because of the
heat sensitivity of the casting process, we can only
use the lead tundish for two furnace heats before
replacing it. Therefore,. relining c;:osts of *** are
spread over a much 'smaller production run than is
typical. The dedicated _tundish must be exhausted in a
special facility with its own baghouse and ventilation
system prior to relining.
Lead/bismuth steel is continuously cast into 15 to 20
inch blooms, instead of billets, as is more typical
for bar products. After the blooms have cooled, we
take cross sections of randomly selected products to
check for proper dispersion of the lead or bismuth.
The bloom is. subsequex:itly reheated, ·remaining in the
furnace to 'soak' at a carefully controlled
temperature for a fixed period. The bloom is then
rolled into a billet in a very restricted temperature
range, at higher levels than for other types of steel,
and environmental controls are applied. The
temperatures at which we soak lead/bismuth steels are
higher than for basic steels. Thus, producing leaded
steels both.consumes more energy and causes greater
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Comments

***(continued)

damage to the furnace, resulting in increased energy
and maintenance costs.
First, we check the lead or bismuth billet carefully
for surface defects, such as cracking, checking
(surface melting), and tearing (pulling apart of the
surface). If necessary, we grind the billet, under
special environmental controls, on dedicated
lead/bismuth grinding equipment with an abrasive steel
wheel to remove the imperfections. We then reheat the
billet to a specified temperature and roll it into a
finished bar product. We have a 'nose heater' to
reduce the potential for the end of the bar to split,
which happens more frequently with lead/bismuth steels
than with other SBQ. Special protection reduces, but
does not eliminate the problem. Splitting causes a
clog in the rolling mill that can cause fatalities,
destroy equipment, and ruin the product. Repairing
the damage causes considerable down time and expense.
After rolling, the finished bar is inspected yet again
to make sure there are no imperfections. At this
stage, the product is so thin that grinding will
destroy it. Therefore, if we find flaws, we must
scrap the product.
This entire process is subject to heavy environmental
regulation. Injection, casting, and rolling all
require special ventilation equipment, such as
ventilation hoods and pressurized work areas. Workers
must wear respirators and follow special health
maintenance procedures. We dispose of lead/bismuth
steel scrap rather than reuse it. We must dispose of
many of the dedicated lead production items as
hazardous waste, including lead-dedicated tundish
linings, control rods, refractory bricks, and
dedicated grinding wheels.
In addition, the EPA recently announced new, stronger
regulations for lead exposure that will require
additional protection, including new baghouses that
cost $1 million each. We subject bismuth to the same
protection procedures as lead.
Non-lead/bismuth free-machinin~ products.--Sulfur is
added to these steels to enhance machinability.
First, ***· ***
At the ladle metallurgy station the
chemical content is analyzed. Sulfur wire is added to
bring the sulfur levels up to required levels.
Like lead/bismuth free-machining steels, 12xx steels
are cast in a bloom. None of our competitors has been
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Comments
***
(continued)

able to billet cast these products on a sustainable
commercial basis.
Special quality carbon steel products of the llxx and
12xx series do not require a specialized tundish or
dedicated injector, are much less sensitive to rolling
temperature and speed, and less prone to surface
defects that lead and bismuth semi-finished products,
making them easier and cheaper to produce. Most llxx
grades can also be produced on a billet caster. The
period and temperature of the soak and rolling speed
for the billet caster are not as carefully controlled.
Free-machining steels of all grades cause more damage
to rollers than do basic steels, which increases
production costs. Because the defect rate is lower,
llxx and 12xx base grades do not require the same
degree of testing and defect removal as lead and
bismuth steels."

***

"Manufacturing processes and equipment are similar,
but making leaded and bismuth steels requires a
substantial capital investment for specialized
pollution control equipment and worker protection
equipment as mandated by DER, EPA, and OSHA. New lead
regulations effective January 1994 will require more
investment in new equipment· and stricter compliance
procedures."

***

*** is unable to produce semi-finished lead and freemachining billets, because we lack necessary
environmental controls for leaded steels and our
caster cross-section is too small to produce
acceptable free-machining steels. Because *** relies
on purchased billets for free-machining steels, our
ability to compete in the free-machining market is
limited. ***
As such, it focuses on sizes not
supplied by *** mills. With the exception of freemachining steels, ***can produce most other carbon
steel grades in its caster."

***

"The use of lead and/or bismuth in steels requires a
change in the standard cropping practice during ingot
production. Both products remain in the steel as
separate individual elements. Since both are slightly
heavier than steel in the liquid state, they tend to
segregate toward the bottom requiring the additional
discard. This does increase the cost of using such
additives."
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The following comments were received concerning SPECIAL QUALITY BAR
vs. ROD PRODUCTS:

PRO~UCTS

Comments

***

"In cold finish product and free-machining
grades, there are none."

***

"No differences in our facility since all our
products are produced as bars. Because *** has
a bar mill, it cannot produce rods. Bar mills
produce products to tighter tolerances and run
at much lower speeds than rod mills."

***

••The same manufacturing tools, processes, and
skills may be required for special quality bar
products vs. special quality rod products up to
the final step of bar or rod rolling. For the
production of the end product, the tools of
manufacture vary; i.e., bar products are
produced on a merchant mill and rod products are
produced on a rod mill generally finished in
coil form. Such rod mill may be equipped with a
Stelmor line to control the cooling of the
coiled rod. The dimensional requirements of hot
rolled rod are somewhat less demanding than of a
comparably sized hot-rolled bar since the vast
majority of rod in coil is drawn into wire
products."

***

"Rod is used as a raw material for cold drawing
into either cold finished bar or wire. SBQ is
usually cold drawn or forged. The two products
only overlap in size 1/2 inch to 3/4 inch for
cold finished applications. In the case of bar
versus rod product, the basic difference is in
the rolling mill. One is designed to roll rod,
the other is designed for bars. Some mills have
two rolling paths and equipment and can roll
either rod or bar on the same mill."

***

*** only produces bar products.

***

"Rod products normally have larger dimensional
allowances/tolerances. Rod is cooled on a
Stelmor deck for uniform properties. Bar
products can be used 'as is' to make parts, but
rods require further processing usually into
wire."

Bar products
are produced on bar mills and rod products on
rod mills. Free-machining rod products are
i_dentical to free-machining bars and different
from other rods because they are always cold
finished and cut to length and sold as bars."
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Comments

***

"Special quality'bar products and rod products
can use similar machinery and equipment.
However, bar products have more stringent
standard dimensional tolerances than rod
products. Therefore, rod products can be
produced on bar product equipment, but bar
products demand rolling mill equipment of higher
precision than rod mills."

The Commission's questionnaires in these investigations also
requested comments regarding the differences and similarities in the
physical/metallurgical characteristics and uses of selected hot-rolled
carbon steel products. The following comments were received concerning
FREE-MACHINING HOT-ROLLED PRODUCTS vs·. OTHER SPECIAL QUALITY HOT-ROLLED
PRODUCTS:

Comments

***

"Free-machining steels have enhanced
machinability because inclusions fqrmed allow
for greater machining.
Free-machining steel is used to make highly
machined parts. Other SBQ is used when
machining is not a ,primary consideration."

***

CharacteristiCs.--"The physical and
metallurgical.characteristics of special quality
free-machining hot-rolled·~roducts may be
exactly the same as other special quality hotrolled products; that is, both.may be ordered in
a variety of sizes and surface conditions, e.g.,
hot rolled, cold drawn, turned and polished,
etc."
Uses.--"Both hot-rolled products may undergo
forging, machining, cold finishing, or heat
treating for end use in automotive gear train,
engine or suspension parts, oil country goods,
off-highway equipment where the superior
properties of special quality engineered steels
are required. Where high machining rates are
required, free-machining products may be favored
over other special qu~lity products since
machinability enhancers such as sulfur combine
with manganese in the .steel to produce manganese
sulfide inclusions which act as chip breakers
during machining."
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***

"Normally free-machining steel infers that
certain elements are added to the steel and
practices modified to enhance machining. In
some cases, steel characteristics not essential
to the end use such as hardness or fatigue life
may be adversely affected."

***

Characteristics.--"These products*** are the
most difficult to machine of the three
categories *** covered in this question. Their
structure is stronger than***, and they contain
a much smaller proportion of sulfide inclusions
to aid in chip breakage."
Uses.--"Other special quality products; are
generally used for parts where (1) ease of
machining is not of primary concern or (2) the
presence of the inclusions which aid machining
would be detrimental to the service performance
of the finished part. Some examples of this
category include gears, shafts subject to high
torque, etc."

***

"Free-machining steels have sulfur and/or lead
inclusions that promote cracking, which ma~es
them more machinable."
Uses.--"In general, the steel used is determined
by the final purchaser's product design
criteria, which will almost always state a
specific grade or type of steel. Specifications
rarely change and our customers have almost no
ability to use any steel except the grade
specified. Free-machinir.g is used for shafting
with special gearing or drive mechanisms, parts
that could use carbon but have one key time
consuming machining point (deep hole, etc.).
Carbon is used when strength or hardenability
are primary considerations."

***

"Extra control of heating practices is required
for free-machining products. Free-machining products would be used in a
machine shop for further processing."

***

"Other 'special quality' rods are used to
produce wire and eventually, wire products such
as welding electrodes. Free-machining rods
become cut-length bars after cold finishing and
flow into applications requiring extensive
machining."
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***

"Non-lead/bismuth free-machining hot rolled
products for machining applications can contain
sulfur, selenium or tellurium additions, with
sulfur additions up to about 0.13 percent being
the most common. All of the additions can
result in more discard and waste than steels
which do not contain these elements, because
more product must be scrapped due to degradation
of surface quality.
Lead and bismuth hot rolled products can often
have lower yields (greater discards) than nonleadjbismuth steels because of degraded surface
quality and additional discards due to internal
quality specification limits. These steels are
used in manufacturing operations where the
maximum in machinability characteristics is
demanded."

The following comments were received concerning SPECIAL QUALITY
NON-LEAD/BISMUTH FREE~MACHINING HOT-ROLLED PRODUCTS VS. LEAD AND BISMUTH
HOT-ROLLED PRODUCTS:
Firm.

***

Comments
"Leaded steels are the most machinable freemachining steels. Adding lead substantially
boosts machinability of 1100 or 120p. Leaded
steel has superior chip formation, better cuts,
and a smoother surface. For these reasons, the
end user usually specifies
particular grade of
use for each part. The screw machine shop
usually cannot change the specification. They
are used for parts with extensive machining."

a

***

Characteristics.--"The physical and
metallurgical characteristics of special quality
non-lead/bismuth free-machining hot-rolled
products may be exactly the same as lead and
bismuth hot-rolled products; that is, both may
· be ordered in a variety of sizes and surface
conditions."
Uses.--"Both products may undergo forging,
machining, cold finishing, or heat treating for
end uses that require superior machining
properties. For exceptional machining rates,
special quality lead and bismuth products may be
favored over special quality non-lead/bismuth
products since the lead and/or bismuth additions
impart lead or bismuth inclusions to the
microstructure which together with the manganese
sulfide inclusions further enhance the
machinability over that exhibited by other freemachining products."
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***

"Normally free-machining steel infers that
certain elements a~e added to the steel and
practices modified to enhance machining. In
some cases, steel characteristics rtot essential
to the end use such as hardness or fatigue life
may be adversely affected."

***

Characteristics.--"Leadjbismuth products are
almost identical. Both contain lead or bismuth
particles that typically adhere to sulfide
inclusions in the steel, causing the sulfide
inclusions to remain round, the best shape for
machining. At the microscopic level, they are
prone to 'microcracking,' the formation of tiny
cracks, when machined.
Two physical characteristics cause this
phenomenon. First, the interface between the
lead or bismuth inclusion and the steel lattice
is extremely weak, and so cracks easily.
Second, lead and bismuth melt at a much lower
temperature than steel. The friction heat
generated in cutting will cause them to melt,
further weakening the steel structure and making
it easier to cut, a phenomenon known as liquid
metal embrittlement.
Lead and bismuth steels take less time and
energy to cut because they fracture so much more
easily than other steels. Moreover, they form
small cracks, leaving small fragments behind.
These small 'chips' save energy because of easy
disposal and time because they will not clog the
machinery. Moreover, the resulting part will
have a very smooth finish because the fragments
are so small.
Lead and bismuth hot-rolled products are also
subject to 'soft metal lubrication.' When the
friction heat softens or melts the lead or
bismuth particles, they act as a lubricant at
the chip-tool interface, reducing friction and,
hence, energy consumption.
The high machinability of lead and bismuth
steels allows the screw machine shop to realize
substantial cost savings. Moreover, the tight
specifications for most parts made with these
products mean that even a small deterioration in
quality, either in reject rate or surface
finish, can make the product unusable.
Therefore, even a slightly lower machinability
in a steel product can make a part uneconomical
to produce.
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***(continued)

The qualities that make lead/bismuth steels
machinable also hurt other properties. They are
not as strong as non-lead/bismuth steels.
Extensive heat treatment is impossible because
it can cause lead/bismuth to have low-meltingpoints, and thus, melt out of the steel and make
the steel porous. The weakness prevents high
stress applications like forging and cold
heading."
Uses.--"These physical characteristics make lead
and bismuth hot-rolled products uniquely suited
for machining. A producer using a lead or
bismuth steel can make parts substantially more
quickly, with a between surface finish, and
lower reject rate than with any other steel.
Quality is especially important with this
product because it is made into high precision
parts. The part purchaser must be certain that
the finished part will have a smooth finish and
satisfy tight physical specifications. Reject
rate is even more important. The producer must
scrap any parts rejected in the shop, and so
loses its entire investment. If the purchaser
finds too many nonconforming parts, it may
cancel an entire contract.
The most common source of rejects is 'part
growth.' Just as with any cutting edge, the
blade of a machine tool wears the more it is
used, a process accelerated in hard-to-cut
materials. As the machine tool cutting surface
wears, it cuts less sharply and less deeply.
Thus, parts made later in the cutting blade's
life are usually larger than parts produced
earlier, a phenomenon know as 'part growth.'
Lead and bismuth steels have slower part growth
than other carbon steel. Therefore, they have
fewer rejects and are more likely to meet
customer specifications.
Purchasers of machined parts are aware of these
properties, and the vast majority of contracts
forbid screw machine shops from using anything
but lead or bismuth steel. *** sells its lead
and bismuth steel bars almost exclusively to
cold drawers, which further process the steel
(usually by drawing) and then sell it to screw
machine shops for machining into high precision
parts."
Characteristics.--"These non-lead/bismuth freemachining steels require both more time and more
energy to machine. First, they have a stronger
molecular structure than those discussed above.
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***(continued)

The inclusions typically present in them have a
stronger link to the steel lattice, and so are
less likely to fracture. Sulfide inclusions in
these products will be flatter and longer
(making the steel harder to machine) than in
lead and bismuth products. Second, the absence
of low-melting point elements means that other
SBQ do not undergo liquid metal embrittlement.
Finally these products do not have the soft
metal lubrication qualities of lead and bismuth
steels.
These qualities result in larger cracks,
occurring less frequently. Therefore, machining
will create much larger chips, leaving the part
surface rough and pitted and increasing the
like.lihood of the machine tool clogging."
Uses.--"These physical characteristics make
other free-machining products much less suitable
for extensive machining than lead and bismuth
steels. First, the energy consusmption increase
and production rate decrease result in
substantially higher production costs for
machining these products. Second, other ~ree
machining bars' faster part growth increases the
reject rate and tool costs, adding further to
production costs and possibly exceeding the
customer's reliability requirements. Third, the
large chips characteristic of these steels make
the finished part rougher and, thus, less suited
for high-precision uses.
There is a significant djfference in
machinability between these products and lead
and bismuth steels. The more complex the part,
the more necessary lead and bismuth become.
Some parts involve multiple cuts of different
sizes and different locations. A flaw in any
one makes the part useless. In order to ensure
reliability, the large majority of customers
forbid using any product other than lead and
bismuth steels where machinability is of
paramount importance. Even in the few cases
where customers allow a choice, the screw
machine shop will almost always choose lead or
bismuth steel because of the much greater
productivity such products allow them. Complex
machined parts will seldom, if ever, be made
with llxx or 12xx steels.
However, these products are used when the
purchaser wants enhanced machinability and
strength, heat treatment, or forging
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***

(applications normally impossible with
lead/bismuth steels)."

***

"I.n addition to crack promotion, lead and
bismuth provide liquid metal embrittlement and
enhance soft metal lubrication. These
properties substantially boost machinability."

(continued)

Uses.--"Lead and bismuth would be used for freemachining applications which have the most
severe machining demand. Lead, bismuth, and
sulfur have some undesirable effects on
mechanical properties. Therefore, lead and
bismuth steels are not normally used for parts
requiring heat treatment, high hardness, or
fatigue strength. Lead and bismuth are used to
make ABS braking parts because of many fine
drill holes and special machined flutes."

***

"The controlled presence of lead/bismuth
enhances the machinability as compared with SBQ
free-machining products.
Uses are hot forging and rerolling to bars and
rods."

The following comments were received concerning SPECIAL QUALITY
BAR PRODUCTS vs. ROD PRODUCTS:
Comments

***

"Bars have tighter dimensional tolerances. Bars
are used directly for maying parts -- rods are
almost always drawn into wire first. Freemachining rods are cold-finished, cut, and sold
as bars."

***

Characteristics.--"Regarding physical
characteristics, rod products have a restricted
size range compared to special quality bar
products. Rod products being limited to a size
range of 7/32 inches to 47/64 inches in diameter
almost always supplied in coil form. Some of
these diameters and larger may be available in
straights. Generally, special quality bar
products up to approximately 2 inches in
diameter may be supplied in straights or in
coil. Generally, special quality bar products
greater than 2 inches diameter are supplied in
straights."
Uses.--"Special quality rod products may see
application in the hot rolled condition,
however, the vast majority of rod products see
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Comments

'if!**(continued)

application as wire rod for redraw application
in products such as tire cord wire or valve
spring wire, as two specific examples. Special
quality bar products are available in a much
larger size range when compared to special
quality rod products. As a consequence, bar
products may undergo processing to produce end
products not normally applied to rod products,
for example, forging heat treating or machining.
The end use from such special quality bar
products see application in automotive, oil
country goods, off highway equipment, and many
other applications.''

***

Characteristics.--"In the marketplace,
tolerances determine the difference between bar
and rod. Physical tolerances are often the
deciding factor in end use."
Uses.--"Bar products are always an intermediary
product -- they are produced at tolerances
suitable for direct end uses in products like
springs. Rod products are produced with less
stringent physical tolerance as they are almost
always subject to extensive drawing into wire
products. Rod products are always sold in
coils. Bars are used for producing parts for
machinery. Rod products are always intermediate
products, subject to heavy drawing to produce
wire, nails, or fasteners. Free-machining rods
are always cold finished, cut to length, and
sold as bars."

***

"Again the bar will have closer tolerances and
the rod will be more uniform in structure. The
free-machining steel is low carbon and, when
rolled on a Stelmor rod mill, tends to be harder
than material rolled on a bar mill."
Uses.--"For non-free-machining grades, bars are
used as cold finished bar stock, rods are used
in wire drawing and cold heading. However,
free-machining rod and bar are the same, because
free-machining rod is usually cold finished and
cut to length for sale as bar."

***

Characteristics.--"Bar and rod products
frequently have similar physical and
metallurgical characteristics, although bar
products are generally produced with more
stringent controls on chemical composition,
mechanical properties, surface quality and
physical dimensions. Rod products are generally
further processed by cold drawing through
carbide dies for greater dimension control and
mechanical property enhancements."

E-19
Comments

***(continued)

Uses.--"Bar products are generally specified
in more critical manufacturing operations and
final applications because of better dimensional
control and more consistent metallurgical
properties."
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APPENDIX F
SUMMARY TABLES ON SPECIAL QUALITY PRODUCTS,
FREE-MACHINING PRODUCTS, AND LEAD AND BISMUTH PRODUCTS
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Table F-1
Hot-rolled all special quality carbon and certain allay stee~ bars and rads:
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

SW1111al:y data concerning the U.S. market,

tan, value•l,000 dollars, unit values and. unit labor costs are
per short ton. period changes=percent. except where noted)
Reported data
~P~e~r~i~o~d,__,c~h~a~n~g~e~s.._________-=-----,,..-~
Jan.-Sept.-Jan.-Sept.
1991
1989
1990
1991
1992
1"989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

(Quantity~short

Item

U.S. consumption quantity:
Amount .................... . 7,459,697
87.1
Producers' share 1/ .... ···:
Importers' share: 1/
Brazil CL/B) ............ .
***
***
France (L/B) ." ........... .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
***
U.K. CL/B) .............. .
***
2.4
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) .......•.
***
Subtotal .............. .
***
***
Other sources ........... .
12.9
Total. ................ .
U.S. consumption value:
Amount .................... . 3,465,049
87.5
Producers' share 1/ ....... .
Importers' share: 1/
***
Brazil CL/Bl ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
***
***
Germany CL/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
***
2.6
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/B) ........ .
***
***
Subtotal .............. .
***
Other sources ....•.......
12.5
Total ................. .
U.S. impo~ters' imports from-Brazil (L/B):
***
Imports quantity .......•.
***
Imports value ........... .
Unit value ............•..
***
Ending inventory qty .....
***
France (L/B):
***
Imports quantity.·..•..•..
***
Imports. value ........... .
***
Unit value ..........•....
***
Ending inventory qty ..• ...
Germany (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ............ .
**'*
***
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
***
United Kingdom CL/B):
***
Imports quantity ........ .
***
Imports value .......•....
***
Unit value.: ......•......
Ending inventory qty .....
Subject CL/B) sources:
180,396
Imports quantity ....•....
91,317
Imports value ....... ·.... .
$506.20
Unit value .............. .
220
Ending inventory qty .... .
Brazil (non-L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
***
***
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
***
Ending inventory qty .... .
***
Subject sources:
***
Imports quantity ........ .
***
Imports value ........... .
***
Unit value .............. .
***
Ending inventory qty .... .

....
....

See

footno~es

at end of table.

7,601,472
87.9

7,141,476
86.6

5,282,774
87.9

5,586,835
89.5

-4.3
-0.5

+l.9
+0.8

-6.l
-1.3

+5.8
+1.6

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
.......

***

***
***

2.4

2.6

2.2

2.7

+0.2

+0.1

+0.5

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

12.1

13.4

12.1

10.5

***
***
***
+0 •.5

-0.8

+1.3

-1.6

3,443,972
88.4

3,139,171
87.0

2,329,731
88.2

2,408,844
89.9

-9.4
-0.5

-0.6
+0.9

-8.9
-1.4

+3.4
+l.7

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

2.8

2.4

3.0

+0.l

-0.l

+0.2

+0.6

***
***
***

***

***
***

***

•••

***

•••

***

***

....

11.6

13.0

11.8

10.1

+0.5

-0.9

+1.4

-1.7

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***

•••

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

•••

•••

2.5

***
***
***

.....

•••

***·
***·

***
***

***·

***

•••

..•.
***

•••

•••

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

•••
•••
***.
•••

***
***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

•••
***
•••

186,038
87,269
$469.09
220

185,029
87,301
$471. 82
220

115,958
55,276
$476.69
220

***
***
***
***

***
*"*
***
***

•••
***
•••
•••

***
***

***
***
***

*"*
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

....

***

***
***

·***

***

***
***
***
***

***

"***

***

....
***
**1"

***
149,360
72, 112.
$482.81
220

***

•••

•••

~/

....
***
***
***

•••

•••

•••

......
'"""

***

***

....
•••

***
***
***

•••
•••
•••

....

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

+2.6
-4.4
-6.8

***
***
***

.... ....
•••
***

+3.1
-4.4
-7.3

-0.5

!ii

+0.6

***

***

***

**''

***
***

+28.8
+30.5
+1.3

0

0

0

0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

.....

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

•••

***
***

•••
***
***
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Table F-1--Continued
Hot-rolled all special quality carbon and certai~~lloy steel bars and rods:
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Item

SUDJ11ary data concerning the U.S. market,

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and .unit labor costs are
per short ton. ·period changes=percent, except where noted)
Reported data
~P.e;r;i~o;d""""ch~a=n~s~e~s:.-~~~~-::--~-.,,,.~~
Jan.-Sept.,,.Jan.-Sept.
1989
1990
1991
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

Other sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........ , .. .
Unit value ..............•
Ending invento..:y qty .....
All sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ....... .
Capacity utilization 1/ ... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ................ .
Value ................... .
Unit value ............. .
Export shipments:
Quantity ................ .
Exports/shipments l/ .... .
Value ................... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments 1/ .... .
Production workers ... , .... .
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... .
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... .
Hourly total GOmpensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour) ................... .
Unit labor costs .......... .
Net sales value ........... .
COGS/sales 1/ ............. .
Operating income (loss) ... .
Op. income (loss)/sales l/.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

.,..,..,.

*"*

***

*""'

***

***
***
***
***

"**

*"*

***

***

***

*""

***
***
***
***

961,426
432,712
$45"0.07

920,502
399,902
$434.44

956,413
407,010
$425.56

639,366
275,370
$430.69

587,152
243,944
$415.47

-0.5
-5.9
-5.4

-4.3
-7.6
-3.5

+3.9
+1.8
-2.0

-8.2
-11. 4
-3.5

9,003,697
6,412,288
70.0

9,201,164
6,774,929
72.3

9,314,969
6,273,190
65.8

6,916,437
4,631,101
65.5

7 ,039, 113
5,092,545
70.5

+3.5
-2.2
-4.l

+2.2
+5.7
+2.3

+1.2
-7.4
-6.5

+1.8
+10.0
+5.0

6,498,271
3,032,337
$466.64

6,680,970
3,044,070
$455.63

6,185,063
2,732,161
$441. 74

4,643,408
2,054,361
$442.43

4,999,683
2,164,900
$433.01

-4.8
-9.9
-5.3

+2.8
+0.4
-2.4

-7.4
-10.2
-3.1

+7.7
+5.4
-2.l

10,848
0.2
5,860
$540.19
395,619
6.4
10,042
20,615
474,005
$22.99

67,452
1.0
26,314
$390.11
467,470
7.4
10,102
21,443
488,667
$22.79

105,521
1.7
33,987
$322.09
465,782
7.9
9,665
19,700
469,585
$23.84

44,183
0.9
17,776
$402.33
438,743
7.5
9. 24.1
14,230
336,479
$23.65

66,690
1.3
23,871
$357.94
470,964
7.4
9,753
15,387
378,033
$24.57

+872.7
+1.5
+480.0
-40.4
+17.7
+1.5
-3.8
-4.4
-0.9
+3.7

+521.8
+0.8
+349.0
-27.8
+18.2
+1.0
+0.6
+4.0
+3.1
-0.9

+56.4
+0.7
+29.2
-17.4
-0.4
+0.5
-4.3
-8.1
-3.9
+4.6

+50.9
+0.4
+34.3
-11.0
+7.3
-0.1
+5.5
+8.1
+12.3
+3.9

0.3
$88.07
2,639,982
. 89.9
132,812
5.0

0.3
$85.68
2,664,648
89.9
107,917
4.0

0.3
$90.93
2,382,930
93.4
13,374
0.6

0.3
$88.47
1,778,592
93.8
7. 541
0.4

0.3
$89.71
1,885,293
92.0
50,310
2.7

+0.4
+3.3
-9.7
+3.5
-89.9

+l.9
-2.7
+0.9
+0.1
-18.7
-1. 0

-1.4
+6.1
-10.6
+3.4
-87.6
-3.5

+2.5
+1.4
+6.0
-1.8
+567.2
+2.2

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

**"

-4.5

**"
"**

1/ 'Reported data' are in perce.nt and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.

Z/ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points.

31 An

increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.

~/An increase of less than o.cr5 percent.

Note.--The term 'LIB' is an abbreviation for 'lead and bismuth.' Perice changes are derived from the unrounded data.
Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data
of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios· are annualized.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade C011111ission.
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Table F-2
Hot-rolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rods:
1989-91, January-September 1991,, and January-September 1992

Item

SUlll1lary data concerning the U.S. market,

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
per short ton. period changes=percent, except where noted)
Reported data
,.P_,,e,,,r..:i:.:o:.:d::....;c::,,h::.a=n=g.::e.::s'-----------J an. -Sept. -Jan.-Sept.
1990
1991
1989
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. consumption quantity:
Amount ..................... 1,046,537
Producers' share 1/. .......
· 79.4
Importers' share:-1/
Brazil (L/B)...... .......
***
France (L/B).............
Germany (L/B)... ... . . ....

**.*
***

1,078,944
79.2

901,158
74.9

607,788
77.2

784,468
77 .8

-13.9
-4.5

+3.1
-0.2

-16.5
-4.3

+29.1
+0.6

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

U.K. (L/B) ............... ~--7-::*~*~*:------:-:*~*-*:-----::-~·-*~*,..----'"'""'.*~*-*-----*-*-*---~*~*~*---~*~*~*---~*~*~*,:___~*~*~*,:___
Subtotal...............
17.2
17.2
20.5
19.1
19.0
+3.3
£/
+3.3
~/
Brazil (non-L/B). .. . . .. ..
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Subtotal...............
Other sources............

Total ................. .
U.S. consumption value:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share 1/ ....... .
Importers' share: 11
Brazil (L/Bl ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. CL/Bl .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Brazil (non-L/Bl ........ .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
U.S. importers' imports from-Brazil (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
France CL/Bl:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Germany (L/B) :
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
United Kingdom (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject CL/Bl sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Brazil (non-L/Bl:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .... , ......... .
Ending inventory qty .... .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

20.6

20.8

25.1

22.8

22.2

+4.5

+0.2

+4.3

-0.6

538,218
79.7

539,982
80.2

449,026
76.2

304,271
78.0

384,857
78.3

-16.6
-3.5

+0.3
+0.6

-16.8
-4.0

+26.5
+0.2

***

***
***
***
***

***
"**
*"*
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

*"*
**"
***
***

***
***
***
***

.....
.....
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

17.0

16.2

19.4

18.2

18.7

+2.5

-0.8

+3.3

+0.6

***
***
***

***
***
***

'"'""

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

20.3

19. 8

23.8

22.0

21.7

+3.5

-0.6

+4.0

-0.2

.***..

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
**"
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
*"*
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
'""*
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
**"
***
***

***

... ....

***

1n"dr

*'idr

fdu't

***

. . . **

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
**"

***
***
***
***

***
*"*
***
***

***
***
***
***

**''r
*'"'
***
***

180,396
91,317
$506.20
220

186,038
87,269
$469.09
220

185,029
87,301
$471.82
220

115, 958
55,276
$476.69
220

149,360
72, 112
$482.81
220

+2.6
-4.4
-6.8

+3.1
-4.4
-7.3

-0.5

+28.8
+30.5
+1.3

0

0

0

0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
**"

***
***
***
***

.,,.,..,,

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

21
+0.6

***
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Table F-2--Continued
Hot-rolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rods:
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Summary data concerning the U.S. market,

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
:eer short t.on, :eeriod changes=:eercent, exce:et where noted2
Re:eorted data
Period changes
Jan.-Se:et.-J.an. -Sept.
1990
1991
1989
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

Itl!ll'I

Other sources:
***
***
Imports quantity .........
***
***
***
***
Imports value ............
***
***
***
***
***
***
"'**
***
Unit value •..............
"'**
***
Ending inventory qty .....
***
***
***
All sources:
224,247
226,350
138, 739
215,296
174,240
+5.1
Imports quantity .........
106,667
106,822
66,797
-2.4
109,400
83,597
Imports value ............
$475.67
$471.93
$481.46
$479,78
-7.l
$508.14
Unit value ...............
U.S. producers'-+2.4
Average capacity quantity .. 1,353,717 1,407,364 1,386,264 1,030,530 1,064,158
860,261
678,317
470,463
818,881
623,655
-17 .2
Production quantity, .......
47.3
44.0
-12.3
59.5
60.1
56.3
Capacity utilization 1/ ....
U.S. shipments:
674,808
854,697
469,049
-18.8
831,241
610,228
Quantity .................
342,204
433,315
237,474
-20.2
428,818
301,260
Value ....•...............
$506.98
$507 .11
$506.29
$493.68
-1. 7
$515.88
Unit value ..•.....•......
Export shipments:
7,987
6,140
1,599
4,614
923 +284.0
Quantity .................
0.9
0.9
+0.7
0.2
1.0
0.2
Exports/shipments 1/ .....
3,765
2,898
787
2,172
409 +268.2
Value ....................
$471. 39
$471.99
$470.74
$492.18
$443.12
-4.l
Unit value ...............
58,234
57,482
58,067
60,146
70,333
+0.3
Ending inventory quantity ..
7.0
8.6
+1.6
7.0
9.1
8.6
Inventory/shipments 1/ .....
1,509
1,737
1,636
1,371
1, 517.
-13.1
Production workers .........
2,749
3,245
3,257
1,940
-15.3
2,288
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ......
69,463
48,179
-10.7
77. 064
59,535
77. 813
Total comp. ($1,000) .......
$23.66
$25.27
+5.4
$23.98
$24.83
$26.02
Hourly total compensation •.
Productivity (short tons/
0.3
0.2
-3.8
0.2
0.2
0.3
hour) ....................
+9.5
$93.03
$108.23
$108.57
$98.86
$100.82
Unit labor costs ...........
308,616
376,682
379,810
217,400
274,596
-18.1
Net sales value ....... ; ....
99.0
98.6
+0.9
99.0
98.2
98.2
COGS/sales l/ ..............
(19,579)
(19,464)
(15,411)
(13,834)
( 11, 532) -26.3
Operating income Cl.oss) ..•.
(5.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(4.1)
(4.2)
-2.2
Op. income Closs)/sale$ l/.

.....

.....

.....

.......
......

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***

+4.2
-2.5
-6.4

+0.9
+0.1
-0.8

+25.6
+25.2
-0.3

+4.0
+5.1
+0.6

-1.5
-21.1
-12.8

+3.3
+32.6
+12.3

+2.8
+1.0
-1.7

-21.0
-21.0

+30.1
+26.9
-2.5

+399.5
+0.7
+378,4
-4.2
+3.6

-23.1

.....

.......

~/

-5.8
+0.4
-1. 0
-1. 3

11

-23.0
+0.1
-3.2
+1.6
-7.8
-15.6
-9.9
+6.8

-80.0
-0.8
-81.2
-5.9
+22.4
-0.5
+10.6
+17.9
+23.6
+4.8

+4.9
-5.9
+0.8
+0.5
-27.0
-1.1

-8.2
+16.3
-18.7
+0.4
+0.6
-1.2

+12.8
-7.1
+26.3
-0.8
+16.6
+2.2

11

1/ 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.

Z/ An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.

j1

A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points.

!/ Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed.

SI An

increase of less than 0.05 percent.

~/ Not applicable.

ZI

An increase of 1,000 percent or more.

Note.--The term 'LIB' is an abbreviation for 'lead and bismuth.' Period changes are derived from the unrounded data.
Period changes involving negative period data are positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative if
the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and
other ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year
inventory ratios are annualized.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.
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Table F-3
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth bars:
January-September 1992

Item

S1.111111ary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and

(Quantity-short ton, value•l,000 dollars, un'it values and unit labor costs are
per short ton. period changes-percent. except where noted)
Reported data
=P~e=r=i~o~d_,.c~h~a~n~g~e~s'--~~~~-:-~-::,,.-~
Jan. -Sept. -Jan. -Sept.
1990
1991
1989
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. consumption quantity:
Amount ........... : ........ .
Producers' share 1/ ....... .
Importers' share: 1/
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B). ............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ....... · .... .
Total ................. .
U.S. consumption value:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share 1/ ....... .
Importers' share: 1/
Brazil (L/B) ......••.•...
France CL/B) ......•..•...
Germany (L/B) ...••...•...
U.K. CL/Bl ............. ..
Subtotal. ......•.......
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. ,
U.S. importers' imports from-~
Brazil (L/B):
Imports quantity .. : ..... .
Imports value ............ .
Unit value .. ·........... ~.
Ending inventory qty .... .
France CL/B):
Imports quantity, ........ .
Imports value .•..........
Unit vali,te ....•........••
Ending inventory qty .....
Germany (L/B):
Imports quantity .....••••
Imports value ....•.•.....
Unit value ..........•...•
Ending inventory qty •...•
United Kingdom CL/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports valiie ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .......•.......
Ending inventory qty .....
Other sources:
Imports quantity ...•.....
Imports value ........•...
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
All sources:
Imports quantity .•.•.....
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

.....

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

"**
***

***
***

•••

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
*""
***
***
*"*
***
'***

**"
"**
***
***
***
**"
***

*"*
***
***

"**
***
***
***

***
***
***
"*"

**"

***
***
***
***

. ***

·***
***

***
***

.....
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

·***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
.....
***

***
***
**"
***

***
***
***
***

***
*"*
***

***

***
***
***
***

***·

***
"':**

***
***

***.

***
***

....
***

..
....

,., .

***·

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
""*
***

***
***
***
***
***
**"
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
**"

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

......

.....
***

***

•••

***
**"
***

***

**"
***

•••

***

***
*"*
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

. ***

***
*"*

***
***
***

***
***
***
**"

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
"**

***
***
***
**"

+10.2
+0.5
-8.8

+7.8
+8.9
+1.0

+30.5
+31. 7
+0.9

....

***

***

***
***

"**
***
***
***

·~·
***

. ***

....

***

·***

***

***
***
***
***

"**
***
***
***

118,355
60,642
$512.37
120

130, 426
60,969
$467.46
120

140,637
66,392
$472.08
120

86,038
41,185
$478.68
120

112,322
54,233
$482.84
120

·t-18. 8
0

0

0

0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
"**

***
***
***
**"

***
**"
***
.***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
"**

•••

***
***
***

***
***
*"*

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***·

***
-A:**

....

***
***

I

***
***

.....

·+9.5
-7.9
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Table F-3--Continued
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth bars:
January-September 1992

Item

SUlllllary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
eer short ton, eeriod changes:;:eercent, exceet where riotedl
Reeorted data
Period changes
Jan.-Seet.-Jan.-Sept.
1990
1989
1991
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ........
Capacity utilization 1/ ....
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ..................
Value ....................
Unit value ...............
Export shipments:
Quantity .................
Exports/shipments 1/ .....
Value ....................
Unit value ...............
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments 1/ .....
Production workers ...•.•...
Hours worked Cl,OOOs) •.....
Total comp. ($1, 000) .......
Hourly total compensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour) ....................
Unit labor costs ...........
Net sales value ............
COGS/sales 1/ ..............
Operating income Closs) ....
Op. income Closs)/sales 1/.

617,000
273,588
44.3

617,000
306,097
49.6

617,000
215. 759
35.0

463,000
157,262
34.0

463,00Q
225,503
48.7

0
-21.1
-9.4

0
+11.9
+5.3

0
-29.5
-14.6

0
+43.4
+14.7

280,536
154,099
$549.30

304,799
164,358
$539.23

211,619
115. 547
$546.01

157,420
87,306
$554.61

223,042
122,055
$547.23

-24.6
-25.0
-0.6

+8.6
+6.7
-1. 8

-30.6
-29.7
+1.3

+41. 7
+39.8
-1.3

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

11,584
3.8
370
725
18,256
$25.18

11, 563
5.4
334
545
15,508
$28.46

8,929
4,2
254
390
10,701
$27.44

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
......

11,231
4.0
338
652
16,308
$25.01

***
***
***
***

***

"'*"'
***

***
***
***
***

14,024
4.7
309
472
13,692
$29.01

0.2
$123.76
154,962
102.2
(8,293)
(5.4)

0.2
$127 .11
166,657
102.8
(10,307)
(6.2)

0.2
$156 .40·
121,025
102.4
(7,828)
(6 .5)

0.2
$158.70
88,573
101. 7
(5,115)
(5.8)

0.2
$147.21
.122,181
105.3
(10,675)
(8.7)

***

***

+3.0
+1 .. 4
-1.2
-16.li

-4.9
+13.8
-10.0
+26.li
-21.9
+0.2
+5.6

-1.i

***
***

+3.1
-0.3
+9.5
+11.2
+11.9
+0.7

-0.2
+1.6
-9.7
-24.8
-15.1
+13.0

+57.1
+0.5
+21. 7
+21.0
+28.0
+5.7

-2.0
+2.7
+7.5
+0.6
-24.3
-0.8

-8.2
+23.0
-27.4
-0.4
+24.1
-0.3

+14.0
-7.2
+37.9
+3.6
-108.7
-3.0

11 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point,
·2/ An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.
~/ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points.
4/ An increase of less than 0.05 percent.
~/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more.
~/ Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed.
LI A decrease of less than 0.05 percent.
~/ Not applicable.
Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involv~ng negative period data are positive
if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding,
figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calcula~ed using data cf firms supplying
both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
·
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of toe U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table F-4
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth rods:
January-September 1992

Item

Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
per short ton, period changes=percent. except where noted)
Reported data
,..P~e:.::r..,i..::o,.,d::...;c::.:h:.:.a::;n,,,_g=e.::s____________
Jan.-Sept.-Jan.-Sept.
1989
1990
1991
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. consumption quantity:
Amoul"lt .................... .
Producers' share l/ ....... .
Importers' share: l/
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
U.S. consumption value:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share l/ ....... .
Importers' share: l/
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France (L/B) ............ .
Germany CL/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
U.S. importers' imports from-Brazil (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
France (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Germany (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
United Kingdom (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .......... : ... .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Other sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
All sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
See footnotes at end of table.

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

'***

......

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

.,,***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
**"
***

***
***
***
***
***
**"
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

"**
***

......
......

**"
***
***
***

***
......
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
*"*
"**

··~

..

'"**

***

**''r

***
***
***
***

***
**"
***
***

**"
**"
***

-Ir-It•

......

***
***

......

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

......
*"*

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
.....
......

***
***
***
***

***

......

"''**

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

.....

62,041
30,675
$494.43
100

55,612
26,300
$472.92
100

44,392
20,909
$471. 01
100

29,920
14,091
$470.96
100

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

'in'rW

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

**"'

***
***
***

. ....
.....,,

***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
*"*

***
***
***
*"*

***
***
"**
*"*

***
***
*"*
*"*

37,038
17,879
$482. 72
100

-28.4
-31.8
-4.7

-10.4
-14.3
-4.4

-20.2
-20.5
-0.4

+23.8
+26.9
+2.5

***
***

......
......

***
***
***
***

.....

***
***
*"*

.....

0

0

0

0

"**
***
***

***
***
***
***

*"*
***
***

.....

*""

"*"

***

.....

......

***

......

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

. ....
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Table F-4--Continued
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth rods;
January-September 1992

Item

Sumnary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
per short ton. period chanses=percent, except where noted)
Reported data
:P~e~r~i~o~d,_,c~h~a~n~s~e~s'--~~~~--------~
Jan.-Sept.-Jan.-Sept.
1990
1991
1991
1992
1989
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ....... .
Capacity utilization 1/ ... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity .........•.......
Value ....... , ......... ···
Unit value .............. .
Export shipments:
Quantity ................ .
Exports/shipments 1/ .... .
Value ................... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments 1/ .....
Production workers .......•.
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... .
Total comp. ($1, 000) ...... .
Hourly total compensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour) ................... .
Unit labor costs .......... .
Net sales value ........... .
COGS/sales 1/ ............. .
Operating income (loss) ... .
Op. income Closs)/sales l/.

72,200
42,807
59.3

72,200
36,064
50.0

72,200
42,432
58.8

54,650
32,793
60.0

54,650
44,647
81.7

42,379
24,482
$577. 69

37. 072
20,992
$566.25

41,604
23,140
$556.20

32,233
17,976
$557.69

45,287
24,402
$538.83

***
***

***

"**
**"'

***

***

***
***

***

***

141
3,104
$22.01

11.3
66
134
3,014
$22.49

**"
3,360
17.2
81
169
4,015
$23. 76

0.3
$72. 51
22, 182
90.8
1,165
5.3

0.3
$83.57
24,681
92.5
769
3.1

0.3
$94.62
23,760
94.9
44
0.2

3. 540
15.3
71

*'"'
2,532

0

+17.7
+8.8

+36.1
+21.7

-1. 8

-12.5
-14 .3
-2.0

+12.2
+10.2

+40.5
+35.7
-3.4

-5.5
-3.7

in't*

W"ir-.'t

3,092
14.8
78
117
2,704
$23.11

***

2,720
10.0
87
138
3,379
$24.49

**'"

-5.1
+2.0
+14.1
+19.9
+29.3
+7.9

0.3
$82.46
14,789

0.3
$75.68
20,321
92.4
609
3.0

-17.3
+30.5
+7.1
+4.1
-96.2
-5.1

91. 7

460
3.1

0

0

-15.8
-9.3

'"'*
***

*"*

0

-0.9
-0.5

-1. 8

***

***
***

***

***
'k**

**"

***

***

-28.5
-3.9
-7.0
-5.0
-2.9
+2.2

+32.7
+5.9
+22.7
+26.1
+33.2
+5.6

-12.0
-4.8
+11.5
+17.9
+25.0
+5.9

-11.4
+15.3
+11.3
+1. 7
-34.0
-2.1

-6.7
+13.2
-3.7
+2.4
-94. 3
-2.9

+15.4
-8.2
+37.4
+0.7
+32.4
-O.l

.........

ll 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
2/ Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed.
increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.
4; Not applicable.
~/ Not available.

31 An

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals
shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator
information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Comnission.
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Table F-5
Bot-rolled lead and bismuth bars and rods:
and January-September 1992

Item

Sumnary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991,

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
per short ton. period changes=percent. except where noted)
Reported data
=P~e~r~i~o~d=-c~h:.:.:an:::..s~e~s'--~~~~-...,,~~~~J an. -Sept. -Jan.-Sept.
1990
1991
1989
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. consumption quantity:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share!/ ....... .
Importers' share: !/
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France CL/Bl ............ .
Germany CL/B) ........... .
U.K. (L/B) .............. .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
U.S. consumption value:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share!/ ....... .
Importers' share: !/
Brazil (L/B) ............ .
France CL/Bl ............ .
Germany (L/B) ........... .
U.K. CL/Bl .............. .
Subtotal. ............. .
Other sources ........... .
Total ................. .
U.S. importers' imports from-Brazil (L/Bl:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
France CL/Bl:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Germany (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value ............. ~.
Ending inventory qty .... .
United Kingdom (L/B):
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Other sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
All sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
See footnotes at end of table.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

. ...

......

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

....
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

.,..,..,.

.,..,..,.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
.,..,..,.
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
*"*

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

*""r*

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

'~**

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

*"*
***
***
***

180,396
91,317
$506.20
220

186,038
87,269
$469.09
220

185,029
87,301
$471.82
220

115, 958
55,276
$476.69
220

149,360
72, 112
$482.81
220

+2.6
-4.4
-6.8

-0.5

+28.8
+30.5
+1.3

***
***
***
***

***
........
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
*"*
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
"**
***

'ir'ln'r

'"'*

.,..,..,.

0

'***
+3.1
-4.4
-7.3
0

y

+0.6
0

0

***
***
"**
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
**"

***
.,..,..,.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

.,..,,.,.
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Table F-5--Continued
Hot-rolled lead and bismuth bars and rods:
and January-September 1992

Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991,

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
per short ton, period changes=percent, except where noted)
1990

1989

Item
U.S. producers'-Aver1'ge capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ........
Capacity utilization l/ ....
U.S. shipments:
Quantity .................
Value ....................
Unit value ...............
Export shipments:
Quantity .................
Exports/shipments ll .. ...
Value ....................
Unit value ...............
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments 1/ .....
Production workers .........
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ......
Total comp. ($1,000) .......
Hourly total compensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour) ....................
Unit labor costs ...........
Net sales value ............
COGS/sales l/ ..............
Operating income (loss) ....
Op. income (loss)/sales ll-

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Jan.-Sept.
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

689,200
316,395
45.9

689,200
342, 161
49.6

689,200
258,191
37.5

517,650
190,055
36.7

517,650
270,150
52.2

0
-18.4
-8.4

0
+8.1
+3.7

0
-24.5
-12.2

0
+42.1
+15.5

322,915
178,581
$553.03

341,871
185,350
$542. 16

253,223
138,687
$547.69

189,653
105,282
$555.13

268,329
146' 457
$545.81

-21. 6
-22.3
-1. 0

+5.9
+3.8
-2.0

-25.9
-25.2
+l. 0

+41.5
+39.l
-1. 7

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

14' 771
4.9
409
793
19,412
$24.48
0.2
$111.20
177,144
100.8
(7,128)
(4.0)

...,.;,,•,

l'tl'tl't

n-tf"lt

,.,,'rote

'ln't<ft

</tl't1t

,.,,.,-1,

1't·'in't

l'rl't,'t

l'cl'rl't

**''f

***

***
***
***
***

14, 116
4.3
436
859
21,270
$24.76

14' 923
6.3
415
714
19,523
$27.34

12,021
5.1
332
507
13,405
$26.44

16,744
5.2
396
610
17,071
$27.99

+1.0
+l. 5
+1.5
-10.0
+0.6
+11. 7

-4.4
-0.6
+6.6
+8.3
+9.6
+1.2

+5.7
+2.1
-4.8
-16.9
-8.2
+10.4

+39.3

0.2
$118.37
191,338
101. 5
(9,538)
(5.0)

0.2
$137.89
144,785
101. 2
(7,784)
(5.4)

0.2
$133.75
103,362
100.3
(4,655)
(4.5)

0.2
$124.01
142,502
103.5
(10,066)
( 7 1)

-9.9
+24.0
-18. 3
+0.4
-9.2
-1. 4

-5.0
+6.5
+8.0
+0.7
-33.8
-1. 0

-5.2
+16.5
-24.3
-0.3
+18.4
-0.4

+14.2
-7.3
+37.9
+3.2
-116.2
-2.6

*'"*

!

in'dt

TI:l'dt

'"**

E.I

+19.3
+20.3
+27.3
+5.8

1/ 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points.
An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.
4; An increase of less than 0.05 percent.
SI An increase of 1,000 percent or more.
6; Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed.
ZIA decrease of less than 0.05 percent.
~I Not applicable.

Z/
3;

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving negative period data are positive
if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding,
figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying
both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.
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APPENDIX G
SUMMARY TABLFS ON OPERATIONS OF
TRADITIONAL AND MINIMILL PRODUCERS

G-3

Table G-1
Hot-rolled all special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods: SU111Dary data concerning the U.S.
traditional-producers industry, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
per short ton. period changes=percent. except where noted)
Reported data
~P~e=r=i~o~d"-"c~h~a~n~g~e~s'--~~~~-=-~-.,.~~
Jan.-Sept.-Jan.-Sept.
1989
1990
1991
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

Item

U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ....... .
Capacity utilization£/ ... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ..
Value ................... .
Unit value .............. .
Export shipments:
Quantity
Exports/shipments£/ .... .
Value ................... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments£/ .... .
Production workers ........ .
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... .
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... .
Hourly total compensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour)
Unit labor costs .......... .
Net sales value ........... .
COGS/sales£/ ............. .
Operating income (loss) ... .
Op. income (loss)/sales £/.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I.

•

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

••

•

I

I

I

I

I.

•••

I

I

I

I

I.

I

•••••••

I

I

1/ An increase of less
'Reported data' are
3; An increase of less
~/A decrease of 1,000

Z/

I

•••

I

I

I

4,863,483
3,080,710
63.3

4,931,360
3,281,617
66.5

4,932,446
2,762,226
56.0

3,707,989
2,066,848
55.7

3,704,907
2,371,272
64.0

+1.4
-10.3
-7.3

+1.4
+6.5
+3.2

-15.8
-10.5

11

-0.1
+14.7
+8.3

3,172,950
1,733,696
$546.40

3,255,152
1,691,091
$519.51

2,766,736
1,463,945
$529.12

2,068,214
l,09Z,229
$528.10

2,313,075
1,182,091
$511.05

-12.8
-15.6
-3.2

+2.6
-2.5
-4.9

-15.0
-13.4
+1.9

+11.8
+8.2
-3.2

8,944
0.3
4,962
$554.79
215. 314
6.8
7,498
14,758
340, 773
$23.09

18,807
0.6
10,176
$541. 08
258,316
7.9
7,449
15,385
348,887
$22.68

21,890
0.8
11, 669
$533.07
247,602
8.9
7,058
13,869
333,343
$24.04

18,739
0.9
9,988
$533.01
251,511
9.0
6,657
10,009
235,684
$23.55

9,176
0.4
4. 916
$535.75
280,608
9.1
7,214
11,133
269,367
$24.20

+144.7
+0.5
+135.2
-3.9
+15.0
+2.1
-5.9
-6.0
-2.2
+4.1

+110. 3
+0.3
+105.1
-2.5
+20.0
+1.1
-0.7
+4.2
+2.4

-51. 0
-0.5
-50.8
+0.5
+11. 6

-1, 8

+16.4
+0.2
+14.7
-1.5
-4.1
+1.0
-5.2
-9.9
-4.5
+6.0

0.2
$114. 03
876,438
100.6
(67,483)

0.2
$113 .60
955,234
97.6
(36,771)

-4.6
+9.1
-17 .6

(7.7)

(3 8)

-9-:-0

+2.2
-3.9
-1.7
+0.8
-777.8
-2.0

-6.6
+13.5
-16.2
+5.9
-314.6
-7.0

+3.1
-0.4
+9.0
-3.0
+45.5
+3.9

0.2
$110. 62
1,415,695
94.8
3,623
0.3

0.2
0.2
$106.32
$120.68
1,392,077 1,166,123
95.6
101. 5
(24,558) ( 101, 812)
(8. 7)
( 1. 8)

!

+6.7
4/

3/

+8-:-4
+11.2
+14.3
+2.8

than 0.05 percent.
in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
than 0.05 percentage points.
percent or more.

Note 1.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving negative period data are
positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative if the amount of the negativity increases. Unit values
and other ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year
inventory ratios are annualized.
Note 2.--Firms were deemed to be "traditional" producers if their method of production encompasses a variety of factors
which may include ingot casting and/or BOF production. Data from the following fiL"lllS have been included in the above
table: ***. Together they accounted for 44.0 percent of reported U.S. production of all special quality bars and rods
in 1991. ·
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table G-2
Hot-rolled all special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars and rods:
industry, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Item

Summary data concerning the U.S. minimill

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
Eer short ton, Eeriod chanses=Eercent, exceEt where noted)
ReEorted data
Period chanses
Jan.-Se:et.-Jan.-Sept.
1990
1991
1991
1989
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ........
Capacity utilization 1/ ....
U.S. shipments:
Quantity .................
Value ....................
Unit value ...............
Export shiPlllents:
Quantity .................
Exports/shipments 1/ .....
Value ....................
Unit value ...............
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments 1/ .....
Production workers .........
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ......
Total comp. ($1,000) .......
Hourly total compensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour) ...........•........
Unit labor costs ...........
Net sales value ............
COGS/sales 1/ ..............
Operating income Closs) ....
Op. income (loss)/sales 1/.

4,140,214
3,331,578
77 .8

4,269,804
3,493,312
79.0

4,382,523
3,510,964
76.9

3,208,448
2,564,253
76.7

3,334,206
2,721,273
77. 7

+5.9
+5.4
-0.9

+3.1
+4.9
+1.2

+2.6
+0.5
-2.0

+3.9
+6.1
+1.0

3,325,321
1,298,641
$390.53

3,425,818
1,352,979
$394.94

3,418,327
1,268,216
$371. 00

2,575,194
962,132
$373.62

2,686,608
982,809
$365.82

+2.8
-2.3
-5.0

+3.0
+4.Z
+1.1

-0.2
-6.3
-6.l

+4.3
+2.1
-2.1

1,904
0.1
898
$471.64
180,305
6.0
2,544
5,857
133,232
$22.75

48,645
1.4
16,138
$331.75
209,154
6.8
2,653
6,058
139,780
$23.07

83,631
2.4
22,318
$266.86
218,180
7.0
2,607
5,831
136. 242
$23.37

25,444
1. 0
7,788
$306.08
187,232
6.1
2,584
4,221
100,795
$23.88

57,514
2.1
18,955
$329.57
190,356
5.8
2,539
4,254
108,666
$25.54

'!:.I

-43.4
+21. 0
+l.O
+2.5
-0.4
+2.3
+2.7

-29.7
+16.0
+0.8
+4.3
+3.4
+4.9
+1.4

+71.9
+1.0
+38.3
-19 .6
+4.3
+0.2
-1. 7
-3.7
-2.5
+1.3

+126.0
+1.1
+143.4
+7.7
+l. 7
-0.2
-1. 7
+0.8
+7.8
+7.0

0.4
$57.89
1,224,287
84.1
129,189
10.6

0.4
$57.72
1,272,571
83.7
132,475
10.4

0.4
$56.73
1,216,807
85.6
115, 186
9.5

0.4
$58.05
902,154
87 .1
75,024
8.3

0.4
$58.98
930,059
86.2
87,081
9.4

+4.8
-2.0
-0.6
+1.5
-10.8
-1.1

+l. 7
-0.3
+3.9
-0.4
+2.5
-0.l

+3.0
-1. 7
-4.4
+1.9
-13.1
-0.9

+5.3
+1.6
+3.1
-0.9
+16.1
+1.0

'l:.I

+2.3

'!:.I

+1.3

'!:.I

11

'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
'!,./ An increase of 1,000 percent or more.

Note 1.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of
firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
Note 2.--Firms were deemed to be 11minimill" producers if their method of production encompasses a variety of factors
which may include billet casting and/or EAF production. Data from the following firms have been included in the above
table: ***. Together they accounted for 56.0 percent of reported U.S. production of all special quality bars and rods
in 1991.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.
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Table G-3
Hot-rolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rods: StlllllDary data concerning the U.S.
traditional-producers industry, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Item

CQuantity=short ton, value•l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are
:eer short ton, 12eriod changes=:eercent, exce12t where noted)
Re:eorted data
Period changes
. Jan. -Se:et. -Jan.-Sept.
1989
1990
1991
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity .. 1,179,321 1,216,662 1,218,531
699,147
Production quantity ........
665,002
527,005
56.4
57.5
Capacity utilization 1/ ....
'43.2
U.S. shipments:
697,689
679,623
524,051
Quantity .................
362,746
276,424
358,707
Value ....................
$527.48
$527.80
$519.93
Unit value ...............
Export shipm.ents:
1,539
4,729
4 ,417
Quantity .................
0.7
0.8
0.2
Exports/shipments 1/ ... :.
2,352
758
2, 119
Value ....................
$497.36
$492.53
$479.74
Unit value ...............
49,482
48, 738
48,251
Ending inventory quantity ..
7.0
7.1
9.2
Inventory/shipments 1/ .....
1,507
1,396
Production workers ......•..
1;623
3,003
2,984
2,516
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ....•.
72,461
70,762
64,.092
Total comp. ($1,000) .......
$25.47
$24.13
$23.71
Hourly total compensation •.
Productivity (short tons/
0.2
0.2
hour) .........•..•.•.....
'0.2
$108.96
$101.21
$121. 62
Unit labor costs .••..•.....
309,520
310,307
232,422
Net sales :value ............
102.7
102.0
105. l
COGS/sales 11 . .............
(25,289)
(30,124)
(31, 178)
Operating income Closs) ....
(8.2)
(9.7)
(13. 4)
Op. income (loss)/sales 1/.

913,299
361,826
:;9,6

916,050
478,113
52.2

+3.3
-20.8
-13. l

+3.2
+5.l
+l. l

+0.2
-24.6
-14.2

+0.3
+32.l
+12.6

357,456
188,491
$527.31

462·, 112
238,400
$515.89

-22.9
-22.9
-0.1

+2.7
+l.l
-1.5

-24.9
-23.8
+l.5

+29.3
+26.5
-2.2

3,078
0.9
1,476
$479.53
51,310
10.7
1,259
1,766
44,141
$24.99

223

+187.0
+0.6
+179.6
-2.6
+l.O
+2.1
-14.0
-16.2
-11. 5
+5.6

+207.3
+0.4
+210.3
+l.O
+2.6
-7.1
-0.6
-2.3
-1. 7

-6.6
+0.2
-9.9
-3.5
-1.5
+2.2
-7.4
-15.7
-9.4
+7.4

-92.8
-0.8
-92.6
+l.9
+24.9
-0.3
+12.4
+20.l
+23.7
+3.0

-5.4
+11.6
-24.9
! +3.1
-23.3
-5.2

+5.8
-7.1
+0.3
+0.7
-19.l
-1.5

-10.6
+20.2
-25.l
+2.3
-3.5
-3.7

+10.0
-6.4
+26.0
-1.2
+3.0
+2.8

0.2
$122.00
167,774
104.2
(20 .• 707)
(12.3_)

£!

109
$488.79
64, lll
10.4
1,415
2,121
54,612
$25.75
0.2
$114.22
211,436
102.9
c2o;oe8>
(9.~)

~/

1/ 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
Positive figure, but les~ than- significant digits displayed.
~/ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points.

2;

Note 1.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded ~ata. Period changes involving negative period data are
positive if the amount of the ·negat.ivity decreases and ~egative· if the amount of the nega.tivity increases. Unit values
and otlier ratios are calculated u~ing 'data of firms 'supply,ing both.numerator and denominator information. Part-year
inventory ratios are annualized.
Note 2.--Firms were deemed to be "traditional" producers if their m,etli.od of production encompasses a variety of factors
which may include ingot casting and/or BOF production. Data from the following.firms have been included in the above
table: ***· Together they accounted for 77.7 percent of reported U.S. production of all free-machining bars and rods
in 1991.
·
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.

Inte~ational

Trade C011111ission.
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Table G-4
Hot-rolled free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel bar and rods:
industry, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

Item

Summary data concerning the U.S. minimill

(Quantity=short ton, value=l,000 dollars, unit val~es and unit labor costs are
per short ton, period chan5es=percent, except where noted)
Reported d.a ta
;.P..:.e:.r:.io"'-d~c::.:h::.;a:::n"'g>.:e'-'s'-------=----J an. -Sept. - Jan.-Sept.
1990
1989
1991
1991
1992
1989-91 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

U.S. producers'-Aver~ge capacity quantity ..
Production quantity ....... .
Capacity utilization 1/ ... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ................ .
Value ................... .
Unit value .............. .
Export shipments:
Quantity ................ .
Exports/shipments 1/ .... .
Value ................... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory quantity ..
Inventory/shipments l/ .... .
Production workers ........ .
Hours worked (1,000s) ..... .
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... .
Hourly total compensation ..
Productivity (short tons/
hour) ................... .
Unit labor costs .......... .
Net sales value ........... .
COGS/sales l/ ............. .
Operating income Closs) ... .
Op. income (loss)/sales 1/.

174,396
153,879
80.7

190,702
161,114
76.8

167,733
151,312
76.3

117 ,231
108,637
78.3

148,108
145,542
. 82.0

-3.8
-1,7
-4.4

+9.3
+4.7
-3.9

-12.0
-6.1
-0.5

+26.3
+34.0
+3.7

151,618
70, lll
$462.42

157,008
70,569
$449.46

150,757
65,780
$436.33

111, 593
48,983
$438.94

148,116
62,860
$424.40

-0.6
-6.2
-5.6

+3.6
+0.7
-2.8

-4.0
-6.8
-2.9

+32.7
+28.3
-3.3

60

1, 723
1. l
779

4.1
112
174
4,038
.$23.21

700
0.5
300
$428.57
6,2?2
3.1
102
167
4,923
$29.48

-0.2
-0.9
-3.7
+0.4
+4.2

'£,/
+2.0
'£,/
-10.3
+8.6
+0.2
+13.2
+12.8
+17.8
+4.4

-47.1
-0.9
-44.9
+4.2
-11. 0
-0.4
-12.4
-14.7
-14.8
-0.1

-54.4

$452.12
9,496
6.2
113
233
5,371
$23.05

1,536
1.4
696
$453.13

2/

$483.33
9,816
6.5
114
242
5,352
$22.12

3,258
2.0
1, 413
$433.70
10,664
6.7
129
273
6,302
$23.08

-56.9
-5.4
+0.8
-1. 0
-8.9
-4.0
+21. 9
+27.0

0.5
$43.82
67,162
80.6
9,878
14.7

0.5
$48. 77
69,503
80.3
10,545
15.2

0,5
$46.79
76,194
80.6
11, 714
15.4

0.5
$49.29
49,626
81.7
6,873
13.8

0.7
$43.79
63,140
82.5
8,556
13.5

-2.4
+6.8
+13.4
+0.1
+18.6
+0.7

-6.2
+11.3
+3.5
-0.3
+6.8
+0.5

+4.1
-4.1
+9.6
+0.4
+11.1
+0.2

+43.0
-11.2
+27.3
+0.8
+24.5
-0.3

3/

29

6, 172

+1°71
21

-6°75
-3.3

-0. 9

ll 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
2/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more.
Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed.

ll

Note 1.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of
firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year ~nvent~ry ratios are annualized.
Note 2.--Firms were deemed to be 11 minimill 11 producers if their method of production encompasses a variety of factors
which may include billet casting and/or EAF production. Data from the following firms have been included in the above
table: ***· Together they accounted for 22.3 percent of reported U.S. production.of all free-machining bars and rods
in 1991.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.
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APPENDIX H

COl\iMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS
ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF
HOT-ROLLED LEAD AND BISMUTH CARBON STEEL
BAR AND ROD PRODUCTS
FROM BRAZIL, FRANCE, GERMANY, AND THE UNITED KINGDOM,
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL,
AND EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS

H-3

The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
anticipated negative effects of imports of hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon
steel bar and rod products from the subject countries on existing development
and production efforts, growth, investment, and ability to raise capital. Six
firms--*k*--indicated they suffered no negative effects. The responses of the
seven producers which supplied comments are as follows:
Response of U.S. producers to the following questions:
1.
Since January 1, 1989, has your firm experienced any actual negative
effects on its growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing
development and production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative
or more advanced version of the product, as a result of imports of hot-rolled
lead or bismuth carbon steel bar or rod products from Brazil, France, Germany,
or the United Kingdom?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2.
Does your firm anticipate any negative impact of imports of hot-rolled
lead or bismuth carbon steel bar or rod products from Brazil, France, Germany,
or the United Kingdom?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

3.
. Has the scale of capital investments undertaken been influenced by the
presence of imports of hot-rolled lead or bismuth carbon steel bar or rod
products from Brazil, France, Germany, or the United Kingdom?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

